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Abstract
New Zealand's climate during the Last Glacial Maximum has been
investigated using the UKMO global and regional models HadAM3H (GCM)
and HadRM3H (RCM). SSTs and sea-ice were supplied from a set of prior
coupled model (HadCM3) runs and all models were set up according to the
glacial conditions as specified by PMIP.
In the analysis of the global simulation, emphasis was placed on the climate
of the Southern Hemisphere. Compared to the present day, the modelled climate
of the LGM is mainly characterized by the different wind regimes, both in the
zonal and meridional directions. In the zonal mean, the polar trough shifted
equatorward, and the westerly wind increased slightly between approximately
30oS-50"S, and decreased poleward of this zonal band. At the same time, there
was an increase in the number of andior strength of southerlies between 35'S-
60"5. This resulted in a reduction of the poleward zonal mean meridional heat
transport, and an enhancement of the wave number 3 pattern in the mean zonal
circulation. All these changes contributed to a weaker SAO during the LGM.
lnterannual variability was as today, dominated by the High Latitude Mode
(HLM, or Antarctic Oscillation/Southern Annular Mode) and ENSO.
For the LGM, New Zealand was about 2.5'C-4"C cooler than in a pre-
industrial control simulation. The seasonal cooling was largest during winter.
Excluding the Alpine region, the largest cooling geographically took place in the
east of the South Island. Precipitation was in general reduced everywhere during
the whole year, except for the east of the South Island. The westerly wind
increased considerably over the North Island and the northem part of the South
lsland, but was weaker over the rest of the South Island. JJA was the exception
lll
with weaker westerly winds o-ver a,ll New Zea[an{ whiah wasprobably related to
enhance blocking during that season. The stronger westerly wind acccntuated the
cooling over the North Island, except for the east@r region, where it mainly
enhanced the dry oonditions by preventing the moist easterly winds eoming
ashore, The weaker westerly wind in the south on the other hand encouraged
enhanced penefation of moist winds. The most dnim?rtie ehange in the modelled
New Zealand climate was the large increase in the nurnbor of,sout'herliea in eaeh
region, whioh wore capable of bringlng very cold polar air over most of'the
country. It was probably rnainly the changes in the winds that lead to the
harshness of New Zealand's climate during the LGM, increasing the seasonality
in tenrperafure and precipitetion. It is suggested that they had therefore a
controlling influence On the exis-tence of some of the vegstation types in New
Zealand.
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Figure I. Map of New Zealand with all the locations mentioned in this thesis.
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Chapter I
Introduction
The latter part of the 20tl' century saw our perception of Earth's climate
change tremendously. lf we previously thought that our climate was constant and
would hardly ever change, we became aware that our climate had experienced,
and most likely will experience? some enorrnous fluctuations. We had noticed of
course how each year our climate slightly varied, which we usually referred to as
for example, 'oWe have a bad summer this yeaf', or, 'uln my younger days, we
had real winters". But only recently are we able to link up those experiences with
climatic phenomena like ENSO and IPO. But those experiences did not prepare
us for what we discovered in the last quarter of the 20'h century.
That our climate can experience much larger fluctuations was established by
two independent disciplines. One was geology, from which we already knew that
the climate was different in the past. The most well-known era would be the age
of the dinosaurs, where the annual mean temperature was several degrees warrner
than during the present day. But that was more than 65 million years ago. That
hardly implied that there were extreme fluctuations in our climate, but merely an
indication of a climate extreme. But analysis of many geological samples (proxy
data) showed that our climate had undergone several stages of cooling and
warming. One of the best known samples is the Vostok ice core, from which we
were able to reconstruct the annual mean temperature up to 400.000 years in the
past. And this reconstruction showed that there were several large temperature
fluctuations in the past. Ice cores are only one kind of proxy data that can be used
to reconstruct past climates. There is a multitude of geological proxy data that
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can help in getting a better picture of both the state of past climates and evolution
from one state to another. Today, geological studies into our paleoclimates are
significant and important areas of scientific research in their own right.
While geological proxy data provide direct proof that the climate of the Earth
was not constant, the development of atmospheric models enabled us to study the
physics and the chemistry factors that influenced the climate. The very first
atmospheric models did not consider such a huge task as modelling the global
climate state but were only capable of some very limited reconstructions. But
with the progress of the science itself, and the development of the
(super)computer, we were able to better simulate the state of the atmosphere.
Those climate models showed us that if we changed some parameters in our
equations, we could get a different climate state all together. And we were able to
o'tweak" our parameters appropriately by using values that the geologists had
determined from their proxy data. Suddenly we did not only have proof of the
possibility of the occurence of different climates, we were also able to
reconstruct those climates mathematically, and therefore understand them
physically. Combining climate modelling studies with geology findings has
enabled us to extrapolate the state of our current climate into the future. This has
let to, among other results, the subject of global warming, which is a very
important ecological, economical and political topic in present times.
But no matter how rnuch we have learned from those studies, there is still no
comprehensive climate model that can correctly reconstruct past climates,
simulate the present day climate, or make completely accurate predictions of the
state of the climate in the future. Verifying climate forecasts can only happen
after the forecasting period has past, and the length of such a period is at least
several decades. Climate forecasters will be challenged when stating that their
prediction is most correct. The argurnent is that if that same model fails to
correctly simulate the present day climate or a climate from the past, it is
doubtful it can make fully accurate predictions for the future. A lot of current
effort is spent on improving these climate models. The ultimate verifiable climate
model would be one that is capable of simulating the present day climate.
Parallel to such a task, our capabilities in rnodelling climates from the past will
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improve, which will help to create better climate models. Some climates from the
past are in general easier to reconstruct. Rather than try to reconstruct a
transitional climate, often a climate extreme is simulated. A very common
climate to simulate is an ice age climate, and in particular, the Last Glacial
Maximum, or LGM. This period was only about 20.000 years ago. Since this is
so recent, there is a lot of geological data available to us that can help us to
reconstruct the climate of that era and thereby verify, or find errors in the
outcome of the models.
Geological proxy data can only give us an indication of what the climate was
like. They can not give us an absolute picture. Difficulties in the dating of the
geological samples (due to the large range of timescales involved, inaccuracies,
"contaminated" samples, and so on), regional variations in geography, the time
and spatial range of the possible climate indicator, and so on, results in that proxy
data can only give us a band of possible climates. If the available proxy data
shows that the Earth in the annual mean was colder during the LGM, then that
does not exclude the possibility that some regions on Earth were warmer than
today. One should always distinguish between global and regional aspects of the
climate.
The aim of this srudy is to reconstruct the climate of New Zealand during the
Last Glacial Maximum. Both a global and a regional climate model will be set up
under LGM conditions. The output of the LGM simulations will be compared
mainly against the output of a pre-industrial control simulation. The climate of
the pre-industrial era is the most recent equilibrium climate, since the last
hundred or more years have seen increasing greenhouse gas forcing and a non-
equilibrium global climate. However, it is assumed that the pre-industrial climate
was not that much different than the present day climate and that therefore
comparing the result of the LGM simulation with the pre-industrial climate is
similar to comparing it to the present day climate. In order to understand the
local climate of a region as small as New Zealand, first one needs to understand
the general circulation in which it is embedded. Most of the climate aspects of
New Zealand will be governed by the state of the general circulation. For that
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reason the global climate during the LGM, and then in particular the climate of
the Southem Hemisphere, is investigated. Subsequently, the regional model will
investigate local climate aspects in New Zealand. In short, the two most
important questions are:
l) What was the general state of the LGM climate, and in particular the general
circulation in the Southern Hemisphere? What were the main anomalies on
the annual mean circulation in the Southern Hemisphere compared to a recent
"control" climate? And how did the different general circulation affect the
climate in the South-west Pacific (New Zealand\?
2) How was New Zealand's climate affected by the different general circulation
during the LGM, and how was New Zealand's climate during the LGM
different than to that of the present day (or during pre-industrial times)?
Although this study is mainly about modelling the climate of the LGM, the
structure of this thesis is set up similar to this introduction. One can not separate
geology and climate modelling in the field of paleoclimate studies. An overview
is given of the LGM climate and climate modelling, and both topics have an
introduction that places them in a historical context: The history of Earth's
climate and the development of atmospheric science. Both topics come together
in the core of the thesis. The structure of this thesis is therefore as follows:
- Chapter l: An introduction and an overview of the thesis.
- Chapter 2; An overview of Earth's climatic history.
It starts at the very beginning with Earth's first climate, and describes its
general evolution towards today's climate. This chapter indicates that our
climate is variable, and has had quite a few different configurations in time.
- Chapter 3: The climate of the LGM.
It describes the possible cause of the ice age (Milankovitch cycles,
thermohaline circulation) and details some aspects of the climate of the LGM
as determined from geological proxy data and from climate simulations. It
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describes global climatic features, features of the climate of the Northern
Hemisphere (NH), and particularly the climate of the Southern Hemisphere
(SH) and New Zealand during the LGM as reconstructed by the
aforementioned studies. The topic of climate modelling is discussed in
further detail in the next chapter.
- Chapter 4: Climate modelling.
This chapter has a similar structure as chapter 2 and 3. It begins with a
historic overview (like chapter 2), and then goes into detail (like chapter 3)
into one aspect of atmospheric science, climate modelling. Just as one can not
understand one climate, like an ice age, without understanding the larger time
frame of the evolution of climates, it is important to understand how the
climate models used in this study fit in. What are their main achievements
and what are their limitations? This chapter discusses various climate models,
and indicates which one is most suitable for this study. It discusses the
General Circulation Models (the GCMs: HadCM3, HadAM3, HadAM3H)
and Regional Climate Model (RCM: NZ_40km)r used in this study in detail.
Before simulating the climate of the LGM, the model's performance needs to
be investigated under a control simulation. This is done in chapter 5 and 6.
- Chapter 5: Pre-industrial simulation: Global.
This chapter describes the capability of HadAM3H in simulating the pre-
industrial climate. Some global fields are described and compared against
data from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP). The
differences between the datasets are investigated. The reasons for the
differences can be grouped in roughly three categories: the data are related to
two different climates, the differences are related to the initial conditions of
the simulation, or the differences are related to the model used. Only those
' These models are all versions of the United Kingdom MetOflice (UKMO) Unified Model (the UM) and are
the Huclley Center (oupled model version J (HadCM3), ;[tmosphere model version I (HadAM3) and the
4[tmosphere fligh resolution version I (HadAM3H) fbr the GCMs and the {ew Zaland RCM contiguration
vith a 40kn resolution (NZ_40km).
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fields that will be described in the LGM simulation will be investigated.
-,ChEptGr 6: Preindus.rial sinnrlation: Nerv Zealand.
Chaprer 6 extends modelling,into regional studies. New ZEatand's elimate is
simulated by an RCM that is snb€dd€d within the GCM. NEw Zealand's
olimate is diseus-sed acrssssix regions and seasonal aspects are investigatod.
. Cbap,ter 7: LGM simulation: Global.
Chaptel 7 disousees the output of the global LGM simulation. The output is
mainly compared to the outprrt of the control (pre-indrtshial) simulation.
Accounti4g for the inherent biases in the rnodel and the eftot of the initial
antl boundary conditions ou the sirnulations, the differences, hetween the
simulations can then berelated to aspects of the LCM elimate.
- Chapter 8: LGM simrrlation: NewZealand.
lhis chapter derails what'the clirnate of New Zealand was like during tho
LGM" Cornparisons with the control simulation and with proxy data are
made; Primarily it investigates terrperature, precipitation and claracteristico
of the wind during th€ LCM.
- Chapter 9: Su.mnrary and conclusions.
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Chapter 2
Earth's Climate
2. Introduction
In the global and time mean, the climatic state of the Earth can be seen as the
balance between incoming (shortwave) radiation and outgoing (longwave)
radiation. In an equilibrium climate, the incoming and outgoing energy balance
each other. Any deviation from the mean state of the climate is then solely due to
changes in the intemal energy balance. Fig. 2-l gives a general overview of the
various energy flows within the atmosphere. These flows are t'ar from constant
and vary continually. The atmosphere and oceans continually try to balance out
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Fig. 2-1. Schematic diagram representing the Earth's annual global mean energy budget (Kiehl
and Trenberth, 1997).
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any discrepancies from the mean steady state. Such efforts at time scales of a
week or less is what we call weather. Averaging weather patterns over a longer
period is then referred to as a climate. Although climates are an averaged state of
our atmosphere, they are far from constant. [f one looks solely at a short-time
period (within the lifespan of a human being) there are intra and interannual
variations. The main interannual variation is the one of course associated with
the seasons. But when you filter the seasonal mean out of the data, there are
other, less obvious interannual climatic signals. For instance, the Madden-Julian
Oscillation (MJO) (e.g. Madden and Julian, l97l) is a 30 to 60 days oscillation
in the zonal wind and convection in the tropical Pacific. The MJO affects the
entire tropical troposphere, but is most evident in the Indian and Western Pacific
oceans. After the march of the seasons, the biggest interannual climate signal is
the El Nifro/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) cycle.
Interannual climate changes associated with El Nifro and La Nifla not only
have major impacts on regional climates but they affect the climate of the whole
world. The occurrence of droughts and floods over a number of regions of the
world can often be linked to an El Nif,o or a La Nifra. The easterly trade winds
weaken during an El Nifro, reducing the upwelling of cold deep water in the
Eastern Pacific This results in warming of the ocean surface, which in turn
reduces the wind even more. The warmer waters shift from the west to the east
and in doing so displaces the main convective systems along the equator
eastward as well. This again leads to changes in the jetstreams which in turn
affect the underlying climates. During an El Nifia this process is reversed with a
stronger than average temperature gradient along the equatorial Pacific.
The Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) is an atmospheric index used to help
define whether an El Nifro or a La Nifra occurs. The SOI is the normalized
monthly mean sea level pressure (MSLP) difference between Tahiti and Darwin.
When there is a significantly negative SOI, where the pressure in the West
Pacific is higher than in the East Pacific, you have an El Nifro event. Plotting the
SOI against time, one sees that El Niflos occur every three to seven years (Fig.
2-2). The impact of El Nifros is in turn modulated by the decadal variation of our
climate. The impact of El Nifios and La Nifras in some Pacific regions can be
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Fig.2-2. Southern Oscillation Index (SOI). The data is normalized over the period l94l-
1980 and then multiplied with 10. Negative values are coloured red and are El Nifro years.
Positil'e (blue) values are La Niia years. Original monthly mean pressure data over Darwin
and Tahiti were obtained from the Bureau of Meteorological Research Centre (BMRC).
either enhanced or diminished depending on whether they occur during the
positive or negative phase of the Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO). For
instance, Salinger et al. (2001) describe the effects of the interaction between El
Nif,o and the different phases of the IPO in the New Zealand region. They find
that ENSO-IPO teleconnections strengthen during the positive phase of the IPO.
All of these short-term climate fluctuations are relatively minor compared to
fluctuations that have taken place over much longer time scales. There are
several different causes for these larger events. Their origins can be found extra-
terrestrial (solar output, Earth's orbit), on the surface of the Earth (oceans, ice
distribution, vegetation) and in the Earth's interior (tectonics drives landmass
distribution and mountain building). Saltanan (1990) describes these fluctuations
by comparing the response time of the different forcings. To understand these
fluctuations on very long time scales, we have to understand the evolution of our
past climates. The following section gives a brief overview of the history of the
climate of the Earth.
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2.1. History of the Earth's climate
The Earth is nearly five billion years old (see Table 2-1). The first rocks
probably were formed after a few hundred million years after the forming of the
Earth. Not much is known about the climate of those days, because none of these
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rocks were preserved. The oldest preserved rocks date back to about 3.8 billions
of years ago (Press and Siever, 1982). These rocks indicate that the climate was
relatively warm at that time. As the result of outgassing from volcanoes, the
atmosphere was probably thicker than in the present day and would have trapped
more heat. The exact composition of the earliest atmosphere is not known, but it
probably did not have much oxygen. This can be deduced from the abundant iron
deposits that were deposited in the following billions of years. These iron
deposits are indicative of an oxygen-poor environment.
A change in the environment took place at about two billion years ago.
Certain iron deposits disappeared and were replaced by red sandstone. The
reddish colour would have been the result of iron reacting with oxygen, forming
iron-oxide. This is the first time there is an indication of the atmosphere
containing oxygen. The oxygen would have been the result of the development
of oxygen forming organisms.
There are indications that ice ages might have occurred in the Precambrian,
900-600 millions of years (My) ago, but the Earth was apparently ice-free for
most of that era (e.g. Frakes et al., 1994). The early Paleozoic, about 500My ago,
had significantly higher levels of atmospheric COz than the earlier Precambrian,
which would have resulted in a warrner climate. There was an abrupt change
during the middle Ordovician, about 475-490My ogo, when tectonic forces
moved the then existing continents to form the supercontinent Pangaea.
Geological records indicate that the climate varied due to these tectonic shifts.
The main continent, Gondwanaland, went across the South Pole. An ice age
existed from the middle Ordovician to the early Silurian (about 430My ago).
There were massive coal formations during the Carboniferous (300-350My ago)
indicating a warrn climate. And from the Permian we find glacial deposits in
widely separated areas, indicating another ice age. It's not known how much this
"wandering" of the continents influenced the climate, but there is a remarkable
correspondence between the occulrences of glaciation during the Paleozoic and
the position of the paleo south pole (Fig. 2-3). Crowley et al. (1987) found that
the position of the pole is crucial in finding whether the continent was ice-free or
ll
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Fig. 2-3. Reconstruction of the "wandering of the South Pole" during the Paleozoic.
The position of the pole in time (in My ago) is indicated by the crosses. Two possible
"wander" paths, solid and dashed line, are presented (Crowley et al.. 1987).
not. Crowley et al. (1993) hypothesize that pole-edged supercontinents could
have permanent snow cover, where as pole-centred supercontinents could be
snow-free in summer.
Another dramatic effect influencing the climate during the Paleozoic was the
development of first plants, and later on, trees. The occunence of vegetation
would have reduced the surface albedo and would have affected the hydrological
cycle. Probably even more important, it would have affected the chemistry of the
atmosphere in that the plants converted COz into Oz, and thereby reduced an
important greenhouse gas, probably inciting a cooler climate as well.
Little is known about the climate during the period of Pangaea's existence
(Permian Jurassic, 150-250My ago). A likely climatic feature of the
supercontinent is that it was probably dry and cold with seasonal extremes,
common to a continental climate. Pangaea was formed during the Paleozoic, but
it broke up again during the Mesozoic. Opening of the oceans, rifting and
mountain-forming had their effects on the climate (Barron and Washington,
1984). Climates of the Mesozoic, and in particular during the Cretaceous, were
generally wann and stable. Tropical plants grew across the Arctic circle. The late
l2
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Mesozoic and the early Cenozoic (about l00My ago) saw widely varying waffn
climates with extremes of global mean temperatures l0'C warrner than today's.
These extremes can not be solely explained by the different geographical
distribution of the continents. The tectonic changes did influence the CO2 cycle.
Volcanism increased as a result of an increase of subduetion of carbon-rich
oceanic crust. This process, together with the increase of rifting, increased the
atmospheric amount of COzseveral fold. Gerard and Dols (1990) found that the
increase of COz in the atmosphere was the main factor explaining the magnitude
of the warming during the Cretaceous.
The climates of the Tertiary can be described as a general trend going from
warrn (the Mesozoic) to cold climates (the Quatenary). Superimposed on this
trend are significant fluctuations (Crowley and North, l99l ). With the northward
movement of the continents of Australia and South America, detaching
themselves from Antarctica, the Southern Ocean circulation became circumpolar.
The effect of this was that there was no longer meridional transport from the
equator to the south pole by the ocean. This resulted in the temperature of the
surface and deep waters to cool offmore than l0oC and the isolation caused by
the circumpolar current helped to keep it cold. Ice sheets were formed over East
Antarctica.
Continental drift closed the Panama Isthmus about 3.0My ago. This resulted
in a different circulation in the North Atlantic. This particular tectonic event
might very well have been the initiation of the last glaciation, which is apparent
presently. There is evidence of glaciation in the North Atlantic around 2.5My ago
(Shackleton et al., 1984).
Following the Tertiary is the Quatenary, which is the current period. The
Quatenary is in general classified as an ice age although warrn periods did occur.
More is known about the climate of the Quatenary than any other climate from
the past, and the next section will deal with the climate of the Quatenary in more
detail.
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2.2. The Quatenary
The Quatenary is a very well-studied period. Mainly because it is so recent,
we can still find a lot of evidence of what the climate was like during this period.
A characteristic of the climate of the Quatenary is that it underwent some
remarkable fluctuations (Fig. 2-4). There were various periods where both sea-
ice and land ice expanded considerably. These glaciations (stadials) were
accompanied by changes in sea level and by changes both in the dynamics and
the chemistry of ocean and atmosphere. These glaciations alternated with warmer
periods (interstadials), where these changes in oceans and atmosphere were
reversed. The general theory that is most accepted in explaining these climatic
variations comes from Milankovitch (see for instance Berger, 1978: Berger and
Loutre, 1994: tmbrie, 1994). Milankovitch noticed that there was a relationship
between the Earth's position with respect to the sun, and the climate fluctuations.
Milankovitch found that the Earth "wobbles" in its orbit. The angle of the
Earth's tilt varies between 22.2" and 24.5o and is currently 23.5' (Fig. 2-5A).
The tilt of the Earth (obliquity) causes the seasons, and the seasonal contrasts
vary as this tilt changes. A larger tilt means that the sumlner hemisphere will
receive more solar radiation while the winter hemisphere will receive less, with
the opposite occurring for a smaller tilt. Secondly, the Earth's orbit is not circular
and the distance Sun-Earth varies through the year. Currently the Earth is nearest
to the sun in January (perihelion), and funhest away in July (aphelion). Earth's
orbit around the sun is described by its eccentricity (Fig. 2-5B), which is a
relationship between the major and minor axes of its orbit. Changes in
eccentricity are very small and affect incoming solar radiation only slightly (less
that 0.2o/o annually). However, eccentricity modulates the amplitude of the
precession cycle. The precession of the Earth is the change in position of the
solstices and equinoxes. Fig. 2-5C illustrates two different situations. The
Southern Hemisphere tilts towards the sun at aphelion in the diagram on the left,
where as in the diagram on the right it is the Northern Hemisphere that tilts
towards the sun. All these variations in the Earth's orbit have their etfect on the
climate of the Earth.
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Fig. Z-S. Schernatic diagram illustrating the three main orbital changes: 
^A.. Obliquity. The curreat
tilt of the axis of the Earth is 23.5". The green lines represent the minimum and maximum tilt, B.
Ecceltrieity. The eccentricity is higtrly exaggerated- C. Precession. The solstices and equinoxes
move around Earth's orbit.
It is easy to deterrnine that there are several superimposed cycles of clirnate
fluetuations, 19 and 23,41and l00Ky', with another less wetl determined cycle
of about 400Ky (Berger, 1978: Barnola et aI., 1987: Genthon et al., 1987:
Crowley and North, 1991: Irnbrie, 1994: Bradley, 1999). Fig. 2-6 shows each
individual cycle with its frequency spectrum. Variations in the prepession of the
Earth cause the 19 and 23Ky cycles, variations in the obliquity the 4tKy cycle,
and variations in the eccentricity the 100Ky and the 400Ky cycles.
The eccentricity' is actually the only variable of those three, that affects the
annual amount of solar radiation reaching the Earth. It has been a major task to
'Ky= l000years.
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Fig. 2-6. Graphical representation of the variations in eccentricity, obliquity, precession and
the combination of these three factors (ETP) over the last 800Ky with their corresponding
frequency spectrum. Note the different vertical scales (Crowley and North, 199 I ).
actually link the small change in solar radiation to the cyclic occurrence of ice
ages. Solar output could have varied by a larger degree, masking any variations
due to the eccentricity. The question still remains how the weak signal of
eccentricity is amplified and leads to the major climatic shifts that have taken
place. The most obvious candidates for amplifuing the eccentricity signal are ice-
albedo feedbacks and variations in atmospheric carbon dioxide. Lin et al. (1992)
used a one-level nonlinear seasonal energy balance climate model to show how
variations in Earth's orbit can cause ice ages, but that abrupt climate changes can
also take place as the result of changes in COz. Another explanation is given by
Paillard (1998) who proposes multiple equilibriums for the climate, and that the
various different climates are merely climates at a different equilibrium.
Obliquity and precession variations affect geographical and seasonal
insolation. They cause no net annual decrease or increase of incoming solar
radiation, but rather lead to amplitude variations in the geographical distribution
of solar radiation. Their effects are modulated by the interaction with some of the
physical properties of the Earth, like the albedo (particular land-sea distribution,
t7
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ice sheets, clouds and vegetation) and chemistry of the atmosphere (e.g. carbon
dioxide and trace gases).
Imbrie et al. (1984) found a very high correlation between the oxygen isotope
record and orbital forcing. Up to 85% of the isotopic variance could be explained
by the Milankovitch cycles. Berger et al. (1989) found that the Milankovitch
cycles were traceable back to about 500My ago, albeit that their periods have
changed in time. The orbital forcing is the most significant factor affecting our
climate for long periods and changes in the orbital geometry are the fundamental
cause of the succession of Quaternary ice ages (Hays et al., 1976).
Other factors affect climate variability on shorter periods. As mentioned
earlier, those factors have a considerable, sometimes even a dominant, influence
on the clirnate of the Quatenary. Variations in ice extent, both sea-ice as well as
land ice, changes in ocean circulation, vegetation, the chemistry of the
atmosphere, all modulated the climate of the Quatenary. These variations can
amplify the effects of orbital forcing (e.g. Genthon et al., 1987), but can
individually lead to considerable fluctuations in the climate as well. Many of
these factors are linked to each other. A change in one factor is most likely
followed by a change in the others. lt is therefore not always clear which factor
initiated a climate change.
During the Quatenary, onset of periods of glaciation can often be related to
changes in oceanic circulation. This is in particular the case for changes in the
thermohaline circulation (THC) of the North Atlantic Ocean. The principle of the
North Atlantic conveyor belt is well known. Driven by the meridional
overturning gyre, warrn, salty surface water fiom the subtropics is transported to
the higher latitudes in the North Atlantic via the Gulfstream. At high latitudes,
this water coolso it becomes denser than its surroundings, and sinks to the bottom
of the ocean. This North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) then flows along the
ocean floor to lower latitudes and to the South Atlantic as a deep western
boundary current. Closure of the gyre takes place through upwelling processes
(e.g. differences in diffusivity, forcing by the winds). The oceanic circulation is a
major transporter of energy (heat) from low latitudes to the higher latitudes in the
Northern Hemisphere. If this circulation is intemrpted, it will have major
l8
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consequences for meridional heat transport in the North Atlantic in particular, but
also for the global heat distribution in general.
It is now clear that this circulation is not constant and in fact might even have
stopped at times (the "off' mode). During certain times there were massive
influxes of fresh water in the North Atlantic ocean which was the result of ice
calving (other possible causes of influx of fresh water are melting of the ice
sheets and jdkulhlaups). This resulted in the North Atlantic water at high
latitudes to become less salty, and therefore less dense. This decrease of density
prevented the water from sinking to the ocean floor, and therefore the production
of NADW stopped. The Atlantic circulation was now intemrpted. The direct
effect of this was a reduction of the Atlantic circulation with the warTn
Gulfstream not flowing deep into the high latitudes anymore. Less energy was
transported to the higher latitudes, resulting in a cooler pole. Colder temperatures
resulted in an increase in the polar ice sheets. Ganopolski and Rahmstorf (2001)
indicated that a geographical shift in the location of the NADW formation rather
than switching the NADW "on" and "offl', could simulate these events more
easily. Their ultimate result was the same however. in that the North Atlantic
conveyor belt could exist in more than one mode. The cessation or reduction of
the North Atlantic Thermohaline Circulation started a cumulative effect of
cooling. The reduction in temperature increased the size and thickness of the ice
sheets. This in turn caused the atmosphers to cool even more, partly because of
its direct contact with the ice sheets. but also because the ice sheets increased the
global albedo. A change in the THC affected the climate therefore globally (e.g.
Seidov and Haupt, 1997).
Heinrich (1988) discovered some curious deposits in the eastern North
Atlantic. He linked the "dropstones" deposits to ice-rafted debris. Heinrich
suggested that with an increase of freshwater influx in the North Atlantic, either
as the result of an increase of summer meltwater or an increase of iceberg
production, polar water was able to penetrate further south. With polar water
penetrating further south, icebergs, and the debris they were transporting Gig.
2-7 A), were also transported further south. Eventually the icebergs melted and
t9
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Fig. 2-7 . (A) Icebergs break off of the ice sheet. carrying debris with it, which is subsequently
deposited in the deep North Atlantic (Bard. 2002). (B) A very schematic time series indicating
the cyclicity of Heinrich and Dansgaard-Oeschger (D-O) cycles. Vertical scale can be e.g.
proxy data or temperature.
the debris they carried was deposited. These deposits can be seen clearly in
sediment cores. The quantity and quality of the ice-rafted debris not only
indicates what the climate was like at the time of deposition, but geological
analysis of the debris can also establish the source of the sediment. During the
colder periods (the so-called Heinrich events), the source of the debris was ftom
the Laurentide ice sheet and the Hudson Bay area.
Each Heinrich event was followed abruptly by a change to warner climates.
A plausible explanation could be that due to a net increase of evaporation at the
high latitudesl, the ocean became saltier, and therefore denser. The denser ocean
would sink, and this would have triggered the conveyor motion again. Dokken
and Jansen (1999) also suggested that the conveyor belt would start up due to an
increase in salinity of the North Atlantic ocean, but they suggested that that was
due to brine release during the cold phase. With the initiation of the circulation,
heat was transported to the higher latitudes again, resulting in warming of the
pole, and melting of the ice. This in turn would have reduced the albedo again,
resulting in a global warming. This warming trend caused a chain of minor
cooling events (Dansgaard-Oeschger cycles) and eventually another Heinrich
I Evaporation would beconre more dominant when the clecrease in prc'cipitation outweighted the decrease in
cvaporation.
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event with the next massive discharge of icebergs into the North Atlantic (e.g.
Broecker, 1994: Bond and Lotti, 1995). The sequence of a chain of Dansgaard-
Oeschger cycles within the Heinrich cycles is called a Bond Cycle. These cycles
are quite periodical, with Dansgaard-Oeschger cycles every 2,000-3.000 years,
and the Heinrich events every 7.000-10.000 years (Fig. 2-78). Variations in
Earth's orbit (precession, obliquity and eccentricity) and Heinrich - Dansgaard-
Oeschger cycles, are the most recognizable causes for periodical variations in the
climate of the Quatenary, but are surely not the only ones. As can be seen in Fig.
2-4, there are many more fluctuations at many more different time scales. What
causes these variations in the climate is still an area of major research.
Now that it is understood that the climate of the Quatenary was subject to
major fluctuations, we can have a look at the last "extreme" climate of the
Quatenary. As mentioned earlier, the whole Quatenary can be regarded as an ice
age, but there were short times that the climate was quite a bit warmer (the
interglacials). The previous interglacial, the Eemian, about 125.000 years ago,
ended a very long glaciation period. There are indications that that happened
very rapidly. Duplessy and Shackleton (1985) suggested that the change was due
to a major influx of fresh water in the North Atlantic as the result of the melting
of the continental ice sheets. They suggested that NADW formation stopped
completely in the northern Atlantic Ocean (the "off'mode). The NADW started
up again at the inception of the next glaciation in response to the increasing
salinity of the world oceans. The Eemian lasted about 10.000 years.
The Eemian was followed by the last period of glaciation, the one that lasted
till about 10.000 years ago. This period of glaciation featured similar climate
fluctuations, culminating in a glacial maximum about 20.000 years ago, the Last
Glacial Maximum (LGM). The Last Glacial Maximum was abruptly followed by
a warming period, which culminated in today's interglacial. The change from
glacial to interglacial was not a smooth event, but was also characterized by
several fluctuations (see Fig.2-4). Alley et al. (1999) hypothesized that these
millennium scale fluctuations were also due to Heinrich and Dansgaard-
Oeschger oscillations. Most noticeable was a temporarily cooling event during
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the younger Dryas (about 11.000 years ago). Manabe and Stouffer (1999)
suggested that it was due, again, to the melting of the continental ice sheets. The
effect of this cooling was probably not strong enough to be felt worldwide (e.g.
Markgraf,, l99l: McGlone, 1995: Bennett et a1.,2000). The glaciation of the
younger Dryas appeared mostly in the Northern Hemisphere.
After this period of cooling, the temperature rose sharply again and entered
the present Interglacial. A temperature maximum occurred during the mid-
Holocene, around 6.000 BP. This maximum was mainly due to an increase in
sununer temperature, rather than an increase in the year round temperature (e.g.
Crowley and North, l99l ). The main continental ice sheets had disappeared by
this stage. The increase of temperature also resulted in global changes in
precipitation patterns, r.vith an increase of the monsoonal circulation. The latter
part of the Holocene was slightly cooler and drier again.
The last 1000 years of the Holocene first had a relatively warmer period
during the Middle Ages (1000-1300), fbllowed by what is called "The Little lce
Age" (1350-1850). Besides geological proxy data, historical data in the form of
writings and drawings, do illustrate these particular climate periods. The mean
global temperature increased dramatically during the last 150 years. Although
slowly at first, the mean global temperature increased during the latter part of the
twentieth century at a rate not seen for many millions of years. This increase has
been attributed to an ever-increasing amount of carbon dioxide being released
into the atmosphere as a result of the rapid industrialisation. Besides carbon
dioxide, many new, man-made gases have been dumped in the atmosphere. Even
in relatively small amounts, these "trace gases" have a considerable effect on our
climate.
In the previous paragraphs, geological proxy data were mentioned several
times as the basis of our knowledge of what our past climates were like. Since
there is really no other way to find actual data about the state of past climates, it
is important to extract the correct information from these data. The following
section will give a short overview of what proxy data is available, and what
climatic information can be extracted from it.
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2.3. Proxv Data
There are various disciplines that use a variety of methods to gather
information about recent paleoclimates (Quatenary). Table 2-2 presents an
overview of the principal sources of proxy data for paleoclimate reconstructions
( I ) Glaciological (ice cores)
(a) gcochcmistrv (nrainly ions and isrltopes of ttxY*gen and
hydrogun)(h) 
-s.rs 
c()ntcnt in air bulrbles(c) tracr: clcnre nl and rtticrrrlrarticlc concctttralirttts(d) phlsical properties {e.g. icc thbric)(2) Gcolonical(rll,lluritrt' (occan scdirttcnt corcs)(i) Biogt'trit' wtlitntttts(plirnktrlnic rtnclbcnthic litssils)(a) ()\\scnisrrlrtlliecotttpositirtn(lr) lirunal lnd flrrnrl uhuttduncc{L') rrrorpholo!:ical vltriutions(d) akcnoncs { lionl rlialonrs)(ii) Irtt,rj.rtttic scttirttt'ttls(:r) tcrrcstrill (,\eolian) dust und icc-rirticd dchris(bt clltv rnincralolv
tllt lt'rrct',.iul (il) gllciul tluptrsits and lL':ttttrcs ol-glrrcill crositrtt(h, pcriglaeirrl hjirturcs(c) 
.shorclincs(Eustuticand-ellcio-custatiulcilturcsl(d) r\c,rlian dcposits lkrcss and santl duncs){c) Lacustrinu sctJirncnts. itncl crosional fcuturcs (shorclincs}(n Pctkrlogical tl'atures (relict soils)
t-tl) Spclcothcnts (agc und stahlc isotopc cotnposition)
(3) Iliological (Lr) trcc rings (rvielth. density. stahle isotopc corrtposition)(h) pollen (typc. rclativc ittrundanqc. untl/or ithsolulc
cr)nccntftrli()n )(c) pllrrt ntacrofirrsils (ir-uc and tlistritrution)(d) insccls (assenthlrgc chrr:teteristics)
(c I conrls ( gcrrcltc nlislr)- )(f) diatt'rlrrs. ostrircods. and utlrur hiota in lakc scdintcnts
(:rsscrtrhl:tgcs, irhundlncc. ltnd/or cltcnristrv )(-s) nrodcrn population distrihution lrelu-uiit lnd rulict
populations tll' plants und ilnirnals)
{{) Historical (il) *rittcn rccortls <rl' cnvironntcnlill indiciltot's
( pirrilnrctcu'oloeicll phunotrtc na )(b) phonologicitl rccords
Table 2-2. Principal sources of proxy data for paleoclimate reconstructions (after Bradley,
r999).
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Table 2-3. Characteristics of natural archives (after Bradley, 1999).
and Table 2-3 gives an overview what timescale they detail. Extracting climatic
information from these proxy data is often a difficult task. The sample needs to
be calibrated properly. Calibration is done by investigating features of a similar
sample under present day climatic conditions. It is assumed that the relationships
betweEn past climatic conditions and the sample are the same as in the present
day. Once these relationships are known under present day conditions, the
paleoclimate record of the sample can be obtained by interpolating/extrapolating
these relationships for the sample.
An example of this calibration technique is the relationship between 6180l
and temperature. When evaporation occurs, the lighter compounds will evaporate
first. The compounds that include 160 are lighter than the same compounds that
' 
6'30 is the ratio betweefl the isotopes l8O ancl 160 in a sarnple.
6,80 = I(''%g).'"'.- ('%o),,""",., I[ (''%J.^,, i^rooo
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include tto. Thir means that 160 will evaporate more easily, leaving a relatively
higher concentration of '80 in the oceans. When atmospheric water precipitates,
some of it will end up in the continental ice sheets. The water compounds of
these ice sheets are then relatively depleted of l8O compared to the ocean. The
variation between the 6l80 of the ice sheets and the 6l8O of the oceans provides
information about the temperature of the climate in the time the ice sheets were
formed. Therefore 6180 is an indicator of whether a past climate was relatively
warm or cold. In general, the larger the ratio of 6180, the colder the climate is.
However, care should be taken in the interpretation of the outcomes. The 6rEO
method does not apply universally, and the link between surface temperature and
6180 seems to vary in time and space. Several modelling studies have indicated
that regional and seasonal aspects can have a profound effect on the surface
temperature-8rEo relationship (e.g. Jouzel et al., 1997: Delaygue et al., 2000:
Noone and Simmonds, 2002), making it ditficult to determine uniquely the exact
relationship between those parameters. In fact, Noone and Simmonds (2002)
found that daily temperature correlations for Antarctica were opposite to those of
the annual mean and Brown and Simmonds (2004) found that the correlations
were reversed when moisture transport took place from cooler to warmer
latitudes in their experiment with idealized continents located around the equator.
To increase the time resolution of the climatic record, it is important to
understand the relationships between climatic conditions and proxy data from
more than one discipline. As Table 2-3 shows, the various records cover different
time periods. The period that is covered by most, if not all records, will be a
more accurate determination of the age of a climatic signal than if the age was
determined by a single kind of proxy data. Combining the information from all
these proxy data will give a better and more complete database. For reliable
paleoclimate reconstructions it is important to have an as complete and accurate
database as possible. The most complete and longest recording of the climate in
the last several 100.000 years, comes from the Vostok ice corel (e.g. Barnola et
' A recently analysed sarnple, the EPICA Dome C core, records the climate to about 740.000 years ago
(Augustin et al., 2004).
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Fig. 2-8. Temperature fluctuations in the last 400.000 years relative to today's global mean
temperature (Petit et al., 1999. This figure comes from their Figure 3. For illustrative reasons,
only temperature has been plotted here).
al., 1987: Genthon et al., 1987: Petit et al., 1999). The ice core gave information
about a variety of climatic indicators.
Besides 6180, other climatic indicators that could be studied include e.g. the
quality and quantity of sedimented dust, the amount of sodium, the deuterium
profile, and trace gases (e.g. CO2 and CH4). All of these indicators have their
own specific link to climatic variables like temperature, wind, and humidity.
Combining the information of all these different climate indicators gives us an
astonishing insight into the climate of the Quatenary. As an example, Fig. 2-8
gives the general temperature trend as determined by the proxy data from the
Vostok ice core.
It must be clear that detailed geological proxy data are only available for
more recent geological times. The further back in time, the harder it is to find
appropriate proxy data, and the more difficult they are to date. The time
resolution is coarser for older samples. One period that is very well sampled, and
of which we can make a reasonable reconstruction. is the LGM. Past climates
can be referred to as "warm'o or "cold", or o'windier". "drier", "dustier" or as
more or less humid then the present day climate, The next chapter will look at the
most recent "cold" climate in detail: the Last Glacial Maximum.
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Chapter 3
The Last Glacial Maximum
Introduction
For successful climate model validation and interpretation of output, it is
necessary to be able to reconstruct past climates. One of the main eras often
modelled is the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM). The Last Glacial Maximum
occurred about 20.000 years ago (see Fig. 2-4). Although the purpose of this
study is to reconstruct New Zealand's climate during the Last Glacial Maximum,
it is essential that we understand the global climate of the LGM first. After all,
regional climates are influenced by the global circulation. This chapter will
discuss the characteristics of the Last Glacial Maximum and its climate.
Reconstructions of the climate during the LGM are done by both direct
interpretation of geological data, and by modelling, using the geological record
as proxy data, driving and forcing the climate models. Some aspects of the
climate during the LGM will be speculated on, in order to lay the framework for
the analysis of the data that will be discussed in chapters 5,6,7 and 8. The theory
and the use of climate models are discussed in chapter 4.
A Global description3.1.
Many studies have been dedicated to reconstructing the climate during the
Last Glacial Maximum. An abundance of geological data is found around the
world. Studies of marine organisms (like forams and diatoms), glaciers and ice
sheets, rainfall, sedimentation records, and many other biological and physical
27
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studies provide us with a view on what the state of the climate was at the LGM
(see section 2.3). The first intemational project that set out to combine the
various data was the CLIMAP project (Climate: Long-range Investigation
Mapping and Prediction: CLIMAP, 1976: l98l), Some of CLIMAP's major
findings for the LGM were:
Albedo:
An increase in albedo occurred as the result of the extensive areas covered
in ice, a vegetation change from forests to grassland, steppes and deserts,
and the lowering of the sea level.
Oceans:
The average cooling over the whole ocean surface was about 2.3"C and the
global average surt-ace temperature decreased by about 5.3oC. The main
reasons for the cooling of the oceans were the equatorward shift of the
polar fronts and an increase in upwelling (and therefore cooling) in the
eastern equatorial regions. This was particularly the case in the Eastern
Pacific. Areas of major cooling are found at high latitudes, particularly in
the Northern Hemisphere.
Ice sheets:
The existence of huge continental ice sheets, up to 3km thick over the
Northern Hemisphere continents. and a dramatic increase in the extent of
sea-ice for both hemispheres. The increase of the ice sheets reduced the sea
level by about 85 meters.
Many models which have described the climate during the Last Glacial
Maximum have used boundary conditions as reconstructed by the CLIMAP
project. However the simulated Last Glacial Maximum climate is subject to
significant uncertainties related to these boundary conditions. SSTs (Sea Surface
Temperatures), sea-ice distribution and concentration, and ice-sheet topography
are not perfectly known. Different values for these parameters can give quite
3)
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different results. Over the years some doubt has arisen about the accuracy of the
reconstructed tropical SSTs (e.g. Webb et al., 1997: Bush and Philander, 1998)
and the extent of sea-ice (e.g. Burckle and Mortlock, 1998: Crosta et al., 1998b)
as described in CLIMAP. Therefore several studies have used coupled ocean-
atmosphere models to compute SSTs instead of using prescribed SSTs in
atmosphere-only models (e.g. Manabe and Broccoli, 1985: Dong and Valdes,
t998: Ganopolski et a1., 1998: Delaygue et a1.,2000), while others have used, for
instance, Peltier's (1994) reconstruction of the ice sheets (e.g. Dong and Valdes,
2000: Kageyama and Valdes, 2000) or have simply "modified'o some of the
CLIMAP boundary conditions (e.g. Toracinta et al., 2004). Crowley (2000) gives
a review of CLIMAP's tropical SST findings and of others who favour a larger
decrease of tropical SSTs, and suggests that the "truth" is probably somewhere in
between. The Paleoclimate Modelling lntercomparison Project (PMIP, e.g.
World Climate Research Programme-Il1,2000) was set up in the 1990's to
facilitate model to model comparisons under the same paleoclimate forcing
conditions in order to better understand past climate changes. The two time
periods investigated were the Holocene Maximum (6kBP, see Fig. 2-4) and the
LGM. The simulations for the LGM were performed either in a coupled version
with a slab model (computed SSTs), or have used SSTs from CLIMAP. There
were several distinct differences between the computed SSTs and CLIMAP SSTs
(e.g. Dong and Valdes, 1998). PMIP's findings are often quoted as being more
correct than CLIMAP's, particularly PMIP's reconstruction of SSTs and sea-ice
fields. For that reason, PMIP's findings are often used in climate simulations of
the LGM. The modelling study done here has used the boundary conditions
specified by PMIP.
The cause of the colder climate during the LGM was due to a combination of
the factors mentioned earlier in this section, none of which were by themselves
the dominant cause of the ice age. A reduction in atmospheric CO2, an increase
in the extent of the polar ice sheet and continental glaciation, and a shallower,
and possibly less vigorously, North Atlantic Thermohaline Circulation (NATC),
are all suggested as causes (e.g. Broccoli and Manabe, 1987: Bintanja and
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Oerlemans, 1996: Weaver et al., 1998: Broccoli, 2000) for the colder climate.
Other studies have shown that other variables, such as the number of airborne
dust particles (e.g. Harvey, 1988: Lunt and Valdes,200l), vegetation changes
(e.g. Levis et al., 1999) and cloud cover (e.g. Hewitt and Mitchell, 1997) all had
an effect in cooling the climate as well.
- Albedo:
During the LGM, the orbital parameters of the Earth were similar to their current
values so that the incoming solar radiation during the LGM was not significantly
different than today's. Orbital forcing therefore is unlikely to be a major cause of
the colder climate. But the combination of a higher albedo, resulting in more
radiation being reflected back, with a reduction of atmospheric CO2, resulting in
less long-wave radiation being trapped, had a major effect (Broccoli, 2000).
Their combined effects would have altered the effect of the incoming solar
radiation. Changes in the height and amount of clouds, as well as in their
composition would also have affected the radiation balance (e.g. Hewitt and
Mitchell, 1997), but their total effect would be hard to determine (Stephens and
Webster, l98l).
- Oceans:
A lot of effort has gone in to understanding the role of the oceans in explaining
the climate of the LGM. Any cooling of the surface temperature in the tropics
will inevitably influence the atmosphere globally. Liu et al. (2000) point out the
importance of accurately determining the east/west SST gradient across the
equatorial Pacific during the LGM. Any change in this gradient could imply that
the climate was more like an El Nifro or a La Niffa climate. Yin and Battisti
(2001) came to a similar oonclusion. They found that the absolute temperature
difference between the present and the LGM tropical SSTs is of less importance
in explaining the differences between the two climates than the differences
between their tropical SSTs pattems. Using a coupled ocean-atmosphere GCM,
Bush and Philander ( 1998) found that the western tropical Pacific also had a
strong cooling (CLIMAP indicates that the main tropical cooling was in the
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Eastem Pacific), that there was a strengthening of the trade winds, and an
enhancement of the tilt of the thermocline. The latter point was also found by
Andreasen et al. (2001) and Hewitt et al. (2002\. These findings indicate that the
climate during the LGM might have been more similar to a La Nifra climate.
Other studies however, find indications that the climate during the LGM might
have been more like an El Niio climate (e.g. Koutavas et a1.,2002)'
Using an atmospheric GCM under LGM conditions, Webb et al. (1997) found
that if the ocean during the LGM was transporting heat at present day rates, that
would lead to enhanced cooling, particularly in the tropics. The cause of the
latter was mainly subscribed to an increase in low clouds (increase of albedo),
where as the enhanced global cooling was due to reductions in atmospheric water
vapour and high clouds which decreased greenhouse forcing. Weaver et al.
(1998) however found that the ocean heat transport during the LGM was
different than today's. Ocean models under glacial conditions indicate that there
were significant changes in circulation patterns (e.g. Lautenschlager et al.,1992:
Fichefet et al., 1994: Hovine and Fichefet, 1994: Hewitt et al.,2002). Most
notably, there was a change in deep water formation in the North Atlantic. The
production of the North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) became much shallower
(e.g. Fichefet et al., 1994 Weaver et al., 1998), to a depth of about 2500m, and
ceased to exist north of about 55"N. lntermediate waters in the Pacific and in the
Atlantic ocean were more vigorously ventilated. The Atlantic conveyor belt was
weaker and the circulation closed itself in the North Atlantic. Antarctic Bottom
Water (AABW) was able to penetrate to higher northem latitudes, replacing
NADW. The effects of a reduced or southwards shift of the NATC, has been
discussed in chapter 2. The LGM sees indeed a cooling of the pole and an
expansion of the polar ice sheets as the result of a changed NATC. There are
some indications that this was more the result of a southward movement than a
reduction in the NATC. Indeed, Lautenschlager et al. (1992), Hewitt et al.
(2001), and Hewitt et al. (2002), using an ocean model or a coupled ocean-
atmosphere model, all find that the NATC might actually have increased in the
northeast of the Atlantic. The latter two authors even indicate that a possible
strengthening of the NATC during the LGM might have resulted in warming in
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parts of the Northern Atlantic, though this warming is at odds with paleoclimate
proxy data (e.g. CLIMAP, 1976). Kitoh et al. (2001) and Bjomsson and Mysak
(2001), also using coupled ocean-atmosphere models, find the southerly shift and
the strengthening of the NATC during the LGM as well, but subscribe their latter
finding to a shortcoming in their model, and declare it contradicts paleoclimate
findings.
Another possible important change in the ocearl circulation occurred as the
result of the near-closure of the Indo-Pacific throughflow. Due to the lowering of
the sea level, Australia was connected to Papua New Guinea and the South-East
Asian Archipelago had become one landmass. The increase in landmass had a
blocking effect on the exchange of water between the Indian and Pacific Ocean.
The wind-driven South Pacific gyre now had two of its outlets, the Indo-Pacific
throughflorv and the t'low through the Baring Strait, altered. If the forcing were
the same, it would mean that the mass balance of the Pacific Ocean circulation
was altered, resulting in either a change of direction or a change in the strength of
one or more of its currents. Hirst and Godfrey (1993) for instance showed that a
change in the lndo-Pacific throughflow could considerably alter the East
Australian Current (EAC)I. Instead of turning east at about 32"S, the current
would go south all the way to Tasmania. Lautenschlager et al. (1992) however
fbund a reduction in the East Australian current. However, both scenarios would
result in lowering the SSTs around New Zealand, since the waters around New
Zealand would have been deprived of their main heat-bearing current. Colder
SSTs around New Zealand during the LGM have been documented by several
authors (e.g. Barrows et al., 2000: Carter et al., 2002).
- Ice sheets:
The increase in the volume of the cryosphere is particularly prominent in the
Northern Hemisphere, where the polar ice cap extended southwards and covered
Northeast America (the Laurentide ice sheet) and North-westem America
(Cordilleran ice sheet), Greenland and parts of northern Eurasia (CLIMAP, 1976:
' The EAC is a weste.rn boundary current, and together with the local eddies, transports heat to highcr latitudes.
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Peltier, 1gg4) and reached heights possibly over 2kmr. The enlarged ice sheets
affected the climate of the LGM in several ways. The radiative balance was
different as the result of a higher albedo. The high albedo was the result of the
high reflectivity of the ice sheets and the increase of the landmass at the expense
of the oceans (due to lowering of the sea level). Due to its direct contact with the
atmosphere, the enlarged ice sheets lowered the high latitude surface temperature
and changed the locations of maximum temperature gradients. The latter would
have had affected the locations of storm tracks and thereby regional climates.
The large atmospheric circulations changed due to the large increase in
orography. The latter two effects resulted in major changes in the climate of the
midlatitudes in the Northern Hemisphere. Manabe and Broccoli (1985) and
Broccoli and Manabe ( 1987) speculated that the ice-sheet was the main
contributor to the cooling of the Northern Hemisphere, where as the reduction in
COu content in the atmosphere was the primary contributor to lower temperafures
in the Southern Hemisphere. A similar result was found by Mitchell (1993),
although Bintanja and Oerlemans (1996) suggest that the COz effect was more
pronounced for the Northern Hemisphere.
It is thought that the effect of the change in the amount of sea-ice in the
Southem Hemisphere was not as dramatic as in the Northern Hemisphere. There
are major differences between the CLIMAP (1976:1981) and Peltier (1994)
reconstructions of the extent of the sea-ice around Antarctica, but unlike in the
Northern Hemisphere high latitudes, there was virtually no additional land
covered by icez. Modelling studies by Huybrechts (1990) and Budd et al. (1998)
give support to the hypothesis that the Antarctic ice sheet basically followed
glacial periods in the Northern Hemisphere by means of sea-level
teleconnections. The lowering of the sea level during the LGM resulted in an
advance of the grounding line of the Antarctic sea-ice (Huybrechts, 1990: Budd
I Although the extent ofthe ice sheets is well constrained through geological data (e.g. sedimentation records of
diatoms and forams), the possible height of the ice sheets is determined by motlelling the visco-elastic
response of the Earth to different loading of the ice sheets. By tracking the relative sea level back in time to
the LGM, the amount of loading can be determined approximately.
2 Exemptions were for some midlatitude land masses with high orography that protrude t'ar enough south to be
covererl by glaciers, like e.g. South America and the Southem Alps of Nerv Zealand.
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et al., 1998: Krinner and Genthon, 1998). Studies by Crosta et al. (1998a:
1998b), Burckle and Mortlock (1998) and Delaygue et al. (2000) indicate
possible seasonal changes in sea-ice extent, which would imply seasonal
variations in local wind pattems and therefore variations in precipitation. Overall,
due to the lower temperature, precipitation over Antarctica was reduced (Krinner
and Genthon). The reduction of precipitation meant that the thickness of the ice
sheet in the interior of Antarctica was similar, or slightly thinner, than in the
present day (e.g. Budd et al., 1998: Krinner and Genthon, 1998: Delaygue et al.,
2000: Krinner et al., 2000).
These different surface conditions during the LGM influenced the main
atmospheric circulation patterns. With the poles cooling down more than the
tropics, the zonal mean meridional temperature gradient steepened. The
meridional temperature gradient, together with the geostrophic wind equationl
and the thermal wind equation2, explains the main large-scale atmospheric flow
at midlatitudes, that is, the predominantly westerly winds. Rind (1998) describes
how the climate during the LCM changed as a result of a steeper meridional
temperature gradient. Through the thermal wind equationo an increasing
meridional temperature gradient will result in an increasing westerly flow at the
mid-latitudes. In order to maintain this stronger westerly flow, the baroclinicity
should increase as well. Hall et al. (1996a), Dong and Valdes (1998), and
Kageyama and Valdes (2000) all found that there were large local increases in
baroclinicity during the LGM, especially in the Atlantic storm track. They also
noted that there were considerable differences in the responses between the
Northern and Southern Hemisphere to this different climate. The following
section describes the ditferences between the Northern and Southem
Hemispheres.
' The geostrophic wind equation describes the horizontal I'low which is the result of the balancc between the
horizontal pressure gradient tirrce and thc Coriolis acceleration.
: The thermal wincl equation relates the vertical gradient of the horizontal geostrophic wind to the horizontal
temperature gradient and is a consequence ofgeostrophic and hydrostatic balance.
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3.2. Northern Hemisphere Circulation
The most dramatic changes occurred in the Northern Hemisphere. As a result
of the expanded polar ice sheet, not only did the zonal mean meridional
temperature gradient become steeper, resulting in stronger westerly winds. but
the positions of the maximum temperature gradients shifted too. In today's
climate, the position of the maximum temperature gradient can be found at the
land-sea boundary. This is particularly true in the winter, when the land cools off
considerably more than the surrounding seas. The land-sea temperature contrasts
are the most important variations on the mean temperature field for the
development of transient eddies. During the LGM however, the locations of the
maximum temperature gradients shifted from the land-sea to the ice-sea
boundary. As a result of this shift, zonal changes in the temperature gradient
produced changes in the stationary waves and storm track activity. These in tum
altered the large-scale precipitation distribution and the pattern of latent heat
release. Changes in storm track activity and diabatic heating in turn affected the
stationary waves. This was in particular true for the North Atlantic storm track,
since the polar ice sheet expansion was more prominent in North America.
Modelling studies have indicated that the two main Northem Hemisphere
storm tracks both had a strong eastward shift at the LGM (e.g. Valdes and Hall,
1994: Dong and Valdes, 1998). The primary sites for the generation of mid-
latitude systems moved eastward in both storm tracks, onto the sea-ice edge
where the strongest temperature gradient resided. Both storm tracks were much
more zonally confined, following closely the sea-ice edge, resulting in a change
in precipitation patterns as well. Kageyama et al. ( 1999) found that these results
were consistent for a range of models. The models were not conclusive however
in determining whether a higher baroclinicity necessarily implied stronger
transients. Because of differences in meridional heat transport, some models
favoured energy transport by the transient eddies, where as others found that the
planetary waves were more important. Rind (1987) found that the different
responses to the ice age forcings depended on the different boundary conditions
used to drive the model. For instance, variations in land-sea contrast and
orography altered the types of eddies (transient versus stationary), their
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generation (barotropic versus baroclinic), their wave number distribution and the
location of the storm tracks.
Another interesting aspect of the midlatitude storm tracks in the Northem
Hemisphere during the LGM was their possible shift towards longer wavelengths
(e.g. Kageyama and Valdes, 2000). The effect of the baroclinic eddies is to limit
the meridional temperature gradient from becoming supercritical (Stone, 1978,
the "baroclinic adjustment"). When the meridional temperature gradient exceeds
a critical value (becomes supercritical), the most unstable wave will be excited
and baroclinic instability will occur. The most unstable wave grows and
transports heat until it reaches its threshold where upon excess heat will be
transported by the next longer wave. So through internal interactions of the
unstable waves, baroclinic waves will shift to longer wavelengths. (Hayashi and
Golder, 1987: Cehelsky and Tung, 1991, the "nonlinear baroclinic adjustment":
Rind, 1998: Welch and Tung, 1998a: Welch and Tung, 1998b). Longer
wavelengths are more efficient at carrying heat, since they saturate less easily. A
change of wavelength would have changed the regional climates by affecting the
advection of weather patterns.
Perturbations in temperature are much more confined to the lower levels
during the LGM (Hall et al., 1996a: Dong and Valdes, 1998: Kageyama et al.,
1999: Kageyama and Valdes, 2000). The tropopause was lower as a result of the
cooler temperatures. The heat transport at the lower levels was larger than during
the present day, but integrated vertically through the whole atmosphere, it was
less. The increase of heat transport at lower levels is consistent with an increase
in transient eddies. Garcia (1991) shows that with an increase in the forcing,
locations of wave breaking extend to lower altitudes. The stronger vertical
decrease of horizontal heat transport is consistent with a more stable atmosphere
during the LGM, where the extent of vertical movement was reduced. Although
these deductions of what the climate was like during the LGM come from
climate rnodels, there are various factors that influence the outcome of a
simulation. Resolutions and parameterizations play an important part in each
simulation. Dong and Valdes (2000) found that low resolution models give poor
simulations of planetary waves and storm tracks. Rind (1988) suggested that the
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variations between low and high resolutions in the model he used are due to the
way they model energy transfers (for details on parameterization issues, see
chapter 4).
From geological proxy data (section 2.3) and from climate models it is clear
that the climate during the LGM was quite different in the Northern Hemisphere.
It was not just colder, but the interactions of the cryosphere, the atmosphere and
the ocean, altered the main circulation pattems, which in turn affected regional
climates as well. [n order to interpret regional climates during the LGM, it is
therefore important to understand the main circulation patterns. For
understanding New Zealand's climate during the LGM, we need to understand
the climate of the midlatitudes in the Southern Hemisphere during the LGM.
3.3. Southern Hemisphere Circulation
In today's climate, the Southem Hemisphere's atmosphere is characterized by
a pronounced zonal circulation. Variability on the zonal circulation is
characterized mainly by the lower wave numbers, although their amplitudes are
in general smaller than their counterparts in the Northern Hemisphere (e.g. van
Loon and Jenne, 1972:Trenberth, 1980). Trenberth (1980) found that both the
mean fields as well as the individual wave patterns show remarkable consistency
with only very small seasonal variations. It seems that the Southern Hemisphere
stationary waves are caused mainly by the off-centre positioning of the main
orography in Antarctica and asymmetries in the sea-surface temperatures (e.g.
van Loon and Jenne, 1972:Karoly, 1983: James, 1988), although remote forcing
from lower latitudes also plays a role (e.g. Quintanar and Mechoso, 1995).
In the Southern Hemisphere, the planetary waves are very weak. It are the
transient eddies which the whole year round are the main drivers of the
meridional heat transport (e.g. van Loon, 1979: van Loon and Kidson, 1993). If a
change in the mean planetary wavelength occurred in the Southern Hemisphere
during the LGM then there needs to have been a very strong increase in the
meridional temperature gradient. But as mentioned, although the meridional
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temperature gradient had increased, it most likely was not as steep as first
described by the CLIMAP group. There have been no indications of significant
changes in the frequency and amplitude of the Southern Hemisphere's stationary
waves during the LGM. Dong and Valdes (1998) found that the Southern
Hemisphere planetary waves remained weak and hardly changed in their LGM
simulation. But even if they had changed, the effect would have been less
dramatic than in the Northem Hemisphere. With the general circulation being
nearly barotropic, storm tracks in the Southern Hemisphere are much more
zonally aligned than their northern counterparts. Any variations in the mean
field, as a result of any possible variations in the planetary waves, would have
had minimal consequences for any 'preferred' positions of troughs and ridges,
and therefore for specific climate patterns at rnid latitudes.
The changes in the general circulation pattern of the Southern Hemisphere
during the LGM were therefore probably less profound than they were in the
Northern Hemisphere. With no large landmasses in the Southern Hemisphere, the
zonal temperature contrasts during the LGM were not much different than in
today's climate. But what might be of more relevance for the Southern
Hernisphere is how the transient eddies might have changed under LGM
conditions. The strength of the eddies is closely related to changes in meridional
temperature gradient which are associated with changes in sea-ice (Hall et al.,
1996a). Rind (1987) noticed an increase in baroclinic energy generation due to
the expanded sea-ice extent. The main discussion point for the Southem
Hernisphere therefore could be: "What was the sea-ice distribution during the
LGM?" The strongest temperature gradients are found between regions with the
largest difference in sea-ice concentration. The maximum extentl and seasonal
variability of sea-ice could influence the meridional temperature gradients and
therefore could influence the prefened positions of the storm tracks.
CLIMAP (1976 l98l ) saw a huge increase in the extent of the ice sheets, and
in particular the mainly marine Westem Antarctic ice sheet which expanded up
' ln many discussions, as well as in this thesis, references to sea ice extent often rctbr to the distribution and thc
conccntration of sea ice, rather than to maximum extensi<xr only. Excernptions to this assumption rvill be
indicated clcurly in this thesis.
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to its continental edge. But CLIMAP's findings in this are questioned. Because
the sea-ice extent is important for determining the mid-latitudinal meridional
temperature gradient, and therefore for understanding the main westerly flow and
its perturbations, a whole range of studies have been dedicated to improve our
knowledge about how sea-ice might have changed during the LGM. For instance,
Crosta and Pichon (1998b) and Burckle and Mortlock (1998) used the
dependence of certain diatoms on open sea, as opposed to sea covered by ice, to
estimate the extent of the LGM sea-ice. Others used modelling studies (e.g.
Huybrechts, 1990: Budd et al., 1998) together with geochemical records (e.g.
Morse et al., 1998). Although these studies were not always conclusive, the main
point they had in common was that the sea-ice extent in the Southern
Hemisphere as described by CLIMAP was probably too large. This meant that
CLIMAP's SSTs were too low, particularly during JJA. Fig. 3-l clearly shows
the differences in prescribed (CLIMAP) and computed SSTs in the Southem
Hemisphere's midlatitudes. In general, studies that used CLIMAP's sea-ice
extent have a stronger westerly flow than studies that used a less extensive sea-
ice cover, since the meridional temperature gradient in the latter is less steep.
Dong and Valdes (1998) simulated the LGM climate withboth prescribed and
computed SSTs and investigated their different climatic responses. They found
an increase in the westerlies around 60'5 in their simulation with CLIMAP SSTs
(and therefore a large sea-ice cover), where as they hardly noticed any change in
the westerlies in a similar simulation with computed SSTs (with less extensive
sea-ice).
Together with the static stability of the atmosphere, which determines the
ability of the atmosphere to become turbulent as the result of buoyancy effects,
the horizontal temperature gradient largely determines the occunence of
baroclinicity. Therefore, changes in the meridional temperature gradient as the
result of changes in the location of the sea-ice edge could result possibly in
different locations of origin for the storm tracks. Analysing data from only one
year, Cavalieri and Parkinson (1981) found a relationship between the areas of
rapid ice growth and areas of cyclonicity. However Simmonds and Wu (1993)
determined that the location of storm tracks was insensitive to a reduction. and
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Fig. 3- l. Zonal mean sea surface temperature anomalies befween the LGM and Present Day (PD)
simulations for DJF and JJA. Note the large anomalies at 6005 during JJA which are the result of
the difference in sea-ice extent between prescribed and computed sea-ice (after Dong and Valdes,
1998).
even a full removal of the sea-ice. They found that a change in the extent of the
sea-ice affected the number of cyclones and cyclogenesis mainly regionally. The
sensitivity of the location of the storm tracks to the sea-ice extent was discussed
further by Simmonds (1996), who noted that there was only a subtle connection
on interannual time scales. Although no strong relationship is found between the
location of storm tracks and the sea-ice extent, cyclone behaviour seems to be
influenced by changes in sea-ice concentration.
Various authors have developed different schemes determining the main
areas of cyclogenesis. Taljaard (1967) found that the Southern Hemisphere storm
tracks originate and develop in the midlatitudes and travel eastward and
poleward. Similar findings came from Trenberth (1991) and Sinclair (1995) who
both found a strong relationship between the storm track and the major upper
tropospheric jetstream, Sinclair and Revell (2000) studied extratropical
cyclogenesis in the Southwest Pacific. They used cyclonic vorticity advection as
indication of cyclogenesis. Since areas of strong cyclonic vorticity advection are
commonly associated with jet streaks, they were in fact linking cyclogenesis to
the upper air jetstream. During the austral winter, cyclogenesis often moves
south of the subtropicaljetstream in the Pacific region. to areas of strongest SST
gradients. Other areas of preferred cyclogenesis are baroclinic zones along the
east coasts of Australia and South America in winter (Sinclair, 1995). Jones and
Simmonds (1993) and Simmonds and Keay (2000a: 2000b) found high cyclone
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density and cyclogenesis at higher latitudes, at latitudes associated more with the
polar trough. The differences between the studies are ascribed to the use of
different storm tracking systems. [n general, the region between 30'S and 60o5
shows the largest transient eddy activity and is therefore often called the area of
the storm tracks (Karoly et al., 1998).
Using the UGAMP (United Kingdom Global Atmospheric Modelling
Programme) model under GCM conditions, Dong and Valdes (1998) found that
the Southern Hemisphere sea-ice extent was less than that described by CLIMAP
and that the mean sea level pressure and the winds over the high latitudes hardly
differed from the present day. Also using the UGAMP model, Wyrwoll et al.
(2000) investigated how the westerly flow and the baroclinicity could have
varied in the Southem Hemisphere during the LGM under CLIMAP boundary
conditions. Besides finding that the westerly flow had increased, they found that
there was a general poleward displacement of the zonal maximum of the westerly
winds, but with significant regional differences. Over the Indian Ocean-Australia
sector, the poleward displacement was nearly non-existent during the summer.
The associated poleward displacement of baroclinicity is in contrast with the
findings of the shift in westerly flow in the Northern Hemisphere. In the
Northern Hemisphere, the shift was determined by the change of the position of
the maximum temperature gradient from the land-sea edge to the ice-sea edge. If
the Southern Hemisphere storm tracks would depend similarly on the extent of
the sea-ice, then they would have moved equatorward during the LGM as well,
following the expanded sea-ice margin. This in fact was fbund by Morse et al.
(1998), who suggested that the storm tracks had indeed moved equatorward
during the LGM. However, Wyrwoll et al.'s (2000) study showed that the
changes in the position of the westerly flow during the LGM were more similar
to the variations in the present day circulation during winter: an increase and
poleward displacement of the westerlies and having a more zonal character. With
respect to the precipitation during the LGM, their reconstructions suggested that
there was a reduction in precipitation in south Australia, consistent with some
paleoclimatic evidence (Colhoun et al., 1996: Hunt and Barrows, 1999). They
suggested that this was caused by the fact that the main band of baroclinicity had
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moved poleward together with the general colder conditions during the LGM.
Similar interpretations were made by Hope and Simmonds (2003).
Although the Southern Hemisphere's mean zonal circulation might not have
changed as much as it did in the Northern Hemisphere, the characteristics of its
seasonal cycle and its variability on the mean flow might have been different.
The next section discusses the Southern Hemisphere's climate variability and
presents some speculations on what the variability might have been during the
LGM.
Modes of Variabilitv
Semi-Annual Oscillation (SAO)
The SAO is the main seasonal variation of the zonal flow in the middle-high
latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere. It is characterized by a twice yearly
variation of both the strength and the position of the polar trough of low pressure
surrounding Antarctica. From March to June, and from September to December,
the circumpolar zone of low pressure expands equatorward and weakens at the
same time, where as from June to September, and from December to March it
contracts and intensifies (van Loon, 1967: Meehl, l99l: Mullan and McAvaney,
1995). As the result of the different heat capacities between the mid (50'S) and
high (65'5) latitudes (ocean versus polar continent), warming and cooling have
different lag times. Because of these different lag times, the temperature contrast
between the two latitudinal bands has two maxima; one during the austral
autumn (March/April) and one during spring (September/October. See Fig. 3-2).
Differences between the cooling and heating rates between these timesr give rise
to the maximum being larger during autumn. The variations in temperature
gradient give rise to variations in both the strength of the westerlies and to
changes in cyclonic activity. The strongest westerly winds occur during March
and September south of about 50'S and during June and December north of
about 50'S.
' Autumn cooling at 65"5 takes place more rapidly than the spring warming at 5ffS.
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NovOct
Fig. 3-2. The meridional temperarure difference between latirudes 50'S and 65o5 for
climatological 500hPa temperarure. Computed from 30 years (1971-2000) of NCEP
reanalvsis data.
The SAO is not a constant and varies in time. Meehl (1991) found that an
altered seasonal cycle of SSTs and ocean heat storage at 50'S can result in a
change in the SAO signal. Meehl et al. (1998) showed that the SAO was stronger
before and weaker after 1979. They described this to an anomalous change in the
temperature gradient between 50'S and 65"3, which was the result of a warming
trend. This resulted in a "flattening of the seasonal cycle of baroclinicity".
Walland and Simmonds (1999) point out that the variations in the meridional
temperature gradient by themselves however do not fully explain the variations
in baroclinicity. They found that although the temperature gradient is larger in
March than in October, when studying variations in baroclinicity as the result of
the different states of the SAO, it is important to include the static stability of the
atmosphere as well. The static stability in the Southern Hemisphere's early
spring is lower than in early autumn. The effect of this is that although the
temperature gradient maximum in autumn might be larger than the one in spring,
the lower static stability in spring amplifies the effect of the temperature gradient
more, resulting in greater baroclinicity in spring than in autumn. An interesting
climatic feature happens during winter when the average pressure over Australia
increases. This increase in pressure is in contrast with the decrease in pressure at
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other longitudes in the same latitudinal band. Van Loon (1967) pointed out that
during this period the pressure increases eastward of Australia, unlike during
other seasons. This phenomenon could possibly support the birth of "blocking
highs" around New Zealand.
The question arises whether the SAO was much different during the LGM.
From the previous description one can assume that a different meridional
temperature gradient during the LGM could indeed have affected the SAO.
Stammerjohn et al. (2003) found that the SAO responds to the meridional
temperature gradient as modulated, among others, by regional/global warming.
Would a colder climate therefore also affect the SAO?
3.3.r.2. Intraseasonal and Interannual Variations
The Southern Hemisphere circulation exhibits a range of climatic variations
after the mean seasonal cycle is filtered out. Kidson (1999) gives an overview of
what signals can be detected within these variations, their timescales, and their
proportion to the total variance (Fig. 3-3). Although climatic variations on
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timescales over several years are of interest, this study is not investigating these
"long term" variations, but examines only the intraseasonal and interannual
variations within defined time slices.
Kidson (1988a) looked at the time and spatial variation of the Southern
Hemisphere 500hPa zonal wind and found that there are several signals in the
variations. These variations can be understood by examining the 500hPa
geopotential height fields, and are well described through EOF analysisr (e.g.
Kidson, 1988b: Karoly, 1990: Ghil and Mo, 1991: Kidson, l99l).Fig.3-4 shows
the four leading modes of variations of the 30day low-pass 500hPa geopotential
fields presented as rotated EOFs (REOF)2. These hgures are from Renwick and
Revell (1999: The fourth panel was provided by the authors) and are
representative of the leading EOFs of the intraseasonal variations on the mean
Southern Hemisphere circulation. The leading EOFs explain around 40% of the
monthly mean variance of the Southern Hemisphere circulation at the
midlatitudes.
The main signal, or the first EOF, is primarily zonally-symmetric with
opposing peaks at 40oS and 60"5 with a wave number 3 pattern embedded in it
(Wave number 3 is largely rotated out in Fig. 3-4. Unrotated EOF contains a
stronger wave number 3 pattem). Kidson (1988a) shows that this pattern varies
during the year, and is more of a wave number 4 pattern during summer.
Variations in geopotential height at the latitudes of 40'S and 60o5 give rise to
variable gradients in geopotential height between these latitudes. These
intraseasonal modulations on the mean field are often called the "High Latitude
Mode" (HLM), the "Antarctic Oscillation" (AAO) or the "Southern Annual
Modeo' (SAM). Since the Southem Hemisphere circulation is virtually barotropic
on the monthly timescale, the modulation on the mean field is done through
momentum adjustment. A geopotential height gradient that is steeper than the
long-term mean results therefore in increasing westerly winds and baroclinicity
' EOF is a rnathematical approach to examine the temporal and spatial variance in a dataset.
r lnterpretation of EOFs might be ditficult if adjacent modes are not well-resolved in terms of their eigenvalues.
Rotation of their basis can improve the relationship between the spatial and temporal pattems and known
physical mechanisms, u'hile keeping the eigenvectors orthogonal.
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Fig. 34. The four leading rotated EOFs of 30-day low-pass filtered 500hPa geopotential heights,
shown as covariance maps. The contour interval is l0m, with negative contours in blue, positive
contours in red. The figures at the top of each panel indicate the fraction of low-pass filtered
variance accounted for by each REOF (from Renwick and Revell. 1999).
at higher latitudes (Karoly, 1990). This phase of the HLM is referred to as the
"positive" mode of the HLM. Hartmann (1995) details how the two different
modes (positive vs. negative) have different characteristics and shows in
particular the difference in their baroclinicity.
Studies have shown that the HLM may change its behaviour under global
warming (e.g. Kushner et al.o 2001). The question therefore arises whether it
rnight have varied during the LGM as well. During the LGM, the pole's
temperature had decreased much more than the temperature at the midlatitudes.
This would have resulted in a larger decrease of the tropopause height at the pole
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than at the midlatitudes, giving rise to an increase in the geopotential height
gradient between the mid and high latitudes. If the amplitude of the HLM on the
meridional gradient of the geopotential height during the LGM was the same as
present, then it would have been relatively weaker than today, since the mean
westerly flow was stronger during the LGM and the gradient would therefore
have been steeper. However, with changes in the HLM intimately linked to
changes in the transients (e.9. Hartmann, 1995: Limpasuvan and Hartmann,
1999), if the HLM had changed during the LGM, then it could have altered
baroclinicity and precipitation patterns. This could have resulted in changes in
regional climates, tbr instance in the climate of New Zealand.
The second and third leading modes of the low-frequency variations in the
Southern Hemisphere (EOF 2 + 3) move in quadrature and resemble a wavetrain
pattern, which moves from Australia to South America. These signals are
associated with ENSO (e.g. Karoly, 1989: Renwick, 1998: Mo, 2000) and have
been shown to influence the number of blocking events in the midlatitudes,
particularly in the southeast of the Pacific (Renwick, 1998: Renwick and Revell,
1999)r. The fourth EOF is also associated with ENSO, and is indicative of the
effect of El Nifro during the Southern Hemisphere summer months (or in other
words, during its mature stage). lt represents a "dipole" between the middle and
high latitudes, with positive anomalies at middle latitudes and negative
anomalies at high latitudes (e.g. Karoly, 1989: Kidson et a1.,2002).
As mentioned in section 3.1, for studying the climate at the midlatitudes
during the LCM, it is not sufficient to determine only the amount of cooling of
the tropical SSTs. With climate variability in the midlatitudes related to ENSO
patterns, it is just as important to get the east-west SST-gradient in the equatorial
tropics correctly (Liu et al., 2000: Yin and Battisti, 2001). This gradient will
indicate whether the LGM climate had characteristics associated more with an El
Nifro or a La Nifra climate. Analysis of the second and third EOFs of the
Southern Hemisphere climate during the LGM could further indicate whether the
' However, ENSO is not the only cause of interannual variability over the southeast Pacific Ocean. Rcnwick
(2002) found that inter.rnnual variability ovo that region was also related to Antarctic sea-ice variability.
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climate during
patterns. Both
midlatitudes.
the LGM was
patterns would
indeed more like either one of these climatic
have had consequences for the climate at the
3,3.2. New Zealand during the LGM
New Zealand is located in the midlatitudes of the Southern Hemisphere,
about 166"8- l79nE, 34nS-48oS, with its main axes, about l600km long,
oriented roughly SW 
- 
NE. It consists of two main islands, the North and South
Island, and numerous smaller islands. Only about a fifth of its continental shelf is
above water. New Zealand is very mountainous, and a mountain chain runs
virtually through the whole country from north to south. The mountain range is
particularly high in the South Island (the Southern Alps) with several peaks well
over 3000m high. New Zealand's climate can in general be regarded as
temperate, which is a reflection of the major influence that the surrounding
oceans have.
New Zealand occupies a unique position in the general circulation of the
Southern Hemisphere. lts continental shelf sits in the path of the rnain ocean
circulation and forces its Southem Hemisphere branch (the Antarctic
Circumpolar Current) to dip southwards in order to get around this obstruction.
Its landmass sits in the prevailing westerly winds and influences its passage. For
an air parcel to get pass this obstruction, it has to ascend and cross the mountains.
The air rises in the west, cools off, condensation occurs, and eventually the
moisture is removed through precipitation. When the air has passed over the
mountains, its moisture content has been lowered considerably. At the same time,
due to its descent to lower altitudes and release of latent heat, the air warms up,
also resulting in lowering the relative humidity. The climatic effect of the
mountains therefore is a wet west coast and a dry east coast with often fohn-like
winds. This is particularly the case for the South Island, where the mountains are
more continuous and are higher than in the North Island. At the same time, the
northern regions can be affected by (sub)tropical cyclones coming tiom the
north, and the (far) south regularly sees intrusions of polar air. In a nutshell, New
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Zealand's climate is dominated by the ocean and the main regional differences
are induced by the topography.
With the SSTs being lower during the LGM, the question arises how New
Zealand's climate during the Last Glacial Maximum was different to today's
climate. When describing New Zealand's climate during the LGM it is necessary
to understand the global circulation pattems during the LGM, and in particularly
the Southern Hemisphere circulation. The global circulation and the circulation
of the Southern Hemisphere during the LGM have been discussed in the first part
ofchapter 3.
- Oceans
Due to the significant increase of the ice sheets and polar icecaps during the
LGM, the sea level was lowered. The result was that the main islands of New
Zealand were connected into one big landmass. The closure of Foveaux Strait
and Cook Strait would have had only a minimal impact on the ocean currents
flowing around New Zealand, since the mass transport through these passages is
relatively small compared to the other currents circulating around New Zealand.
The main effect of the enlarged landmass on the coastal currents was that they
shifted further offlshore.
There are indications however that the main currents around New Zealand
during the LGM did change, but more as the result of changes in the driving
forces from somewhere else. The strengthened westerly flow would have
accelerated the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), and it could also have
moved slightly equatorward. New Zealand's continental shelf intemrpts the
predominantly zonal flow of the ACC and forces it to take a diversion to the
south to get around it. Any changes in the strength and direction of the ACC
would have affected the currents around New Zealand. A change in the currents
around New Zealand implies an alteration in the advection of ocean heat to New
Zealand, and has therefore a direct impact on the climate of New Zealand. Carter
(2001) gives a good overview of the possible changes to the cunents around New
Zealand (Fig. 3-5). With the ACC moving slightly northward, it brings colder
waters to New Zealand's continental shelf. There are indications of iceberg
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Fig. 3-5. Currents around New Zealand. Present Day (left) and Last Glacial Maximum (right).
Abbreviations for fronts are: TF : Tasman. STF = SubTropical. SAF : SubAntarctic.
Abbreviations for currents are: WAUC = West Auckland, EAUC = East Auckland. ECC : Easr
Cape. DC : D'Urville. WC = Westland. SC : Southland. ACC : Antarctic Circumpolar (from
Carter. 2001 ).
excursions onto the Carnpbell Plateau during the LGM (Carter et al., 2002). The
Tasman Front probably moved equatorward (e.g. Barrotvs et al., 2000) and was
weaker during the LGM, resulting in a less developed East Auckland Current
(EAUC) and East Cape Current (ECC). This enabled the Southland Current (SC)
to penetrate further northwards, across the Chatham Rise, replacing the warm
waters from the ECC with colder waters (e.g. Nelson et al., 1993: Nelson et al.,
2000). However the Subtropical Front (STF) directly to the east of New Zealand
had probably stayed in place. It is suggested that the waters to the east of New
Zealand saw enhanced upwelling, possibly as the result of stronger winds during
the LGM. This resulted in extra cooling of the eastern coastal waters during the
LGM.
- Crvosphere
An interesting feature of New zealand during the LGM was the extensive
glaciers covering most of the Southern Alps. These glaciers extended all the way
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to the central west coast. The glaciers would have filled in most of the present
day valleys, up to 2000-2500m thick, and could have been as high as 3000m near
Mt Cook (J. Shulmeister, personal communication). The conclusion to be drawn
from this extensive glaciation is that accumulation of ice and snow (through
precipitation) had to be higher than ablation (melting, evaporation). Although
precipitation was probably lower overall than what it is today, the colder
temperatures prevented any rapid decline of the glaciers. The filling-in of the
valleys by the glaciers would have raised and widened the barrier to the westerly
flow, further accentuating the differences in the climates on either side of the
main divide. The mountains of the North Island were probably free from large
glaciers, but some peaks of the Central Plateau and the southern North Island
might have been covered in permanent ice.
In order to reconstruct the past climates of New Zealand, geological srudies
have either investigated in detail certain areas of New Zealand, or have studied a
particular climatic indicator across New Zealand. Combining the results of all
these studies enables us to determine what New Zealand's climate during the
LGM might have been like. This is done in several papers, such as Markgraf et
al. (1992), McGlone et al. (1993), and in amore recent paperby Shulmeister et
al. (2004).
Vegetation proxy data gives a good indication of what New Zealand's climate
was like during the LGM. The common vegetation in New Zealand during the
LGM was mostly grasslands and shrubs. Forests are thought to have only existed
in isolated, sheltered areas. Patches of forest were more common in the North
Island than in the South Island, with the Far North being the only area actually
covered by forests. The vegetation data of New Zealand implies a harsh climate,
where strong winds, droughts and frosts were not uncommon. The average
annual temperature was probably about 4.5oC - 5oC cooler than today. The
precipitation was reduced compared to today, giving rise to drier conditions
overall during the LGM. Only the Far North may have received precipitation
comparable to present day levels. Another indicator of drier conditions in New
Zealand during the LGM is the amount of l6ss that can be found in the
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sedimentation reeords. Drier conditions lead to an inerease in erosisn and
oonsequently to an inor€ase of wintlblown sodiment. An increase in aeolian
sedim€nt rqrrires reither strong€r wihds or longer periods of windy conditions, or
simply an increase in exposure of the original bedroclc It is thought that that wag
patticularly the case for southern and, cenhal New Zealand. In shor! one can sutn
up New Zealernd"s climate during the LGM as one that shows rnor€
eharacteristios of a c,ontinental elimate than its presmt day clfunate.
Our knowl,edgeof tlrc oharaeteristics o,.frA olimate fiorn the past comes ma,inly
from geologrcal proxy data. But recently, researchers have placed more reliance
on co.Drputef mo.dels for simulating past alirnates. Faleoclimate modellers and
geologists now work togelhc in reoonstructing past clir'nates. Chapter 4 will
discuss thetopic of olimato modelling-
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4. Introduction
The last 30 years have seen a remarkable increase in studies of our climate.
We have become more aware of the variability of our climate system and its
impact on our society. Natural and human induced climatic phenomena like El
Nifro, the ozone hole, and "global warming", to name a few, are not only
scientific issues, but are also important social, political, and economic topics. For
those reasons, climate studies have become prominent research programs. Many
national and international groups have been established to monitor and study our
climate. Building on the knowledge of the atmosphere developed over the last
century, we are now capable of describing the dynamics of the atmosphere and
its interactions with the surrounding spheresr in mathematical form. The
workings of the climate system can now be simulated through computer models.
These climate models in turn help us to understand our past, current and possible
future climates (Simmonds, 1998).
This chapter will deal with the topic of climate models. It will give a brief
overview of the history of atmospheric research, followed by a general overview
of some climate models, and a more detailed description of the model used in
this srudv.
I These spheres are fbr instance the biosphere and cryosphere.
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4.1. A Short History of Atmospheric Science
At the start of the twentieth century, people were trying for the first time to
use physics to describe the atmosphere. The Norwegian scientist Vilhelm
Bjerknes in 1904 (Chamey, 1950) was the first to suggest that weather
forecasting should be possible by using the laws of physics. He believed that
both atmospheric physics as well as the necessary meteorological observations
techniques had developed to such a point that together they should enable us to
give a complete characterization of the atmosphere at a given place and time. He
suggested that only seven quantities were necessary for solving the equations
describing the state and motions of the atmosphere. Those quantities were the
three components of the velocity of air, a, r.', and ra, (zonal, meridional and
vertical), the pressure p, the temperature 0 , the mass density p, and the water
content per unit volume p . Bjerknes did not believe that the equations
describing the atmosphere could be solved analyticallyr. He therefore developed
a "graphical calculus", a technique that enabled him to determine atmospheric
values using graphs. One of the well known graphical methods is the tephigram
(Devised by W.N. Shaw in 1925), and is still in common use today.
Bjerknes founded the Bergen School of Meteorology in 1917. This school
made a large contribution to the knowledge of the workings of the atmosphere
and they introduced a whole range of new concepts to meteorology. Their
formulations of air tnass, waffn fronts, cold fronts, and occluded fronts, enabled
them to formulate a working model fbr the main atmospheric movements. They
established the theory that small disturbances in the atmosphere can lead to
cyclogenesis.
ln 1922 Lewis Fry Richardson was the first to solve a simplified version of
the seven equations describing the state and motions of the atmosphere. He
presented the idea that future weather can be predicted by solving these equations
with the present weather as the initial conditions. While correct in principle,
Richardson was not successful in his own numerical experiment, which was
' These equations are the continuity equation. the hurnidity and thermodynamic cquations. the equation of
rnotion (thre.e-dirnensional) and the gas law.
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mainly attributed to the lack of suffrcient and accurate initial data, as well as
having integration steps that were too large (hours) which caused numerical
errors (Fleming, 1996). [t was Carl-Gustaf Rossby who eventually laid the
foundation by combining weather forecasting with dynamical meteorology. ln
his early years he had worked at Bjerknes' institute in Bergen, but he became
most famous for his work during his time in the United States. Rossby's main
contribution was that he was able to include large-scale planetary features in the
meteorological models. His equations fitted the observations well and could be
solved. In 1940, Rossby and his fellow workers were able to make numerical
predictions for a one-layer atmosphere. "Rossby's great achievement was to
devise a theory that was based on physics, that described atmospheric
phenomena that were of importance to forecasters, and whose predictions could
be calculated" (Nebeker, 1995).
The time between the two World Wars saw an explosion of meteorological
data gathering. The arrival of the punch-card machine in the meteorological
world allowed meteorologists to do much more with much more data than ever
before. The most dramatic impact that World War II had on meteorology was the
introduction of the electronic computer, which developed out of wartime
technology. It was von Neumann who integrated meteorology and the electronic
computer. ln 1944, von Neumann had become involved with the building of the
first electronic computer, the ENIAC, and by 1946 he identified that meteorology
was a prime application to test on an electronic computer (Cressman, 1972). His
drive to solve the highly non-linear equations by means of the computer got
many people interested. Rossby invited von Neumann to submit a proposal for a
meteorology project. In July 1946, the Meteorology Project at the Institute for
Advanced Study (lAS) in Princeton was founded. Jule Charney, who would
become a pivotal person in the development of atmospheric science, joined this
project in 1948 (Thompson, 1990). One of the key early breakthroughs by
Charney was the quasi-geostrophic approximation, where a near balance between
the pressure gradient force and the Coriolis force is assumed. The approximation
therefore assumed that the gravitational acceleration is balanced by the vertical
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pressure gradientl. This is a very accurate approximation except at very small
spatial scales (<lOkm) and outside regions of strong vertical motion, e.g.
vigorous convection or flow over steep orography. The quasi-geostrophic
approximation simplified the equations of motion into equations with pressure as
the only variable. At the same time the problem of fulfilling the Courant-
Friedrichs-Lewy2 stability criterion was reduced since this approximation filters
out the fast travelling atmospheric sound and gravity waves and allows for a
larger integration time step. In the early 1950's, Charney's group made a lot of
progress in numerical weather prediction. Starting with a simple model, they
increased the complexity by addressing the shortcomings of the model
(Smagorinsky, 1983). This was a time where many developments took place in
atmospheric modelling. The idea of "long-range forecasting", or in other words,
incorporating features of the general circulation, was first conceptualize.
Stan ( 1948) had outlined the concept of the general circulation in his analysis
of the transfer of absolute angular momentum within the atmosphere. Rossby and
Starr ( 1949) had concluded that the advection of relative angular momentum
through cyclones and anti cyclones plays an integral part in the mechanics of the
general circulation. These "perturbations" on the mean zonal flow can cause
baroclinic instability. Barotropic models were replaced by baroclinic models3 in
order to incorporate the advection of angular momentum in the general
circulation. Charney (1947\ and Eady (1949) developed the first simple models
of baroclinic instability. Emerging from these early models was the simple 2-
layer model, which became a common model to describe features of baroclinic
instability (e.g. Phillips, 1954: Smagorinsky, 1963: Moura and Stone, 1976:
Held, 1978: Stone, 1978). Although these models had a lot of shortcomings, they
were able to describe the main features of the atrnospheric circulation quite well
and so they are still regularly being used.
' This is the hydrostatic balance where dpklz = -pg
: The Courant-Friedrichs-Lcvy critcrion states that the horizontal rcsolution of the nrodel must be larger than
the product of thc integration timestep times the' phase speed of the thstest traveling atrnospheric wave,
Ar > A/.c
r Barotropic rnodels, where isobars anrl isentropes are parallel to each other, clo not allow vertioal exchanges.
unlike baroclinic models where the geostrophic wind varies with height.
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What had become clear in the 1950's was that the computer was an essential
tool for operational forecasting. There were spectacular improvements in the
speed, memory capacity and reliability of the electronic computers in the 1950's
and 1960's. In 1976 the first of the Cray computers, the first of the so-called
supercomputers, became available. The increase of computer power allowed for
the development of more advanced models. In the mid 1960's the primitive-
equation models, based on Bjerknes' theories and integrated by Richardson,
replaced the baroclinic models for daily forecasting (Cressman, 1972). Gravity
waves were included in these models, since the very fast computers were capable
of solving the equations with very short integration steps.
The development of the forecasting models, their algorithmso and the
parameterization of difficult to define atmospheric variables, are closely related
to the development of general circulation models. Von Neumann was the first to
suggest the "infinite forecast" whereby he looked at the larger, planetary weather
systems. In 1955, Norman Phillips was the first to successfully model the general
motions of the Earth's atmosphere (A description of Phillips' work is given by
Lewis, 1998). Smagorinsky's paper (1963) about a primitive equationl model for
the general circulation did much to increase the interest in general circulation
modelling. This could be seen as the start of global modelling, and therefore the
start of modelling the state of the atmosphere on longer timescales. In fact,
weather modelling moved into climate modelling.
The following decades saw a significant development in the field of
atmospheric science. The tremendous development of numerical analysis
techniques, the introduction of the electronic computer, massive increases in
conventional and new data (e.g. from satellites), all improved our understanding
of the workings of the atmosphere. New studies (e.g. chaos theory, paleo studies,
atmospheric chemistry) and improved interactions with sources affecting our
atmosphere (e.g. oceans, bio- and cryosphere, human impacts) all led to a more
complete picture of our atmosphere. One of the most complete atmospheric
I The primitive e<luations are
momenfum, mass and energy
correct (see e,g. section 4.2.4),
the simplified vercions of the equations de;cribing the conservation of
It assumes that the hydrostatic and shallow atmosphere approximations are
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models nowadays is the General Circulation Model, the GCM. Such a model can
combine most of our knowledge of passive and active fields that interact with the
atmosphere.
But after all those developments, there are still lots of questions remaining.
There will always be a discrepancy between available computer power and
computer power needed, which requires us to "simpliry" our models (for some
examples, see section 4.2). In the case of GCMs, one of the main difficulties is
that the atmospheric variables are only defined at discrete points. Anything that
happens between these points, or in other words, happens on a smaller scale,
needs to be parameterizedl. Important phenomena like turbulence and cloud
formation can not be solved at the specified resolution, but are essential in the
calculation of many other variables which are determined at the model points.
The choice of a particular climate model depends on what will be
investigated, and on available resources. General Circulation Models are by far
the most advanced models, but they are also the most expensive. A simpler
model that investigates only a global aspect of our climate (e.g. Earth's energy
budget) or clirnatic features on very large scales (both studies do not require a
high resolution model) can be more appropriate than a high-resolution three-
dimensional GCM. Simpler models will be quicker, and therefore cheaper to use
than GCMs. The followine section describes some of the climate models
available to us.
4.2. Hierarchv of Climate Models
There are several kinds of climate models. There is no single comprehensive
climate model that can model each aspect of the climate. A climate researcher
therefore needs to know what model is most appropriate for a particular study.
For instance, Taylor (1994\ gives an overview of some climate models
considered suitable to study particular aspects of paleoclimates.
' Parameterization means that not the rc'al instantaneous ell-ect of a physical cluantity is calculated. but that its
wcighted eftbct within a ggid box around a rnodel point is dctennined.
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As mentioned in the previous section, climate models have evolved in time as
more and more became known about atmospheric circulations and as the
computer power increased. The earliest models were very much simplifications
of the real circulation. Today the most comprehensive climate models are the so-
called "coupled General Circulation Models" (coupled GCMs). These models
solve the set of equations describing the circulation for both the atmosphere and
the ocean (the "primitive equations", see section 4.2.4\. Included with these
models can be standalone models such as ice-sheet models and models
describing the biosphere. But other, simpler models are still very useful for
getting a general picture of some aspects of the atmosphere. This section will
discuss some of the more common climate models.
4.2.r. Zero Dimensional Models
The simplest climate model is the zero order model. This is also called the
energy-radiation model. This model only looks at the balance of incoming and
outgoing radiation. The incoming radiation is summed and that value can be
presented as the total radiative energy that the Earth receives from the sun. If it is
assumed that the Earth radiates like a black body, then radiation and temperature
are related to each other through the Stefan-Boltzmann equation:
Rr = oTa (4.1)
where Rs is the Earth's radiation, Z is the equivalent black body temperature, and o
is the Stefan-Boltzmafin constant. The difference in incoming R1 and outgoing
radiation Ro theretbre indicates whether the Earth is warming up, or whether it is
cooling down.
M=4_R,
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If the incoming radiation balances the outgoing radiation, AR:0, then the average
temperature in time and over the whole Earth does not changer.
The chemical composition of the atmosphere plays a very important part in
trapping outgoing longwave radiation. Some of the atmospherio gases, especially
water vapour and COu are particularly effective in trapping Earth's infrared
radiation. Their spectrum of absorption bands lies well within the spectrum of
terrestrially-emitted radiation. Since we know that the composition of the
atmosphere is not constant (increase of "greenhouse" gases by man, emissions by
volcanoes, and absorption of carbon by forests and oceans, to name a few), this
simple model can not be applied directly to the Earth's surface, as it does not
include the crucial feedbacks that influence the radiation balance. Feedbacks are
interactions within the system that either enhance (positive) or counteract
(negative) the effect ofany disturbance. The increase ofgreenhouse gases in the
atmosphere is directly linked to the phenomenon of "global warming".
Other important feedbacks in the radiation scheme are related to the albedo of
the Earth and to the distribution and specifications of clouds. Over a third of the
incoming radiation is reflected back to space, mainly by the Earth's surf'ace and
by clouds (Fig. 2-l). A simple feedback mechanism can easily be demonstrated
in the case of the effect of ice on the incoming solar radiation. A change of
albedo of the Earth by increasing/decreasing the polar ice sheets, will have a
measurable result on the incoming arnount of solar radiation. An increase in the
size of the icecap will result in a higher proportion of incoming radiation being
reflected back to space. This is a positive feedback, since if less solar radiation
hits the Earth, the Earth rvill cool off, and ice sheets can grow. This in turn will
increase the albedo of the Earth, so more radiation is reflected back to space,
which will result in the Earth to cool off, and so on.
Clouds however have a more complicated effect. Clouds can both reflect
incoming solar radiation and trap outgoing radiation. These effects depend on the
albedo, the type and the heights of the clouds. Clouds at lower altitudes have a
cooling effect (they radiate more outwards than that they trap heat), where as
I Both R, and Rxvary in tirne (on all time scalei;) ancl in spacc.
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clouds at higher altitudes do just the opposite and tend to wium up the
atmosphere (Stephens and Webster, 1981). Under a global warming scenario, an
increase of clouds at low altitude would be a negative feedback, where as an
increase of clouds at higher altitude would be a positive feedback. Including the
effect of feedbacks on the radiation scheme, equation 4.2 should then read:
AR=4 
-Ro!E, (4.3)
where d is a variable heating term that depends on time. The sign of this variable
depends on whether it has a positive or negative feedback on the radiation
balance.
One of the remarkable aspects of this simple model is that if we only vary the
albedo by varying the amount of ice cover on Earth, it shows that the climate can
have three different stable states. A stable state is where incoming solar radiation
is balanced by the outgoing longwave radiation. Fig. 4-l shows the three states as
oo
=tgC.! C!
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Fig.4-1. Zero dimensional climate model with ice albedo feedback. The outgoing longwave
radiation R. and the incoming shortwave radiation R1 are plotted against the globally averaged
surface temperature T, (K). There are three climate states where the incoming radiation equals the
outgoing radiation (after Trenberth, I 992).
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a o'warm" state, which can be seen as the current climate, an intermediate
climate, and a cold climate, where the whole Earth is covered in ice. This model
is therefore useful in estimating in a preliminary way whether the climate is in a
stable state or not. From it one can derive the "climate sensitivity" parameter
which determines the magnitude of the temperature change as the result of a
perturbation (North et al., l98l : Trenberth, 1992).
4.2.2. One Dimensional Models
There are two different kinds of one-dimensional models, but both have a
space coordinate as a variable.
A) Energy balance model
This model is a direct extension of the zero-dimension model. It assumes a
Iatitudinal distribution of solar radiation. Because of the uneven distribution of
solar radiation on the Earth, heat is transported from the equator to the pole.
Therefore this model needs a latitudinal heat transport term in the equation, Eu,,:
M:4 
-& t 8,,., * E,u, (4.4)
Without this latirudinal heat transport, the equator would be too hot, and the
poles too cold. Fig. 4-2 gives a simplification of the etTect of the heat transport
on the latitudinal temperature gradient. The latitudinal heat transport term
reduces the latitudinal temperature gradient. The time-dependent heating term
now also has a latitudinal dependency, 8,.,. Th" energy balance model is an
effective model in studies examining mechanisms of poleward heat transport
(North et al., l98l).
B) Radiative-convective model
This type of model simulates the vertical profile of atmospheric temperature
under the assumption of radiative-convective equilibrium. The radiative
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Fig. 4-2. Temperature (in 'C) versus the sine of latitude (O). The effect of heat
trarusport for the cases of no heat transport, inFrnite beat transport. and a schematic
effectofheattransportfortherealEartharepresented(afterNorthetal., l98l).
equilibrium temperature profile for the atmosphere is determined on the
assumption that the temperature decreases with height according to the moist
adiabatic lapse ratel. However, the troposphere is never exactly in radiative
equilibrium. There is continuous vertical movement of air parcels that are either
slightly wanner or colder than their surroundings. This convective adjustment
acts to smooth out radiative and other heating imbalances. The equilibrium
temperature profile therefore depends on both radiation and convection.
Radiative-convective models have several vertical layers to calculate the
contribution at each level of the radiation and diabatic heating and convection to
the thermal equilibrium.
There are several variables that need to be incorporated in radiation balance
schemes. Clouds, water vapour, COz, Or, surface albedo, aerosols and trace gases
all have their influence on the radiation balance. Stephens and Webster (1981)
' The radiative equilibrium temperature profile is unstable with respect to the dry adiabatic lapse rate since
the et-tbct of moisture (i.e. latent heat) is not taken into account.
P..lesina
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Fig. t1.3. Vertjcal distibutiqn of the co-mFonenb of radiative heat balance for the
thermal equilibrium of a clear atnosphere. LHrO, LCOa and LO3 show dre effect of
the loagwave radiation of wats vapour, eOz and O+ respectively. SH2O, SC02, and
SOI shqw the rate of temperature change duc to the absorption sf, solar radiatlon by
those gases Manabe and Sricklec 1964).
use a onedimensional radiative convective model to gauge the influence of
clsuds on sirnple climate system$. Fig. 4-3 gives an indication of the effeot sf the
maj,or atmosph€ric gases fo the radiativEheat balance as a firncnion of heiglrt tt is
not possible to give preeise valuee for their contribution to the radiation b-alanoe"
so oftenrtheir influenee nEeds to be pariameterized.
4.23.. Two Dimcnsional lVlodels
Two-dimensional models ara e.ithor vettically or zonally inte.grated. The
f,or,tner presents a two.dimensional domaih by longitude and latitr"rdc, the tratter by
latitude and altitude.
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A) Energy balance model
The energy balance model (EBM) as a two dimensional model has the space
variables of latitude and longitude. The advantage of a two-dimensional EBM
over a one-dimensional EBM is that it has a realistic orography, and therefore
includes the different aspects of heating and cooling of the continents and the
oceans. This kind of model can be used to study local variations in radiation
balance, and it is often used in paleoclimate studies. The variations in radiation
can be due to changes both in insolation (orbital forcing) as rvell as in the
outgoing radiation (e.g. change in albedo due to change in ice sheets, land-sea
distribution). Crowley et al. (1987) used a two-dimensional energy balance
model to look at the seasonal variations in the temperature of a super-continent
as it might have been during the Paleozoic, North et al. (1983) used this simple
model to reconstruct the Last Glacial Maximum. They found that the climate
sensitivity to small changes in the solar constant were similar to those of other
accepted models. Lin et al. (1992) used such a model to study the astronomical
theory (Milankovitch) of ice ages. Saltzman (1990) gives a brief overview of
general concepts that could help in formulating models for paleoclimate studies,
including the energy balance model.
B) Zonally averaged model
Instead of looking at horizontal fields and average over altitude, this model
takes the zonal average and retains the altitude. Because of this simplification,
this model is easy on the computational demand. This kind of model is often
coupled to the ocean and land surface. It is useful in examining climate changes
as a result of changes in these fields, particularly their albedo. The changes in
albedo would prirnarily occur as the result of changes in land and sea-ice
coverage as well as the occurrence of snow. In contrast with the EBM, orography
effects are not fully incorporated. This is partly remedied by splitting the zonal
direction up in segments which would allow separate treatment of the land and
ocean.
This model can be particularly useful tbr paleoclimate studies. Fanell (1990)
used this kind of model to investigate the Hadley Circulation during equable
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climates, like the Eocene and the Cretaceous. Harvey (1988) studied the possible
positive feedback of the increase of aerosols in the atmosphere during the Last
Glacial Maximum, and Harvey (1989) evaluated the climatic effects of global
changes in land glacier ice, seasonal land snow cover, vegetation and sea-ice
during the Last Glacial Maximum. Bintanja and Oerlemans (1996) and
Bjomsson and Mysak (2001) investigated the Last Glacial Maximum by
coupling the model to a two-dimensional zonal averaged ocean model, and
Tarasov and Peltier (1997) also included an ice-sheet model to such a coupled
model.
4.2.4. Three Dimensional Models
A) General Circulation Model (Global Climate Model, GCM)
The most elaborate of all climate models is the GCM. It integrates the
equations describing the motion of a fluid on a rotating sphere and includes the
interactions between the atmosphere, ocean and land and the internal feedbacks
of the system. The atmospheric equations of motion are the Navier-stokes
equations of motion for viscous compressible fluids. Usually the atmosphere is
assumed to be in hydrostatic balance, which is a good approximation at the
horizontal scales modelled in typical GCMs. Another simplification often made
is the shallow-water approximation. The Earth is assumed to be spherical,
resulting in only the horizontal component of the Coriolis force being retained,
and any curvature components are removedl. Applying these simplifications on
the general atmospheric equations, result in the "primitive" equations. These
equations in pressure coordinates are:
Equation of Motion
(Conservation of Momentum) ,O*.lkxV=0
DV-
_+v
Dt
(4.s)
' With the vertical movements being much smaller than the radius, the radius is sct to the mean radius of the
Earth.
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Continuity Equation
(Conservation of Mass)
Thermodynamic Equation
(Conservation of Energy) "rK-aat=e
V,.V **=O
op
(4.6)
(4.7)
Where V is the vector velocity,./is the Coriolis parameter, k is the vertical unit
vectoro Vois the two-dimensional gradient operator on a surface of constant
pressure, <D is the geopotential field (height times gravity), c, is the specific heat
of dry air, a is the vertical velocity, and Q is the heating term. a =llp and
ot= DplDt. DlDt is the time derivative, which in pressure coordinates can be
written:
D 
-4*v .v*fu!Dt 0t Dt 0p (4.8)
Together with the equations of conservation of water vapour and the hydrostatic
equation (ffilAp = d), these equations are integrated, from a given initial state,
for a rotating spherical Earth. Since these equations are prognostic (they have a
time derivative), future states of the atmosphere can be calculated from its
current state. There are principally two ways of integrating these equations:
- 
The spectral method assumes that the horizontal representation of the main
variables, velocity, temperature and pressure, can be represented by
truncated series of spherical harmonic functions. After solving the
primitive equations for these variables, their values may be converted
onto a grid on the Earth.
- 
The finite difference method solves the primitive equations for each grid
box of a regular grid. Often these grids are defined in terms of regular
latitude and longitude steps, or according to some standard map
projection.
It is not common to solve the equations with the height as the vertical co-
ordinate. For computational reasons, the solutions are often expressed on
pressure, sigma or hybrid levels, or on levels of constant potential temperature.
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The vertical levels are therefore not equally spacedo but depending on the co-
ordinate used, are concentrated around areas of most importance (e.g. planetary
boundary layer, tropopause). Sadourny (199a) gives a mathematical summary of
what is involved with global atmospheric modelling.
Of crucial importance is the specification of the grid on which the model will
map its parameters (or the wave number cut off, in the case of a spectral model).
The atmospheric features that are investigated determine the resolution of the
grid. Furtherrnore, the size of the grid depends on the computational power and
the time period over which the model is integrated. The horizontal resolution of
the grid must be larger than the product of the integration time step times the
phase speed of the fastest travelling wave (the Courant-Friedrichs-Levy
criterion). High resolution global climate models can have a horizontal resolution
varying from 100 
- 
200km, and have 15 
- 
30 layers in the vertical. with the
Earth Simulator coming online in March 2002, horizontal resolutions of lOkm
(or less) are now also possible for multi-year integrations. The resolution
determines which parameters can be dealt with explicitly and which need to be
parameterized (see below) in a model. And given the non-linear nature of many
feedbacks and parameterization schemes, it is important that the resolution
should be chosen so that these schemes are most appropriate for the model.
Largely because of these parameterizations, it is not true that the model
necessarily performs better with increasing resolution. Various studies have
investigated the relation between resolution and rnodel accuracy (e.g. Rind,
1988: Dong and Valdes, 2000: Davies and Brown, 2001).
Although GCMs are state of the art computer climate models, they are
discrete and do not mimic the continuous nature of the atmosphere and oceans.
There are small-scale processes that can not be modelled, since they occur at
scales well below the resolution of the model. Processes that take place on these
small scales need to be'uparameterized", i.e. described in terms of variables at the
resolved scales. Cloud dynamics, rainfall and evaporation, sea-iceo interactions
between atmosphere and ocean and interactions between atmosphere and
biosphere, the effect of aerosols and trace gases, all need to be included in the
model. Parameterization of these processes means that their weighted effect is
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calculated within a gnd box around a model point. A lot of research is
particularly aimed at improving our understanding of these small-scale processes
and improving their parameterization in climate models (an overview of the
dynamics of some of these small-scale processes can be found in e.g. Kantha and
Clayson, 2000). The largest errors and model uncertainties are mainly associated
with the incorrect inclusion of these small-scale processes in the parameterization
schemes.
In atmospheric science, GCMs are often configured to model only the
atmosphere (and are called atmosphere GCMs or AGCMs). AGCMs only
determine the state and circulation of the atmosphere. lmportant variables
external to the atmosphere like SSTs and sea-ice are given as boundary forcings.
However, the equations of motion can also be solved for determining the state of
the oceans. GCMs that model the state of the oceans are called ocean General
Circulation Models (OGCM). Although the equations of motion for AGCMs and
OGCMs are virtually the same, there are some distinct differences between an
atmospheric and an ocean model. The most obvious difference is of course that
OGCMs deal with water, not air. Where as the atmosphere is driven thermally,
the ocean is driven both thermally and mechanically. The driving forces for the
ocean circulation are the wind stress at the surface, heat fluxes through the
surface and density variations caused by salinity variations. The hydrostatic
assumption is also valid for the oceans, but now density variations are also
ignored (the Boussinesq approximationr). Delecluse (1994\ gives a good
overview of what is involved with ocean modelling.
Ocean GCMs have their own mathematical difficulties. Because the ocean's
higher density, relevant scales of motion in the oceans are much smaller than in
the atmosphere2. Important global circulations like the Gulfstream and the
Kuroshio Current take place at much smaller scales compared to the mean
I The Boussinesq approximation assumes that density is constant except in its pnrduct with the gravitational
acceleration (the buoyancy term).
: The Rossby wave nurnber. Ro = U/(tbL) (U is the velocity scale, ti the Coriotis parameter and L is thc
horizontal length scale), is a measure of the validity of the geostrophic approximation, and is in the ocean
about l/10'n of that in the atmosphere.
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atmospheric circulation patterns. Therefore OGCMs require a higher resolution
than AGCMs in order to properly model the mean oceanic circulation, the large-
scale overtuming circulation. Furthermore, the mean meridional oceanic
transport mechanisms, the mesoscale eddies, also take place at a very small scale.
It is important to include the effect of these eddies on the general overturning
circulation, since the ocean eddies are the main means of transporting heat
meridionally. Just like their atmospheric counterpart, these small-scale processes
that take place below the grid resolution of the model need to be parameterized.
Processes that need to be parameterized in OGCMs are these eddy fluxes, as well
as turbulent mixing in the surface layer, and processes of diffusion and
convection.
Ocean processes also take place on much larger timescales than atmosphere
processes. Atmospheric motions have timespans from minutes to years. Ocean
motions can vary from minutes to hundreds of years. Thus in oceanic modelling,
a model needs to be "spun up" for a longer time to get to its "equilibrium" state.
On the other hand, muclt larger timesteps are allowed than in atmospheric
modelling, since the flows are much slower. Other complications for oceanic
modelling are that oceans have a complex bathymetry and that there are
relatively tbwer data from the ocean to verifu simulation output against.
Sampling is very sparse and non-uniform over the oceans.
Although OGCMs are the most elaborate ocean models, simpler models are
often used in studying the oceanic circulation. Examples of simple ocean models
are single-basin models, solely wind-driven circulation models, box models,
models describing solely the thermohaline circulation and two-dimensional
models. For instance, Marotzke (1989) uses several simplified models to look at
the steady-states of the thermohaline circulation in the Atlantic Ocean.
B) Coupled General Circulation Model (CGCM)
A coupled GCM includes both an atmospheric and an oceanic component.
There are various scenarios in coupling an atmospheric circulation model to an
oceanic model. The most complete model would be one that combines an AGCM
and an OGCM. The description for each individual model is the same as for their
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stand alone cases. The CGCM has then the difficulty to combine two models that
are defined for processes that have different time scales and different resolutions,
and to incorporate the fluxes between them. As mentioned before, modelling the
general ocean circulation requires a much longer integration time than modelling
the atmosphere. Separate schemes need to be set up to pass on information,
specifically heat fluxes, from the ocean to the atmosphere and vice versa at
discrete intervals. Other exchanges that take place between ocean and
atmosphere are the exchanges of gases (like the main atmospheric gases O: and
N2, and trace gases like COz and (CH:)zS) and exchanges of fresh water
(precipitation and evaporation).
For the case of atmospheric studies, simpler versions of coupled GCMs
usually take a simpler ocean format. A common simplification is not to model
the whole ocean circulation, but restrict the model only to the top layer, above
the thermocline. This simplification still requires all the schemes describing the
exchanges between the atmosphere and the ocean, but it does not require a long
integration anymore, since the deep ocean does not need to be modelled. Another
simplification would be to model the ocean by what is called a "slab ocean". This
kind of ocean only exchanges heat fluxes with the atmosphere. No ocean
circulation is modelled, so this form of o'coupled" modelling would therefore not
be called a CGCM.
C) Regional Climate Model (RCM)
The enorrnous amount of computation that is required to model the
atmosphere of the whole Earth restricts the model's resolution, both in the
horizontal as well as in the vertical. The higher the resolution, the more
calculations are required. A common resolution for global climate models these
days is about 250 
- 
300km in the horizontal with l5 - 20 levels in the vertical. Of
course with this kind of resolution, it is not possible to obtain a detailed output
for any specific area. Topogaphy is smoothed, and any local orographic effects
are not taken into account. It is often desirable to have a more detailed output for
a smaller area. Regional Climate Models do just that. Regional Climate Models
are essentially the same models as GCMs, but configured to run over a limited
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(non-global) domain. The initial and boundary conditions at the edge of the RCM
domain are given by the GCM, and the RCM simulates the circulation in its
domain. Nesting a RCM within a GCM in grid point space is the most common
approach (Giorgi, 1990: Fenessy and Shukla, 2000), but Kida et al. (1991) point
out that it is also possible to link global and regional models with spectral
boundaries. This process of having a higher resolution model sitting within a
lower resolution model can be repeated again, so that consecutively higher
resolution models can sit within each other (an example is in McGregor and
Walsh, 1994). This is referred to as "multiple nesting".
The main reason to downscale a GCM to an RCM region is to improve the
realism of the circulation on a smaller scale. The use of a RCM does not
automatically mean that it provides a better capability in simulating regional
climates, since often improvements in physical parameterizations of the GCM
can be more important. A RCM should add detail that is the result of its own
structure, and which could not have been obtained by simply interpolating the
GCM to a higher resolution. It should not just enhance geographical detail, but
should be capable of determining the internal variability of the regional domain.
Regional modelling allows us to examine the local effects of global
variations. The irnportance of regional modelling has been underlined by the
IPCC in that regional issues have received prominent attention in their reports
(IPCC,2001). This thesis uses a regional climate model (chapter 6 and 8) to
investigate the climate in New Zealand during the LGM.
D) Earth System Model (ESM) and Earth System Model of Intermediate
Complexity (EMfC)
The latest generation of three dimensional climate models are the so-called
"Earth System Models". Building on GCMs, which are based on describing the
full dynamics of atmospheric and oceanic motion, ESMs also describe a
relatively complete set of interactions between climate system components.
Interactions between the atmosphere, ocean, cryosphere and biosphere are
modelled as a different set of systems. Various modules can be linked to the
model, like ice-sheet, vegetation, and chemistry modules. The number of
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interactions within and between each system and module, and the resulting
feedbacks are enormous'. Hence, ESMs are computationally much more
demanding than GCMs. Simpler versions of the ESMs are the "Earth System
Models of Intermediate Complexity'' (EMICs). EMICs can be characterized by
the number of interacting components they use in describing the Earth (Claussen
et al., 2002). EMICs include most of the processes used in GCMs, but they are
now more in parameterized form. This simplification enables EMICs to either
simulate feedback processes between as many components of the climate system
as possible and are very well-suited to very long term climate simulations.
Ganopolski et al. (1998) used an EMIC to simulate the Last Glacial Maximum,
and integrated the system for 5000 model years to compute an equilibrium
climate.
Although it might be obvious that higher order climate models might be more
complete, there are several issues one has to think about before deciding on a
climate model. As mentioned before. the computational costs can be enormous
and therefbre often due to financial constraints, simpler climate models are
chosen. Other ways to reduce computational costs is to reduce the length of
integration or the number of feedbacks in the climate system.
At the same time, a climate modeller needs to know exactly what is wanted as
output. He needs to decide on which climate model is most suitable. But no
matter what the constraints are, any climate model needs to be tested upon its
capability to model the climate correctly. A climate model should be tested
against a known climate from the past. If the model can successfully reconstruct
past climates, you can be more confident that the model is capable of
reconstructing today's climate or predict future climate states.
The subject of this study is to investigate the climate of New Zealand during
the Last Glacial Maximum. For this, a Regional Climate Model had to be
defined. This RCM is nested within a GCM. The following sections will describe
the model used for this study and its different configurations.
' An exarnple of this can be found in the overview that Randatl, Khairoutdinov ct al. (2003) gave on cloud-
system resof ving models and their atlect on the running of a GCM (they call them super-GCMs).
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4.3. The Unified Model
The model used in this study is based on the Hadley Centre's (United
Kingdom Met Offrce, UKMO) Unified Model (Cullen, 1993), or in short, the
UM. The UM is used for numerical weather prediction, oceanographic
forecasting, climate prediction and middle atmosphere research. It supports
global as well as regional models. It can run in atmosphere or ocean only modes
as well as in coupled versions of them. It can be linked to other models, like
cryosphere and biosphere models. [t can also include a whole range of "external"
data (ancillary data), such as land surface data (e.g. vegetation, soil moisture,
root depth), ocean data (e.g. SSTs, sea-ice) and other atmospheric variables (e.g.
ozone, chemistry, aerosols).
The UM integrates the main atmospheric equations (conservation of
momentum, mass and energy. See section 4.2.4.). The equations are integrated
using a hybrid vertical coordinate (Simmons and Burridge, l98l). The hybrid
coordinates are terrain-following sigma coordinates (normalized by the surface
pressure) in the bottom layers. pressure coordinates in the top layers (where they
are almost horizontal), and a linear combination for the layers in between. The
advantage of having terrain-following coordinates is that it is much more
convenient in the lower layers of the atmosphere, while pressure coordinates are
more likely to give accurate results in the upper layers. Unlike many other
models, the UM does not make the shallow atmosphere approximation (see
section 4.2.4) and retains all three components of the Coriolis force. The UM
uses a splirexplicit finite difference integration scheme (Cullen and Davies,
l99l). Also unlike some other models, the UM does include the fast travelling
gravity waves. The splitting now refers to the separation of the fast moving
vertical advection term (a basic state temperature) and the terms associated with
the slower moving horizontal advection by the winds (e.g. pressure, temperature
and surface winds). The UM regularly uses three adjustment steps per advection
step. The average wind fields can then be used to determine the total advection.
The UM uses an Arakawa-B grid, where pressure and thermodynamic variables
are located at the centre of a grid box, and velocity components on the corners.
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Fig.4-4. The sequence of the models. The GCMs only show the area of Australasia and the RCM
is greatly zoomed in as well. Each dot is a grid point of that particular model. The coupled model
HadCM3 supplies the SSTs and sea-ice for the atmospheric model HadAM3H, which in turn
supplies the lateral boundary conditions for the regional model NZ_40km.
This thesis is for a large part built on the output of HadCM3 (Fladley Centre
Coupled Model version 3) runs by Hewitt (2000). SSTs and sea-ice fields from
these simulations were used as forcings in this study. Many atmospheric
parameter settings were set at the same values as in Hewitt's (2000) simulations.
Differences in atmospheric settings are specified in section 4.3.2. A higher
resolution model, HadAM3H (Fladley Centre {tmospheric lv[odel version 3. High
Resolution), capable of simulating the climate in the Northern Hemisphere more
realistically was made available at the start of the study, and it was decided to use
that model. Several different RCM configurations were tested but only the RCM
with a 40km resolution (NZ_40km) was used in this study. The lateral boundary
conditions were supplied by HadAM3H. The place of the three models in this
study is schematically presented in Fig.4-4. A description of the models follows.
4.3.1. HadCM3
The main model was HadCM3, which is a tested and proven model (Gordon
et al., 2000). All other models used in this study were merely difFerent
configurations of HadCM3. HadCM3 is a coupled atmosphere-ocean GCM. The
coupled OAGCM (Ocean-Atmosphere GCM) couples the atmospheric part
(HadAM3) to the ocean part (HadOM3) and a sea-ice model, once a day, every
HadAM3H
SSTs and sea ice
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day. The atmospheric model runs first for one day, during which all the
atmospheric-ocean fluxes are calculated. These are then passed on to the ocean
and sea-ice model. These models are then integrated and the ocean surface fluxes
are passed back to the atmospheric model, after which the atmospheric part
integrates the next day. This cycle repeats itself for the duration required.
This study did not run the coupled model, but used the SSTs and sea-ice
values of a coupled model simulation with similar settings as in this study, to
force a higher resolution atmospheric model (A detailed description of this
simulation is presented in Hewitt,2000). Of more importance to this study is the
atmospheric component (HadAM3) of the coupled model since the high-
resolution atmospheric model used in this study (HadAM3H) is basically the
same. HadAM3 is discussed in section 4.3.1.1. and is followed by only a short
description of the ocean model (section 4.3.1.2). Section 4.3.2 deals with
HadAM3H but discusses only those settings that are different than HadAM3.
4.3.1.1. Atmospheric model: HadAM3
The atmospheric model has a horizontal resolution of 2.5o x 3.75". This is the
equivalent of a resolution of about 278km in the meridional direction and a zonal
resolution of about 4l7km at the equator, increasing to a resolution of about
295km at 45". This produces a global grrd of 73 x 96 points. There are 19 levels
in the vertical in hybrid coordinates. The levels are spaced unevenly with regions
of more detailed vertical structure covered by more levels (e.g. the boundary
layer is covered by 5 levels: 1000, 994,956,905, and 835hPa), with the highest
level set at 5hPa. The integration step is 30 minutes and the model uses a 360-
day calendar. A full description of HadAM3 is given in Pope et al. (2000). Only
the basic features of the model are summarized below.
- Radiation:
The radiation scheme used is the one by Edwards and Slingo (1996) and
modified by Cusack and Edwards (1999). This scheme uses the two-stream
approximation in both the long-wave and short-wave radiation. Instead of
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looking at the whole radiative spectrum, the radiation scheme splits the spectrum
in discrete intervals. These bands correspond to the main radiative bands of the
main atmospheric gases. In the long-wave, absorption is due to HzO, O:, COz,
CHq, NzO, CFCI I and CFCI2, and in the shortwave, absorption is due to H:O,
Oj, CO2, and Oz. There are eight long-wave bands and six short-wave bands.
Where there is more than one gas in a band, gas overlap is treated in the manner
similar to that described by Edwards ( I 996). The effect of clouds on the radiation
balance is modelled using the method of Slingo (1989). Furthermore, the effect
of aerosols on the radiation balance is included through the scheme of Cusack et
al. (1998) which incorporates water-soluble, dust, soot, and oceanic and
stratospheric sulphates. Inclusion of this scheme improves the model's global
and annual mean solar radiation budset at the surface.
- Clottds:
Although clouds have a considerable influence on the radiation balance of the
atmosphere, their representation in GCMs is still being investigated. The
radiative properties of clouds (transmissivity, reflectivity, and absorptivity)
depend on their water content, the phase of the water (liquid or solid) and the size
distribution of water droplets or ice particles. Incorporating the effect of clouds
in HadAM3 is achieved through a scheme that separates the dependence of the
cloud radiative properties on the (liquid) water content and equivalent radius of
the drop size distribution (Slingo, 1989). Smith (1990) turned this into a
prognostic cloud scheme where the cloud radiative properties are calculated
interactively. Cloud layers consisting of water droplets, ice particles, or a
combination of them (mixed phase clouds), are treated separately. Cloud
formation depends on a probability distribution of a saturation variable in a grid
box. The advantage of this scheme is that large-scale clouds can form before
mean saturation takes place in the grid box. Gregory and Morris (1996) updated
this scheme to let full glaciation occur at a higher temperature (at -9"C instead of
-15'C). This resulted in an increase of potential ice particles in the cloud layer.
Consequently, depletion of cloud water within the region of mixed phase cloud
happens faster, since fallout of ice particles is unconstrained by a critical value of
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cloud ice content as it is in the rain parameterization.
- P reci pitation/evapo rat ion :
Models that do not include a prognostic cloud water variable precipitate all
condensed water as soon as it forms. ln Smith's (1990) prognostic cloud water
scheme, the rate of conversion of cloud liquid water to precipitation is
parameterized. The precipitation scheme treats liquid and ice clouds differently,
since the amount of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) to make up water droplets
and ice nuclei differ. Since only a few CCNs will act as ice nuclei, cloud water in
ice clouds will attach over fewer particles, and therefore grow bigger faster,
resulting in them to detrain quicker and easier. The model distinguishes between
the possible occurrence of precipitation over land or over sea, reflecting the
differences in cloud condensation nuclei over the different areas. Evaporation of
rain and snow is described by the scheme developed by Gregory (1995), which
deals with precipitation both on grid-scale (stratiform clouds) as well as on
subgrid-scale (convective clouds).
- Convection:
Convective processes are important phenomena in weather and climate studies
since they affect the large-scale atmosphere through subsidence in the cloud
environment and detrainment of heat, moisture and liquid water from convective
towers. The convection scheme used is the mass flux convection scheme as
described by Gregory and Rowntree (1990). Because clouds come in a large
variety, rather than try to model the convective effect of each cloud type, this
scheme uses a single cloud model. This single cloud model is set up so that it
represents the effects of an ensemble of clouds where the clouds' varying
characteristics and depths are taken into account by allowing a proportion of the
ensemble to undergo complete detrainment before the maximum cloud height has
been reached. The convection scheme is applicable to moist convection of all
types (shallow, deep, and midlevel) as well as to dry convection. The rnodel is
updated to include downdraughts as well as described by Gregory and Allen
(leel).
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Convection also affects the vertical transport of horizontal momentum in the
atmosphere. The scheme used to model convective momentum transport is the
one from Gregory et al. (1997). Their scheme is based on the mass flux
convection scheme mentioned before. It includes a simple parameterization of
the effects of pressure gradients within a cloud to the flow within a cloud. This
result in the cloud characteristics being better defined.
- Gravity-wave drag:
Orography acts as an obstacle to air movement. When the atmospheric flow
moves over mountains, stress is exerted. This stress is proportional to the sub-
gridscale variance of orography and the wind speed. In stable conditions, the
stress on the flow will excite waves. These gravity waves travel upwards, thereby
reducing the static stability and increasing the vertical wind shear. The wave will
break when the Richardson Numberl falls below a critical value. When the wave
breaks, it exerts a drag which leads to instability of the atmospheric flow.
HadAM3 uses the scheme developed by Gregory et al. (1998), which
incorporates low-level wave-breaking associated with lee waves and anisotropic
orography. lnclusion of this scheme reflects mainly the seasonal change to the
flow as the result of the orographically induced drag. Just like deep convection,
orographically forced gravity waves play an important role in the momentum
budget in the global circulation.
- Boundary layer:
There are many processes taking place within the boundary layer that influence
the dynamics of the atmosphere. They transport momentum, heat, moisture,
aerosols and pollutants mainly in the vertical direction. The influence of the
boundary layer processes is parameterized using the scheme of Smith (1990).
Defining the predicted cloud water variable enables the model to formulate the
model's boundary layer mixing in terms of variables that are conseryed during
the phase changes of water, rather than to formulate some physical processes
t The Richardson number is a dirnensionless ratio ofbuoyant suppression ofturbulence to shear generation of
turbulence.
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independently or with no explicit regard to cloud at all. The scheme has two
parts: the surface exchange scheme which determines the turbulent transport in
the bottom layer (from the surface to the atmosphere), and the boundary layer
turbulent mixing scheme which determines the turbulent transports above the
surface layer.
- Land Sur.face Scheme:
The scheme used is MOSES (Met Office Surface Exchange Scheme: Cox et al.,
1999), which is a 4-layer hydrology and thermodynamics model. It simulates the
freezing and melting of soil moisture and the soil thermal characteristics are
realistic functions of soil moisture content (e.g. specific heat capacity and
volumetric concentrations of water and ice, soil thermal conductivity). The land
surface albedo depends on the vegetation type and snow amount. The total
evaporation depends also on the amount of evapotranspiration, which in tum
depends on the vegetation type. Evapotranspiration depends on the stomatal
resistance to temperature, COz concentration and vapour pressure. Vegetation
type and vegetation cover are included in the model through an external data file
which contain parameterized values for the vegetation characteristics. Land
Surface Schemes are fairly new and the biological cycle's influence on climate
has only recently become a component in climate models.
- Ozone:
Ozone is found predominantly in the stratosphere, but is also an important
tropospheric gas. Mainly known for its blocking efTect on ultraviolet radiation, it
is also a good absorber of solar radiation in the near infia-red. Absorption of
solar radiation by ozone heats the rniddle atmosphere and causes the temperature
increase with height that defines the stratosphere and tropopause. HadAM3 uses
the 4-dimensional ozone climatology of Li and Shine (1995), which is based on
both satellite measurements of the stratosphere, and some ground based
rneasurements of the troposphere.
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Other inputs that are required for the model are the landmask and the
orography file, which define respectively which gridpoints are defined as land or
water in the model, and the orography used in the model. Many parameters, like
diffusion, damping coefficients, critical humidity, trace gases (particularly CH+
and CO2), are variables that need to be defined in the model setup itself. Some of
these fields will be discussed in more detail in the sections dealing with the
settings of each simulation.
4.3.1.2. Ocean model: HadOM3
The Navier-Stokes equations on a rotating sphere are solved with the
Boussinesq approximation (see section 4.2.4), the hydrostatic approximation and
the turbulent viscosity hypothesis (approximate all the stresses generated at sub-
grid scales that are not resolved as an enhanced molecular mixing). The
"primitive equations" describe the large-scale ocean circulation. The rigid lid
approximation is used, which means that fresh water fluxes at the surface do not
lead to changes in the volume of the ocean. The circulation is solved for the
barotropic and baroclinic parts separately. The model has a horizontal resolution
of 1.25o x 1.25o (144 x 290 grid points which corresponds to about 140 x l40km)
and there are 20 levels in the vertical. The layers are stacked so to give the
highest resolution in the top part of the ocean where most of the dynamics take
place.
Driving forces are again radiation and momentum variations, but now also
salinity variations in the ocean. The main transport mechanisms are diffusion and
advection. Energy (heat) and salinity are transported along isopycnal (constant
density) surfaces. Since these surfaces do not coincide with the model's grid, the
model runs a "along isopycnal diffusion scheme". Just as with the atmospheric
model, the ocean model needs particular schemes and parameterizations to
simulate subgrid dynamics, e.g. vertical mixing of momentum and tracers, eddy
mixing, and overflow schemes. Sub-grid parameterizations are even more
important for ocean modelling than that they are for atmospheric modelling,
because most of the thermodynamic processes as well as all the energetic
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mesoscale variability, take place at sub grid resolution. For a detailed description
of HadOM3, and the coupling to HadAM3, see Gordon et al. (2000).
4.3.2. HadAM3H
HadAM3H is an implementation of HadAM3 at double the horizontal
resolution. A description of HadAM3H is given by Williams et al. (2001) and
Hudson and Jones (2002a). The differences with HadAM3 are discussed below.
- Resolution:
Pope and Stratton (2002) describe how the output from UM models (including
HadAM3) vary with resolution. It was clear that systematic errors decreased
when increasing the resolution from HadAM3. Basic model features, like
horizontal winds, temperatures, moisture, vertical velocities and transients all
improved, although precipitation biases increased. For this thesis it was decided
that the higher resolution model was suitable. HadAM3H's horizontal resolution
is double the resolution of HadAM3 in both latitudinal and longitudinal direction
(1,25" x 1.875"). This gives a resolution of l39km in the latitudinal direction and
a longitudinal resolution varying from around 200km at the equator to about
l50km at 45o. This produces a global grid of l45x 192 points. There is no
change in the vertical resolution. To stay within the constraints of the CFL
criterion, the integration step was halved compared to HadAM3, to l5 minutes.
- Radiation:
Several changes made in HadAM3H affect the radiation schemes. Included in
HadAM3H is a scheme that treats the radiative effects of convective anvil cimrs
(Gregory, 1999). The scheme increases both long-wave and short-wave forcings
in the tropics and causes a warming of the upper tropical troposphere. Included is
also a full radiative coupling of the vegetation canopy to the soil surface. And in
order to generate a more realistic radiation balancg some of the cloud parameters
have been altered. The time constant for conversion of cloud liquid water to
precipitation has been reduced, the ice-fall speed has increased, and the threshold
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for conversion of layer cloud water to precipitation has been doubled over the
ocean and increased bv a factor of 2.5 over land.
Clouds:
Included in HadAM3H is a scheme representing anvil clouds (Gregory, 1999).
HadAM3H allows vertical variation of cloud amount. In the case of deep
convection (where the top of the clouds extend above the freezing level), cloud
fraction is increased linearly with model level from the freezing level to the
cloud top level, representing the anvil cloud, and decreased to a constant value
below the freezing level, to represent the convective tower. The effect of the
scheme is that it reduces some of the cloud water, resulting in less thick clouds.
Anvil clouds show an increase in warming at the base of the cloud, and an
increase in cooling at the top of the cloud. These radiative effects are dealt with
in the radiation scheme (see above radiation).
For cloud formation to occur within a gridbox, a critical relative humidity
value has to be exceeded. Rather than to have one static value (grid cell averaged
cloud amount), or using a sloud overlapping scheme (e.g. Ridout et al., 1994),
HadAM3H includes a scheme that parameterizes the horizontal variance of
saturation within a gridbox (Cusack et al., 1999b). This parameterization predicts
the subgrid variability from the resolved variability on the climate scale. The
critical relative humidity now depends on the spatial and temporal variability of
relative humidity.
Furthermore, HadAM3H includes a parameterization that adjusts the cloud
fraction to 0.6 rather than to 0.5 when the gridbox specific humidity reaches
saturation, and the values of some cloud parameters have been adjusted (see
above: radiation'1.
- Chemistty:
One of the main optional additions is the inclusion of a simple sulphur cycle with
representation of the effect of the sulphate aerosols (mentioned in the intemal
technical note of Williams et al., 2001). However, as will be mentioned in
chapter 5, this feature was switched off in this study.
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- Precipitation:
It is known that the UM has difficulties in modelling the precipitation in areas
with strong uplift, like in the lndonesian Archipelago. As indicated before,
although the higher resolution models show some improvement in climate
modelling, the errors in the precipitation increased. To counter this effect, as
mentioned under radiation, the threshold of cloud liquid water for the formation
of precipitation over sea was doubled and over land multiplied by two and a half.
The fraction of a grid box on which precipitation falls was adjusted.
- Di//itsion:
The diffusion parameter has been increased (to increase damping) to prevent the
accumulation of energy at the snraller grid scale.
4.3.3. NZ 40km
NZ_4Okm is the name given to the RCM conf-rguration that is used in this
study for regional simulations over New Zealand. It is nested within HadAM3H,
as discussed before (see section 4.2.4 C). The dyrramics and physics of the RCM
NZ_4Okm are the same as in the GCM HadAM3H, except for certain
parameterization constants that had to be set differently to account for the higher
resolution of the RCM (Hudson and Jones, 2002a:2002b).
When constructing a regional domain for the regional climate model by
following longitude and latitude, it is inevitable that the area is distorted away
from a perfect rectangular shape towards a pyramid shaped area the nearer you
get to the pole. where there is a "convergence" of the meridians. This can cause
problems in calculating the atmospheric circulation in the domain. These
problans are mainly related to the CFL-criterion. The UM already uses Fourier
filtering at high latitudes in the global models to avoid the need for a very short
time step. The need for filtering in regional models is avoided by an appropriate
choice of the coordinate pole, so that no part of the region lies at latitude greater
than 45o. The coordinate pole is displaced away from the Earth's North Pole in
such a way that the equator of the rotated grid passes through the centre of the
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Latirude top left corner of region in relation to the rotated pole
left corner of region in relation to the rotated pole
Number of grid points East-West
Number of grid points North-South
Horizontal erid point
Number of vertical levels
Table 4- I . Coordinates of the reeional domain NZ 40km.
Fig. 4-5. New Zealand in the South-West Pacific and the Regional Domain NZ_40km
with all grid points. 'Ihe rectangular grid is the shape of the grid after rotation. and this
rotated grid is presented here at its coordinates of origin.
regional domain. Coordinates for the new pole are then selected so to give a near
uniform grid spacing over the regional domain. The result is that in the rotated
coordinates, the regional domain remains virtually a rectangular shape. After the
integrations, the grid can be rotated back to its original position. The regional
model has 95 grid points in the East-West direction, and 68 in the North-South.
The horizontal resolution is 0.36n, which is equivalent to 40km. New Zealand's
landmass (the North and South Islands and Stewart Island) is modelled by 180
pointsr. There are 19 levels in the vertical. Table 4-l gives an overview of the
coordinates of the regional domain of NZ_4Okm, md Fig. 4-5 shows New
Zealand's position in the South-West Pacific and the regional domain with all the
grid points of the model.
' The CCM HadCM3 covered New Zealand only by three points, and HadAM3H covered New Zealand by
nine points (see Fig. 4-l).
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The global model supplies the lateral boundary conditions for the regional
model. The prognostic variables that are passed on to the regional model are the
surface pressure, the horizontal wind components (u and v), the specific total
water content (summation of the specif,rc humidity, specific cloud water and
cloud ice content), and the liquid water potential temperature (liquid water
temperature normalized by the Exner function). These variables are passed on to
the regional model at regular intervals by linearly interpolating their values to
grid points at the rim of the regional model. Within this "rim" zone, the values
are averaged, based on their values within the regional and global grid. The
effect of weighing the lateral boundary conditions assures a smooth transition
from global to regional grid, and reduces any spurious effects "extreme"
boundary conditions can have on the regional model. The model has a rirn of
four grid points.
The regional rnodel uses "external" data representing New Zealand, such as
the orography, landmask, vegetation and soil surface parameters. Sea surface
temperature and sea-ice are interpolated from the global simulation. New
Zealand is a tectonically active country, which results in very steep mountains
and numerous volcanoes. There are several mountain peaks higher than 3000m
with Mt Cook the highest mountain in Australasia with its height of 3754rn.
However, with a resolution of 40 kilornetres. many features of the New Zealand
landscape are smoothed or averaged out. At the modelled resolution, the highest
point in the model is just less than 1800m and the mountains of the Southern
Alps vary in height between ll00-1500m. New Zealand also has many
reasonable sized lakes (up to 600krn2), but they too disappear at the resolution
used. This has consequences for other input variables like soil rnoisture and
vegetation. Both of these variables and the parameters derived from them are
simplified compared to reality.
Although the orography at the modelled resolution is less steep than in
reality, there is still a significant gradient from sea to mountain in the model. It is
known that problems can occur in the calculations of the vertical fields as the
result of rapid uplift, as occurs when the atmosphere moves over a mountain
range. For that reason, often a very small integration time step is used, in order to
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stay within the CFL eriterion" The integration time step used for the regional
model is 4 minutes:
In section 8.1 we will see that the orography during the LGM was quite
different than it is today. Due to the extmsive coveragc of the glaciers in the
South Xsland, which were several kilornetrEs thick at so:ne places, tho averaged
height sf the orography at the resolution modelled goes up to well over 2
kilometres, with the Mt Cook area 3 kilometres high. This results in an even
steeper gradient in the orography, and which ,eould be of concern when
calculating the v.ertisal frelds.
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5.
Pre-industrial simulation :
Global
Introduction
This study is to investigate the climate during the Last Glacial Maximum, and
then in particular New Zealand's climate during the LGM. Since regional
climates are influenced by the mean state and the fluctuations of the general
circulation they are embedded in, it is essential to understand the general
circulation first before studying regional features. HadAM3H is used to
reconstruct the general circulation and HadRM3H (NZ_40km) is used for the
regional model. At the same time, when using a climate model to make
statements about past and future climates, it is important to understand the
behaviour of the model. What are the model's limitations and biases? The
performance of the basic model HadAM3 (Pope et al., 2000) and the impact of
new physical parameterizations in the model, including on the higher resolution
configuration of HadAM3H (Pope and Stratton, 2A02: Hudson and Jones,
2002a), have been well documented. This study makes use of the findings of
those studies, and the reader is referred to those papers for a detailed discussion
on the relevancy of the models.
In order to be able to ascribe findings of the LGM simulations (chapter 7 and
8) to either the climate of the LGM or to a bias in the models, following Hewitt
(2000), the global and regional model are first described under a o'control"
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simulation. Together with the analysis on the behaviour of the models described
in the papers mentioned above, features of the simulated climate of the LGM can
be better qualified. Chapter 5 discusses the GCM and chapter 6 deals with the
RCM. Although HadAM3H is a global model, most of the emphasis in this study
is on its ability in modelling the Southern Hemisphere circulation. Some
particular climatic features are discussed in more detail.
Instead of running HadAM3H under present day conditions, it was tested in a
pre-industrial setting. The advantage of running the model under a pre-industrial
setting is that you can assume that the tropospheric chemistry can be kept
constant. "New" aspects of the climate that have featured over the last century,
for instance the ozone hole and global warming, are therefore not included. The
assumption however is that the general circulation during the pre-industrial
period was not that much different than today and that therefore direct
comparisons can be made between the model's output and today's climate, at
least qualitatively. For this study, the l97l-2000 National Centers for
Environmental Prediction's (NCEP) reanalysis (Kalnay et al., 1996) climatology
was used to compare the model's output. Although the NCEP climatology is
based on a very comprehensive reanalysis, it is still not well constrained
poleward of 40oS, with the largest differences close to the surface and decreasing
rapidly with height (Kistler et al., 2001).
5.1. Setup of HadAM3H
The initial conditions came from HadCM3 under a pre-industrial setup.
HadCM3 was run for 500 years, after which it was determined that the model
had run to an equilibrium state (Hewitt, 2000). Most of the fields required for
HadAM3H were directly taken from HadCM3. Global fields from HadCM3 were
interpolated onto the HadAM3H grid using bilinear interpolation. Some
parameters and fields needed for HadAM3H are mentioned below. They get a
special mention here since most of these fields will be different for the LGM
simulation.
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Fig. 
-5- L 
-fhe global orography in the pre-industrial simulation (elevation in m.).
- Orography:
HadAM3H's orography dift-ers frorn HadCM3's as the result of it being at a
higher horizontal resolution. Simply interpolating HadCM3's orography onto
HadAM3H would not give all the new landpoints correctly. The original dataset,
the US Navy 10" resolution dataset (Joseph. 1980), rvas interpolated onto the
HadAM3H grid.
As was pointed out by Palmer et al. (1986), increasing the model resolution
induces a bias in the westerly rvind, ',vhich enhances the instability of the
atmosphere. This instability can be countered by a reduction of the surface stress,
which will reduce the surface drag of the atmosphere. Consequently, this will
reduce the v'ertical shear and therefore rvill inhibit baroclinicity, The gravity
wave drag coefflcients were therefbre reduced to account fbr the higher
resolution of orography (Pope and Stratton,2002).
- SSI and sea-ice:
SSTs and sea-ice distribution and concentration tbr the pre-industrial simulation
were updated rnonthly and rvere provided by HadCM3. To determine these fields
fbr the higher resolution grid of HadAM3H, the fields were first interpolated
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onto a resolution grid equal to HadCM3's resolution, but without any
landmasses. After determining the SSTs and the sea-ice fields for this "ocean"
world, these fields were interpolated onto the grid of HadAM3H. HadAM3H
landmass distribution was then placed on top of these fields. Since no dataset
exist for SSTs in pre-industrial times, no proper validation can be made about the
accuracy of these values. The AGCM (HadAM3H) is of course very sensitive to
SST and sea-ice forcings, hence any biases in HadCM3 fields will be reflected in
HadAM3H. Some impacts of these SSTs and sea-ice fields on the atmosphere
will be discussed in section 5.2.1.
- Chemistry and ozone:
As mentioned before, the advantage of running the model under a pre-industrial
setup, is that it simplifies the model setup considerably. CO2 was kept constant at
280ppm, CHa at 792ppb, NzO at 285ppb, and the interactive sulphur cycle was
excluded. As the result of this. any introduced trends in the atmospheric fields
are solely due to trends in SSTs. The ozone fields are defined for 19 levels, and
are given in monthly zonal means.
- Vegetation and soil:
The assumption is that the vegetation during the pre-industrial period was not
that much different than today, and that in this simulation the present day global
vegetation can be used. For the vegetation data, the Wilson/Henderson-Sellers
(1985, WHS) data was used. The lox l" dataset was interpolated onto the
HadAM3H grid.
The model was run for 30 model years. The model stabilized within a few
months, but it was decided arbitrarily to analyse only the last 2l years of the
simulation. In section 5.2 the results are discussed, with the emphasis on the
Southem Hemisphere circulation, and in particular on aspects affecting New
Zealand's climate.
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5.2. Results
HadAM3H's output is compared to the NCEP reanalysis data from the period
197l-2000. The procedure used was to interpolate the NCEP reanalysis data
(resolution of 2.5o x 2.5') onto the HadAM3H grid (resolution of 1.875'x 1.25")
in order to be able to make direct comparisons between the various fields. A
perfect agreement between the two datasets is not expected, since HadAM3H
was set up for a pre-industrial climate, and the monthly updated SSTs and sea-ice
fields were derived from HadCM3, and not from observational data.
Nevertheless, general circulation pattems are expected to be similar. In this
chapter, some of the main fields are analysed. Where there are major differences
between the model output and the reanalysis dataset, a more detailed analysis
will discuss possible causes of the anomaly.
5.2.1. Sea Surface Temperature and Sea lce
The computed SSTs tbr the pre-industrial simulation are for each season very
similar to the NCEP climatology. The main differences between the two datasets
are in the high latitudes and in the North Pacific (Fig. 5-2). In the North Pacific,
HadCM3 shows substantially lower SSTs than the NCEP reanalysis. Gordon et
al. (2000) discussed the cool SSTs in HadCM3 in the North Pacific, which they
ascribed to the poor simulation of surface heat fluxes in that region. The
differences in the high latitudes SSTs can be related to the differences between
the sea-ice extent of HadCM3 and the NCEP climatology. The differences in
SST and sea-ice between 45"S and 75nS show a correlation of -0.93 for austral
winter and spring, and 
-0.73 for the austral summer and autumn, for a difference
in sea-ice fields of 0.3 and higher'. For the Northern Hemisphere between 60'N
and 89oN, these values are -0.80 and 
-0.41. This implies that lower SST values in
HadCM3 are the result of greater sea-ice extent in that area, and vice versa.
' The amount of sea ice within a gridbox is given as a pcrccntage of the total gridbox arca: 0 means that there is
no sqr ice present within the gridbox, I mgans the gridbox area is f'ully covered by sea ice.
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Gordon et al. (2000) noticed that the SSTs in the Southern Hemisphere in
HadCM3 are too high. They found that the peak SST errors in the Southern
Ocean are in regions of strong SST gradients and therefore could possibly be
associated with the incorrect positioning of the ACC. This overall warming of
the Southem Hemisphere is not obvious in this simulation, but the effect of a
possible error in the location of the ACC could also partially explain the warmer
temperatures in the higher southern latitudes (see section 5.2.2\. The reason that
the SSTs in the Southern Hemisphere in this simulation are not higher than in
NCEP might be related to the fact that the computed SSTs were determined in a
simulation under pre-industrial settings. Of concern is that higher SSTs at the
high latitudes in the Southem Hemisphere could result in a different SAO signal
than observed today. This will be discussed later, but these discrepancies should
be kept in mind when comparing atmospheric fields in these regions with the
NCEP climatology. Also, effors in the temperature gradients in the Indian Oeean
will significantly influence cyclogenesis in that region, which will have
consequences for New Zealand. However, this will not be investigated further,
since no comparison can be made with the climate of the LGM. Other
discrepancies in the SSTs which were also noted by Gordon et al. (2000) are the
cooling in the central equatorial Pacific, the warming in the east of the Pacific
and the Atlantic south of the equator, and the regional cooling in the North
Atlantic, which they ascribed to some large local errors associated with shifts in
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NCEP
:
HadAM3Ho.-industrial
Table 5-1. Southern Oscillation Index (non-normalised) for the four seasons for
HadAM3H and NCEP climatology.
the North Atlantic Current.
During the last few decades we have gained a lot of insight into the
phenomena of El Niflo and La Nif,a, the El Nifro 
- 
Southern Oscillation, ENSO.
The different states of ENSO affect the climate in many places around the world.
In climate modelling it is therefore important to conectly incorporate the effects
of ENSO. Table 5-l gives the seasonally averaged, non-normalised, mean sea
level pressure difference between Tahiti and Darwin for HadAM3H and the
NCEP climatology. We can see from this table that compared to the NCEP
climatology, HadAM3H has a stronger pressure gradient across the Pacific,
which would result in stronger tradewinds. Since the NCEP reanalysis of l97l-
2000 contains some strong El Nifros, it would seem that HadAM3H
underestimates the strength and/or occurrence of El Nifros in this simulation.
This is a direct result of the inability of HadCM3 to calculate the SSTs in the
eastern Pacific correctlv. as was mentioned earlier.
A clearer picture on the capability of HadCM3 to simulate ENSO is formed
when comparing the standard deviation in SST between the NCEP climatology
and HadCM3. Fig. 5-3 shows the standard deviation in annual mean SSTs for the
NCEP climatology and HadCM3 for the latitude bands of 50"N-50oS. Ocean
areas that at any time are covered in sea-ice are coloured white. NCEP clearly
shows a large variability in the Pacific, indicating the 'classic' ENSO pattem.
HadAM3H however shows much lower variability in the Pacitic, implying a
weaker ENSO signal (refer to section 5.2.8: Modes of Variability). The fact that
ENSO is less prominent in HadAM3H than that it is in the NCEP climatology
has an impact on the interannual variability in HadAM3H, as discussed later.
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Fig. 5-3. Standard deviation of the mean annual SST for the NCEP reanalysis and HadCM3 (in
"c).
When comparing the HadCM3 and NCEP reanalysis sea-ice fields, the sea-
ice in the Northern Hemisphere winter extends too far south in the North Pacific
and the Barents Sea remains covered in ice the whole year round (Fig. 5-4). But
of more importance to this study is the difference in sea-ice extent in the
Southern Hemisphere. The difference is particularly large in the austral winter
(JJA), where there is clearly a zonal wave number one pattem in the difference in
sea-ice extent between the simulation and the reanalysis data, with a rnaximum
south of Australia, which extends into the Western Pacific, and a minimum
mainly in the Atlantic region. This wave one pattern in the difference in the sea-
ice extent is also present during DJF, albeit of a smaller magnitude. It is also
rotated slightly, with the extremes now clearly in the eastern and western
hemisphere. This difference in the sea-ice pattern between HadCM3 and the
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NCEP reanalysis, as well as the related difference in their SST pattorn, obviously
result in related abnospheric patterns, as will be shown later.
s.2.2. Temperature
Differences between HadAM3H and NCEP reanalysis surface temperatures
over the oceans are directly related to the use of SSTs frorn HadCM3. This is in
particular true for the high latitudes, where differences 
'in modelling the
orography also gives rise to substantial surface anomalies (Fig. 5-5). The surface
temperafures of HadAM3H over the continents are in ganeral w"armer at low
latitudes, and the Northorn Hernisphere is cooler at middle and high latitudes
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Fig. 5-5. The difference in surface temperature between the pre-industrial HadAM3H and NCEP
reanalysis for the seasonal averaged JJA and DJF.
than in the reanalysis. These cooler temperatures also showed up in HadAM3
(Pope et al., 2000). The cooler temperatures continue upward into the
atmosphere, except over Antarctica. The comparison of the vertical zonal
averaged temperafure structure between the two datasets reveals some clear
differences (Fig. 5-6). The warmer temperatures in HadAM3H in Antarctica can
be attributed to differences in definition of temperature at height for HadAM3H
and NCEP (NCEP data was vertical interpolated onto the 13 levels of
HadAM3H) and to the efFect of different resolutions. Pope et al. (2000) indicate
that the inclusion of the radiation scheme of Edwards and Slingo (1996) resulted
in an increase of the surface temperafure over Antarctica.
Also, as mentioned in section 5.2.1, HadCM3 has higher SSTs at high
latitudes, resulting in warmer surlace temperatures in HadAM3H near the
Antarctic continent. This can be seen clearly in Fig. 5-6 and this warming effect
continues with height. From today's observations we know that the increase in
greenhouse gases has resulted in lower temperatures in the stratosphere. The
lower temperatures near the tropopause in HadAM3H over Antarctica could be
the result of the higher modelled surface temperatures in Antarctica. Although
this feature should be much stronger in the NCEP reanalysis data, and should
therefore show a positive anomaly over Antarctica, it is one more indication that
HadAM3H has difficulties modelling the climate over Antarctica. The Southern
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Fig. 5-6. Zonally averaged annual temperarure difference between HadAM3H and NCEP
climatology.
Hemisphere high latitudes are also an area that has undergone some major
changes since the industrial revolution, referring in particular to the "ozone hole"
feature. Direct comparison between the two datasets in this region is therefore
difficult.
The pre-industrial HadAM3H atmosphere can in general be regarded as
cooler than the NCEP reanalysis atmosphere, as one would expect. However,
HadAM3H shows substantial warrner temperatures in the tropics, which are
related to the larger amount of precipitation (see Fig. 5-8A), which gives rise to a
larger release of latent heat. As a consequence of convection taking place over a
larger area in the tropics, there is a larger amount of cloud cover in the tropics,
resulting in a lower amount of outgoing long wave radiation compared to the
NCEP data (Fig. 5-88). The enhanced cloud cover in the tropics is also a positive
feedback on the warming of the tropical atmosphere. With the warming in the
tropics, and cooler temperatures in the mid latitudes, the meridional temperature
gradient is steeper for the pre-industrial HadAM3H simulation. This has
consequences for the westerly flow and the meridional transport of heat and
momentum. which will be discussed later.
{.J
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32.3. Precipitation
Fig. 5-7 shows the modelled average daily total precipitation for the four
seasons. The major precipitation bands of the ITCZ (Interfropical Convergenco
Zone) and the SPCZ (South Pacifro Convergence Zone), as well as the
monsoonal patterns are clearly identifiable. The North Pacific and North Atlantic
show enhanced precipitation along their storm tracks. Major dry areas are in
North Aftica, the Middle East, Antarctica, and over the subhopical oceans, with
dry surnrner conditions existing in Aushalia, Brazil, Southern Africa, Canada and
Cenhal Asia. Precipitation is one of the most dlfficult parameters to model, since
many of the variables that are needed to deternrine precipitatisn take place at
subgrid-scale level (refer to section 4.3). It is therefore not surprising that
HadAM3H has difficultie.s in getting the extremes in precipitation rigbt over the
Tropical regions.
Reassns for the larger amount of precipitation in the tropics in HadAM3H
(Fig. 5-8A) are not straight forward. It occurs mainly in the ITCZ and in
particular over the Weste$ Pacific warm pool. The cooler SSTs in the equatorial
Pacific and the wanner SSTs in the Westem Pacific in HadCM3 increase the
f. ril: 1t.. ':i:t.i,l I r:ir.ll l;i,r -t',,1,r
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Fig. 5-7. Average daily total precipitation (mn/d4)r) for the four seasons as modelled by
HadAM3H.
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Fig. 5-8. A: Difference in annual averaged precipitation between the pre-industrial HadAM3H
and NCEP climatology. B: Difference in annual averaged outgoing LW radiation (TOA)
between the pre-industrial HadAM3H and the NCEP climatology.
east-west gradient in SST, resulting in stronger easterly winds over the central
equatorial Pacific and enhanced precipitation over the western equatorial Pacific.
The larger amount of precipitation over Indonesia is also partly the result of the
inclusion of the radiation scheme of Edwards and Slingo (1996). Pope et al.
(2000) describe the effect of the radiation scheme on the global precipitation
pattern in more detail. A feature that stands out is that the landmasses in the
Indonesian region, and other landmasses in the tropics, show a reduction in
precipitation. Such a pattern was also noticed by Kumar et al. (2004). They
noticed that since 1976, as the result of a warming trend in tropical SSTs, that
there was a positive feedback in precipitation over the oceans (increasing
precipitation), but a negative feedback in precipitation over land (decreasing
precipitation) with wrumer SSTs. The increase in precipitation in the ITCZ was
also documented by Hudson and Jones (2002a). Owing to the mass continuity
principle, an increase in convection in one place (resulting in an increase in
precipitation) will result in an increase in descending motion in another place
(increase of dry conditions). Positive and negative precipitation anomalies
therefore could cancel each other out. Hudson and Jones (2002a) were also able
to find these patterns in ensembles of simulations of two different AGCMs.
These models indicated that a change in the tropical circulation has a major
effect on the precipitation trends.
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What also needs to be considered is that the difference in precipitation over
land and sea could be a reflection of the different thresholds for cloud liquid
water for the formation of precipitation over land and ocean. As discussed in
section 4.3.2, several of HadAM3H's precipitation related parameters were
adjusted to improve the modelling of the global precipitation. It could be that
these adjustments were not appropriate or sufficient enough for the tropical
regions. No sensitivity studies were done to examine this.
A further comment that can be made about the precipitation anomaly in the
Pacific between HadAM3H and the NCEP reanalysis is that there were some
particularly strong El Nifros during the 197l-2000 period. That resulted in less
precipitation in the Western Pacific and enhanced precipitation in the equatorial
Pacific. The positive anomaly in the Western Pacitic and the negative anomaly
over the tropical Pacific Ocean can therefore also partially be explained by the
choice of the climatology data. Since HadCM3 and HadAM3H were not set up to
model ENSO in particular, the precipitation anomalies in the Pacific are probably
smaller if the data was compared with climatology data that includes less and"/or
less severe El Nifro events. However, this was not further investigated.
Regions that experience a relatively smaller increase in precipitation in
HadAM3H are also found along the warm ocean currents, like the Gulfstream
and the Kuroshio flown as well as in the SPCZ. Although only of minor
significance since the resolution is too coarse to make any absolute comparisons,
but of interest to this study nevertheless, is that HadAM3H also shows larger
amount of precipitation in southern New Zealand. This could be related to the
steep orography of the South Island of New Zealand, but as will be pointed out
later, it is also related to the enhanced wave number 3 pattem of the mean zonal
circulation.
5.2.4. Mean Sea Level Pressure
The global mean sea level pressure pattern is very similar to the NCEP
reanalysis in space, but varies in magnitude (Fig. 5-9). Most of the spatial
variations can be explained by the variations in temperature. The cooler SSTs in
l0l
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the North Pacific and in the North Atlantic in HadCM3 during JJA result in their
low pressure zones being less deep in HadAM3H than in the reanalysis. The
walrner landmasses at the lower latitudes in HadAM3H show lower mean sea
level pressures. This is in particularly true for Africa, which sees an increase in
direct warming, and for South-East Asia, which sees an increase in warming as
the result of a more vigorous Hadley circulation. The warmer temperatures in the
Western Pacific are the result of the warmer SSTs in that region (Fig. 5-2) and an
increase in latent heat. The wanner temperatures lead to HadAM3H's lower
mean sea level pressures in this region. The cooler landmasses at high latitudes,
and in particular the Eurasian continent. show higher MSLP in HadAM3H. This
is similar to HadAM3, which main systematic error is the high pressure at high
latitudes for most of the year (Pope et al., 2000).
The reduced MSLP in the North Atlantic during DJF could be associated with
the equatorward shift of the Atlantic jetstream during the boreal winter months
(this will be discussed in section 5.2.6). However. the reduction in MSLP is
much less over the North Pacific though the jetstream has varied similarly in this
region. This might be the result of the cooler SSTs in the North Pacific, which
effect would be to increase MSLP. The North Pacific shows higher MSLP than
the NCEP reanalysis in all other seasons (not shown).
The differences in mean sea level pressure over areas of high orography, like
the Himalayas. the Andes and the Rockies, are the result of dift-erences in
describing pressure with height, as well as the result of the different resolutions
between the two datasets. HadAM3H consistently shows lower MSLP in areas at
high altitudes. Furthermore, the difference in mean sea level pressure at the poles
is also due to differences in sea-ice cover. Similar to surface temperature, mean
sea level pressure is difficult to model correctly at the poles. Mean sea level
pressure over the poles was therefore not presented in Fig. 5-9.
The largest anomaly is to the south of Australia during JJA, where the mean
sea level pressure in HadAM3H is much lower than in NCEP. Other zones of
lower pressure are found in the South Pacific and in the South Atlantic. The
location of the anomaly south of Australia corresponds with the area of enhanced
sea-ice cover in HadAM3H. The SSTs and sea-ice have a sisrrificant influence
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Fig. 5-9. Mean Sea Level Pressure (hPa) for iJA and DJF from HadAM3H and the NCEP
reanalysis, and the dilference betrveen them. Note the dift'erent scales, Only latitudes 75'S -
75"N are given, since the values and the associated errors at the poles are model and resolution
dependent.
on MSLP. Since the Southem Hemisphere's atmosphere can be regarded as
barotropic in the mean, these zones of low mean sea level pressure are also
present in the 500hPa geopotential height field (section 5.2.5).
5.2.5. 500hPa Geopotential Height
The modelled 500hPa geopotential heights are lower than in the NCEP
reanalysis in the North Pacific, North Atlantic, Northern Asia, and in a more
complicated pattem, all around the southern midlatitudes, the whole year round
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Fig. 5-10. The difference in 500hPa geopotential height (m) between HadAM3H and the
NCEP climatology for JJA (left) and DJF (right).
(Fig. 5-10). This result is not surprising as the UM is known to overestimate the
westerly flow in midlatitudes (Pope et al., 2000) which would require a steeper
meridional gradient of geopotential. Since the differences in geopotential height
between HadAM3H and the NCEP climatology at low latitudes are small, the
steepening of the meridional gradient has to be the result of lower geopotential
heights at higher latitudes.
Of particular interest to this study is the behaviour of the model in the
Southem Hemisphere. Unlike the 500hPa geopotential height anomalies in the
Northern Hemisphere, which move equatorward (poleward) during the northern
winter (summer) and are relatively consistent the whole year round, the Southern
Hemisphere anomalies show different seasonal patterns and vary in strength
considerably. Polar projections of the anomalies show clearly lower geopotential
heights over Antarctica, particularly over east Antarctica, surrounded with
various patterns in the high and middle latitudes (Fig.5-ll). The anomalies
during JJA and SON are particularly clear since they show the characteristic
wave number I and wave number 3 patterns. The circulation associated with the
wave number 3 pattern is particularly strong during the austral winter months and
it is obvious that HadAM3H accentuates this pattern. The maximum anomaly of
over l20m during JJA is plausible in the short-term but for it to show up in the
climatology indicates a systematic bias in HadAM3H. The anomalies during DJF
and MAM show a more complicated and generally weaker pattern, where DJF
resembles an inverted wave number I and MAM a wave number 4 pattern. The
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Fig. 5-l l. Polar projections of the seasonal differences in 500hPa geopotential heights
between HadAM3H and the NCEP climatology (m).
generally lower geopotential heights at the polar and high latitudes during these
seasons again indicate the stronger westerly flow in the midlatitudes in the
model.
Meridional transport in the Southem Hemisphere takes place mainly through
the eddies since the planetary waves are relatively weak. Since HadAM3H
enhances the wave number 3 pattern of the mean zonal circulation, especially
during the austral winter and spring, it is expected that meridional transport in
HadAM3H will also be larger than in the NCEP climatology. This particular
point will come back in later discussions. The enhancement of the wave number
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3 pattern of the Southern Hemisphere circulation affects other features of the
general circulation of the Southern Hemisphere as well, and will be referred to
regularly in the chapters to come. Changing the characteristics of the mean zonal
circulation can also change aspects of regional climates. This will be of
importance when investigating the regional climate model for New Zealand in
chapter 6.
5.2.6. Zonal winds
It was mentioned in the previous section that the UM overestimates the
westerly flow of the midlatitudes. Fig. 5-12 indicates that the westerly winds are
indeed too strong in HadAM3H, but there are also some interesting patterns in
the differences with the NCEP climatology. During the austral winter months
(JJA), HadAM3H's subtropical jetstream in the Southem Hemisphere is not only
much stronger over the Indian Ocean, but is also broader in the meridional
direction. The zonal extent of the maximum of the subtropical jet east of
Australia is larger than in the reanalysis. The main differences in the subtropical
jetstream in the Southern Hemisphere between HadAM3H and NCEP (Fig. 5-l2,
bottom) are all found on the eastern side of the three oceans, and resemble the
wave number 3 pattem which was mentioned in section 5.2.5. These regions
show stronger westerly winds in HadAM3H than in NCEP. Poleward of these
positive anomalies, there is a similar pattern of negative anomalies, indicating
that HadAM3H underestimates the strength of the zonal flow there.
These patterns can be explained by the enhanced wave number 3 pattern of
the mean zonal circulation in the Southern Hemisphere. The larger amplitude of
the wave number 3 pattem in HadAM3H shows up mainly at low latitudes.
However, there are small local minima in the anomaly patterns at latitudes south
of 75oS during JJA, indicating that the enhanced wave number 3 pattern does
penetrate slightly more southwards as well. The overall eft'ect would be that the
mean zonal flow has moved slightly equatorward. Where the amplitude of the
wave number 3 pattern in HadAM3H is larger than in NCEP, it has stronger
mean zonal winds at low latitudes and weaker mean zonal winds at high latitudes
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Fig. 5-12. 200hPa wind speed (in r/s) for HadAM3H (top), ihe NCEP climatology (middle), and
the difference betweer then, HadAM3H-NCEP (bottom) for JJA (left) and DJF (right)r. Note the
different scales.
than the NCEP climatology. The more wavelike character of the general
circulation therefore explains the local maxima in the anomalies within the zonal
bands of 25oS-45oS, and the local minirna in the anomalies within the zonal
bands of55'S-70oS (see Fig. 5-13).
Another distinctive feature of the Southern Hemisphere, especially during
JJA, is the splitting of the jetstream e€$t of Australia into a sub-polar jet (SPJ)
and a sub-tropical jet (STJ). Splitting of the jets'tream enhances the occurrence of
707
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Fig.5-13. A schematic diagram illustrating the 200hPa anomalies in the Southern Hemisphere.
The thick wavy lines mark the mean flow of the NCEP climatology. and the thin wavy lines
mark the mean flow modelled by HadAM3H. The wave structure is greatly enlarged fbr clarity.
Due to the enhanced wave structure of HadAM3H, the winds are stronger in HadAM3H than
NCEP at low latitudes (areas coloured red), and are weaker at high latitudes (areas coloured
blue) in the areas associated with the peaks in the wave pattern.
"blocking highs" over the New Zealand region (e.g. van Loon, 1956: Trenberth,
1980: Renwick and Revell, 1999). HadAM3H does simulate this splitting albeit
less pronounced than in the NCEP climatology. This might be the result of the
effective equatorward movement of the main jet as the result of the enhanced
wave number 3 pattern. Trenberth and Mo (1985) and Trenberth (1986) found
that blocking is associated with an enhanced wave number 3 pattem, although a
more recent study (Renwick, 2005) has shown that the occurrence of blocking in
the Southern Hemisphere is dominated by a wave number I pattem. The
Southern Hemisphere 200hPa winds at high latitudes are stronger than in the
NCEP climatology around the whole globe during DJF. There is a weak wave
number 3 pattern within this band of stronger winds, with one of its maxima
lying over New Zealand.
There is a similar pattern in the westerly winds in the Northem Hemisphere,
particularly during DJF. HadAM3H clearly overestimates the strength of the
Northern Hemisphere 200hPa winds as well, and also has the jet streams much
more elongated. But similar to their Southern Hemisphere counterparts, the
anomaly fields show a "dipole" pattern with stronger winds at low latitudes and
weaker winds at middle/high latitudes, irnplying a meridional displacement ofjet
location. But the anomaly patterns of the 200hPa zonal winds show a strong
wave number I pattern instead of a wave number 3 pattern. The equatorward
displacement of the strongest winds takes place mainly over the North Pacific,
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North America and the North Atlantic. The equatorward movement of these
winds is consistent with the description in HadAM3 (Pope et al., 2000).
HadAM3H shows relatively weak 200hPa easterly winds during JJA over the
equatorial Pacific and lndian Ocean, implying a strengthened Walker circulation.
The enhanced convection over Indonesia leads to enhanced divergence above.
The difference patterns of the absolute zonal wind at 200hPa (Fig. 5-14) show
negative values over Indonesia. However, the NCEP climatology is taken over
the period 197l-2000, which included several strong El Nifros (refer to Table
5-l). When comparing the data with the ECMWF dataset (1979-1993) used by
Hunell et al. (1998), which excludes the strong El Nifro year of 1998, HadAM3H
seems to simulate the 200hPa winds in the tropics fairly well. HadAM3H has
also a weaker monsoonal circulation in the Indian Ocean than the NCEP
climatology. The reduction in the monsoonal circulation leads to a reduction in
precipitation over India and East Africa (Fig. 5-8A). The associated increase in
long-wave radiation (Fig. 5-88) results in warming of the Indian continent and of
equatorial Africa (Fig. 5-5). The decrease in the monsoonal circulation was also
described in HadAM3 (Pope et al., 2000).
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5.2.7. Meridional Fluxes
The total time-mean and zonal-mean meridional transport can be split up in
two terms; one representing the contribution by the mean meridional circulation
and one representing the deviations from that mean, or in other words, the eddies.
The eddy component is then again split up in a transient and stationary
componentl. In the midlatitudes, the mean meridional circulation is thermally
indirect (Ferrel cell), and it are therefore mainly the eddies that drive the
meridional circulation at those latitudes. The most prominent eddies are the
transient eddies. The contribution of the stationary eddies to the meridional
circulation is only similar to the contribution of the transient eddies in the
Northern Hemisphere during DJF (e.g. Hartmann, 1994).
Since HadAM3H overestimates the strength of the westerly flow in the
midlatitudes, the meridional momentum fluxes in HadAM3H are also stronger
than in the NCEP climatology (Fig. 5-15). The maxima of the momentum fluxes
occur at heights where the westerly winds are strongest, which is at the
tropopause at about 200hPa. Analysing the differences between the two datasets
reveals a slight equatorward shift of the maximum momentum flux in the
Northern Hemisphere in HadAM3H, which follows from the equatorward shift
of the zonal wind mentioned in section 5.2.6. Such a shift is less obvious in the
Southern Hemisphere. The contribution of the stationary and transient eddy
momentum fluxes to the total eddy flux, and the differences between the NCEP
climatology and HadAM3H can be identified from Fig. 5-16 and Fig. 5-17. Fig.
5-16 shows that the contribution of the stationary eddies to the total covariance is
indeed only significant in the Northern Hemisphere during DJF. The stationary
eddies are only weakly developed in the Southem Hemisphere, which is
indicated by their very low contribution to the total covariance there. HadAM3H
has reconstructed the position of the stationary eddies reasonably well, but their
maxima seem to be more similar to the ECMWF analysis for 1979-1993 (Karoly
[t'1.|=[ttl.b.'f'l-tt'-f -1, wherc ' is rneridional wind, { is a climatic variable. The square
brackets refer to the zonal average, the overbar dcnotes the mcan valuq' is transient eddy cornponent and *
is stationary eddy cornponent.
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et al., 1998) than to NCEP for l97l-2000.
In general, the poleward stationary momentum flux in the Northern
Hernisphere lower mid latitudes (30"N) as modelled in HadAM3H is slightly
weaker than in the NCEP climatology, where as the equatorward stationary
momentum flux in the higher mid latitudes (60"N) in HadAM3H is slightly
sfronger than in the NCEP climatology. This trend is opposite to the general
equatorward movement of the strongest westerly winds, and it can therefore be
concluded that it is primarily the transient component that gives rise to an
increase in the eddy meridional momentum flux. This is in particular the case for
the transitional seasons of MAM and SON (not shown). However, Held and
Phillips (1992) found that an increase in modelled eddy meridional momentum
flux was due to an increase in the meridional resolution. Meridional momentum
transport takes place mainly by the transients in the Southern Hemisphere and
they are distinctively stronger in HadAM3H than in NCEP (Fie. 5-17). This is
the result of the combined effects of the stronger westerly flow and the
accentuated wave number 3 pattern of the mean zonal circulation in HadAM3H.
] I
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-Fig. 5-18. Covariance of v and T (mK/s) for NCEP (left) and HadAMSH (right) for DJF
(top) and JJA (bottom). Northwards is positive.
The meridional heat flux shows similar patterns as the meridional momentum
flux. The mean meridional heat flux has a stronger signature in the tropics than
the mean meridional momentutn flux. The mean meridional heat flux in
HadAM3H indicates a slightly more vigorous Hadley Cell than in the NCEP
climatology (not shown). It is known that the Hadley circulation in HadAM3 is
too strong (Gregory et al., 1997: Pope et a1.,2000). Fig. 5-18 shows the total
covariance of v and T for HadAM3H and the NCEP climatology for DJF and
JJA. HadAM3H overestimates the meridional heat flux in both hemispheres
during the entire year. Fig. 5-19 and Fig. 5-20 present the different contributions
of the eddies to the meridional heat flux. HadAM3H has simulated the stationary
eddy heat flux quite well and the largest differences between the NCEP
climatology and HadAM3H are found in the transients. The transients are
stronger in both hemispheres in HadAM3H. Maxima are at 700-925hPa, they are
largest in the winter months and are more prominent in the Southern
Hemisphere. The largest difference occurs during JJA in the Southern
Hemisphere between 35'5-65'5 and is again related to the stronger wave number
3 pattern in the mean zonal circulation. An increase of the transient eddy heat
fluxes in the Southem Hernisphere should result in an increase in cyclonic
activity. Chen and Yen (1997) indeed find that the enhancement of the wave
l13
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Fig. 5-19. Statlonary edd,y heat flux (mlgs) br NCEP (left) and HadAM3H (riehQ for DJF
(top) and J0A (bottom). Northw.ards is posirive"
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Fig. 5.20. Trarisirmr eddy heat flux (cit(s) for NCEF (left) and HadAM3H (righr) for DJF
(top) and JJA (bottom). Northwardsis positive,
nunber 3 pattern together with the deepening:and equatonry:ard movenqnt of the
polar hough regults in an enhancement of cyclorrie aotivity.
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5.2.8. Modes of Variabilitv
In the previous sections, features of the mean zonal circulation as simulated
by HadAM3H have been discussed. The model's output agrees with the main
features of the Southern Hemisphere, and the anomalies were related to a
stronger westerly flow together with an enhanced wave number 3 pattern of the
mean zonal circulation. In this section the variability of the mean flow in the
Southem Hemisphere as modelled by HadAM3H will be investigated.
Semi-Anruta I Os ci I lat io n (SA O )
Fig. 5-21 shows the SAO of the NCEP climatology and HadAM3H. The
SAO is computed from the 500hPa temperatures and the gradient is determined
between 50'S and 65'5. The NCEP data shows the normal SAO pattern, with
peaks during late summer/early autumn and during spring. HadAM3H does
model the meridional temperature gradient quite well, both in intensity as well as
in time. However, HadAM3H fails to model the second peak during the austral
spring" Although HadAM3H was set up for the pre-industrial period, it is not
likely that the meridional temperature gradient was so much different during that
time. The fact that HadAM3H is not able to reconstruct the peak in the SAO
--;-FladAItEH
+NCEP
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Fig. 5-21. Meridional temperature differences between latitude 50"S and 65o5 for climatological
500hPa temperatures for HadAM3H and NCEP.
Semi Annual Oscillation
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Fig. 5-22. Zonal mean 500hPa temperature for HadAM3H and NCEP for 50oS and 65'5.
signal during the austral spring is because HadCM3 fails to produce accurately
the annual cycle of SSTs at 40uS-60"S. Fig. 5-22 presents the 500hPa temperature
profiles at 50'S and 65'5 and gives a clearer picture on why the SAO in
HadAM3H is different. During the austral summer months, the amplitude of the
SAO in HadAM3H is slightly larger than the amplitude of the SAO in NCEP.
This is primarily the result of HadAM3H having cooler temperatures at 65o5.
During autumn, the temperature at 65o5 in HadAM3H drops slightly faster than
in NCEP, causing the first peak of the sAo in HadAM3H to decrease slower
than in NCEP. It can be expected therefore that HadAM3H has slightly stronger
winds and higher baroolinicity than NCEP during MAM. But the main difference
between the NCEP SAO and HadAM3H's SAO is during the austral winter and
spring, and is related to the warming at 50"S in HadAM3H which lags the
warming in the NCEP climatology. This has been documented by Gordon et al.
(2000) who showed that the SSTs in HadCM3 at 40"-60'5 were too low. ln this
way, it is clear that the ocean heat storage plays an important role on the
atmospheric circulation patterns (Meehl, I 99 I ).
Simmonds and Jones (1998) have pointed out that periods of a weak SAO can
be quite extensive. For that reason, the period of 2l years over which the SAO
was determined could have been biased towards a weaker SAO. Analysis of the
monthly variability of the SAO can indicate whether the weak second peak in the
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SAO was common during that period. The standard deviation of the interannual
variability of the SAO is weakest during SON (0.5-0.7'C) and strongest during
DJF and MAM (0.7-0.9'C). Their equivalent values in the NCEP climatology are
0.85-1.0oC and 1.0-1.2'C (DJF). This indicates that the weak SAO during SON
was quite robust in the simulation.
Several studies have shown that the strength of the SAO is related to the
amplitude of the wave number 3 pattern of the general circulation (e.g. Trenberth
and Mo, 1985: Trenberth, 1986). It was noticed that there was a weakening in the
SAO in the late 1970s, which was associated with an intensification of this wave
number 3 pattern, a deepening and equatorward movement of the polar trough,
an anomalous southward and intensified subtropical ridge which resulted in an
enhancement of cyclone activity, and an increase of the strength of the westerlies
(e.g. van Loon et al., 1993: Hurrell and van Loon, 1994: Chen and Yen, 1997:
Meehl et al., 1998: Burnett and McNicoll, 2000). Some of these features show up
in HadAM3H during rvinter and spring, but less so during summer and autumn.
Nevertheless, the SAO as modelled by HadAM3H seems to be consistent with
those findings, even though its reduction during winter and spring is more
extreme than described in those studies.
Intraseasonal and Interannual Variations
After removing the annual cycle in the mean sea level pressure data,
intraseasonal and interannual variations can be determined using EOF analysis.
Only the variability in the Southern Hemisphere is analysed. Fig. 5-23 shows the
3 leading EOFs of the monthly averaged mean sea level pressure in the NCEP
climatology (top row) and HadAM3H (bottorn row) for the zonal bands of 20'S-
80"S. For the NCEP climatology, the first EOF accounts for nearly 25o/o of the
variations and is the characteristic High Latitude Mode (HLM), which describes
the "see-sawing" variation of the difference in mean sea level pressure between
the middle and high latitudes. It has a distinctive wave number 3 pattern with
maxima virtually at equal distance from each other over the Indian Ocean, the
Westem Pacific and the Westem Atlantic. In this configuration it is presented in
its positive phase. The second and third EOF of the NCEP climatology are the
n7
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Fig. 5-23. Intraseasonal variation of the Southern Hemisphere (20'S-80pS) circulation as
preseated by EOF analysis. Top NCEP, bottom HadAM3H. The bottom right hand corner of
each EOF indicates the amount of variation it explains,
variations associated with ENSO, and show the Pacific dipole and the Pacific.
South America wavetrain. They account for lI.3% and 9.5% of the variations
respectively. The Pacific dipole pattern is msre prominent in summer/autum&
and the wavetrain pattem is more dominant in winter/spring (e.g. Karoly, 1989).
Fig. 5-24 shows the characteristic oorrelation patterns of the timeseries of the
second and third EOF with SSTs. The three leading EOFs aceount for nearly half
of the monthly variations with the next three EOFs for about 57o each again (not
shown).
HadAM3H has essentially the same three leading EOFs although there are
some differences (Fig. 5-23). The first EOF accounts for nearly 30% of the
variance, indicating that the HLI\4 in HadAM3H is more prominent than in the
NCEP climatology. The maximum over the Indian Ocean has moved eastwards,
ll8
Fig. 5-24. Correlation patterns of the timeseries of EOF2 and EOF3 (NCEP) with SST.
and is much closer to the maximum over the Western Pacific. Both maxima have
become stronger. The trough in the East Pacific is now farther to the west. The
HLM mode in HadAM3H gives rise to stronger westerly winds, especially over
the Western Pacific. It is clear that interannual variability as the result of the
HLM mode is enhanced over New Zealand in HadAM3H.
Fig. 5-3 had shown that HadCM3 failed to properly reconstruct the extent and
strength of the interannual variability in the Pacific SSTs. It is therefore expected
that analysis of the ENSO variability in the NCEP and HadAM3H data will show
some differences between the datasets. However. the second and third EOF
pattem of HadAM3H are quite similar to the EOF patterns of the NCEP
climatology, albeit that the wavetrain pattem now accounts for a similar amount
of the variability as the Pacific dipole pattem (both about l0%\ The wave
number 3 pattern in the second EOF of HadAM3H (the "wavetrain") is
somewhat weaker than in the NCEP climatology and shows larger maxima over
the Pacific region. The wavetrain seems to start more from the south of Australia,
rather then from the east of Australia. Such a configuration enhances more the
southerly winds than the south-westerly winds over New Zealand. However,
applying the 'North test' (North et al., 1982), the second and third EOF overlap
each other considerably, implying mixing between their patterns. Linear
combinations of EOFs 2 and 3 could be configured to more closely resemble
those from the NCEP data. The SST differences between NCEP and HadCM3
il9
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Fig. 5-25. Correlation patterns of the timeseries of EOF2 and EOF3 (HadAM3H) with SSTs.
are directly responsible for the differences in the interannual variations in mean
sea level pressure. The correlation patterns of the timeseries of the second and
third EOF from HadAM3H with the computed SSTs only indicate weakly the
ENSO variability in the tropical Pacific (Fig. 5-25). Both correlation patterns
show a maximum in the (eastern) Pacific, but both their amplitude and extent are
anomalous. Although the second and third EOF are not related to the classical
ENSO patterns, they are referred to as ENSO signals throughout this thesis,
because of their similarity to the NCEP-based ENSO-related EOFs.
Further analysis of the timeseries of the EOFs shows more differences. Fig.
5-26 shows the distribution of the time seriesr for the first three EOFs in standard
deviation units. The second EOF of HadAM3H, the "wavetraino', is compared to
its counterpart in NCEP where it is the third EOF (see Fig. 5-23). The HLM
(EOFI), which is commonly characterized by a negative and positive phase,
shows up quite distinctively in the NCEP climatology. It indicates that the HLM
in NCEP is most often in either one of its phases, and less often in the
"transition" zone between the phases (bimodal distribution). HadAM3H however
does not show the two peaks and is much flatter across the whole distribution
(unimodal distribution). HadAM3H has a bias towards the positive phase but
shows a few more months in a strong negative phase.
' Thesc are the EOF coefficients. or principal colnponL'nts.
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Fig. 5-26. Distribution of the EOF coefiicients
for the f-rst three EOFs for NCEP and
HadAM3H. X-axis is standard deviation and y-
axis is number of months. NCEP is over the
period of 197l-2000 and HadAM3H is over 2l
vearu. hence the difference in the total numbem.
The wavetrain pattern (NCEP
EOF 3 versus HadAM3H EOF 2,
the middle graph in Fig. 5-26) sees
a distinctive positive peak and a
weak negative one in the NCEP
climatology. The positive phase is
associated with El Nifro and the
negative with La Nifra. It is evident
that the 1971-2000 climatology
was influenced more by El Niflos
than by La Niflas, which was
already commented upon earlier. In
general, the distribution in time of
the positive and negative phase of
EOF2 in HadAM3H is quite
evenly spread. lt does show a small
positive peak (El Nifro) but fails to
model the negative peak (La Nifra),
although there is a small bias
towards negative values.
The time series belonging to
the "dipole'o pattern (NCEP EOF 2
versus HadAM3H EOF 3, the
bottom gaph in Fig. 5-26) shows a
very s)mmetrical, Gaussian-shaped
distribution for NCEP with a small
bias towards a negative
distribution. HadAM3H shows a
similar distribution but with a shift
^'i
more towards the positive values. From the time series analysis it can be
concluded that although the three leading EOFs of the interannual variability as
modelled by HadAM3H account for a similar percentage of the total variability
l)
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as they do in the NCEP climatology, the distribution of their amplitude differ
noticeablv.
5.3. Summarv
The performance of the Unified Model HadAM3H has been investigated
under a pre-industrial configuration. By simulating the climate during pre-
industrial times it is possible to simplifu the tropospheric chemistry by omitting
the interactive sulphur cycle and keep the atmospheric gases CO:. CHq and NzO
constant at 280ppm,729ppb and 285ppb respectively. The output of the
simulation was compared to the NCEP 197l-2000 climatology and it is assumed
that the climate of the pre-industrial times was qualitatively not different than
today's climate and that such a comparison is therefore valid. Of the NCEP
climatology it is known that the largest uncertainties appear poleward of 40oS,
and although the emphasis in this simulation is on the reconstruction of the
circulation in the Southern Hemisphere, the dataset was deemed to be appropriate
for this study.
HadAM3H is an atmospheric model that is virtually the same as its basic
model of a lower resolution, HadAM3. [t uses the SSTs and sea-ice fields
determined by the coupled model HadCM3 under the same configuration. The
biases in these models have been described by Pope et al. (2000: HadAM3) and
Gordon, Cooper et al. (2000: HadCM3). Relevant to this study are that the
westerly winds are too strong, HadCM3's computed SSTs in the Pacific show
only weak variability, cooler SSTs in the North Pacific and warmer SSTs in the
Southern Hemisphere's high latitudes. The peak SST errors in the Southern
Ocean are in regions of steep SST gradients and therefore could possibly be
associated with the incorrect positioning of the ACC. The considerable
differences between the NCEP climatology and HadCM3 SSTs at high latitudes
are highly correlated to the differences between their sea-ice fields. NCEP shows
larger interannual variability in the central Pacific (ENSO) than HadAM3H.
The clirnate of the pre-industrial is globally cooler than the NCEP
climatology. The main differences in the surface temperature between the two
t22
climatologies over the oceans are related to their differences in SSTs, and over
land are often related to how well the orography has been incorporated. The latter
is especially relevant for Antarctica, which climate is particularly difficult to
reconstruct. HadAM3H shows considerable warmer temperatures in the tropics,
which are the result of an increase in latent heating, associated with an increase
in precipitation there. With differences in Pacific SSTs, trade winds, convection
and cloud amount, the amount of precipitation in the tropics in NCEP and
HadAM3H shows large variations. Precipitation is one of the hardest climatic
variables to model. HadAM3H at least correctly identifies the ITCZ, SPCZ and
the monsoonal precipitation patterns.
HadAM3H not only overestimates the mean westerly winds, it also shows an
enhanced wave number 3 pattern in the Southern Hemisphere midlatitudes,
particularly in winter. This results in an overestimation of the meridional
momentum and heat fluxes, and then in particular their transient eddy
component. The eddy momentum flux in the Northern Hemisphere shifts slightly
equatorward, following the equatorward movement of the strongest 200hPa
winds. An equatorward shift of the strongest mean winds also occurs in the
Southem Hemisphere, although this shift was not apparent in the transient eddy
momentum flux of the Southern Hemisphere. The transient component of the
meridional heat transport is particularly enhanced in the Southern Hemisphere,
indicating stronger cyclonicity.
Several modes of variability in the Southern Hemisphere were investigated.
The SAO showed the characteristic peak in the meridional difference between
the 50'S and 60'3 500hPa temperature during autumn, but failed to show a
distinct peak during spring. This was primarily due to the lag in warming at 50"S
during spring, which was related to the cooler temperatures in the SSTs at 40oS-
60"3. A weakening of the SAO is associated with an intensification of the wave
number 3 pattern in the mean zonal circulation, a deepening and equatorward
movement of the polar trough and an increase in the strength of the westerlies.
These characteristics have all been found in this simulation to a certain degree as
well. In the analysis of many climatic parameters, it showed that HadAM3H
varied from NCEP the most during SON. The anomalous SAO signal in
t23
HadAM3H during SON is therefore a direct indication that HadAM3H has its
largest errors during this period.
An investigation into interannual variability through EOF analysis shows that
the first three EOFs in HadAM3H account for nearly 50% of all the variations on
monthly and longer timescales. This is only slightly higher than in the NCEP
clirnatology, but there were some notable differences. The HLM in HadAM3H
explains nearly 30% of the variability against "only" 257o in NCEP, its
maximum in the Indian Ocean has intensified and has shifted eastwards, the
Pacific maximum has also intensified and is geographically enlarged, and the
East Pacific trough has shifted westwards. The time series of the HLM does not
show the distinct peaks of the positive and negative phase seen in the time series
in NCEP, and shows much more a Gaussian distribution. Although there is only
a weak correlation between the timeseries of the second and third EOF with the
SSTs in the tropical Pacific, it is assumed that they are associated with ENSO.
The ENSO signal in the tropical Pacific is quite weak in HadCM3, but both EOF
patterns still explain nearly l0% of the interannual variation in the Southern
Hemisphere. The pacific dipole pattern accounts for I I .3o/o of the variability in
NCEP (2"'r EOF), and accounts "only" for 9.60/o in HadAM3H (3'd EOF). The
wave train pattern, which is more dominant during winter/spring, does not start
from the east coast of Australia in HadAM3H. The largest variability is south of
Australia, from where the wave train starts. This could possibly be associated
with the anomalous low SSTs south of Australia that are found during winter and
spring, resulting in a larger range of SSTs during the year. The eft'ect is that the
positive phase of the 2"d EOF in HadAM3H (the wave train pattern) brings more
southerlies, rather than south-westerlies, over the New Zealand region. Tirne
series analysis shows that the wave train pattem of HadAM3H captures the
distribution between El Nifro and La Nifra quite well, but that the dipole pattern
shows a preference towards the positive phase in HadAM3H. Since the second
and third EOF are degenerate, an improved reconstruction of tropical SST
variability could possibly lead to EOF patterns more similar to those of NCEP.
That would result in more realistic simulations of ENSO variabilitv in the South-
west Pacific.
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6.
Pre-industrial simulation :
New Zealand
Introduction
In this chapter the performance of the RCM for New Zealand is discussed. In
the only other regional climate simulation similar to this study, Renwick et al.
(1998) showed that the skill of specifying New Zealand's climate did increase
noticeably when nesting a high-resolution RCM inside a GCM. The climate of
New Zealand will be mainly described by the temperature and precipitation
pattems of several regions during the various seasons. Although analysis of the
extremes would be very useful in accessing the perforrnance of the RCM, only
monthly and seasonal means were stored during the runs. Temperature and
precipitation data can easily be compared against the observed data and proxy
data for those climatic indicators available from the LGM. New Zealand's
temperature and precipitation patterns have the additional value of responding
significantly to changes in the general circulation (e.g. Salinger and Mullan,
1999). Comparing the data against the observations will show to what degree the
model is capable in simulating the climate of New Zealand. Once that is
established, the output of the LGM simulations can then be analysed, and
anomalies can either be ascribed to model effects, or as a result of the climate of
the LGM. Validation of the simulations is confined to surface fields only. Details
and description of the RCM configuration of HadAM3H have been described
t25
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extensively by Hudson and Jones (2002b) and Frei et al. (2003) and the reader is
referred to these papers for an analysis of the model's behaviour.
Local climate variability is a sensitive indicator of changes in the large-scale
circulation. In chapter 5 it was determined that the modelled general circulation
in the Southern Hemisphere had an enhanced wave number 3 pattern and the
modelled westerlies were too strong. The regional model's output will be
afFected by these anomalous pattems and therefore discrepancies with today's
climate are expected.
The description of this RCM, NZ_40km, was given in section 4.3.3 and its
specifications are given in Table 4-1. As with the GCM HadAM3H, the
simulation is done under pre-industrial conditions, that is, the tropospheric
chemistry has been kept constant and put at levels present during pre-industrial
times. The output of the regional model is verified against the New Zealand
Climate Database (CLIDB: e.g. Penney,2001). After a short description of
CLIDB, the setup and the results of the regional slimate model of New Zealand
are discussed in this chapter. Geographical locations that are being referred to are
all marked on the map on page 1.
6.1. New Zealand Climate Database, CLIDB
The CLIDB database is a comprehensive set of atmospheric data of New
Zealand, which is maintained by the National Institute of Water and Atrnospheric
Research (NIWA). Its data comes for instance from automatic weather stations,
radio sondes and synoptic data tiorn the MetService (Meteorological Service of
New Zealand). This dataset is highly detailed and has a very good coverage of
New Zealand, although the Southern Alps and Fiordland have a relatively low
coverage, due to the difficult terrain. As an example, Fig. 6-l shows two
presentations of data of CLIDB, the New Zealand Daily Average Temperature
and the New Zealand Mean Annual Rainfall for the period 1971-2000. The data
to create these maps included stations that were not operational over the fulI
period. Their data was therefore "weighted" according to the length of time they
t26
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Fig. 6-1. New Zealand Average Daily Temperature (oC) and New Zealand Mean Annual Rainfall
(mm) for the period of 1971-2000. Source Climate Database of New Zealand, CLIDB. Printed by
permission of NIWA.
were operational. There were in total about 2000 stations.
The CLIDB data was interpolated onto a 0.05o resolution grid covering New
Zealand. The CLIDB was subsequently interpolated onto the lower resolution
grid of the RCM to enable comparison between RCM output and CLIDB data.
6.2. Setup of NZ_4Okm
The initial conditions come from HadAM3H. The RCM was started l0 years
into the GCM simulation and ran nested inside the GCM for the next 20 years.
The boundary conditions were updated every 6 hours. For the analysis of the
RCM data, only the last 15 years of the simulation have been used. Some of the
fields required for running the RCM were taken directly from the GCM and were
interpolated onto the higher resolution gld, e.B. SST, sea-ice and ozone.
t27
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- Orography:
As in the determination of the global orography for HadAM3H, the original
orography dataset used was the US Navy 10" resolution dataset. This dataset was
interpolated onto the regional domain (Fig. 6-2). The gravity wave drag
coefficients were reduced again to account for the higher resolution of orography
(retbr to Orograplr.y: section 5.1). There are 180land points in the RCM.
Fig. 6-2. The orography (in m) and the domain of the regional model NZ 40km in
its rotated position.
- SST and sea-ice:
The SSTs and sea-ice fields were interpolated frorn the GCM. As with the global
simulation, they were updated every month. The averaged SSTs fbr DJF and JJA
are presented in Fig. 6-3. There is a gradient of about lO"C between south and
north New Zealand. The Tasman Front flows from west to east at about 35oS,
separating the warmer subtropical waters from the colder polar waters (Fig. 3-5)
It flows around the north of New Zealand as the East Auckland Curent (EAUC),
and continues to the east of New Zealand in the East Coast Current (ECC). This
water can easily be identif,red in the SSTs of the regional model as the tongue of
warrn water curling around the north of New Zealand. There is a sharp
t28
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:
Fig. 6-3. Average SSTs (K) for DJF and JJA for NZ_40km.
temperature gradient east of New Zealand at 43"S where the Chatham Rise
separates the warmer ECC from the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC). This
gradient is slightly too large compared to the present day climatology as was
shown by Gordon et al. (2000), with both the southern waters too cool and the
northern waters too warm.
At no time were there any incursions of sea-ice in this regional domain. There
are therefore no climatic effects related to regional sea-ice in this simulation.
- Vegetation and soil:
The global vegetation data set (WHS, Wilson and Henderson-Sellers, 1985) with
its resolution of lo x lo covered New Zealand only with 33 points. That number
of points is not sufficient to describe the large variety in vegetation in New
Zealand. The global vegetation dataset described New Zealand mainly as grazing
and pasture (in the east and north of the country), with forests in the west and
with some dwarf shrubs in Fiordland. Although there are probably better high
resolution vegetation databases for New Zealand available, there is none
however in a format that can easily be converted in a format that can be used by
the UM. It was therefore decided to just interpolate the global vegetation dataset
onto the regional domain. The soil type used was also obtained from the WHS
dataset, and was also interpolated onto the RCM domain.
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Some parameters in the UM have been adjusted as the result of the higher
resolution. For instance, the diffi.rsion parameters have been reduced and the grid
box fraction over which convective precipitation is assumed to fall is increased
and the grid box fraction over which large scale precipitation is assumed to fall is
reduced. These adjustments are in line with usual practice in running the RCM at
40km resolution at the MetOffice.
6.3. Results
As discussed in section 4.3.3, tbr computational reasons it was convenient to
move the coordinate pole away from the geographic pole so that the rotated
equator passes through the centre of the New Zealand domain. For the analysis of
the data and fbr the presentation of the results, the regional domain with its data
was rotated back to its real location. This would give a slight distortion in the
position of the grid points, and therefore the location of a data point. This is
illustrated as an example in Fig. 6-4. This tigure shows the modelled mean sea
level pressure tbr DJF in the domain used for the simulation (A), and when
rotated back to its original position (B). Comparing A rvith B shows the amount
of distortion that occurs in the return rotation. Often the analysis is done on data
that are on or over land and the presentation will show then only the land areal.
In Fig. 6-4, C and D are the land areas of the output of the simulation and the
domain used for the analysis respectively. The distortion shows up mainly in the
more'Jagged" contour lines.
New Zealand's National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research
(NIWA) presents its seasonal climate outlooks for six defined regions. These
regions were determined by an REOF analysis, and are characterized by having
similar behaviour in their covariances (Mullan, 1998). Some of the data here, as
well as in chapter 7 will also be analysed using these regions. Fig. 6-5 shows the
six different regions. [t is acknowledged here that by restricting some of the
analysis to regional means, the statistics are calculated over a smaller number of
' The Chatharn Islands are present but wcre not includcd in any analysis, hence thc size ofthe arca.
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Fig. 6-4. The modelled DJF mean sea level pressure (in hPa) in the domain of the simulation (A),
rotated back to its original position (B), and their zoomed in versions of the land areas (C and D
respectively).
points, possibly reducing the significance of some of the regional findings.
However, the regional analysis may be appropriate to the smallest scales properly
represented in a model with 40km grid spacing.
6.3.1. Temperature
One of the few parameters that can be compared directly with the CLIDB
database is the surface temperature. Fig. 6-6 shows the mean annual surface
temperature from the RCM and CLIDB. Only the grid points corresponding to
t3l
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Fig. 6-5. The grid points and the different regional areas o[ the New Zealand landmass.
NNI = rVortft North Island. SWNI : South-Ilrest North Island, ENI = East North lsland,
NSI: Abrl& South Island. WSSI: Il'est and Soutl South lsland. ESI = frr.rl South Island.
land in the RCM are presented since no comparison can be made with CLIDB in
points over seal. Although the Chatham Islands are present in the RCM and
climate data for the Islands are available, since the Chatharn Islands occupy only
one grid point far away from the rnain landmass of New Zealand, they were
omitted from the discussions in this study. The CLIDB temperature data was
interpolated onto the RCM grid to allow for direct comparisons (Fig. 6-6)t.
The modelled and recorded (CLIDB) surface temperatures are similar in both
their magnitude and patterns over New Zealand. The greater area of the Southern
Alps. extending frorn Fiordland to the Nelson Lakes region and including the
Inland Kaikouras, stands out the region with the lowest mean annual surface
temperatures. The narrow coastal strip of relatively low land along the West
I ln orcler to covLT the counffy cornptetely. grid points that are over the sea but whose grid box is partial ly land
are included as well. That cxplains the coa*stal c()ntours of wann temperaturcs around Northland, and Bay of
Plcnty. rvhich are in t'act sea points. Thc-re are no land grid points in the Cook Str-ait.
r After interpolation onto the lower resolutkrn gri<t of NZ-4Okm, there wcre no rlata points covering the North
Cape, the castem tip of the East Coast, the southwestem tip of Fiordland and the south of Stewart lsland.
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Fig. 6-6. The mean annual surface temperarures ("C) in the RCM (left) and CLIDB (right).
Coast north of about Hokitika/Greymouth shows up as it has higher mean annual
surface temperatures than the inland mountains. The area of relatively low
orography continues into the northern region of the South Island, including
Kahurangi, North West Nelson and the Marlborough Sounds. The Marlborough
Sounds have the highest mean annual surface temperatures in the South Island.
The mean annual surface temperature of Southland is higher than in inland
Otago, indicating the influence of the sea. However the cooler temperatures of
inland Otago extend too far to the east. The east coast of the South Island, and in
particularly Canterbury, shows the higher mean annual temperatures found there,
although they are slightly higher than in CLIDB.
The regional variation in temperature in the North Island is less than in the
South Island, primarily as a result of the North Island being less mountainous.
The elevated region of the Volcanic Plateau in the centre of the North Island has
lower mean annual surface temperatures than the surrounding areas. The
warmest areas are found north of about Hamilton, in the Hawke' Bay and around
Gisborne. As it is in the South Islando the mean annual surface temperatures in
the east are slightly too high. Table 6-l gives the mean annual surface
temperatures for the different regions of Fig. 6-5 as well as tbr the entire country.
This table clearly shows that the largest differences in mean annual surface
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Region ll CLIDB
North North Island - NNI ll 14.07
East North Island - ENI ll I 1.68 ll 12.81
North South lsland - NSI
West and South South Island - WSSI
East South Island - ESI
Table 6- l. The mean annual surface temperature ("C) for each region of Fig. 6-5 and
for the whole of New Zealand as determined from CLIDB and NZ 40km.
temperature between the RCM and CLIDB occur in regions with high orography,
and in the east of New Zealand. In the fbrmer regions, the mean annual surface
temperatures in the RCM are too low, and in the latter regions the mean annual
surFace temperatures are too high.
A more detailed discussion of the difference in the mean surface temperatures
between the RCM and the CLIDB is given in the analysis of their mean seasonal
temperatures. Table 6-2 and Fig. 6-7 show the differences in mean seasonal
surface temperatures between the RCM and CLIDB. The graphs are indicative of
the difficulty of comparing data from a relative low-resolution climate model
with a high-resolution climate dataset. New Zealand is very mountainous and so
it is important to compare data not only from the same longitude and latitude, but
t-plr-]tr-AM-lt ilAltsoN ll--pJF -ltMAqt rrAl|llN-l['8rt-lt 
'4ra-l[ '0q[ '3:t-]t 18 s7-1t- r45-1i-%lFwNft- 
't la ::;.4]|i3qt- "rr-lfcr6lf- I'rs-lt z.qENr t 
'6ot-l,1r.n1l-rr41l- r 'qf ftrr-la t:.:.t|-1661trs-t t5s:-ll-'tz:lF"l[rorrlt 
'4i0 lt qrl|-srftrsstl t- r,r4l t--8 .qtl F- r 0 I t-7601 t-r 0r4-l t 6rt-l t z lf
trsr-ltt4.r6lf -'0o6-lt-4sz-11-lr4l['s;0-]t-rfqf+:8l
trt_lt t4rtlt--u 
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Table 6-2. Mean seasonal surface temperatures (in oC) in CLIDB and NZ_40km by region.
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Fig. 6-7. The difference in mean seasonal surface temperature between NZ_4Okm and
CLIDB (Txz +or4n-Tcr-1ps in oC).
also at the same altitude. Altitude is an important spatial component, especially
for parameters such as temperature and precipitation (see section 6.3.2). The
modelled orography in each grid point shows the average altitude of an area of
roughly 1600km2. If this average altitude is different than the altitude of the
equivalent point in CLIDB by as much as 150m, there would be a difference in
surface temperature of loC simply because of orographic reasons.
The effect of the different orography between CLIDB and NZ_4Okm on
surface temperature can partially be countered by placing the RCM surface
temperatures at the same altitude as in the CLIDB dataset, by adjusting their
values according to the lapse rate. Such an adjustment was done for instance in
Moberg and Jones (2004). Such an approach was not applicable in this srudy for
. \--\\\l\\ r'
{:/
-tyL/
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several reasons. It was not possible to link the RCM surface temperatures to one
uniquely determined altitude since there were many CLIDB stations within a
gridbox. No algorithm that would weigh the importance of the stations within
each gridbox was known to the author. Secondly, averaging out their different
heights would only result in reducing the rnagnitude of the differences at best,
but would not change their patterns. And thirdly, the simulated climate of New
Zealand during the LGM (chapter 8) will be compared to the climate of the pre-
industrial. It is not known how to adjust data points at different altitude during
the LGM. As will be discussed in chapter 8, differences in altitude between pre-
industrial and LGM values are very difficult to compare with each other.
The RCM temperatures are considerably cooler than observed in the
mountains. This is in particularly true for the Southern Alps, but single points of
high orography, like Mt. Egmont, the Volcanic Plateau and the Northern
Tararuas, do consistently stand out too. The general warmer temperatures out
east in the RCM are probably caused by an enhanced "{dhn'r effect of the model;
that is dry winds coming off the mountains, compressing and thereby warming
the air. This would particularly have been significant during SON. The eastem
regions would have experienced stronger rvesterly winds than observed in the
spring seasons, since the GCM had modelled the westerly winds too strong.
Another cause for the high surface temperatures in the east could be that the
hydrological cycle was affected by the very dry conditions of the soils. It was
found that the variability in maximurn daily surface temperatures was too high,
particularly during DJF, which probably was related to the soils drying out to
quickly (Drost et al., 2005). The small variations in the seasonal differences
indicate that the simulation gets the seasonal trend in general quite right.
Cross sections can give a good indication on how well the RCM has picked
up regional features. Fig. 6-8 shows the cross sections superimposed on the
orography of the RCM, and Fig. 6-9 shows the temperature profiles of those
cross sections'. The criterion for choosing the locations of the cross sections was
that they had to give the best coverage of the various different climate patterns in
' Only 5 cross sectiort-s will be discussed. The sixth, the Southern Fiorclland 
- 
Southland cross section, rvill only
be discussed in chapter 8.2.2 since it serves a ditl'ercnt purpose.
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Fig. 6-8. The cross sections for the temperature profiles of Fig. 6-9 and the precipitation
profiles of Fig. 6-12.
New Zealand (North versus South, West versus East and mountain areas versus
low lands). The temperature profiles are presented against the high-resolution
orography of CLIDB (black line) and against the orography of NZ_4Okm (brorvn
line). The CLIDB temperature data (pLrrylc line) is presented in its high-
resolution fbrmat, and not in the low-resolution format of the RCM as it was
done for Fig. 6-6 and Fig. 6-7. The CLIDB temperature profile is very strongly
inversely related to its orography, indicating the wann valleys and the cold
mountain peaks. The resolution of the RCM is too low to pick up the sharp
changes in the real orography and its temperature profiles should be compared
against its low-resolution orography. Regional trends that are not picked up by
the regional model are then identifiable. At the same time the RCM temperature
profile can be compared to the temperature profile of the GCM (gree rr line). The
RCM picks up clearly regional pattems that are not seen by the GCM.
The cross sections of the North Island (North Island and Mt Egmont-
Ruapehu) have the lowest and most gently sloped orography. The impact of
orography on temperature is less in the North Island than in the South lsland, The
modelled temperature follows the CLIDB temperature very well, and during
r37
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North Island Mt Egmont - Ruapehu
Fig.6-9. Temperature profiles of the cross sections of Fig.6-8. X-axis: longitude, Y-axis: left-
Temperature ('C), right 
- 
Height (m). Y-axis scale is different for each cross section. Legend:
Thin black 
- 
CLIDB orography, Bros.n 
- 
NZ_40km orography, [)ar.k grcerr rrirh - GCM
temperature, olir e green w ith 
- 
NZ 40km temperature. Purple- 
- 
CLIDB temperature.
none of the seasons differs by more than 2'C. The largest differences between the
modelled and CLIDB temperatures are found in the mountainous areas. The
modelled temperatures are also oonsistently higher east of the ranges, and at
times indicate that the atmosphere over land is warmer than over the sea.
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Buller - Kaikoura Mt Cook 
- 
Banks Peninsula
Fig. 6-9. continuation.
The landmass at 177.9'E in the Mt Egmont-Ruapehu cross section is the
Mahia Peninsula. The Mahia Peninsula did not have its own grid point in the
model, hence the model does not show orography at 177.9"E. Only the CLIDB
temperature is presented at the Mahia Peninsula.
Because of the very mountainous terrain in the South Island, the modelled
temperatures do not accurately reflect the local temperatures down south.
However, the RCM captures the regional trends correctly. The Buller - Kaikoura
h
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Fiordland - Otago cross section in particular shows
clearly that the misrepresentation
of local temperatures is due to the
low resolution. The temperature
profile is inversely related to the
height of the orography, but the
resolution of the modelled
orography is too low to capture
the strong local variation in
orography. The modelled
temperature in the mountains is
generally lower than the CLIDB
tanperature. This is partially
caused by the difference in their
orography. The simulation
captures the warmer temperatures
in the east, but they are often too
hish.
These graphs indicate that the
enhanced regional detail gained
by using a RCM could possibly
have been obtained by simply
interpolating/downscaling the
GCM profile once it has
2,
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Fig. 6-9. continuation.
incorporated the hi gher resolution
orography. It is obvious that orography has a strong impact on temperature.
However, simple interpolation can not account for the enhanced warming in the
east of both islands. Interpolation can not account for the diff'erent affects of
compressional warming, reduced cloud cover, and enhanced solar warming that
all occur on the lee-side of the mountains.
The largest difference in surface temperature between the GCM and RCM is
to the west in the North Island cross section. This is because the nearest GCM
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grid point to the cross section is still a sea point (at 174.3"E). The large anomaly
in the RCM temperature profile at 175"E is because that grid point is just out at
sea (Hauraki Gulf) as well. The main difference in the tonperature profiles
between the RCM and GCM in the South Island, and in particular for the Buller -
Kaikoura and Fiordland - Otago cross sections, are related to the opposite. The
GCM grid boxes at New Zealand's latitude are about l50xl50km across. A land
point in the GCM extends therefore much further to the west when compared to a
land point of the RCM. The low surface temperature of the GCM off shore, west
of the South Island, is because the GCM grid point is a land point, hence the
large difference with the RCM temperature.
6.3.2. Precipitation
Precipitation is also a climate variable that is well covered by the CLIDB
database and can therefore be used to verify the RCM's output. Fig. 6-10 shows
the mean annual precipitation for the RCM and CLIDB. The presentation of the
data is similar as in Fig. 6-6 in that it focuses on the land area and that the high-
resolution CLIDB data is projected onto the lower resolution of the RCM. The
low resolution version of the CLIDB data still shows the characteristics of the
precipitation pattern in New Zealand. [t shows that the maximum rainfall is in the
Southem Alps and can be more than 6m per year (compare with the figure on the
right in Fig. 6-l). The effect of the Southern Alps on precipitation is very strong
with the highest amount of precipitation to the west of the main divide, and the
lowest amount of precipitation on the eastern side. The driest areas are in South
Canterbury and Otago. Precipitation patterns in the North Island are defined less
sharply. But even in this low resolution, the effect of the orography is still
apparent with the highest rainfall over the Tararuas, Mt Egmont, the Volcanic
Plateau and the Ureweras. Even the minor regional maxima in precipitation over
the Ruahines, the Coromandel and Northland are identifiable. The mean annual
precipitation for the six regions and for the whole of New Zealand is presented in
Table 6-3.
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Fig. 6-10. The mean annual precipitation (mm) for the RCM (lefi) and CLIDB (right).
Precipitation in the southern part of the South Island in the RCM is plotted separately agai-n
with its own leeend.
Table 6-3. The mean annual precipitation (in mm) tbr each region of Fig. 6-5
and for the whole of New Zealand as determined fiorn CLIDB and NZ 40krn.
The regional model does a good job in simulating the precipitation pattems of
the North lsland. However, the amount of precipitation is in general too high.
The amount of precipitation is particularly large over the Southern Alps. This is
again associated with the anomalously strong westerly winds in the GCM. The
computed and observed mean annual precipitation patterns in Fig.6-10 are
1708 175E 180
CLIDB RCM
t446.6 1556.3
1563.5 t924.0
t473.9 1201.5
t834.4 2680.8
7394.7 3864.7
e22.8
t748.8
North North Island
South-West North Island
East North Island
North South Island
West and South South Island
East South Island
New Zealand 2363.0
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presented on the same scale to enable direct comparisons between the two
datasets. The maximum conesponds to the maximum amount of precipitation in
the CLIDB data. The disadvantage of such a presentation is that the maximum
amount of precipitation over the Southern Alps in the RCM can not be
determined from the figure. For that reason is the southern part of the South
Island taken apart and presented again with a legend that is more suitable for that
region (inset in Fig. 6-10). The modelled precipitation shows clearly the impact
of the Southem Alps with high precipitation in the west, and dry regions in the
east. But as mentioned before, the amount of precipitation is too high, and over
the Southern Alps can be as twice as high as the observed precipitationr.
As discussed earlier, the CLIDB and RCM orography are not the same and a
large part of the difference in precipitation can be attributed to the different grid
point heights in the two datasets. Similar as for surface temperature, it is
therefore difficult to compare the CLIDB precipitation directly with the RCM
precipitation since recordings and simulated data are at different heights. It is
known that precipitation is difficult to simulate over steep orography and for high
resolution (e.g. Giorgi and Marinucci, 1996: Pope and Stratton,2002). Although
some precipitation parameters were adjusted (sections 4.3.2 and 6.2), it remained
difficult to simulate the precipitation correctly. The enhanced precipitation in the
regional model is not solely caused by the dynamics of the model. Precipitation
was already enhanced in the GCM and the conditions suitable for precipitation
were passed on to the regional domain by the initial and boundary conditions.
Therefore precipitation was likely to be enhanced in the RCM as well. Using the
same high resolution model for the region of southern Africa, Hudson and Jones
(2002b) described similar findings in their climate simulation of South Africa.
The seasonal differences between the NZ_40km and CLIDB precipitation
patterns (Fig. 6-l I and Table 6-4) show similarities with the differences in their
surface temperatures. The largest anomalies are found in the areas of high
orography, and then in particular in the Southern Alps. The modelled
precipitation is especially too high during spring. This is a direct indication of the
' These valuc-s might still be realistic for some local areas. Fig. 6-l shows highest precipitation bracket for 4-
l0miyear,
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Fig. 6-l L The difference in mean seasonal precipitation between the NZ 40km and CLIDB
(in mm).
impact of the GCM on the simulation of the regional climate. The largest
anomalies in the mean zorLal circulation occurred during SON and through the
boundary conditions have affected the climate of the regional domain. The east-
west gradient in precipitation across the South Island is further accentuated since
the RCM overestimates the general drier conditions east of the main divide. This
is in particular the case for the driest areas, the Gisborne 
- 
Hawke's Bay region
in the North Island and Central Otago in the South Island. Other areas that are
modelled often too dry are the Wairarapa, Canterbury and Southland.
Precipitation in the North Island is in general slightly too low except for the
ranges and during JJA.
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Region ll CLIDB
373.1 ll 460.1
tsoN I
T:is ? I| '"-'- |
trdsl-l
t-rtr I
F5oz-sl
t 638tr-l
l-rs"o l
l- 45a4-l
392.6 ll 456.1 292.4 ll 299.6
450.0 ll 499.s 604.3 ll 6l r.2
602.4 ll s65.9 914.1 ll 871.1
228.6 ll 242.6 213.3 ll 188.4
57s.0 ll s31.4
Table 64. Mean seasonal precipitation (in mm) in CLIDB and NZ_4Okm by region.
It was suggested that the regional features of the surface temperature could to
a degree have been obtained by simple interpolation of the GCM values. Since
precipitation and temperature are to a certain extent related to each other, it could
be that regional precipitation might also be determined by simply
interpolating/downscaling the amount of precipitation determined by the GCM.
This can be further investigated by examining the precipitation patterns along the
cross sections of Fig. 6-8. Fig. 6-12 shows the five precipitation profiles along
the cross sections. The setup of these graphs is identical to Fig. 6-9, except that
the variable is precipitation.
The Northland part of the North Island cross section shows higher
precipitation and larger spatial variation in the amount of precipitation than the
recorded amount of precipitation (CLIDB) during DJF. Although this region
experiences its lowest rainfall during this season in the present day, the computed
amount of precipitation is only slightly less than during the wettest season, JJA
(see Table 6-4). A possible explanation for the reduction in seasonality of
precipitation in NNI could be that the enhanced wave number 3 pattern of the
simulated Southern Hemisphere circulation allows more wann moist northerlies
into this region. An increase in the number of northerlies would explain the
enhanced warming that is found in this region as well (Fig. 6-7). Furthermore,
the high variability in precipitation is also an indication of enhanced convective
precipitation (not shown).
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3
North Island Mt Egmont - Ruapehu
Fig. 6-12. Precipitation profiles of the cross sections in Fig. 6-8. X-axis: longitude, Y-axis: left -
Precipitation (mm), right 
- 
Height (m). Both y-axis scales change for each cross section. Legend:
Thin black 
- 
CLIDB orography, Brt'ru.'n 
- 
NZ_40km orography, [)ark urc'cn rr,rrlr - GCM
precipitation, Olive green rvitlr 
- 
NZ_40km precipitation, Purple 
- 
CLIDB precipitation.
The maximum in precipitation is clearly linked to the orography, with the
maximum in precipitation generally one gfid point west of the maximum in
modelled height. The profile of the modelled precipitation along the North Island
cross section is similar to the precipitation profile of CLIDB during the rest of
the year. There is a distinct peak in the precipitation profile linked to the
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Buller - Kaikoura Mt Cook 
- 
Banks Peninsula
Fig. 6-12. continuation.
modelled Parataiko/Tutamoe Ranges, which is similar to the peak in the CLIDB
pattem. The regional model does not simulate correctly the precipitation pattem
over the other ranges in Northland due to its low resolution. But the amount of
precipitation increases every time where there is an increase in the height of the
modelled orography. The precipitation pattern over the Urewera ranges only
show one peak, which is in accordance with its modelled orography.
One of the pleasing aspects of the precipitation patterns of the RCM is that it
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lr
-
Fiordland - Otago showed that the regional model
was able to simulate the
enhanced precipitation as the
result of a single mountain.
Although Mt Egmont was only
modelled by two grid points, the
RCM has done quite a reasonable
job in reproducing the enhanced
precipitation in that area. The
precipitation over the Volcanic
Plateau follows the modelled
orography quite well, and shows
a similar pattern as the cross
sections for the CLIDB data, with
the maximum precipitation west
of the Plateau and drier
conditions to the east. The
seasonal variation is also similar
to the seasonal variation in
CLIDB, albeit that the modelled
precipitation is again slightly too
high, especially during spring.
The lone peak in the CLIDB
orography in the east is the Mahia
Peninsula, which landmass does
not show up in the RCM.
The main differences in precipitation patterns between the RCM and CLIDB
appear in the South Island. They are related to both the different impacts of their
different orography as to the anomalous general circulation modelled by the
GCM. The latter showed up particularly during spring when the amplitude of the
SAO was weak, indicating stronger westerly winds and an increase in
baroclinicity at midlatitudes. The impact on the regional domain is that
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Fig. 6-12. continuation.
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precipitation is nearly 200o/o of that of CLIDB at soms grid points during SON.
All South Island cross sections show a very large amount of precipitation directly
west of the highest peaks in the modelled orography. Those grid points
correspond to the first land points at the resolution used. Clearly the model fails
to properly simulate precipitation under extreme uplift situations. Although some
parameterizations related to precipitation were adjusted for the increase in
horizontal resolution (section 4.3.2), it is apparent that some other adjustments
need to be made as well in situations of extreme uplift. Giorgi and Marinucci
(1996) discussed how an increase in horizontal resolution does not necessarily
result in an improvement in the simulation of some aspects of precipitation
without a proper tuning of the appropriate parameterizations. In simulating an
extreme precipitation event along the West Coast of the South lsland, Katzfey
(1995) found that an increase in horizontal resolution together with a more
accurate representation of the orography, captured the observed distribution of
precipitation better.
The Buller 
- 
Kaikoura cross section shows two peaks in the modelled
precipitation, but their modelled orography has only one peak. This seems to be
at odds with precipitation following the orography in the model. However, the
virtual non-alignment of precipitation with orography is the result of the
direction of the cross section. The model calculates the amount of precipitation
using the history and amount of precipitation of each neighbouring g.ld point.
But this is done only in the zonal and meridional direction, and not in a
northwest - southeast direction. The "diagonal" Buller - Kaikoura cross section
therefore connects precipitation with orography at different latitudes. The two
peaks in the precipitation do correspond to two different locations where
orography increases steeply (at 172.04oF,, 4l.32oS and 172J6"E, 42.04'5
respectively), but which do not show up on the northwest - southeast aligned
cross section. The orography at 172.40E,41.68"S is higher than at 172.04"E,
41.32'S (866.29m versus 556.22m) but it is in the "rain shadow" of already two
land points immediately to its west ( l7l.68nE, 41.68'5 and 172.04"E, 4l.68o5 at
a height of 304.91m and 615.74m respectively), where as 172.04"8,41.32oS is
only the first land grid point at that latitude. Although this was of consequence in
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the analysis of the North lsland cross section as well, since the zonal
meridional variations were relatively minor, it was not of much significance
that cross section. Although to a much lesser extent, a similar pattern
apparent in the temperature profile of the Buller- Kaikoura cross section.
The precipitation profile of the Mt Cook - Banks Peninsula cross section
shows high amount of precipitation to the west of the main divide and tapers of
quickly to dry conditions in the east. Although the modelled amount of
precipitation in the west is much higher than observed, the amount of
precipitation in the east is relatively similar to the recorded amount of
precipitation (see Fig. 6-l I and Table 6-4). Since most of the precipitation in the
east of the South lsland comes from southerlies and north-easterlies, and only a
very small percentage from the west (less than l0%), the reduction in any
spillover from the west does not have a large impact on the amount of
precipitation in the east. No daily data was available to further support this by
correlating precipitation with wind direction. The main impact of the dry
westerly wind on the climate of the east of the South Island would be to enhance
warming over land (see Fig. 6-6, Fig. 6-7 and Fig. 6-9) and drying of the soils.
The Fiordland 
- 
Otago cross section shows the same pattern as the other
South Island cross sections, with too much precipitation at landtall in the west,
and dry conditions in the east. The highlands of Otago show a slight increase in
precipitation that does not show up in the CLIDB data. This is again most likely
related to the diff'erence between modelled height and the actual height of the
data point.
Compared to the simulation of the GCM, it would seem that there is no major
improvement in simulating precipitation over New Zealand by an RCM.
However, it is hard to correctly compare data points at different heights. Clearly
precipitation is orography dependent, but the RCM does not seem to simulate
precipitation in areas with steep orography very well. Simply interpolating the
GCM values and adjust them tbr height could give similar amount of
precipitation as the RCM. The GCM gives reasonable values over low-lying
areas and shows the west-east gradient in precipitation.
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Fig. 6-13. Annual mean sea level pressure fbr NCEP and the RCM (in hPa).
6.3.3. Mean Sea Level Pressure & Winds
At the time of this study, no seasonal or annual CLIDB mean sea level
pressure and wind data was available that could easily be converted into a format
compatible with the model output. Therefore no comparisons could be made
between the CLIDB dataset and the RCM output for these variables. It is
however worthwhile to analyse the RCM's wind in this section, so that
comparisons can be made later with the wind regimes during the LGM (chapter
8). The winds are either analysed directly by looking at their zonal and
meridional components, or indirectly by looking at the mean sea level pressure.
The aim in this section is to relate precipitation and temperature pattems as
described in the previous sections to mean sea level pressure patterns and
therefore to wind direction. For which regions do ternperature and precipitation
correlate positively/negatively with the winds? And how do these patterns
change during the year?
Fig. 6-13 gives the annual mean sea level pressure from the NCEP
climatology (interpolated onto the RCM grid) and from the RCM. ln the annual
mean the wind is slightly more southwest over the North Island and more
northwest over the West Coast in the RCM than in the NCEP climatology. There
is more detail in the mean sea level pressure pattern east of the main divide in the
180
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u wind
1.483North North Island
South-West North Island
East North Island
West and South South lsland
Table 6-5. The mean annual zonal (u) and meridional wind (v) in mis for each
region. Westerly and southerly winds are positive.
RCM than in the NCEP data since the RCM is of a higher resolution. Fig. 6-13
shows that the RCM has lower mean sea level pressure to the east of the
mountain ranges in both the North and South Island, indicating that the RCM has
probably modelled the local wind regimes in those areas conectly. Table 6-5
shows the strength of the annual mean wind in its components for each region.
The positive values for the zonal wind are westerly winds in the annual mean,
and positive values for the meridional wind are southerlies in the annual mean.
This table clearly indicates that the RCM has predominantly south-westerly
winds over Northland where as the rest of New Zealand is influenced more by
the north-westerly winds.
Trenberth (1976) described the Southern Hemisphere circulation in the
Australasian region through indices for the zonal and meridional wind and
through indices based on EOF analysis in his study of atmospheric trends in the
New Zealand region. This approach was used by Salinger (1980a: 1980b), who
described the precipitation and temperature patterns in New Zealand with respect
to the dominant wind directionsl. Correlation indices and principal component
analysis led him to describe the patterns for up to eight different regions.
Although New Zealand was divided up into six regions in the previous section,
' The approach by indices was also used in a srudy on future climate scenarios in New Zealand (Mullan et al.,
200r )
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the slightly different defined regions have several boundaries in common and
characteristics of these regions can therefore be compared with each other.
Annual mean correlation maps of the time series of the regional monthly
mean temperaturel against the mean sea level pressure at each grid point in the
RCM over the whole period only show weak correlations (-0.3/+0.3) for each
region (not shown). Conelation maps of precipitation against the mean sea level
pressure also show weak correlations (-0.21+0.2). But fbr both variables, their
regional correlation maps look all very similar. The temperature correlation maps
all show negative correlation values in the north, and positive values in the south.
Such a configuration means that of all wind directions, in the annual mean, it is
the westerly wind that has the strongest influence on the temperature of each reg.
The precipitation correlation pattems all show a positive value roughly to the
north-west and a negative value roughly to the south/south-east of New Zealand.
Such a configuration indicates that it are the north-easterlies that are the
dominant moisture-bearing winds. The low correlation for both annual patterns is
due to seasonal effects, and more can be leamed by investigating the seasons
separately.
6.3.3.1. Correlation MSlP-Temperature
The regional mean seasonal temperature is correlated against the mean sea
level pressure at each grid point. Details of the correlations and wind
implications are described. The correlation pattems are also compared against the
patterns obtained by correlating the NCEP seasonal mean sea level pressure with
the observed regional temperatures (in the seasonal mean; from CLIDB). A
similar analysis will be done for the LGM simulation in chapter 8 and correlation
patterns between the two simulations will be compared to each other. As was
discussed in the previous chapter and in other studies (e.g. Pope et al., 2000) the
model overestimates the strength of the westerly winds. It is therefore expected
I The overall mean rnonthly value of telnperature. precipitation and mean sea level pressure were removed
tlom each rnonth prior to the calculation in order to remove any seasonal effects.
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that some of the correlation patterns of the simulation will differ from the
correlation patterns of the observed data.
Seasonal correlation patterns show clearly much higher correlations than the
annual correlation patterns. Also examined, but not always presented, are the
correlations of the meridional and zonal winds with tanperature. These
correlations can give more detail than just the correlations with mean sea level
pressure, and are often refened to. A discussion of the correlation patterns of
each season fbllows.
- DJF
(NCEP) The correlation patterns of NCEP mean sea level pressure with the
observed regional temperature for DJF are presented in Fig.6-14. It is clear that
there is a strong positive correlation with warmer temperatures over the country
with a zone of high pressure to the east of the country. The resulting north-
easterlies will advect warm air onto the country. The opposite configuration, a
low in mean sea level pressure to the east of the country, will result in cooling
under south-rvesterlv winds.
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Fig. 6-14. Correlation maps of mean sea level pressure (NCEP) versus obsened temperature
(CLIDB) for the six different regions during DJF.
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Fig. 6-15. Correlation maps of mean sea level pressure versus t€mperature for the six different
regions during DIF (RCM).
(RCM, Fig. 6-15) The correlation patterns of the modelled mean sea level
pressure and temperature for DJF are completely dominated by the positive
corelations ranging from +0.4 to +0.8. For the regions NNI and NSI the
maximum correlation sits virtually directly on top of the region. This indicates
that clear skies during this season results in warming since the incoming solar
radiation is unimpeded. At the same time, cooler temperatures are due to
unsettled, dull weather with impeded solar radiation. The temperature response in
SWNI and WSSI is also influenced by a "high", but its position is more to the
east and south respectively. Those areas are then sheltered from the prevailing
north-easterly winds by the Volcanic Plateau and the Alps and experience lee-
side warming effects (compressional warming, reduced cloudiness, increase
incoming solar radiation) as wellr. This particular pattern is consistent with the
wind regimes of the NCEP/CLIDB correlation patterns. The effect of lee-side
warming is even stronger for ENI and ESI when the zone of high pressure is in
the north or over the North Island, creating a westerly flow over the country. [n
section 6.3.1 (Fig. 6-7 and Fig. 6-8, cross sections of North lsland, Mt Egmont-
I With the winds predominantly westerly, such a correlation pattem is in general interpreted as the westerly
wind having a cooling elTect on the westem regions.
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Ruapehu and Mt Cook-Banks Peninsula) it was evidelt that the model
overestimates the warrner temperafures in the east. It was suggested that as the
result of a stronger westerly flow, the amount of compressional warming was too
high in the east of both islands.
The correlation patterns for the RCM during DJF differ considerably from
the NCEP pattems. O,nly some regions (S\MNI, NSI and WSS[) indicate the link
of an easterly flow with warrner temperatureso but even in these regions is the
full correlation not well captured. The differences in the NCEP and RCM
correlation patt€rru are due to the anomalous westerly flow (and therefure the
anomalous me,an sea level pressure) as modelled by the G-CM.
- MAM
(NCEP) The correlation patterns of NCEP mean sea level pressure with the
observed regional temperature for MAM are presented in Fig. 6-16. Ths pattorns
are very similar for each region with a positive eorrelation between msan sea
level pressure and temperature to the east of the country,, and a negative
correlation to the west. This indicates that the temperafure response of the
regions is related to advection ofwarm/cold air from the northlsouth.
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Fig" 6-16. Corr-elation maps of meso sea level pres,sure (NCEH ver$us temperature (CLIDB) for
the six different regions during MAM,
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Fig. 6-17. Correlation maps of melllt sea level pressure versus temperature for the six difFerent
regions during MAM (RCM).
(RCM, Fig. 6-17) Correlation patterns of the modelled data during MAM are
quite difhrent than during DJF. The patterns show that it is the advection of
warm and cold air that determines the tenrperafure res,ponse. The correlation
values are lower for each reglon (ranging from 
-0.4 to+0.5). Similar as during
DJF, the correlation patterns of mean sea level pressure with temperafure are
dif'ferent from the correlation pattenrs of the observed data (Fig. 6-16). To a
certain extent there is a positive correlation of temperature with a northerly flow
in NNI and SWNI, but it is quite weak. Tunperature in both NSI and WSSI is
positively correlated to a zone of high pressure in the east. The eastern regions,
alld then in particular ESI, show a positive correlation with a westerly flow (Fig.
6-18). The westerly winds oause lee-side warming in the east.
. JJA
(NCEP) The correlation patterns of the observed data during JJA are
distinctively different for the North and South Island regions (Fig, 6-19).
Although all regions have a positive correlation pattern with a zone of high
pressure in the east, the largest positive correlations are found in the South Island
and lie virtually over the country.
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Fig,6-19, Correlation maps of mean sea level pressure (NCEP) versus temperature (CLIDB) for
the six different regions during JJA.
(RCM, Fig. 6-20) The correlation pattems of the rnodelled mean sea level
pressure with temperature during JJA shows a very strong dipole pattem with
large negative correlations (up to -{9) in tlie w€ct and large positivs correlations
(up to +0.7) in the east. This is the case for each region, with only small
deviations in the loeations and arnplitude of the maximum conelations. All
correlation maps show a strong relationship between temperature and north-
easterlylsouth-westerly winds, The tenrperature in all regions is high1L, correlated
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Fig. 6-20. Correlation maps of mean sea level pressure !'ersus temperarure for the six different
regions during JJA (RCM).
(up to -0.9) to a meridional wind just to the east of New Zealand (this is shown
for SWNI in Fig. 6-21). Warmer temperatures in the North Island are also
strongly related to an easterly flow. Opposite to its cooling effect during DJF,
WSSI experiences a warming influence from the westerly wind. This is
understandable since the westerly wind advects relatively warTn ocean air onto
the region which temperatures are
relatively cold during the winter.
Warming in ESI is still related to a
strong westerly flow over New
Zealand, but the strongest
correlations with the westerly wind
(up to +0.7) have shifted
1 ':i,..': l ; ,F 1 r(t ]i. i, equatorward (35"S) compared to
their maximum in MAM (40oS, see
-..r.:i-jl.l:j-:'l.j il r.j.-l ,)i.: .'1.9 Fig. 6-22).
Fig. 6-21. corretation map of the meridional The correlation patterns of the
wind (at t000hPa) versus temperarure for SWNI modelled parameters differ from
during JJA. Northerly wind is negative. the NCEP correlation patterns
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Fig. 6-22- Correlation maps of the zonal wind (at l000hPa) versus temperature for
ESI during MAM (left) and for ESI during JJA (righ0. Westerly wind is positive.
significantly during JJA. Trenberth and Mo (1985) and Trenberth (1986) had
found a positive connection between the amplitude of the wave number 3 pattem
of the mean zonal circulation and blocking. Since the mean zanal circulation in
the global simulation had an enhanced wave number 3 pattern, it could be
expected that a feature as blocking might show up in thE correlation patterns of
MSLP with temperature. However, opposite to the correlation patterns of the
NCEP/CLIDB data, the correlation patterns for the modelled piuirmelers do not
indicate any influence of blocking over New Zealand during JJA. As for the
previous two seasons, these different patterns are the result of the anomalously
strong westerlies.
-,soN
(NCEP) The correlation patterns of NCEP meaR sea level pressure with the
observed regional temperature for SON are presented in Fig. 6-23. All regions
have a positive correlation with a o'high" to the east. The temperature response in
NN[, SWNI and NSI is correlated to a northerly/southerly flow. WSSI
experiences warming under a north-easterly wind direction, where as warming in
the eastern regions ENI and ESI is correlated to a north-westerly. The latter two
regions in partictrlar are affected by lee-side warming.
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Fig. 6-23. Correlation maps of mean sea level pressure (NCEP) versus temperature (CLIDB) for
the six different regions during SON.
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Fig. 6-24. Correlation rnaps of mean sea level pressure versus temperature for the six different
regions during SON (RCM).
(RCM, Fig. 6-2q The correlation patterns for SON are dominated by large
positive correlations in the east (up to +0.8). The rssulting northedy/southerly
flow warms/cools every region. Temperature is indeed stronger correlated to the
meridional wind (up to -0.9) thrrn to the zonal wind (-0.3/+0.3) for the regions in
the North Island (this is shown for NNI in Fig. 6-25). The zone of high pr€sfllre
l6l
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Fig. 6-25. The correlation map of the zonal wind (at l000hPa) versus temperature (left)
and the correlation nrap of the meridional wind (at l000hPa) versus temperature (right)
for NNI during SON. Westerly wind is positive, nortlrerly wind is negative.
in the correlation patterns of ENI and ESI is rnore to the northeast. The
associated wind would give rise to lee-side warrning. This has a strong impact on
the temperature in ESI. This lee-side warming is partially responsible for the
modelled temperatures being too high in those regions (see Fig. 6-7, Fig. 6-8).
Warming in WSSI is again strongly correlated to a north-easterly flow, which
would result in lee-side warming to the west of the mountains.
Of all the seasonal correlation maps, the correlation pattems of SON show the
most similarity with the correlation patterns of the NCEP reanalysis with CLIDB
data. At first this seems to be at odds with earlier statements made in chapter 5
where it was determined that the largest differences between the rnodelled
circulation patterns and the reanalysis data were during SON. One of the main
anomalies was that the westerly winds were too strong. Howevero the rvesterly
wind in the present day has its most dominant influence on the climate of New
Zealand during SON. It is therefore not surprising to see that the correlation
pattems of the simulated and observed data are similar during that season. The
conclusion remains that the largest errors in the regional domain are introduced
by the GCM.
Except for DJF. the pre-industrial simulation indicates that the meridional
wind has a stronger influence on the regional temperature in New Zealand than
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the zonal wind. This is in general agreement with the NCEP climatology.
However, this does not imply that the (meridional) wind is the dominant factor
determining the temperature response in a region. The correlations for NNI and
SWNI are the most consistent during the year and show a positive correlation of
north-easterlies with temperature. The largest seasonal variations occur in the
two most southern regions, where the temperature response to the zonal wind is
dominated by westerlies at one time and by easterlies at other times. The
relationships between temperature and mean sea level pressure in this simulation
are consistent with the main findings of Salinger (1980b): warm/cold
temperatures are related to northerlies/southerlies as the result of a high/low to
the east (southeast) of the country. The orography modulates the impact of the
zonal wind on temperature. Lee-side warming occurs in the east under westerly
winds, and to a lesser degree, occurs in the west under easterly winds.
6.3.3.2. Correlation MSLP-Precipitation
The regional mean seasonal precipitation is correlated against the seasonal
mean sea level pressure at each grid point. Negative values mean a lowering of
the mean sea level pressure implies enhanced precipitation? or an increase in the
mean sea level results in reduced precipitation. The correlations do not imply that
mean sea level pressure is the sole, or even the strongest determinant of the
occurrence of precipitation, but just as with the MSLP-temperature correlations
are discussed here in order to investigate later (chapter 8) the differences in their
relationships under a different climate. Correlations of the winds with
precipitation are also examined. The seasonal patterns show again much higher
correlations than the annual patterns. The correlation patterns of each season are
discussed below.
- DJF
(NCEP) The correlation patterns of NCEP mean sea level pressure with the
observed regional precipitation (CLIDB) for DJF are presented in Fig. 6-26. All
regions show a strong correlation with a 'olow" to the west of the country.
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Fig. 6-26. Correlation maps of mean sea level pressur€ (NCEP) versus precipitation (CLIDB) for
the six different regions during DJF.
Precipitation in NNI and NSI has the strongest correlation with a northerly wind,
and precipitation in SWNI and WSSI has a strong correlation with a north-
westerly. The region of low MSLP for the eastem regions sits more to the
northwest of the country and ENI and ESI get their moisture from an easterly
direction.
(RCM, Fig. 6-27) Correlation values for DJF vary in general between 
-0.4/+0.4,
except for precipitation in WSSI. which has a stronger correlation (-0.6) with a
low to the southwest of the country. The correlation maps for the regions in the
North Island indicate that precipitation is mainly coming hom the north. The
occurrence of precipitation in SWNI has a more westerly component and
precipitation in ENI has a more easterly component of the northerly wind. The
correlation patterns for NNI in particular can be associated with (tropical) lows
coming down tiom the north. Correlating precipitation in NNI with the zonal and
meridional wind gives a correlation of over -0.9 with a northerly wind and -0.2
for an easterly wind (Fig. 6-28). Precipitation in both NSI and ESI is correlated
to a region of low MSLP to the west of the North Island. Precipitation in NSI is
particularly correlated to northerly winds (up to -0.8) where as precipitation in
ESI shows correlation values of 0.5 with easterly and southerly winds. WSSI gets
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Fig.6-27. Correlation maps of mean sea level pressure versus precipitation for the six different
regions during DJF (RCM).
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Fig. 6-28. The correlation map of the zonal wind (at l000hPa) versus precipitation
(left) and the conelation map of the meridional wind (at l000hPa) versus precipitation
(right) for NNI during DJF. Westerly wind is positive, northerly wind is negative.
its moisture predominantly from the northwest, with precipitation in this area
having a correlation up to +0.7 with a westerly and -0.5 with a northerly wind.
Although the correlation pattems for the observed and computed MSLP and
precipitation look quite different from each other, the correlation patterns of the
RCM data does capture the essence of the link between precipitation and MSLP
for each region. Precipitation in NNI and NSI is correlated predominantly to a
northerly wind component, precipitation in WSSI has a strong correlation with a
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Fig. 6-29. Correlation maps of mean sea level pressure (NCEP) versus precipitation (CLIDB) for
the six different regions during MAM.
westerly wind, and precipitation in the eastern regions is correlated to an easterly
wind. All correlations for the RCM are quite weaker than the NCEP/CLIDB
correlations, but the range is quite similar (NCEP/CLIDB:-0.7 - +0.2 versus
RCM: -0.4 - +0.4) indicating similar windstrength.
- MAM
(NCEP) The correlations of'NCEP mean sea level pressure with the observed
regional precipitation for MAM (Fig. 6-29) are in general weaker than during
DJF, but show a similar pattern. The largest differences between the two seasons
are found in the east where precipitation in ENI is now correlated to a "high" in
the south and a u'low" to the north, and precipitation in ESI is only weakly
correlated to any windpattern.
(RCM, Fig. 6-30) Correlations during MAM are higher than during DJF and the
maximum correlation is up to 
-0.9. Precipitation in NNI has a very high
correlation with a large low to the northwest, which also covers New Zealand's
northern tip. Precipitation in NNI is highly correlated to (tropical) lows coming
from the north (correlation with a northerly wind up to -0.8), similar as during
DJF. Precipitation in SWNI has a high correlation with a low sitting right over
NNI
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Fig. 6-30. Correlation maps of mean sea level pressure versus precipitation for the six different
regions during MAM (RCM).
New Zealand. It has high correlations (up to 0.8) with all winds at the regional
domain's outer edge, but only very weak correlations with any wind direction in
its larger region (Fig. 6-3 I ). The correlation patterns for precipitation in NNI and
SWNI are similar to their correlation pattems for temperature. This indicates that
wind patterns that would tend to wann up the region also enhance the occurrence
of precipitation during this season (temperature and precipitation are correlated
up to +0.6 in these regions).
Fig. 6-31. The correlation map of the zonal wind (at l000hPa) versus precipitation (left) and
the correlation map of the meridional wind (at l000hPa) versus precipitation (right) for
SWNI during MAM. Westerly wind is positive, northerly wind is negative.
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Precipitation in the eastern regions is strongly correlated to a zone of low
pressure to the west/northwest of the country, which is positioned in such a way
to give these regions maximum exposure to easterly winds. The difference
between the eastern regions is that the contribution of precipitation coming from
the south to the precipitation in ENI is relatively much smaller than in ESI. The
correlation pattems of precipitation with temperature for ENI and ESI differ from
the patterns for NNI and SWNI since the correlations in their equivalent zonal
and meridional winds are the opposite of each other. The effect is that warming
(as the result of a strengthening of the westerly wind) goes together with a
decrease in precipitation, and cooling (as the result of a weakening of the
westerly wind) with an increase in precipitation. Precipitation in WSSI is
stronger correlated to a westerly wind than during DJF, indicating that fronts
embedded in the mean circulation are the systems that bring the most
precipitation to this area.
The correlations for the RCM data are quite higher than the NCEP/CLIDB
correlations. Most patterns show a similarity to the NCEP/CLIDB correlation
patterns albeit that the precipitation in NSI in the RCM comes more from a
north-easterly direction where as the observed data shows it comes from the
northwest.
. JJA
(NCEP) The correlation pafferns of NCEP mean sea level pressure with the
observed regional precipitation for JJA are presented in Fig. 6-32. Although the
correlation patterns with MSLP is slightly different than in the previous two
seasons, the dominant direction of the moisture-bearing winds remains nearly the
same for each region. Precipitation in SWNI is strongly correlated with a o'low"
right over the country, implying dull, unsettled conditions overhead conelates
highly to precipitation in this region. Precipitation in WSSI is correlated to a very
zonal westerly flow. Precipitation in both eastern regions is strongly correlated to
easterly winds.
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Fig. 6-32. Correlation maps of mean sea level pressure (NCEP) versus precipitation (CLIDB) fbr
the six different regions during JJA.
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Fig.6-33. Correlation maps of mean sea level pressure versus precipitation for the six different
regions during JJA (RCM).
(RCM, Fig. 6-33) The conelation patterns for NNI and ENI during JJA are
similar to those of DJF. Precipitation in both regions is correlated to a low to the
northwest of the country. Precipitation in NNI comes mainly from the northeast,
and precipitation in ENI comes mainly from the (south)east. The other regions
show different and uniquely winter patterns. The correlation maps are dominated
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Fig. 6-34. Correlation maps of the meridional wind (at l000hPa) versus precipitation
for NNI and SWNI during JJA. Northerly wind is negative.
by linkages to high rather than to low mean sea level pressure zoneso which is
perhaps indicative of the fact that this season experiences a larger occurrence of
blocking highs. The exception is precipitation in ESI, which correlation pattern is
similar as during MAM. Correlations for the four most northern regions are only
up to 0.5. The two southern regions, WSSI and ES[, have much higher
correlations, and are as high as 0.9. This indicates the dominance of the north-
westerlies and south-easterlies respectively on the occurrence of precipitation in
those regions.
For most regions the correlation maps of precipitation and temperature with
the mean sea level pressure are to some degree similar, but the responses for each
region vary. The northerly flow correlates positively with precipitation in NNI,
but correlates negatively for SWNI as a result of the sheltering effect of the
Volcanic Plateau (see Fig. 6-34). This means that northerly winds result in
warrner temperatures and dry conditions in this region. Temperature and
precipitation are positively correlated in the Raukumara Peninsula and NSI. The
largest positive correlations of temperature with precipitation are found for
WSSI, where the dominant northwester both warrns the land as well as enhances
the occurrence of precipitationl. Temperature and precipitation are not correlated
I A cautionary note needs to be placed herc. WSSI is a large area and includes regions with different climatic
characteristics, as there are the wet West Coast, the cold Southrrn Alps and dry inland Otago. The
northwestcrly winds will not cause wanncr temperatures in the coastal region of the West Coast. but could
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to each other in inland ESI, but are positively correlated along the South
Canterbury Coast (up to 0.6). It is difficult to make absolute statements about this
large local contrast in the temperature-precipitation correlation pattern. A
possible interpretation might be that the night-time cooling away from the coast
during JJA can be very large and can offset the daytime warmingo where as the
coast would be constantly under the influence of the "warm" SSTs and would not
experience such a strong cooling.
Although the correlation patterns for the RCM are quite different again than
the patterns for the observed data, the implied dependency on the dominant
moisture-bearing wind direction is practically the same. The region for which
this does not count is SWNI. The anomalous correlation oaftern of SWNI was
not investigated further.
-.soN
(NCEP) The eastern regions have the most consistent mean sea level pressure-
precipitation correlation patterns. Both eastern regions show that precipitation
also comes predominantly from the east during SON as well (Fig. 6-35). The
correlation pattern of the zonal wind with precipitation for SWNI and WSSI are
similar and show that precipitation in these regions is strongly correlated to a
westerly flow (not shown). Precipitation in NNI is correlated to a north-easterly
and in NSI to a north-westerlv wind direction.
(RCM, Fig. 6-36) In section 6.3.2 it was established that the amount of
precipitation was not very well simulated during SON. This was mainly ascribed
to the erroneous westerly circulation in the Southern Hemisphere. However, it
was found that the correlation patterns of modelled MSLP and temperature were
most similar to the correlation patterns of the observed MSLP and temperature
during SON. To a certain extent, this is true for the correlation pattems of MSLP
with precipitation as well.
very well have a wanning etTect on the Southern Alps and Otago. Averaging over all the;e regions result in
the northweste-rs having a warming etfect on WSSI.
t7l
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Fig.6-35. Correlation maps of mean sea level pressure (NCEP) versus precipitation (CLIDB) tbr
the six different regions during SON.
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Fig. 6-36. Correlation rnaps of mean sea level pressure versus precipitation for the six dillerent
regions during SON (RCM).
As during the other seasons. precipitation in NNI and ENI show their highest
correlations with a low to the norlhwest of New Zealand. The strongest
correlations are found during the transitional seasons, with SON also showing a
maximum correlation of -0.8. The pattern of WSSI is also consistent with the
correlation pattems durirrg other seasons, and again shows the dominarlce of the
/ r--
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northwester on the occurrence of precipitation in this region. The patterns of
SWNI and NSI differ slightly from their MAM pattern, and both seem to have a
westward shift of their negative maximum in their correlation pattems. Although
precipitation in those areas is still very highly correlated to a northerly flow (up
to -0.9), the correlation with the zonal wind during SON is to a westerly wind
(+0.5) instead of an easterly as during MAM (-0.3, see Fig. 6-37).
I
I
l- ,,;
Fig.6-37. Correlation maps of the zonal wind (at l000Ma) versus precipitation for
NSI during MAM (left) and for NSI during SON (righ$. Westerly wind is positive.
The strongest correlations between MSLP and precipitation are during MAM
and SON. There are some very strong and consistent correlations of precipitation
to particular wind pattems during all seasons. Precipitation in WSSI always has a
very strong correlation to westerly winds, where as easterlies are the main
moisture-bearing winds for ENI and ESI. Zonal winds have a relatively stronger
impact on the occurrence of precipitation than meridional winds. Precipitation in
NNI, NSI and WSSI are correlated to northerlies the whole year round. This is
the same for SWNI, except during JJA when there is quite an anomalous pattern.
Southerlies are the dominant meridional winds for bringing precipitation to ENI
and ESI the whole year round. [n general, the relationships found between
precipitation and mean sea level pressure here are consistent with the findings of
Salinger (1980a).
An indication of the relationship between surface temperature and
precipitation was given at various times. The extent of such a relationship is
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difficult to qualif since the physics and dynamics of the processes leading to
precipitation in the model are linked to temperature and vice versa. Furthermore,
it is the temperature of the air column that indicates how much moisture an air
parcel can contain, and not the surface temperature. And precipitation results in
cooling of the atmosphere. Therefore, the suggestions made about a possible
correlation between surface tanperature and precipitation needs to be understood
in the context of the prevailing winds in each region.
6.4. Summary
An RCM (NZ_40km) was embedded within the GCM HadAM3H and its
output was analysed. An RCM gives more geographical detail in the region of
interest. The RCM was largely successful in simulating New Zealand's climate.
Spatial and seasonal variations were by and large picked up correctly and were
consistent with observed data. Due to the nature of New Zealand's steep and
strongly varying orography, the main limitation in interpreting the RCM's output
was related to the difficulty in representing New Zealand's orography
appropriately in the model. The current resolution of 40km was sufficient to
analyse New Zealand's mean climate through cross sections and by regions. The
climatic variations within a gridbox of l600km2 are still quite large.
Temperature and precipitation were the two climatic variables that were
verified against the observed data. These variables were chosen since they have a
long record and good geographical distribution in the database, and they are
excellent local indicators of changes in the mean circulation. The latter is of
importance when examining the different climate of the LGM in chapter 8.
The coldest regions in the simulation were associated with areas of high
orography. The mountain range of the Southern AIps stood out as the region with
lowest temperatures. The resolution was sutficiently fine that the model was also
able to pick up the cooler temperatures of the smaller ranges like the Tararuas,
Ruahines, Ureweras and the Volcanic Plateau. Even lone mountains as Mt
Egmont were picked up. In general, the simulated temperatures in the mountain
t74
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ranges were colder than the observed temperature. This was mainly due to the
differences in altitude of the data, which in tum was the result of the differences
between the modelled and real orography. The grid points in the model were
often at higher altitudes than the climate stations. The eastern regions in both the
North and South Island were consistently warrner than observed. This was
attributed to the enhanced lee-side warming in the simulation which was partly
caused by the stronger westerly flow of the GCM. The seasonal variations were
entirely consistent with the climate database data.
The correlation patterns of MSLP with temperature show quite different
configurations than the correlation patterns of NCEP MSLP with observed
temperature. This was ascribed to the anomalous westerly flow of the GCM.
However, most patterns did indicate to a certain extent the correct correlation
between wind and temperature. The interpretation of these correlation maps
resulted in similar findings as found by Salinger (1980b). In general, westerly
winds give cooling in the west, with the exception during JJA, when they advect
relatively warrn air onto the coast. The same westerlies cause warming in the east
(fohn winds), except during DJF, where the wind has a slight cooling effect. The
temperature response is generally stronger correlated to the meridional wind than
to the zonal wind, in particular during JJA and SON. Southerlies during those
seasons can bring very cold conditions to eastern regions. In the simulation, DJF
is characterized by having the strongest correlations between temperature and a
high in MSLP centred nearly over the country. This implies that 'oclear skies"
have a substantial influence on regional temperatures. This is less the case for the
other seasons when it is mainly the advection of warm/cold air that affects the
regional temperatures.
The feature that stands out the most in the precipitation analysis is the
precipitation' s very strong relationship with orography. Orographic precipitation
is prominent all along the Southern Alps, but shows up also over the lesser
mountain ranges. Precipitation is relatively well-simulated over areas with low
and relatively smooth orography, but the amount is too much, up to 100% of the
recorded precipitation, along the highest alpine regions. The anomalous amount
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of precipitation is the result of three processes. The largest errors occur as the
result of the difficulty in modelling the orography correctly. Similar to the
anomalies in temperature in the alpine regions, observed and simulated
precipitation are not determined at the same height. The highest amount of
annual precipitation takes place along the West Coast of the South Island, and
can be as much as 6m. The annual precipitation in the simulation is up to l0m.
Although this amount of precipitation is possibly in the highest nevees (see Fig.
6-l), this is deemed to be excessive. Secondly, it is known that the UM has
difficulties in simulating precipitation properly over steep terrain. Some
parameterizations had to be adjusted for the high-resolution regional model.
However, these adjustments were not tested for the extreme steep orography that
exists in New Zealand, and it can therefore very well be that these adjustments
were still not adequate. Thirdly, the GCM's westerly flow was inherently too
strong and had an enhanced wave number 3 pattern. Both features induce
enhanced precipitation. The latter reason was particularly obvious during SON,
when both the westerly circulation and the regional precipitation had their largest
anomalies. Analysis of precipitation through surface plots and along cross
sections showed that the geographical variation was modelled correctly with the
highest rainfall in the west and the driest regions in the east. However,
precipitation in the west was generally too high. The seasonality in precipitation
was reconstructed relatively accurate. except again during SON, when the
modelled precipitation was in general too high in the west and too low in the
east. DJF also experienced enhanced precipitation, particularly in NNI, SWNI
and NSI, which was probably caused by increased incursions of (tropical) lows.
Precipitation in those regions shows a very strong correlation with the meridional
wind.
Precipitation was in general very strongly correlated to MSLP. Particularly
consistent correlated were lows to the south and highs to the north with
precipitation in WSSI, and the opposite configuration with precipitation in the
eastem regions. Although precipitation in NNI, NSI and WSSI is strongly
conelated to northerly winds, and is correlated to southerlies in ENI and ESI, the
influence of the meridional wind on precipitation patterns is weaker than for
t76
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temperature. The correlation pattems of MSLP with precipitation for the RCM
are often different than the correlation patterns of NCEP MSLP with observed
precipitation. But similar to the correlation patterns of temperature, the general
correlation between windpattems and precipitation in each region is by and large
correctly simulated. The relationships found between precipitation and mean sea
level pressurs were consistent with the findings of Salinger ( 1980a).
To a certain extent, some of the increased geographical detail gained by using
a RCM could have been obtained by simply interpolating the GCM values and
correct them for the increased resolution in orography or by using a simple
statistical downscaling scheme. Several regional responses are similar to the
GCM's response (e.g. lower temperatures with height, increased precipitation on
the westem side of the Alps). The climate on the lee-side of the mountain ranges
was most affected by the regional dynamics and physics. The strength of the use
of a RCM lays in its capability in analysing local variability as a result of
regional effects. Investigating this capability in this RCM was not the purpose of
this work howeverr. The output of the RCM under pre-industrial conditions will
be compared against the same RCM under LGM conditions in chapter 8.
Differences in their responses will be related to both the different general
circulation patterns as well as to the different local conditions.
' The internal variability of a regional climate model for New Zealand was investigatcd in an intemal report for
NIWA (Drost et al.,2005).
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LGM simulation:
Global
7. Introduction
In chapter 5 the perfoffnance of the model HadAM3H was investigated under
pre-industrial settings. In this chapter, HadAM3H's reconstruction of the climate
during the LGM will be discussed. The climate of the LGM was quite different
from the pre-industrial, as was discussed in chapter 3, The equations governing
the general circulation remain the same, but initial and boundary conditions for
the simulation are quite different. These conditions are constrained by geological
proxy data. Since the biases in the model are known (chapter 5. Pope et al., 2000:
Pope and Stratton, 2002: Hudson and Jones, 2002a\, it is possible, to a certain
extent, to separate climate characteristics of the LGM from those introduced by
model biases. Section 7.1 discusses the different settings tbr this simulation, and
section 7.2 presents the results.
At times, absolute values of a climate parameter is given, but most of the time
the simulated climate of the LGM is compared against the simulated climate of
the pre-industrial in order to emphasize the differences between the two climatic
states. The emphasis is on the Southem Hemisphere. but comparisons are also
made for the Northern Hemisphere and the tropics in order to examine the global
circulation. Especially since not many modelling studies have foeused on the
climate of the Southern Hemisphere during the LGM, it is for validity reasons
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prudent to examine the simulated circulations in those regions. If the simulated
climate in those areas has similar features as tbund in other studies, it would give
more credit to the findings for the Southern Hemisphere.
7.1. Setup
The model is initialised from the end of a 500year HadCM3 LGM simulation
which was described by Hewitt (2000). The boundary conditions for that
simulation were set up as much as possible according to the specifications of
PMIP. There are several important fields for the LGM simulation that are
different than in the pre-industrial simulation. These are discussed below.
- Orbitalparameters:
The orbital parameters during the LGM were slightly different from the present
day and pre-industrial times (Table 7-l). The small changes in eccentricity,
obliquity and precession of the Earth did not contribute greatly to any change in
radiative forcing and therefore had only a minor impact on the climate of the
LGM (e.g. Hervitt and Mitchell,1997: Weaver et al., 1998: Broccoli, 2000). The
value for these parameters in the LGM simulation (Hewitt and Mitchell, 1997)
were based on the calculations of Berger ( 1978).
Table 7-1. Orbital parameters for the pre-industrial and LGM experiment (after Hewitt and
Mitchell, 1997).
- Orography:
To be as consistent as possible with the shape of the orography in the pre-
industrial setup (section 5.1), the same dataset (US Navy 10" dataset) was used to
t79
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I
Fig.7-1. The LGM ice sheets according to Peltier (1994). on HadAM3H grid.
create HadAM3H's LGM orography. The sea level was about l20m lower during
the LGM than during pre-industrial times.
Since the US Navy 10" dataset describes only the orography above mean sea
level, another dataset that included bathymetry had to be added to it in order to
determine the surface of the extra land during the LCM. The ETOPOS
bathymetry data (NOAA, 1988) was interpolated onto the US Navy 10" grid and
blended with the US Navy 10" dataset. The sea level of this dataset rvas lowered
by l20m by adding l20m to all points. Furthermore, the LGM icecaps were
inserted into this dataset following Peltier's ice topography (Peltier, 1994. See
Fig.7-l). Peltier's ice data and orography were interpolated onto the higher
resolution US Navy/ETOPO5 dataset. The following criterion for the inclusion
of the ice sheets was used: If according to Peltier a grid point was covered by ice,
Peltier's estimated height of the orography was used if that height was higher
than the equivalent height in the US Navy/ETOPOs dataset. If this was not the
case, the height in the US Navy/ETOPO5 dataset was used. The resulting
orography dataset was used to create the HadAM3H LGM's orography by
interpolating the dataset onto the HadAM3H grid (from 2160 x 1080 grid points
to 192 x 145 grid points).The threshold for setting a grid point to sea or land was
set to 0.5, i.e. if 50% or more of the points within the averaging area in the US
navy/ETOPOS dataset was land, the HadAM3H grid point was set to land. The
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Fig. 7-2. The global orography (in m) in the LGM simulation.
LGM orography is pictured in Fig. 7-2.
The landmask associated with the LGM orography differs greatly in several
places from the landmask in the pre-industrial sirnulation. Some of these
differences are the closure of the Bering Strait, linking Asia to Norlh America;
the closure of the Torres Strait, linking Australia to Papua New Guinea; and the
South- East Asian islands fbnning one landmass. And of importance in this study
is that the main islands of New Zealand were connected and formed one
landmass.
- SST and sea-ice:
Just as in the pre-industrial simulation, SSTs and the sea-ice fields were
computed by HadCM3, although this time when it was running under LGM
conditions. That particular experiment was initialized from present day
conditions since there is no global data set of glacial initial conditions available.
Several steps were used to accelerate the cooling of the ocean to bring it towards
LGM temperaturesl, and the coupled model ran fbr 500 modelling years. After
' Values t'trr the SSTs during the LCM are consfrained by proxy data.
90w
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that length of modelling time, it had reached a quasi-stable state (details of this
experiment and the techniques to accelerate the cooling of the ocean are
described in Hewitt, 2000).
Hewitt (2000) discusses how sea-ice in the Northem Hemisphere during the
LGM shows a dramatic expansion during the winter months, with the Norwegian
Sea, the North Atlantic south of lceland to 60oN. the Labrador Sea south to the
coast of Newfoundland, the Bering Sea, the Sea of Okhotsk and the Sea of Japan
being covered in ice. Most of the glacial sea-ice along the coast of the
Fennoscandian Ice Sheet, the interior of the Labrador Sea, and in the Northern
Hemisphere Pacific melts during the summer (Fig. 7-3).
Sea-ice in the Southem Hemisphere also shows a dramatic expansion during
the winter months, but not as large as indicated by CLIMAP. HadCM3's LGM
sea-ice expanded equatorward up to 55o5/60"5, where as CLIMAP's sea-ice
expanded to 50"S (mainly in the Eastem Hemisphere). Areas of major sea-ice
expansion during the winter months in HadCM3's simulation are the West
Antarctic ice sheet centred on the Ross Sea and the Weddell Sea, and a
protrusion of the East Antarctic ice sheet at about 90o8. These three main areas
of wintertime sea-ice expansion show a wave number 3 pattem around
Antarctioa, with the crests corresponding roughly with the central longitudes of
each of the ocean basins. The sea-ice extension is just as large during summer,
but the thickness reduces markedly. This would indicate that sea-ice was mainly
in the form of icebergs. That icebergs have drifted more equatorward during the
LGM has been documented for instance in the New Zealand region (Carter et al,,
2002).
The SSTs are in general cooler during the LGM (Fig. 7-q than during the
pre-industrial. A detailed description of these SSTs is given by Hewitt (2000). A
most remarkable feature in these SSTs is that there were warrner SSTs in a part
of the North Atlantic (Hewitt,2000: Hewitt et a1.,2001: Hewitt et a1.,2002\,
which is at odds with the general theory that cooling in the North Atlantic is
linked to the initiation of the ice age (see chapter 3). However, apart from the
Atlantic, the global distribution of SSTs is very similar to the pre-industrial
distribution of SSTs, indicating that the surface circulation patterns were very
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Fig. 7-3. Sea-ice during the LGM. Figwe A, C, E are polar projections of the Southern
Hemisphere, B, D, F for the Northern Hemisphere. A and B are DJF, C and D are JJA, and
E and F are the differences in the seasons for each hemisphere. The fields are the seasonal
averages. Note that E is JJA-DJF and F is DJF-JJA and that the colourbars are different.
Both units refer to the extent of sea-ice cover within the grid box: 0 is no sea-ice, I is fully
covered by sea-ice.
similar. The main spatial differences in SSTs are related to the occurence of the
ice sheets during the LGM. A more detailed discussion on SSTs is presented in
section 7.2.1.
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Fig. 7-4. Seasonal averaged SSTs (in K) for DJF and JJA during the LGM. Areas marked
in grey are cor,ered fbr 50% or ulore by sea-ice.
- Vegetation and soil:
The different vegetation distribution during the LGM most likely aftbcted the
climate regionally (e.g. Crowley and Baum, 1997). Although quite a lot is known
about the vegetation during the LGM, there is no global vegetation dataset
available for the LGM that can easily be implemented in the UM. For that
reason, UM simulations of the LGM have often used the vegetation distribution
of the present day, and have been given either latirude-dependent default values,
or have used a simple interpolation technique to attribute vegetation values to
new landpoints. The vegetation in this LGM simulation was set up in a sirnilar
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way. New landpoints polewards of 55o were set to land ice and new landpoints
between latitudes 55" and 25" were set to "temperate rough grazing". Since new
landpoints in the tropics are mainly found in South-East Asia, those new
landpoints that are north of the equator were set to tropical rainfbrest, and those
south of the equator were set to tropical savannah (Hope et al.. 2004)t . The soil
properties were set according the same criteria. Overriding these criteria is the
position of the ice sheets. All landpoints that were covered by the ice sheets were
set to the appropriate value indicating that they were covered in ice. This resulted
in unrealistic situations in some places with lush vegetation bordering a
kilometre high ice sheet.
- Snotv:
Nothing is known about the snow distribution during the LGM. As a default, the
snow amount was set at 50m over the permanent ice sheets in the initial
conditions in HadCM3. The surface albedo and the height of the ice sheets are
fixed, but the snow depth varies in time. Hewitt (2000) discussed the effect of the
snow cover on the ice sheet mass balance. Since there is no better snow data
available for the LGM simulation in this study, the snow amount, as calculated in
the HadCM3 LGM simulation, was set in the initial conditions.
- Chemistrv:
The concentration of atmospheric COz was reduced to 200ppm, and
concentrations of CH+ and N2O were kept at the same levels as in the pre-
industrial simulation. As in the pre-industrial simulation, the sulphur cycle was
excluded. Since there is no data on the ozone distribution and concentration of
ozone during the LGM, it was assumed that they were the same as during the
pre-industrial. It is understood that the higher levels of aerosols and dust particles
during the LGM could have had a measurable affect on the climate of the LGM
(e.g. Harvey, 1988), but no attempt has been made to incorporate the glacial
I This paper describes the vegetation distribution of the whole Austral-Asian region during the LGM. Bu! since
the model's global vegetation distribution was not altered tbr the LGM sitnulation, only the paper'.s
suggestions ofthe vegetation cover over the new landpoints were put in the model.
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aerosol distribution. There is simply not sufficient data available on the amount
and characteristics of the aerosols during the LGM to correctly implement them
in the model.
7.2. Results
The model's reconstruction of the climate during the LGM is discussed by
analysing several atmospheric and oceanic fields. The simulated climate of the
LGM is often compared with the pre-industrial climate (chapter 5). Apart from
non-linear responsesr systematic biases in the model can be filtered out by
comparing the LGM output with the pre-industrial output. The LGM simulation
is in general not investigated by comparing the climatic findings with geological
proxy data. Although, if the simulated climate supports the reconstructions of the
LGM based on geological proxy data, it would raise our confidence in our
findings.
7.2.1. Sea Surface Temperature and Sea lce
Fig. 7-5 shows the difference in sea-ice cover between the LGM and the pre-
industrial simulation. For the Northern Hemisphere winter. the main increase in
sea-ice takes place in the Norwegian Sea, along the Fennoscandian ice sheet, and
the sea of Okhotsk. There are no large differences in sea-ice extent between the
pre-industrial simulation and the LGM during the boreal surrmer months. Sea-
ice in the Southern Hemisphere shows a similar trend. During the austral winter,
the sea-ice in the LGM expands much more equatorward then during the pre-
industrial, especially along the West Antarctic ice sheet. Although the sea-ice
extent in the LGM is much more equatorward than during the pre-industrial in
summer as well, the difference in the amount of sea-ice is less than during the
winter. Since these areas correspond to a low amount of sea-ice in the pre-
industrial as well, it indicates that icebergs were more common during summer
months in the LGM.
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Fig. 7-5. The difference in sea-ice extent between the LGM and the pre-industrial, LGM.."-;".-
pre-industrial.o".1"" for the Northern (top) and Southern Hemisphere (bottom) for .lJA (left) and
DJF (right). Units refer to the extent of sea-ice cover within the grid box: 0 is ns ss6-iss, + I is
fully covered by sea-ice.
Analysis of the SSTs was done by Hewitt (2000), Hewitt et al. (2001), and
Hewitt et al. (2002). Only a short summary of their findings is given here.
Fig.7-6 shows the difference in SST between the pre-industrial and the LGM
simulation. As mentioned before, the most striking change in the LGM SSTs, as
computed by HadCM3, takes place in the North Atlantic. The meridional
overturning cell in the North Atlantic weakens at high latitudes and shifts
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Fig. 7-6. The diff'erence betu'een the LGM and pre-industrial SSTs (in "C). LGMssr - pre-
industrials5l. Areas marked in grey are covered tbr 50% or nrore in sea-ice in the LGM dataset,
southwards. This is largely the result of the expansion of the Arctic sea-ice
(Hewitt,2000).
The effect of the expansion of the sea-ice is that the Gulfstream is pushed
southwards, and is replaced by the cold Labrador Cunent. The more southerly
flow of the Gulfstream in the reconstruction of the LGM results in warmer SSTs
in the midlatitudes of the Atlarrtic and the northerly intrusion of the Labrador
Current gives the strong cooling north of these latitudes (Hewitt et al., 2002). At
the same time, HadCM3 produces an increase in the strength of the maximum
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overturning, resulting in a more vigorous NATC. The stronger NATC transports
more heat northwards along the coast of Western Europe, resulting in the
'warmingo in the Labrador Sea. As discussed in chapter 3, a change in the NATC
is one of the leading contenders to initiate and/or support a glacial climate.
Several possible scenarios for a change in the NATC were discussed and a
southwards shift and a reduced NATC were likely options. HadCM3's
reconstruction of the LGM seems to agree with a southward movement of the
NATC, but disagrees with a weakening of the overturning circulation. However,
Kitoh et al. (2001) also found a stronger meridional overturning in the North
Atlantic during the LGM in their coupled model.
Hewitt et al. (2002) described some of their findings as model-dependent,
since they showed up the simulation with in a coupled model, but not in their
simulation with a slab model for the ocean. The coupled model transported heat
by the oceans, which a slab model could not. The different ways heat was
transported in the models resulted in different responses to the strong
atmospheric cooling. The effect of heat transport by the oceans was also an issue
when looking at the overall cooling of the Northern and Southern Hemisphere.
Hewitt et al. (2002) described that the coupled model transported more heat
northwards than a slab model, effectively reducing the cooling of the Northern
Hemisphere. Consequently, since more heat was transported northwards, the
Southern Hemisphere cooled more in the coupled model.
HadCM3's LGM reconstruction showed an amount of cooling of up to 4oC in
the Eastern Pacific equatorial waters compared to the pre-industrial simulation.
This was described by Hewitt et al. (2002) as the result of the shoaling of the
thermocline between llOoW and 130'W and intensified upwelling in the Eastern
Pacific which in turn was the result of a stronger easterly component of the trade
winds. The Western Pacific showed a cooling of up to 2"C. The amount of
cooling of the Pacific SSTs in the simulation was therefore larger than described
by CLIMAP (1976; l98l) but not as large as some other studies have indicated
(e.g. Bush and Philander, 1998). Crowley (2000) argued that the amount of
cooling in the tropical Pacific SSTs was probably somewhere in between.
Furthermore, CLIMAP suggested that the temperature gradient between the
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NCEP II 5.09
HadAM3Hp,..-industrial ll 5.74
HadAM3Hsa;*' ll 4.59
Table 7-2. Southern Oscillation lndex computed from seasonally averaged, non-
normalised. mean sea level pressure difference between Tahiti and Darwin. For
comparison, the SOI fbr NCEP and HadAM3Hnre.industrial from Table 5-l are
presented again.
Western and Eastem Pacific was reduced, resulting in a reduction of the trade
winds. However, HadCM3's simulation showed an increase in the gradient, very
similar as was found by Weaver et al. (1998) and Liu et al. (2000). An increase
in the zonal temperature gradient across the tropical Pacific would result in
stronger trade winds, which would in turn lead to a stronger Hadley circulation.
The ocean in HadCM3 showed an increase in the thermocline slope (Hewitt,
2000), which is unlike CLIMAP which indicated a decrease in the slope of the
thermocline. A steepening of the thermocline during the LGM was also found in
other studies (e.g. Bush and Philander, 1998: Andreasen et al., 2001).
The increase of the temperature gradient across the tropical Pacific could
suggest that the climate characteristics of the LGM were more similar to those of
the present day in a La Nifra phase. However the SOI shows quite the opposite
with the climate of the LGM showing a strong El Nifro phase during MAM and
JJA, and fairly neutral ENSO conditions during SON and DJF (Table 7-2). Yin
and Battisti (2001) found that in understanding past climates, it is more important
to correctly model the tropical SST patterns than the absolute temperature
difference between the past and present climate. Fig. 7-7 shows the standard
deviation in the mean annual SSTs during the LGM. When comparing this tigure
to the standard deviation plots of the mean annual SSTs in the NCEP climatology
and in the pre-industrial simulation (Fig. 5-3), it is clear that the rnodelled LGM
shows stronger interannual variability than those periods. An enhanced ENSO
signal was also found in a LGM modelling study done by An et al. (2004).
One can pose the question whether climates with a stronger temperature
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Fig.7-7. Standard deviation of the mean annual SSTs (in "C) in the LGM. The additional
landmasses of the LGM and the ocean areas that at anv time are covered in sea-ice are coloured
white.
gradient across the tropical Pacific, but with the mean climatology similar to the
present day, experience stronger ENSOs in general. A larger zonal temperature
gradient across the Pacific requires a stronger driving force. A weakening of this
force can result in a relaxation of the temperature gradient that is larger than in a
temperature gradient under ENSO neutral condition in the present day. This
would give rise to a stronger ENSO. Before drawing any conclusions on such a
possibility in this simulation, it should be investigated whether the enhanced
variability in the Pacific SSTs is inherent to the model when run under for LGM
conditions. This thought has not been followed up in this thesis, but rnaybe this
hypothesis could partly explain some geological proxy data indicating a La Nifra-
style climate, where as other proxy data indicate an El Nifro-style climate during
the LGM. Since the variability in Pacific SSTs is introduced into HadAM3H
through the use of HadCM3's SSTs, it is important to keep in mind the model's
dependency on these boundary conditions when comparing the LGM and pre-
industrial experiments. Note that similar to the pre-industrial simulation, the
largest variability of the tropical SSTs during the LGM can be found at 100'W-
l40nw, where as the present day climate (NCEP climatology) has its largest
variability in the Eastem Pacific (see Fig. 5-3). Section7.2.8 will analyse in more
detail the consequences of the difference in SST variance in the tropical Pacific
between the pre-industrial and LGM data.
l9l
Also outside the scope of this thesis but worthwhile to investigate, are the
tropical SST patterns during the LGM as modelled by various GCMs. Clement et
al. (2001) suggested that colder climates, and then in particular the cooler period
of the Younger Dryas, could partially have been initiated by a persistent La Nifia-
like SST change. However, if the differential cooling between the Western and
Eastern Pacific during the LGM as modelled by HadCM3 is reconstructed by
other models as well, it would seem that a possible La Nifra-style climate during
the LGM follows from the LGM conditions and that a La Nifra-like SST
distribution was not the trigger of the LGM.
The large amount of cooling in the North Pacific is not investigated in this
study. Hewitt (2000) noted that most of the Northern Pacific is devoid of glacial
climate data, and presents only a few comparisons with geological data. The
interannual variability in the Northern Pacific could be the result of a
combination of the melting of sea-ice together with a variation in the position of
the storm track, and therefore the position of preferred maximum cyclonicity.
Although no high frequency data was available, section 7.2.4 will raise the latter
again in the context of interannual variability.
There are no particular drarnatic features in the modelled SSTs in the
Southern Hemisphere during the LGM. The amount of cooling is consistent with
the findings of PMIP using computed SSTs (e.g. Dong and Valdes, 1998: World
Climate Research Programme-111,2000) and are therefbre quite a lot warmer
than the SSTs as proposed by CLIMAP, especially during the austral winter
months. Cornpared to the pre-industrial simulation. the largest amount of cooling
takes place around the edge of the equatorward extended area of sea-ice, as one
would expect. Of interest in this study is the maximum in cooling to the east of
New Zealand, and the occunence of high variability in the Tasman Sea and over
the Chatham Rise. The subtropical Pacific gyre changed as the result of the
strengthened westerly flow, the closure of the Bering Strait and the near closure
of the Indonesian throughflow. The change in the subtropical gyre affected the
East Australian Current and the Tasman Current. Chapter 8 will discuss in more
detail the possible implications of this change to the climate of New Zealand
during the LGM.
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Fig. 7-8. The diff'erence in surface temperanrre (in "C) between the LGM and the pre-
industrial simulation for DJF and JJA.
7.2.2. Temperature
The differences between the LGM and pre-industrial surface temperature fbr
DJF and JJA are presented in Fig. 7-8. The LGM climate is colder than the pre-
industrial climate nearly everywhere. The coastal areas that indicate warming are
the result of those points being classified differently for the LGM and pre-
industrial simulation. Those grid points were ocean points in the pre-industrial
sirnulation and land points during the LGM and so effectively surface
temperature is compared against SST. The largest cooling takes place at the high
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Northem Hemisphere
-1.7-6.5
-2.6-4.6
-2.9-3.6
-2.0-6.4
-2.3-5.2
Southern Hemisphere
Table 7-3. The difference in average seasonal surface temperature (in "C) between
the LGM and the ore-industrial simulation.
latitudes, especially in the Northern Hemisphere, where the large continental ice
sheets have a major impact on surface temperature. The equatorward expansion
of sea-ice around Antarctica is notieeable by the area of considerable cooling all
around Antarctica.
Table 7-3 gives an overview of the cooler surface temperatures for the whole
world and the Northern and Southern Hemisphere by season. This table indicates
that the largest cooling takes place in the Northern Hemisphere and that there is
an increase in seasonality in temperature during the LGM. The Southern
Hemisphere on the other hand shows a much smaller seasonal variability in the
amount of cooling, indicating less dramatic changes in its seasonal cycle. The
annual mean global temperature during the LGM was 3.8oC lower than during
the pre-industrial. This amount of cooling compares favourably with the value of
-3.6"C found by Hewitt (2000) in his comparison of the HadCM3 LGM and pre-
industrial simulation and is the same found by Hewitt et al. (2001) and Hewitt et
al. (2002) in their HadCM3 LGM simulation. No sensitivity studies were done to
establish the cause for the difference with the former study, but likely candidates
could probably be found in the updated radiation and cloud schemes as well as in
the increased resolution.
The seasonal vertically averaged atmosphere during the LGM was about
2.1'C 
- 
2.5"C cooler than the pre-industrial atmosphere. However, as the result of
the general cooler temperatures of the LGM, the tropopause was lower than
during the pre-industrial time. The warming that can be seen at high altitudes in
Fig. 7 -9 is partially the result of comparing the low temperatures at the top of the
troposphere of the pre-industrial simulation with the higher temperatures at the
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Fig. 7-9. Vertical cross sections of the mean zonal temperarure difference (in 'C) between the
LGM and the pre-industrial simulation.
bottom of the stratosphere of the LGM simulation. When comparing the LGM
atmosphere with the pre-industrial atmosphere up to 300hPa, the seasonal
amount of cooling was between 3.4oC-4.0oC (Table 7-4). Rind et al. (2001)
found that the lower stratosphere was warner during the LGM than in today's
climate which they fbund was mainly the result of the lower concenffation of
COz in the stratosphere during the LGM. The lower concentration of COz
explains the higher temperatures at high altitudes in Fig. 7-9.
Areas that experience a maximum cooling in the surface temperature also
experience strong cooling in the vertical with the large continental Northern
Hemisphere ice sheets in particular having a large impact on the amount of
cooling. The substantial increase in the meridional temperature gradient in the
Northern Hemisphere during the LGM had major consequences for its mean
zonal circulation. An increase in meridional temperature gradient is associated
with an increase in the strength of the mean westerly flow. The cooling at high
latitudes in the Southern Hemisphere is mainly restricted to Antarctica. The
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Full atmosphere Atmosphere up to 300hPa
DJF -2.3 -3.5
MAM -2.1 -3.s
JJA -2.1 ll -3.4
SON -2.5 -4.0
Annual -2.3 -3.6
Table 7-4. The difference in the vertically averaged temperature (in "C) between
the LGM and pre-industrial for the full atmosphere and for the atmosphere up to
300hPa.
meridional temperature gradient in the Southem Hemisphere also increases, but
the increase is of a much smaller magnitude than in the Northem Hemisphere.
Of interest are the "corridors" of minimum cooling that can be seen in Fig.
7-9. These areas show up clearly particularly during MAM in the Northern
Hemisphere and during SON in the Southern Hemisphere. These "corridors'o
correspond with areas of maximum meridional heat flux, where heat is
transported upward and poleward by the planetary waves. lt would seem that it is
this transport of heat along these "corridors" that slightly offsets the general
cooling of the atmosphere in those regions. A different perspective on how the
vertical temperature differs during the LGM from the pre-industrial simulation is
presented in Fig. 7-10. This figure shows the vertical temperature gradient, or
lapse rate, for different zonal bands for the pre-industrial period and the LGM for
the seasons of DJF and JJA. The data for these graphs are seasonally averaged
temperatures for each zonal band and for each layer in the vertical. Similar as in
figure Fig.7-9, the tropospheric temperatures are lower during the LGM and the
largest difTerences with the pre-industrial simulation are found nearer to the
surface and further away from the tropics.
The Northern Hemisphere polar region (90-75N in Fig. 7-10) shows the
inversion layer at the surface during its winter months, indicating a stable climate
at the surface. The effect of the thick continental ice sheets on the Northern
Hemisphere higher latirudes (75-60N) during the LGM is to extend the height of
this inversion layer, and reduce the vertical temperature gradient directly above
it. There is a decrease in the lapse rate with height at the tropopause at the higher
t96
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Fig. 7-10. Lapse rate for 9 different zonal bands for the pre-industrial and LGM simulation
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', 
. r r r . The horizontal scales vary and are chosen so that the differences between the
two simulations and the seasonal variation in that particular zonal band are easy to analyse.
latitudes during DJF and there is a reversal of the vertical temperature gradient
during JJA resulting in a warming of the lower stratosphere. The height of the
tropopause migrates upward when moving from pole to equator (roughly 300hPa
at the pole, 250hPa at 75-60N, 200hPa at 60-45N and l00Ma at 45-30N). As
indicated earlier (Fig. 7-9), the tropopause is slightly lower during the LGM than
during the pre-industrial period, especially during JJA. This can be seen in Fig.
7-10 as the points where the LGM's lapse rate crosses the pre-industrial lapse
rate.
The LGM and pre-industrial vertical temperature profile for the Southem
Hemisphere show the same trends as in the Northern Hemisphere, albeit that the
diflerences between the two simulations is less pronounced and there is the
obvious reversal of the seasonal trends. The larger cooling during JJA and
stronger seasonality in temperature at high altitudes at the Southem
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Hemisphere's high latitudes are the result of its weaker planetary waves. The
planetary waves in the Southern Hemisphere transport less heat upwards and
polewards than their counterparts in the Northem Hemisphere. This efFectively
makes it hard to determine whether the lapse rate had changed at the tropopause
at the high latitudes during JJA. On the other hand, the lowering of the
tropopause during the LGM, especially during DJF, is easier to recognise, since
the vertical temperature profile of the LGM clearly crosses the vertical
temperature profile of the pre-industrial simulation. From Fig.7-9 it was already
clear that the lowering of the tropopause was more obvious in the high latitudes
of the Southern Hemisphere.
Of note is what happens at the Southern Hemisphere polar latitudes (i.e.
Antarctica). The lapse rate shown is an average over a zonal band, and it does not
distinguish between areas of different elevations. At certain altitudes, the lapse
rate could very well show an inversion similar to the Northern Hemisphere polar
region. However, this was not investigated in this study. The lapse rate is
isothermal at about 700hPa during JJA in the pre-industrial simulation and this
altitude corresponds with the mean height of the Antarctic continent. The lapse
rate below 700hPa is therefore of no interest. When comparing the pre-industrial
lapse rate with the LGM lapse rate during JJA in this region, it is clear that due to
the colder surface temperatures during the LGM, the isothermal part of the lapse
rate (and maybe even an inversion) has shifted upward (at 500-600hPa). This
increase in height of a relatively warmer layer will affect the circulation at those
heights differently during the LGM than during the pre-industrial.
7.2.3. Precipitation
Due to the colder climate, the saturation water vapour pressure is lower and
one would expect the global precipitation to be reduced during the LGM (Table
7-5). A reduction in precipitation occurs over both land and ocean, but there is no
change in seasonality. The largest reduction in precipitation takes place in the
tropics and in the Northern Hemisphere, and is fairly similar for each season.
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DJF 3.0 | 2.78 1.8 I 1.63 3.49 t.) | 5.07 4.6E 2.65 2.1 l 3.38 3.44
I!tANl 3.06 2.E0 1.88 1.70 3.52 3.36 5.08 4.64 2.63 2.34 3.48 3.25
JJA J.1J 2.84 2.05 t.73 3.5 6 3.4? 4.96 4.50 3.55 3.17 2,7 | 2.52
SON 1.03 2.76 L82 t.62 1.5 I 3.34 5.08 4.78 3.53 2.93 2.54 2.59
ANNUAL 3.06 2.80 t.89 t.67 3.52 3.37 5.05 .{.65 3.09 z-oq J.UJ 2.95
Table 7-5. Precipitation in mm/day for the pre-industrial and LGM simulation. The
precipitation during the LGM is less for each season and for all areas, except for the
Southern Hemisphere (SH) during DJF and SON.
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Fig.7-ll. Difl'erence in seasonal precipitation between the LGM and the pre-industrial
simulation (LCM 
- 
pre-industrial) in mn/day.
One intriguing point is that the precipitation in the Southem Hemisphere during
SON and DJF has increased slightly.
Fig. 7-ll shows the difference between the LGM and pre-industrial
precipitation for each season. The most obvious changes take place in the tropics.
There is a major reduction in precipitation over South East Asia during each
season. There is less precipitation along the ITCZ, but there is an increase in
precipitation just north of the ITCZ, particularly during JJA and SON. This
t99
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would imply that there is not so much a reduction of precipitation along the
equatorial Pacific during the LGM, but more a northward shift of the ITCZ. The
question arises whether such a pattem is linked to the different distribution of the
Western Pacific SSTs in the LGM simulation. That was not investigated in this
study. All seasons seem to show an eastward shift of the SPCZ. The eastward
shift of the SPCZ during the LGM is consistent with other indicators that the
simulated climate of the LGM had a strong presence of El Nifro (see Fig. 7-7 and
Table 7-2). However, a northward shift of the ITCZ is not consistent with an El
Nifro phase, and this change might be more related to the initial LGM conditions.
This point was not examined any further in this study.
The decrease in precipitation over the Northern Hemisphere takes place
mainly over land, and in particular over those areas that are covered by the ice
sheets. The Southern Hemisphere experiences mainly a reduction in precipitation
south of 50oS over the oceans and the Antarctic continent, but shows a slight
increase in precipitation in the subtropics and low midlatitudes. Unlike as in the
Northern Hemisphere, there are strong seasonal variations, especially of the east
coast of both the African and South American continent.
7.2.4. Mean Sea Level Pressure
The mean sea level pressure for DJF and JJA during the LGM are presented
in Fig. 7- l2 (top two plots). When comparing mean sea level pressure between
two datasets at different mean sea level heights, it is essential to extrapolate their
data onto the same height in order to obtain their absolute differences correctly.
In this case, there are three different aspects in tinding the common height for the
pre-industrial and LGM simulation. During the LGM, the sea level was l20m
lower than in the pre-industrial sirnulation, there was more land, and the
orography was substantially higher over several regions as the result of the
existence of the continental icesheets. There are mathematical techniques that
can adjust correctly the LGM mean sea level pressure to the orographic height in
the pre-industrial simulation (e.9. a technique that converts pressure levels to
sigma levels is presented in Walsh et al., 2000). However, since the uncertainties
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Fig. 1-12. Mean sea level pressure in hPa for the LGM (top) and the difference with the pre-
industrial rnean sea level pressure (MSLPIE;rI-MSLPpr"-,n,lu,n o1. bottom) tbr DJF (left) and JJA
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in the height of the continental icesheets in particular, but also in the height of the
sea level during the LGM, could outweigh the differences in the vertically-
adjusted mean sea level pressures, it was decided that an absolute comparison of
mean sea level pressures between the two simulations was not relevant.
However, dift'erences in the spatial patterns of mean sea level pressure (bottom
two plots in Fig. 7-12) are less affected by the differences in orography and can
indicate differences in wind regimes.
During DJF, the mean sea level pressure difference between the Azores high
and the low over the North Atlantic has increased. The net effect of this change
would have been an enhancement of the westerly flow over the North Atlantic, In
the Pacific, the Aleutian low was relatively deeper, which resulted in a
strengthening of the south-westerlies in the region. These features of the mean
sea level pressure in the Northern Hemisphere during the LGM were also
determined by Dong and Valdes (1998) in their simulation with computed SSTs.
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For the Southern Hemisphere, there is a tendency to an increase in the zonal
mean sea level pressure difference between continents and oceans. This is
primarily the result of the continents cooling off more than the surrounding
oceans The increase in the zonal mean sea level pressure difference between
Australia and the Western Pacific is relevant to the climate of New Zealand. The
direct consequence of the steeper zonal gradient in mean sea level pressure is that
the New Zealand region during the LGM was under the influence of a more
dominant south-westerly wind regime, particularly during JJA. This point will
retum in the chapter to come.
Although the orography of Antarctica in the LGM simulation is the same as
in the pre-industrial simulation, there is an apparent differential increase in mean
sea level pressure over the continent between the Western and Eastem
Hemisphere. This can not simply be explained by the difference in mean sea
level heights between the two simulations, and could possibly indicate different
changes in wind regimes around the continent. The seasonal variability of mean
sea level pressure around Antarctica is only weakly/moderately correlated with
the seasonal and spatial increase of sea-ice extent (0.29,0.39,0.25 and 0.17 for
DJF, MAM, JJA and SON).
Kageyama et al. (1999) investigated the Northern Hemisphere storm tracks
during the LGM by looking at the standard deviation of the high frequency
(daily) variability of mean sea level pressure. Daily data was not saved in the
pre-industrial and LGM simulations. so no comparisons of their stormtracks
could be made in this sfudy. The shortest period saved was monthly data, which
was the average of 6-hourly data. Interannual variability is discussed in section
7.2.8 and only some differences in winter interannual pattems in mean sea level
pressure are presented here.
The standard deviation of the mean sea level pressure for the Northern
Hemisphere and Southern Hernisphere winter seasons, as well as their difference
with the pre-industrial simulation, are given in Fig. 7-13. Most dramatic changes
occur in the Northern Hemisphere. The largest winter (DJF) interannual
variability in the Northern Pacific has shifted westward and northwards. There is
a strong northward shift of the position of the maximum in winter interannual
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Fig. 7-13. Interannual variabilityof mean sea level pressure for the Northern (left) and Southern
Hemisphere (right) during their winter season for the pre-industrial (top) and LGM simulation
(middle) and the differences (bottom) in their patterns (in hPa). Note the different scales.
variability in the North Atlantic. Although the amount of variability in the North
Pacific remained the same. there is a remarkable increase in the amount of
variability in the North Atlantic. This is consistent with the stronger variability in
SSTs in this region (refer to Fig. 7-7). lt was determined in section 7.2.1 that
HadCM3 had computed a strong ENSO signal in the tropical Pacific SSTs. The
associated variabilitv would be the dominant variabilitv on the interannual time
scale.
The Southern Hemisphere experiences less winter (JJA) interannual
variability in mean sea level pressure than the Northern Hemisphere. The
position of the maximum in winter interannual variability in the Southern
Hemisphere is found in the Eastern Pacific, roughly between 55"S-70"S and
90'W-180"W, from the Ross Sea to the Bellingshausen Sea. The amplitude and
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Fig. 7-14. Zonal mean of the differences in geopot€ntial height (in hPa) between the LGM and
pre-industrial simulation for the four seasons.
position of the maximum does not differ much between the pre-induskial and
LGM simulation. The largest differenoes are found in the midlatitudes. In the
zonal mean there is a slight reduction in the winter interannual variability, but the
New Zealand region shows an increase during surlmer and winter, and a
reduction during the transitional seasons. Interannual variability in the Southern
Hemisphere is further discussed in section 7,2.8.
7.2.5. Geopotential lleight
The meridional cross sections of the differences in geopotential height
between the LGM and pre-industrial simulation are presented for each season in
Fig. 7-14. The troposphere is more compact due to the cooler teinperatures of the
atmosphere in general (Fig. 7-9), and the surface pressure is higher during the
LGMr. The largest lowering of the geopotential height takes place over the high
latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere, where there is a maxirnum in the amount
of cooling as the result of the extended continental ice sheets. The difference in
' It is importa4t to undershn4 ttrar due to the lowering crf the sea level by 120m. the surface pressurc over s€a
during the LOM is automatically higher by the equivalent of l20m of air, that is, atr,out l4hPa if all
dynamical e'flbcts are ignorsd.
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geopotential height between the LGM and the pre-industrial is tilted downwards
from the Southern to the Northern Hemisphere as a result of the differential
cooling between the Northern and Southern hemisphere. This is in particular the
case during DJF and SON. The resulting effect is that the mean zonal westerly
flow at high altitudes in the Northern Hemisphere has strengthened more than in
the Southem Hemisphere.
The geopotential height at l00hPa and above is higher at 50"S-70"S during
most seasons in the LGM than in the pre-industrial simulation. This is consistent
with the fact that this area experiences an increase in temperature during the
LGM (Fig. 7-9). As indicated earlier, this could be caused both by the lower
amount of atmospheric COz in the LCM stratosphere as well as a possible deeper
penetration of the planetary waves in the stratosphere. The surface maximum in
geopotential height difference over Antarctica will result in a decrease in
westerly winds at high southern latitudes.
The differences in the 500hPa height field between the LGM and the pre-
industrial are quite different for the Northern and Southern Hernisphere (Fig.
7-15). The Northern Hemisphere shows a lowering of the 500hPa height over the
pole during the LGM, which is the direct consequence of the much colder surface
conditions at the pole. This feature is apparent the whole year round and can be
over l50m deep, but its position and depth does vary with the seasons. A lower
500hPa height over the pole increases the meridional gradient, induces cyclonic
movement, and therefore strengthens the westerly flow. The zonal winds in the
mid and high latitudes during the LGM were therefore stronger than during the
pre-industrial. Only over the North Atlantic at 30oN-40oN is there a distinctive
positive difflerence between the LGM and pre-industrial 500hPa height field,
which is related to the increased mean sea level pressure in the Atlantic (see Fig.
7-12). The impact of this "high" is to displace the Atlantic storm track
northwards.
The characteristics of the geopotential height in the Southem Hemisphere are
quite the opposite from the Northern Hemisphere's. There is a positive difference
in the 500hPa height between the LGM and the pre-industrial over Antarctica
during all seasons. However, its position and maximum varies through the
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Fig. 7-15. Difference in 500hPa geopotential height (in m) between the LGM and pre-
industrial simulation for the Northem (top) and Southern (bottom) Hemispheres for DJF (left)
and JJA (right). Note the different scales.
seasons. The stronger anticyclonic circulation over Antarctica would result in
weaker westerly winds at high latitudes. The 500hPa geopotential height during
the LGM is lower over the New Zealand region except during DJF. The position
and strength of the associated anticyclonic circulation varies through the seasons.
The implied enhanced easterlies from the lower 500hPa height would result in a
decrease of the strength of the westerlies in the New Zealand region. Chapter 8
will discuss in detail the surface wind regimes in New Zealand.
The 500hPa geopotential height is also analysed for changes in the planetary
DJF
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Fig. 7-16. The average power spectra of the mean 500hPa geopotential height for the pre-
industrial (red) and LGM (blue) simulations for the Northern (left) and Southern (right)
Hemisphere winter seasons for4 different zonal bands. In total 2l seasons were used for each
spectrum. Note the different vertical scales for the NH and SH.
waves. The average 500hPa geopotential height is determined for the Northern
and Southern Hemisphere for four different zonal bands, 40"-45o, 45n-50", 50"-
55" and 55"-60". The mean value is subtracted from their zonal average, and the
power spectrum is determined for the season of winter of each year. The average
power spectra are presented in Fig. 7-16 where the amplitude of the power
spectrum is plotted against the dominant wave numbers of the mean zonal
circulation. The pre-industrial data is presented in red, the LGM in blue. The
column on the left is DJF for the Northern Hernisphere, and the column on the
right is JJA for the Southern Hemisphere. Each zonal band is indicated in the top
right hand comer.
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The power spectra of the planetary waves in the Northern Hemisphere are
analysed first. The 40"N-45'N spectrum shows the dominance of wave number I
in the mean zonal circulation in both the pre-industrial and LGM simulation.
There is really no difference between the two patterns. However, there are some
considerable differences between the two simulations when moving poleward.
The LGM shows a shift in the dominant wave number from wave number I to
wave numbers 2 and 3. Analysis of the spatial patterns of the differences in the
mean 500hPa geopotential height shows that the largest changes occur at 30"W-
100"W and 120'W-160"W. The mean zonal circulation follows a more northern
direction at those longitudes as the result of the enhanced temperature and
pressure gradient along the eastern site of the Eurasia and American continent
(see Fig.7-8 and Fig.7-12). This "deflection" in the mean wave number I
circulation results in an enhancement of wave numbers 2 and 3. The reduction in
dominance of the wave number I pattern would also have affected the energy
balance of the Northern Hemisphere. The consequences of the change in the
Northern Hemisphere planetary waves and the resulting change in their poleward
energy transport will be discussed briefly in section 7.2.7.
The Southern Hemisphere shows a different response. The dominant wave
numbers for all zonal bands for both the pre-industrial and LGM simulation are
wave number I and 3. The power spectra for the two simulations are fairly
similar for each latitudinal band. This indicates that the mean zonal circulation of
the Southern Hemisphere of the LGM did not differ much from during the pre-
industrial period. Such a result was also found by Dong and Valdes (1998). The
differences in the zonal bands are small. Wave number I is dominant over wave
number 3 for 45oS-50'S and 55"5-60"5, where as the amplitude in the spectral
bands of wave number I and 3 are the same for 40'S-45.'S and 50"S-55"S. The
standard deviation of the amplitude of the dominant wave numbers is smaller
than in the Northern Hemisphere. This implies that the dominant wave numbers
are much more sharply defined than in the Northern Hemisphere, especially
during the LGM. Hence, their peaks are more prominent in their power spectra.
The amplitude of wave number 3 in the power spectrum during the other seasons
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range from I 5-20% for DJF and 25-50o/o for the transitional seasons compared to
its equivalent amplitude during JJA.
Of note is the prominent appearance of wave number 3 which is usually
weakly developed in the Southem Hemisphere. But as indicated in chapter 5,
HadAM3H overestimates the amplitude of the wave number 3 circulation. Fig.
7-16 shows that the amplitude of the power spectrum of the wave number 3
circulation in the Southern and Northem Hemisphere during their winter months
are comparable. There is an indication that the power spectrum has shifted
slightly towards the higher wave numbers, with the wave number 3 pattern being
slightly stronger during the LGM. It will be shown later that the very small
change in the planetary waves can still have a measurable impact on regional
climates. A stronger wave number 3 circulation in the Southern Hemisphere is in
generally associated with an equatorward expansion of the polar trough and a
weakening of the SAO (e.g. Meehl, l99l: Chen and Yen, 1997: Burnett and
McNicoll, 2000) and plays a positive role in the occurrence of blocking in the
Southern Hemisphere (e.9. Trenberth and Mo, 1985). A shift to shorter
wavelengths means a reduction in meridional heat transport (e.g. Cehelsky and
Tung, l99l: Welch and Tung, 1998a: Welch and Tung, 1998b: Solomon and
Stone, 2001a). This is further analysed in section 7 .2.7 .
7.2.6. Zonal winds
Compared to the pre-industrial simulation, the North Atlantic jetstream
during the LGM shifted northwards and increased slightly in strength (Fig. 7-17).
The Pacific jetstream on the other hand does not indicate a positional shift and
decreases slightly in strength during the LGM. These findings are similar to
Dong and Valdes (1998) in their simulation with computed SSTs. Other studies
found a southward shifted Pacific jet (e.g. Valdes and Hall, 1994: Kitoh et al.,
2001), which was the result of a southward shift of the maximum in the
meridional temperature gradient. However, the strongest increase in meridional
temperature gradient in this study is found along the boundaries of the
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Fig.7-17. The diflbrence in the strength of the mean seasonal 250hPa winds, LGM - pre-
industrial (mls) fbr the Northern (top) and Southern l{emisphere (bottorn) for DJF (left) and .lJA
(right).
continental ice sheets (compare Fig.7-l and Fig.7-8). This resulted in a strong
westerly flow tiom over the Eurasia continent into the North Pasific.
Kageyama et al. (1999) reported that an eastward extension fbr both Northern
Hemisphere jet streams during the LGM is a common feature for several models.
Just as with their discussion on the shift of the storm tracks, this was consistent
with the location of the maximum temperature gradients shifting from the land-
sea edge onto the ice-sea edge. The shift of the jet streams in this simulation is
2t0
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Fig, 7-18. Mendional cross sections of the differences in the average zonal wind (rnrs)
between the LGM and the pre-industrial simulation for the four seasons.
also consistent with the shift of the location of the maximum temperature
gradients. The more northward directed jet streams are a direct result of the
enhanced wave number 2 and 3 pattern in the planetary waves during the LGM
as discussed in section 7.2.5.
The meridional cross section of the difference in the mean zonal winds
between the LGM and the pre-industrial simulation shows clearly the weakening
and the poleward shift of the Northem Hemisphere jet streams (Fig. 7-18). The
maximum at about 30"N during SON is the result of an early onset of the Atlantic
jet stream over North America. The resulting equatorward shift of the onset of
the Atlantic jetstream shows up as a local maximum at 30oN in the meridional
cross section. The weaker extratropical winds in the lower stratosphere are
consistent with the findings of Rind et al. (2001). The westerly winds north of
45'N strenglhen throughout the whole troposphere, where as they hardly change
south of 45"N.
The 250hPa zonal winds are in general weaker in the Southem Hemisphere,
but there are considerable seasonal and spatial variations. The subtropical jet has
e
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moved slightly poleward at 80"8-170"E during DJF, thereby weakening over
Australia but strengthening towards 40'S. The westerly flow downstream of
Australia shows a sirnilar pattem. The subpolar jet is weaker and shifts slightly
poleward following the stronger gradients in temperature. These gradients had
increased as a result of the relatively higher temperatures of the lower
stratosphere. This shift of the subpolar jet was also noticed by Rind et al. (2001)
who found that this was the result of an increased wave forcing into the lower
stratosphere.
Fig. 7-18 shows that the zonal wind speed in the Southern Hemisphere during
the LGM was reduced throughout the entire troposphere roughly between 45oS-
65o5, and increased slightly at 35'S-45oS, particularly during MAM. This pattern
resembles an equatorward shift of the strongest winds. Such a shift is consistent
with the findings of CLIMAP (1976 l98l). However, the response during SON
is slightly different. Since the pre-industrial simulation showed an anomalous
trend in the SAO during SON, it would seem that this response is more indicative
of the anomalous westerly flow in the pre-industrial during this season than that
it implies an anomalous response to the LCM conditions. The weaker westerlies
are consistent with the difference in geopotential heights (Fig. 7-14).
Fig.7-19 presents thedifference in the strength of the l000hPa zonal winds
between the pre-industrial and LCM simulation during the four seasons. Data in
the tropical and Antarctic regions have been omitted in order to focus on the mid
and high latitudes. Apart from SON, it is clear that the westerly winds have
increased roughly between 30oS-50"S, and have decreased poleward of this band.
The strongest westerly winds have shifted poleward over the Australian region.
Such a shift was also suggested by Wyrwoll et al. (2000) and Hope and
Simmonds (2003). Although Fig. 7-19 shows there are local maxima in the zonal
wind over Australia, especially in southern Australia during DJF, the strength of
the total wind ([u2+v21n; was less during the LGM. This implies that the
meridional wind over Australia, south of roughly 25"S, was much weaker during
the LGM. The reduction of intrusive, moist southerlies in southern Australia
could explain why paleoclimatic evidence suggest a drier climate in this region
during the LGM (e.g. Colhoun et al., 1996: Hunt and Barrows, 1999).
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Fig. 7-19. The difference in l000hPa zonal windr (m/s) between the LGM and pre-industrial
simulation for the f,our seasons.
There is an increase in the zonal wind douarstrearn of South America the
whole year round. The southem part of South America is covered in glaciers
during the LGM, resulting in,an enhanced zonal tenrperatur€ gradient. There is
also a steeper tenrperature gradient betweerr Awnalia and the Sotrth-West Pacific
drning JJA, whish also results in shonger winds coming off the contine,nt. Of
particular interest is the weakening in the westerly winds over New Zealand
during JJA. During the present day, New Zealand's climate during JJA often
experiences "blocking highs*. This would suggest that blocking higlrs over New
Zealandwere also a feature of the LGM climate.
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The total meridional momentum flux has changed in both hemispheres, which
can be understood by analysing its two components. During the boreal winter
months, the contribution of the mean meridional circulation to the total
meridional momentum transport in the Northern Hemisphere has increased for
both the poleward directed transport in the midlatitudes (Fenel Cell) and the
equatorward directed transport in the higher latitudes (Polar Cell). The maximum
difference between the two simulations was at 300hPa and therefore below the
jetstreams. This might be an indication of the colder atmosphere during the LGM
being more compact. The eddy momentum fluxes in the Northern Hemisphere
show a different pattern, in that they seem to shift slightly equatorward. For the
Northern Hemisphere in general, the contribution of the mean meridional
circulation to the meridional momentum circulation has increased and the
contribution of the eddies has demeased during the LGM.
The Southern Hemisphere also experiences the largest changes in the
meridional momentum flux during its winter season. But unlike as in the
Northern Hemisphere, it are the eddy momentum fluxes that have changed the
most. The poleward eddy meridional momentum flux in the midlatitudes is much
weaker and the equatorward eddy meridional momentum flux in the higher
latitudes is much stronger during the LGM than in the pre-industrial. Fig. 7-21
shows the differences in the eddy meridional momentum flux into its different
components. The differences are between their absolute valuesl.
From section7.2.5 it was concluded that the most prominent changes in the
stationary waves and high altitude wind speeds occurred during the winter in the
northern high latitudes. As a result of the enhancement of the wavelike structure
of the mean zonal circulation in the Northern Hemisphere, there is both a
stronger poleward stationary eddy component in midlatitudes (maximum in
difference at 40"N) and an equatorward stationary eddy component at high
latitudes (maximum in difference at 60"N). The weak maximum in the stationary
eddy component in the Southern Hemisphere shows only a slight descent in
' Note: the stationary and transient eddies in the LGM simulation are similar to the pre-industrial simulation
and the NCEP climatology prrsented in Fig. 5-16 and Fig. 5-17- and the positive difference at 60'N between
the stationary eddies reflects a stronger equatorr.l'ard component during the LCM.
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Fig.7-21. The difference between the absolute values of the LGM and pre-industrial stationary
eddy momentum flux (A and B) and the transient eddy momentum flux (C and D) for DJF (left)
and JJA (right). Units are in m2/sr.
altitude between 20'S-40'S. The transient component in the Northern
Hemisphere experiences an increase at high latitudes. It follows the more
northward directed and strengthened Atlantic jet, and consequently becomes
weaker in the midlatitudes. The transient component in the Southem Hemisphere
is weaker in the midlatitudes, which was caused by a reduction in the strength of
both the zonal and meridional wind. The transient component increases in the
high latitudes, which is the result of an increase in the strength of the
equatorward meridional wind.
The difference between the LGM and pre-industrial zonal mean meridional
heat transport is dominated by the increase in the Hadley circulation during the
LGM, particularly during DJF (Fig. 7-22t). This is a direct consequence of the
difference in their SST distribution in the tropical Pacific as was already noted in
section I .2.1. There is clearly also a weak reduction of meridional heat transport
' The purpose of Fig- 7-22 is to present clearly that the largest changes take place in the tropics and that thcse
are prirnarily due to changes in the rneridional circulation. Hencc the rough scale for the figure.
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Fig. 7'22. The dilTerence between the absolute values of the LGM and pre-industrial average
zonal meridional heat transport (A and B) and the contribution from the mean meridional
circulation (C and D) for DJF (left) and JJA (right). Units are in mK/s.
by the mean meridional circulation in the lower atmosphere at mid and high
latitudes in the Southern Hemisphere and a strong increase of meridional heat
transport by the polar cell over Antarctica. Removing the contribution of the
mean meridional circulation to the zonal mean meridional heat transport shows
the changes in the eddy components, which are prominent in the midlatitudes
(Fig. 7-23). The largest changes appear in the Northern Honisphere, where the
meridional heat transport during the LGM is altered as the result of the changes
in orography, ice sheets and planetary waves. As the result of the latter, the
stationary eddy meridional heat flux increases dramatically. The changes in the
transient eddy meridional heat flux show a difficult pattern, but indicate an
increase in the poleward heat flux at midlatitudes, and a decrease in the
equatorward flux at high latitudes.
The eddy meridional heat flux in the Southern Hemisphere increases in the
midlatitudes and is weaker in the high latitudes. This is the result of two
processes. There is both an equatorward shift of the maximum in the transient
2r7
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Fig. 7-23. The difference befween the absolute values of the LGM and pre-industrial eddy heat
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for DJF (eft) and ilA (rieht). Units are in m,K/s.
eddy meridional heat flux, as well as a general increase in the transient eddy
meridional heat flux. Hall et al. (1996b) found the transient meridional heat flux
increased by up to 600/o. The stationary eddy meridional heat flux hardly changed
during the LGM, which is further an indication that the planetary waves had not
changed muct during the LGM. A drarratic shift in the wavelength of the
planetary waves to shorter or longer wavelengths would have altered the amount
of energy they could have transported. There is an inerease of the stationary. eddy
meridional heat flux further out from A:rtarctica as a result of the expansion of
the Antarctic ice, This implies an equatorward extension of the extent of tho
colder katabatic winds coming off the contincnt. At the same timeo there is
therefore a reduction in the stationary eddy meridional heat flux over that area
that had the strongest katabatic winds in the pre-industrial simulation.
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The difflerence between the LGM and pre-industrial zonal mean meridional
heat transport is given by n(v. T)= (v. T)."" 
- 
(v.T)'," 
,,,0 where V is the mean
meridional wind and T is the mean temperature. Table 7-6 shows the correlation
of the differences between the LGM and pre-industrial zonal mean meridional
heat transport with their differences in meridional wind and temperature at
925hPa for the zonal band of 35"5-60o3 for the four seasons. The negative values
in the column on the right indicate that the temperature difference between the
LGM and pre-industrial simulation acts to enhance meridional heat transport.
This is completely in accordance with the fact that the meridional temperature
gradient is steeper during the LGM than in the pre-industrial. The very high
positive correlation between the differences in mean meridional heat transport
and the differences in the meridional wind implies that the reduced zonal mean
meridional heat transport in the Southern Hemisphere midlatitudes is caused
largely by changes in meridional wind. The net meridional wind at 925bPa in the
midlatitudes is directed polewardsr. Reduction of the mean meridional heat
transport as the result of a reduced poleward directed meridional wind, is the
result of less northerlies/more southerlies, and/or the result of weaker
northerlies/stronger southerlies. [f there was no change in the frequency pattern
of the standing waves, a change in the number of northerlies versus southerlies
would result in a change in the shape of the planetary waves: the orientation of
Table 7-6. Cross correlation of the difference in mean meridional heat transport with the
difference in meridional wind and with the difference in temperature. Difference is LGM 
-
pre-industrial, level is at 925hPa, and correlation is for data in the zonal band 35"5-60"5.
' On the Southern Hernisohere. the ooleward direction is neeative,
Corr. A(v. T)- a(v)
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the trough becomes less steep. The net effect is that the wave becomes more
sinusoidal.
Fig. 7-24 and Table 7-7 give an analysis of the mean seasonal meridional
wind between 35o5-60o5 for the pre-industrial and LGM simulation. Negative
values mean northerly winds. The meridional winds in the simulation are
stronger during JJA than during DJF. The general shape of the graphs in Fig.
7-24 are quite similar for the pre-industrial and LGM simulations, but the
different mean seasonal values for the two simulations indicate the different
meridional wind regimes. During all seasons, the average meridional wind is less
negative in the LGM than in the pre-industrial. During DJF this is the result of a
large increase in the number of southerlies (from l8% to 25% of all meridional
winds), although the average strength of the southerlies actually decreases (from
1.00m/s to 0.87rn/s). During MAM there is only a small increase in the number
of southerlies (fiom 34o/o to 36yo), but there is quite a shift to stronger southerlies
(from 0.86m/s to L08m/s). The most remarkable distribution is during JJA where
there is no ditTerence between the simulations in the numbers of northerlies and
southerlies. However, there is a shift towards stronger southerlies during the
LGM. This results in the largest difference in the mean seasonal meridional wind
between the pre-industrial and LGM. One of the consequences of these stronger
winds is that the transient eddy meridional heat transport in JJA was much larger
during the LGM (Fig. 7-23F). The less negative average value during SON can
be explained mainly by a shift from medium towards weak northerly winds.
From the analysis above it is clear that there was not just one factor affecting
the differences in meridional wind between 35'3-60'5. A combination of
changes in the strengths and occurrence of the northerly and southerly winds led
to a reduced zonal mean meridional heat transport. An increase in the number of
southerlies and in the strength of the southerlies would have had a larger effect
on the meridional heat transport than only a weakening of the strong northerly
winds, since the southerlies would have been able to bring much colder air up
north during the LGM than during the pre-industrial.
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Fig.7-24. The strength of the mean seasonal meridional wind (mls) r'ersus the number of grid
points for 35o5-60'5. The pre-industrial and LGM distributions are paired for each season to
facilitate easy comparison. Southerly winds are positive.
DJF IIIAM JJA SON{
It
^
r\
a
{
v r\
Northerlies ( nesative) 3 I32 2893 2545 2470 !,JJ5 233 3 2965 2954
Average strength (nes) -0.9q 1.04 l.): t.69 -2.t6 -2.09 t.37 l.3l
Southerlies (positive) 708 94', I 295 1370 I 507 | 507 875 88(
Average strength (pos) I.00 0.8 / 0.8( t.0tl l.l I t.49 0.74 0.7 |
Averase -0.63 -0.5( -0,71 -0.70 -0.79 -0.68 -0.88 -0.81
Table 7-7. Data for this table comes from Fig. 1-24. The number of grid points between 35oS-
60'5 which have a poleward (negative direction) and equatorward (positive direction) directed
meridional wind, their average strength (average over all grid points, in m/s), and the average
meridional wind for the four seasons (m/s) for the pre-industrial and LGM simulation.
Although this analysis was for the mean meridional wind at 925hPa, similar
findings were found at higher altitudes as well. Another conclusion that can be
SON Pre-rnd.
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drawn is that a change in the contribution of northerlies and southerlies would
have affected the shape of the planetary waves. The heat-transporting poleward-
tilting phase of the planetary wave would have been reduced at the expense of an
increase in the equatorward tilting phase of the wave. This would have resulted
in a more sinusoidal wave pattern. An increase in the strength of northerlies and
southerlies resulted in an increase of the amplitude of the wave. This is in
accordance with the analysis done in section 7.2.5 where it was found that the
wave number 3 pattern was slightly enhanced during the LGM.
An increase in the transient eddy meridional heat transport is associated with
an increase in baroclinicity. However, there is no clear increase in precipitation at
those latitudes (refer Fig.7-ll) during the LGM. The effect of an increase in
baroclinicity on the precipitation was countered by the lower specific humidity of
the LGM atmosphere. The Southern Hemisphere experienced an equatorward
shift in the position of the maximum eddy meridional heat fluxes. This was
primarily a response to the equatorward expansion of the sea-ice at the pole.
Since the pole was much colder during the LGM, katabatic winds coming of the
pole were bringing much colder air equatorward.
7.2.8. Modes of Variabilitv
Semi-Anrutal Oscillation (SAO)
The SAO signal presented in Fig. 7-25 has been computed as described in
chapter 5. What immediately stand out is that the SAO of the LGM is more
similar to the SAO of the NCEP climatology than SAO of the pre-industrial
simulation. As mentioned in chapter 5, the pre-industrial simulation failed to
model the second peak in the SAO which was the result of an erroneous annual
cycle of SSTs at 50oS. Given the model's experimental design, it is not possible
to determine whether the similarity with the SAO of the NCEP climatology was
the result of more realistic SSTs in the LGM simulation, or whether the SAO was
actually stronger during glacial times. A particularly important point that comes
out of the SAO analysis is that there could be an opposite response during SON
when comparing midlatitude circulation features of the LGM with the pre-
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Fig.7-25. The SAO for the NCEP climatology and the pre-industrial and LCM simulation.
industrial simulation or with the NCEP climatology. The season of spring was
often discussed separately, as it did show at times a different response than the
other seasons (sections 7 .2.6,7 .2.7).
Since the strength of the SAO is indicative of the level of baroclinicity, the
cyclonic activity in the LGM during SON was enhanced and closer to the pole
during SON than in the pre-industrial simulation. These conclusions are
consistent with the increased meridional temperature gradient and meridional
heat transport during that time of the year. However, a cautionary note needs to
be placed here. Although the meridional temperature gradient determines the
seasonal evolution of the SAO in baroclinicity, it is the static stability that
determines the amplitudes of its maxima (Walland and Simmonds, 1999). The
colder climate of the LGM has a higher static stability than the warrner climate of
the pre-industrial. A higher static stability would result in a weaker baroclinic
response to an increase in temperature gradient. For that reason the difference in
baroclinicity between the two simulations during the first half of the year would
be slightly larger than that the difference between their SAOs shows, with the
cyclonic activity be reduced during the LGM. By comparing the SAO of the
LGM against the SAO of the NCEP climatology, it can be deduced that the LGM
has stronger baroclinicity during DJF and weaker baroclinicity during JJA and
SON. The onset of the second peak in the SAO of the LGM lags a month behind
v..vltF
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the onset of the second peak in the SAO of the NCEP climatology, but the main
difference between the two signals is in their amplitudes. The smaller amplitude
of the SAO of the LGM is consistent with an enhanced wave number 3
circulation (section 7.2.5) and an equatorward shift of the subpolar trough
(section 7.2.6\.
An interesting observation can be made when comparing these findings with
those of Menendez et al. (1999). These authors looked at features of the general
circulation of the Southem Hemisphere under a "no-ice" scenario. Such a
scenario is exactly the opposite to the increase in sea-ice extent that happened
during the LGM. The authors do find a reverse response in the general
circulation, with weaker mean zonal winds and a decrease in baroclinicity.
However, they also find a weaker SAO, which does not follow the other changes.
If both our findings regarding the SAO are correct, then the SAO clearly does not
show a linear relationship with the extent of sea-ice around Antarctica.
Intraseasonal and Interannual Variations
The analysis of the intraseasonal and interannual variations is performed as in
chapter 5. The EOF analysis is presented in Fig. 7-26. The first three EOFs are
very similar to the EOFs for the NCEP climatology and the pre-industrial
simulation (Fig. 5-23). The circulation associated with the HLM is again slightly
stronger over the South West Pacific and over the Indian Ocean than in the
NCEP climatology. The spatial extent of the maximum over the South West
Pacific is reduced and slightly enlarged over the Indian Ocean compared to the
pre-industrial simulation, The HLM during the LGM accounts for the interannual
variation slightly more than that it did in the pre-industrial simulation (31.2%
versus 293%). Analysis of the time series shows that the HLM during the LGM
does not show the two distinct peaks associated with the vacillation of the
negative and positive phase, but shows a maximurn in the distribution on the
positive site similar as in the pre-industrial simulation (FiS. 7-27). The
distribution is slightly more towards the positive during the LGM than in the pre-
industrial simulation. This would imply that the HLM during the LGM caused
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Fig.7-26. The three leading EOFs of the mean sea level pressure of the LGM simulation.
slightly stronger westerly winds at high latitudesr. However, this might also be
the effect of a slightly reduced westerly wind in the mean zonal circulation at
those latitudes.
Chapter 5 showed that although there was only a weak correlation between
the Pacific SST patterns with the timeseries of EOF2 and EOF3 in the pre-
industrial simulation, the second and third EOF were degenerate, and the
variability associated with their patterns strongly resembled the EOF patterns of
the NCEP data. The second and third EOF were consequently referred to as
ENSO modes. Correlating the timeseries of EOF2 and EOF3 with the SSTs in
the LGM simulation does not show the classical ENSO patterns either (Fig.
7-28), although the largest correlations are found in the tropical Pacific. The
latter was expected since the interannual variability in the tropical Pacific was
larger in the LGM simulation than in the pre-industrial simulation (compare Fig.
7-7 with Fig. 5-3). As in the pre-industrial simulation, the shape of the ENSO
conelation pattem differs from the pattern in the present day (Fig. 5-24). The
correlation pattern for the third EOF in particular is different, since it seems to
indicate that the variability is linked to SST variability in the Western and
Central Pacific, rather than in the Eastern Pacific. Whether such a pattern shows
up in other fields in the equatorial Tropics and what their impact is on the climate
' This should not be confused with the reduction in strength of the mean westerly tlow at high latitudes. The
two simulations rspresent two dift-erent climate states. ln its mean state, the clirnatc of the LCM ha-s a
stronger positive HLM phase than the pre-industrial in its rnean state.
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fitl was not investigated. Using the
criterion of North et al. (1982), the
second and third eigenvalues overlap
slightly, implying some mixing
between their patterns. Linear
combinations of the second and third
eigenvalues could therefore be
configured to more closely resemble
the characteristic ENSO patterns,
hence the second and third EOFs of
the LGM are referred to as ENSO
modes.
Of interest in this study is the
different correlation in the New
Zealand region. Fig. 7-28 implies
that an El Nifro seems to result in
higher temperatures in the New
Zealand region, opposite to what
happens during the present day.
Although the correlation patterns are
strictly speaking not exactly ENSO
patterns, the EOF patterns
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Fig. 7-27. Disrribution of rhe EoF coeflicients explaining this variability are
fbr the rurr three EoFs. X-axis is standard referred to as ENSO modes' It is
deviation and y-axis is number of months, The obvious that care should be taken
pre-industrial data are given for comparison (see when interpreting these patterns,
Fig' 5-26)' The second EoF shows the
characteristic "wavetrain" pattern. The start of this pattern is now more
comparable to the NCEP EOF 3 pattern (Fig. 5-23), since it starts off from the
east coast of Australia, rather than from the south of Australia as in the pre-
industrial simulation. The gradient in the South West Pacific, and especially over
the New Zealand region, is reduced. This pattern enhances the south-
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Fig. 7-28. Correlation patterns of the timeseries of EOF2 and EOF3 with SSTs for the LGM
simulation.
westerly/north-easterly flow over New Zealand instead of the southerly/northerly
flow as it did in the pre-industrial simulation. The wavetrain has a stronger
continuation and can easily be identified going into the South Atlantic all the
way to Southem Africa. Analysis of the time series indicates symmetry in the
occurrence of an El Nif,o and a La Nifia event, with peaks in the standard
deviation at both I and-l (Fig. 7-27). Whether that is an artefact of the model,
or whether that is a real feature of the climate of the LGM has not been
investigated further.
The dipole pattern of the third EOF shows a remarkable change. The
characteristics of the dipole, a negative and a positive anomaly over the low and
high latitudes of the Pacific respectively, are still there. But the flanks of the low
over Antarctica have moved equatorward, and are now shouldering the positive
anomalies over the high latitudes. This results in the third EOF also showing a
"wavetrain" pattern, albeit about 90o out of phase with EOF 2. Rather that New
Zealand lies between two maxima, as it does in the pattem of the EOF2, New
Zealand lies directly under a maximum. Although this pattem only explains 8.6%
of the interannual variability, New Zealand would experience a tendency to
lower mean sea level pressures, possibly followed by an increase in wind and
baroclinicity, during El Nifro years. During La Nifra years the opposite would
happen and more anticyclones would move over the country. The question can
be raised whether the cooler summer temperatures during the LGM result in a
present day winter-wavetrainlike intraseasonal variability? The distribution of
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the time signal is very similar to the distribution of the third EOF of the pre-
industrial simulation (Fig.7-27). With the interannual variability associated with
ENSO during the LGM being of a similar magnitude as in the pre-industrial
simulation, it would seem that ENSO should have been felt in New Zealand
during the LGM. Although it is difficult to obtain an interannual time resolution
in sedimentary samples, Pepper et al. (2004) found the characteristic ENSO
period in the spectral analysis of laminae thicknesses. The higher order EOFs (4-
6) range from 4.4Yo to 6.30A and were not analysed.
7,3. Summary
This chapter described the climate of the LGM as modelled by HadAM3H.
Several features of the global climate and the climate of the Northem
Hemisphere were discussed, but the main emphasis was on the climate of the
Southern Hemisphere. SSTs and sea-ice had been computed by HadCM3 running
under the same LGM conditions as in this simulation. HadAM3H's simulation of
the LGM is strongly influenced by these fields. As had been indicated in chapter
5, the UM has some difficulties in simulating SSTs and sea-ice correctly in the
Southern Hemisphere. The modelled LGM climatology has been compared
primarily against the modelled pre-industrial climatology with occasional
references to geological proxy data. Since the behaviour of HadAM3H was
investigated earlier (primarily in chapter 5 but also in e.g. Pope and Stratton,
2002: Hudson and Jones, 2002a), it was possible to separate climatic features of
the LGM from model biases, at least in a linear sense.
The main fbatures influencing the climate of the LGM were the large
continental ice sheets, cooler SSTs, an increase in the extent of sea-ice, and a
lower concentration of atmospheric CO:. The largest amount of cooling in SSTs
takes place at high latitudes, particularly in the Northern Hemisphere. The North
Atlantic is an exception, where the SSTs are slightly warrner during the LGM.
This was caused by an increase of the overtuming of the NATC, which in turn
brought warn water up north along the coast of Western Europe (Hewitt, 2000:
Hewitt et al., 2001: Hewitt et al., 2002). Except for this warming in the North
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Atlantic, the lower SSTs correspond more to the computed SSTs determined by
PMIP than the SSTs proposed by CLIMAP. This was expected since HadCM3
had been set up according to the PMIP specified boundary conditions. In the
annual mean, the global surface temperature during the LGM was approximately
3.8oC cooler than during the present day (pre-industrial). There were
considerable geographical and seasonal differences, with the largest cooling to
take place at the high latitudes, particularly in the Northern Hemisphere, and
during the winter months. The temperature over continents was more reduced
than over oceans. As a result of the increase in the zonal difference in
temperature between continent and ocean, the zonal mean sea level pressure
difference between Australia and the Western Pacific increased This in rurn
affected the winds downstream of Australia, which probably had an impact on
New Zealand's climate. The lower surface temperatures resulted in a slightly
lower lapse rate at high latitudes.
Equatorial Pacific SSTs were colder by about 2"C in the west and 4nC in the
east, which fits in the range of 0"C-6oC indicated by proxy data and climate
simulations. This implies an increased temperature gradient across the Pacific,
which resulted in stronger tradewinds and a stronger Hadley circulation. This is
opposite to CLIMAP's findings. CLIMAP had a reduced zonal temperature
gradient across the Equatorial Pacific, resulting in weaker trade winds.
Interannual variability of the Pacific SSTs is larger than during the pre-industrial
simulation and is in magnitude more comparable to the variability found in the
NCEP climatology. Just as in the pre-industrial simulation, the largest variability
occurs more in the El Nifro 3.4 area. rather than in the El Nifro l+2 area, as it is
in the present day. However, Wittenberg (2002) found that the largest variability
in SST shifts westward under a climatic regime with stronger trade winds. The
fact that the largest variability in SST during the LGM takes place in the El Niflo
3.4 area might therefore be a correct representation. The interannual variability in
the Pacific SSTs indicates therefore that ENSO was also a common phenomenon
during the LCM, although some of its characteristics might have been different.
This could not be investigated in any detail, since HadCM3 has difficulties in
simulating the tropical Pacific SSTs correctly (Gordon et al., 2000).
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The amount of precipitation was reduced during the LGM. The largest
reductions took place over South East Asia. This might be related to the large
reduction in sea surface in this region during the LGM. There are indications that
the SPCZ had shifted eastwards. which could be an indication that the climate of
the LGM had characteristics common with an El Nifro phase. The precipitation is
reduced virtually everywhere south of 45"S. The largest reductions over land
took place over the continental ice sheets.
The climate of the Northern Hemisphere was strongly influenced by the large
continental ice sheets. The strong cooling in the northern latitudes resulted in a
steepening of the meridional temperature gradient. The North Atlantic jetstream
shifted northwards, following the steepest meridional temperature gradient shift
to the continental ice-sea boundary, and strengthened slightly. The spectrum of
the planetary waves shifted from a dominant wave number I pattern towards a
wave number 2 pattern in the middle to high latitudes. This change in the
planetary waves would have afTected the climate of the underlying atmosphere.
The westerly winds increased onto Europe and North America since the Azores
high was relatively higher and the Aleutian low relatively deeper. The warrner
SSTs in the North Atlantic would have affected Europe's climate.
The equatorward expansion of the sea-ice in the Southem Hemisphere during
the LGM was not as large as according to CLIMAP. The SSTs at the high
latitudes were therefore warmer than suggested by CLIMAP. The meridional
temperature gradient in the Southern Hemisphere was therefore less steep than as
postulated by CLIMAP. The gradient in the Southern Hemisphere was also less
steep than in the Northern Hemisphere.
The polar trough shifted equatorward, following the extended edge of the sea-
ice. This conforms to the findings of CLIMAP. The reduced temperature gradient
between 50'5-65oS results in weaker westerly winds at those latitudes. The
equatorward shift of the polar trough shifted the strongest winds equatorward
too, and there was a slight increase in the strength of the mean zonal westerlies at
30'S-45'S. The area of baroclinicity moved northwards with the equatorward
shift of the polar trough. There was a decrease in cyclonic activity south of 60o5,
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and an increase at 30'3-60o5 during JJA. The increase in baroclinicity in the
midlatitudes did not automatically increase the precipitation, since the colder
atmosphere of the LGM had a higher static stability and lower saturation vapour
pressure. The shift of the zone of baroclinicity can be deduced from the change
in eddy meridional heat transport, which increased at 30"5-60"3 and decreased
south of 60"5. This pattern is similar through the rest of the year, albeit weaker
and the transition zone more equatorward. The zonal mean meridional heat
transport decreased though, which was the result of a decrease of the contribution
of the mean meridional circulation. The meridional heat transport by the
stationary eddies hardly changed. This supported the findings of the analysis of
the power spectrum of the planetary waves of the Southern Hemisphere in that
their frequency pattem was similar as during the pre-industrial. However, this
analysis did show that the amplitude of the wave number 3 circulation was
slightly larger. A cautionary note needs to be placed here in reference to the
model's capability in modelling the planetary wave structure correctly. Since it is
known from chapter 5 that the model overestimates the wave pattern of the mean
zonal circulation, it is difficult to separate a climatic feature associated with the
LGM from the model's bias. But based on the fact that the effects of an
enhancement of the planetary waves during the LGM is consistent with the
change found in other climatic variables, it was concluded that the slightly larger
amplitude of the wave number 3 pattem was a real feature of the climate of the
LGM. Since the stationary eddies were similar as during the pre-industrial, the
increase in eddy meridional heat transport was taken up by the transient eddies.
This would imply an increase in baroclinicity during the LGM.
Analysis on how the zonal mean meridional heat transport was reduced at the
Southern Hemisphere midlatitudes shows that the change in the meridional wind
is very highly correlated to the change in zonal mean meridional heat transport. It
was therefore the change in the meridional wind and not the change in
meridional temperature gradient that determined the reduction in the zonal mean
meridional heat transport. Analysis of the meridional wind at 35'3-60"3 for the
four seasons showed that a reduction in the number of northerlies and a
weakening of the northerlies, as well as an increase in the number of southerlies
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and an increase in the strength of the southerlies, all played their part. An
increase in the number of southerlies and an increase in the strength of the
southerlies can have a larger impact on the meridional heat transport than the
other configurations of change in the meridional wind. The southerlies were able
to get much colder air from the higher latitudes during the LGM. The shift in the
balance between the number of northerlies versus the number of southerlies
implies that the shape of the planetary waves was slightly more sinusoidal. This
could explain the different changes in regional climates compared to the changes
in the zonal mean. New Zealand's climate might therefore show different
changes during the LGM than other landmasses at the same latitude. The state of
New Zealand's climate would have been strongly by the changes in the climate
of Australia. A colder Australia, with higher mean sea level pressure, has
resulted in a poleward movement of the strongest westerly winds, opposite to the
meridional shift in the westerly winds in the zonal average. This change would
have led to an enhanced southerly flow over New Zealand.
The SAO was weaker during the LGM than during the pre-industrial. It was
not possible to directly link the weakening of the SAO to the overall climate of
the LGM, since it could simply have been the result of a better representation of
the SSTs in the LGM simulation. But since a weakening of the SAO is consistent
with an enhancement of the wave number 3 circulation and an equatorward shift
of the polar trough, it can be concluded that the SAO was weaker during the
LCM.
lnterannual variability on the mean flow in the Southem Hemisphere was for
a large part again determined by the HLM and ENSO. EOF analysis showed that
the HLM (l't EOF) accounted for a slightly larger portion of the variability
during the LGM than during the pre-industrial (31.2% vs.29.3oh). Similar as in
the pre-industrial simulation, it showed a preference towards the positive phase.
Also as in the pre-industrial simulation, the second and third EOF did not explain
exactly the classical ENSO SST pattems in the tropical Pacific, but were referred
to as ENSO modes nevertheless. The ENSO signal represented by the wavetrain
pattern in the EOF analysis (2''d EOF,9.6Yo) was very similar to the one
determined for the NCEP reanalysis. Where as this pattern enhanced a
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southedylnortherly flow qver New Zealand dwing an El Niflo/La Nifra in the
pres€ttt day-, it would stiuruXate a mor€ south-westerlflnorth-easterly flo,w during
this. LGfv[. The wavetah had a very stong continuation and eould be identifted
going all the way acrossithe South,Atlantic.'The ENSO sigpai represented by the
dipole patterrr over the Southern Paeifis (3d EOF, 8.6%) had ahanged too. The
dipole patt€,rri was sti.ll present atthough its extcnt was srnaller geographieally.
The high latitude maxima beeame part of a wavefrain-like featunc which
followed the wavetrainpattein of the $ocond EOF, but was 90o oul of p,hase with
it. This pattern would have ernphasized the different olirnatio states of Eil NiAo
and La Niffa sver New Zealand.
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8.
LGM simulation:
New Zealand
Introduction
This chapter will discuss the LGM simulation of the regional model
NZ_4Okm. This chapter is arranged the same way as chapter 6. In the
presentation of the data and the following discussion, often only those areas that
can be compared against the data from the pre-industrial simulation are
presented. That means that the climate of the new landmasses during the LGM is
not discussed. However, at times they are mentioned in order to explain a
climatic feature of the 'omainland" of New Zealand. The LGM climate is mainly
compared against the simulated pre-industrial climate, but there are various
references to geological proxy data, which would support or contradict the
findings. No absolute comparisons are made with the geological proxy data,
since the range of proxy findings is too large to describe a unique climate.
Therefore, this simulation supplements the existing dataset and ideas about the
state of New Zealand's climate during the LGM, rather than it excludes or
emphasizes a particular point of view. On the other hand, irreconcilable
differences between the two approaches should lead to further investigations. As
was mentioned in chapter 6, the strength of a RCM lies in its capability to model
internal variability at high spatial resolution. The internal variability of the RCM
under LGM conditions is however irnpossible to verify with geological proxy
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data. The temporal and spatial resolutions of the geological proxy data are too
coarse. Therefore only the mean climatic states of the pre-industrial and LGM
climate are compared.
8.1. Setup
The RCM used for the simulation of the climate during the LGM is the same
as for the pre-industrial simulation, but with the inclusion of the LGM
specifications described in section 7.1. However, some settings in this simulation
are quite different and need to be determined first. These fields and parameters
are discussed below.
- Orography:
New Zealand's orography during the LGM was for the first part constructed as
described in section 7.l. The regional domain was extracted from the global
domain. This gave a good land mask for New Zealand during the LGM, but
certainly not the right orography. New Zealand's Alps were covered in large
glaciers during the LGM. It is not suitable to model these glaciers with Peltier's
ice sheets (Peltier, 1994) since the resolution of this dataset is too coarse for the
regional model. There are a number of studies that have described the possible
extent and height of the New Zealand glaciers during the LGM, but there is no
database available that allow for easy inclusion into the UM. For that reason, the
extent and height of the glaciers were included under the "best estimate"
assumption. The height of the glaciers were defined for the following areas:
Fiordland, 1700m; Southern Lakes, 2500m; Mt Cook, 3000m; Rakaia, 2500m;
Arthur's Pass, 2000m; Nelson Lakes, Inland Kaikouras up to Marlborough,
1800m (Personal communication with J. Shulmeister). Although there are signs
that permanent glaciers rnight have existed in the North Island as well, since their
extent would probably not have been very large compared to the resolution of
this model, there were no glaciers put on top of the orography of the North
Island. In an effort to make the transition between areas of different glacier
heights smoother, an arbitrary tapering was applied. Although this might be a
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Fig. 8-1. New Zealand's modelled orography tbr the LGM simulation in its rotated
position. Height is in meters.
very rough estimation of the orography of the LGM, since there is no way of
knowing what the orography during the LGM was exactly, it was deemed to be
appropriate for this model's resolution. As was noted in chapter 6, the modelled
orography has a very strong impact on the regional climate, and it is therefbre
possible that a different estimation of the height of New Zealand's orography
during the LGM (more/less glaciers) could produce a different climatic response.
However, no sensitivity experiments have been carried out yet to investigate this.
New Zealand's landmass was much largerduringthe LGM as a result of the
lower sea level. Cook Strait and Foveaux Strait disappear, and the three main
islands of New Zealand become one large landmass (Fig. 8-l). The Chatham
Islands become a bigger island too. The small islands in the far south, the
Auckland Islands and Campbell Island, are now large enough to show up in this
resolution. The Bounty Islands are to the southeast of New Zealand. The
landmass of the LGM undoubtedly had different drainage basins, but similar to
the pre-industrial simulation, no river catchments were configured for this
simulation. New Zealand's total landmass durins the LGM is covered bv 288
grid points in the model.
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Fig. 8-2. Differ'ence ih SST (oC) berween the LGIvI and pre.industrial simulation in NZ 40krn
for DJF (left) and JJA (right). SSTs are from IIadCM3 (Hewitt, 2000).
- SST and sea-ice:
The SSTs and sea-ice were interpolated from the tGM GCM fields and were
updated every month. Although the sea-ice expanded equatorward considerably
during the LGIvI (see Fig. 7-3), and it is known from geological proxy data that
icebergs did make it all the way to the Chatham Rise at mes (Carter et al.,
2002), the RCM does not have any incursions of sea-ice in its domain during the
modelled period.
Fig. 8-2 presents the difflerences in seasonal averages in SST between the
LGM and pre-industrial simulation for DJF and JJA. The largest amount of
cooling takes plaoe to the east of New Zealand and norttr of the Chatham Rise.
The origin of these wate,rs is to the east of Australia and they were hansported by
the Tasman Current, the East Auckland Current and the East Coast Current (see
Fig. 3-5). The SSTs of these currents are relatively wann. The large amount sf
cooling to the east of New Zealand indicates therefore that these currents were
weaker during the LGM. The weaker currents transported less heat to the east of
New Zealand and allowed ths cold Southland Current to extend its influence
farther northwards, over the Chatharn Rise (Nelson et al., 1993: Nelson et al.,
2000). At the sarne timg the smallest reduction in SST takes place south of the
Chatham Rise. This region experiences intrusions of cold water from the
Antarctic Circurnpolar Current (ACC) in the present day- so the small reduction
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in SST is probably more related to the surfacing (lower sea level) of a branch of
the ACC than to any possible change in the direction of the ACC. However,
Barrows et al. (2000) find that the maximum reduction in SST takes place to the
southeast of New Zealand and can be up to 6'C-l0oC. They ascribed that to the
equatorward shift of the ACC. Similar findings and suggestions came from other
studies (e.g. Nelson et al., 1993: Royal Society of New Zealand,1994: Nelson et
al., 2000). HadCM3 does not simulate an equatorward shift of the ACC in the
New Zealand region, which explains why the SSTs do not show such a strong
cooling to the southeast of New Zealand. As discussed in chapter 4, HadCM3's
main errors in the Southern Hemisphere SSTs are probably associated with the
incorrect positioning of the ACC. [t is therefore not possible to use this
simulation's lack of a shift of the ACC as an argument against the colder
temperatures found by other studies. CLIMAP (1976: l98l) gives cooler
SSTs during JJA of 2"C-3nC to the west and 1'C-2oC to the east of New Zealand,
and a cooling of only 0"C-2"C in the west, and a slight warming to the east
during DJF. CLIMAP's findings are at odds with the findings of the studies
mentioned earlier. Analvsis of simulations usins different SSTs will differ
considerably.
- Tasman Sea:
One of the discussion points about the climate of Nerv Zealand during the LGM
is whether there were any major changes in the Tasman Sea. Although this study
deals with the rnodelling of the atmosphere, it is worth commenting on how
HadCM3 modelled the Tasman Sea during the LGM. lt needs to be kept in mind
that the resolution of HadCM3 was too low to be able to solve the small-scale
features of the very complex cunents that are present in the New Zealand area.
The correctness of the modelled Tasman Sea is not in question, but its large-scale
features are mentioned here since the SSTs and their distribution in the Tasman
Sea affect the climate of New Zealand. Furthermore, the strength of the currents
in the Tasman Sea during the LGM will give an indication of the state of some
atmospheric variables as well.
A close up look at the differences between the pre-industrial and LGM SSTs
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Fig. 8-3. Annual mean SSTs (in 'C) for the South West Pacific fbr the pre-industnal (A) and
the LGM simulation (B). The diftbrences. SSTI (;\r-SsTprc-,ndurrriat. are presented in figure C.
SSTs were computed by HadCM3 (Helitt, 2000).
in the Tasman Sea and around New Zealand show some interesting t-eatures (Fig.
8-3). The warrn East Australian Current (EAC) seems to penetrate less far south
during the LGM than during the pre-industrial. But the waters forming the EAC
are colder during the LGM. Therefore. it can not be determined convincingly
from the SST pattems r.vhether the EAC was weaker during the LGM or whether
the cooler SSTs along the east coast of Australia followed the general reduction
in SST during the LGM.
The Tasman Current flows from Australia to New Zealand at about 35oS, and
tums around the north of New Zealand (East Auckland Current, EAUC, see Fig.
3-5) to the east coast of New Zealand (East Coast Current. ECC). Although the
resolution of HadCM3 is too coarse to discern this feature in detail. the transport
of warm water to the east of New Zealand can be seen by the kink in the
isotherms in the SSTs in the pre-industrial simulation (Fig. 8-3A). This feature is
virtually missing in the SSTs of the LGM, which is an indication that the strength
of the Tasman Current during the LGM was weaker.
The Tasman Sea is clearly colder during the LGM. However, it can not be
concluded that that is the result of a possible shift northwards of the colder sub-
Antarctic waters associated with the ACC as v"as discussed in section 3.3.2.
There is not enough detail to draw that conclusion. The colder SSTs in the
Tasman Sea can be the result of the cooler SSTs globally.
More information is gained by analysing the stream functions of the two
simulations (Fig. 8-a). The data for both pictures in Fig. 8-4 is nonnalised against
the pre-industrial value tbr Australia. Although the value of the stream function
t50€ 165E 180 165W 150W 150E r65E rE0 165W 150V1
r
ro r5 2a :5
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Fig. 8-.1. Stream function (in Sv) for the South Western Pacific firr the pre-industrial and LGM
sirnulation as modelle'd bv HadCIvl3 (Hervitt. 2000).
over Australia during the LGM rvas slightly higher than in the pre-industrial
sirnulation, the data is presented this way in order to improve the visualization of
the ditferences between the two simulations. The clo',vnside of this presentation is
that absolute comparisons can not be made, and only trends in the data can be
investigated. Fig. 8-4 shows that HadCM-3 does a reasonably good job in
reproducing the main f'eatures of the waters around Nerv Zealand. Both the pre-
industrial ancl LGM sirnulation show clearly the Tasrnan Front, the Deep
Western Boundary Cument (DWBC), and the East Australian Current (EAC).
The Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) just comes in at the bottorn of the
pictures.
The net southward flow in the Tasnran Sea in the pre-industrial simulation is
about 4.5Sv and nearly 6.9Sv in the LGM simulation. This means that HadCM3
transporls more water southrvards through the Tasman Sea in the LGM
sirnulation than in the pre-industrial simulation. This is mainly caused by an
increase in the florv of the branch of the EAC that turns southwards. towards
Tasmania (about 2.3Sv). At the sarne time. HadCM3 does not simulate a
decrease irr the flow of water that moves northward along the New Zealand coast.
ln fact, HadCM3 indicates that there might even have been a slight increase in
this flcrw. An increase in the northward flow along the New Zealand rvest coast
would imply a northward shift of the Subtropical Front (STF). Geological proxy
data indicates that such a shift might have happened (e.g. Barrows et al., 2000:
LGM
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Carter, 2001). There is only the slightest hint of a reduction of the strength of the
EAC turning into the Tasman Front. The spacing of the streamlines at the
Tasman Front is slightly larger during the LGM. However, this could very well
be an effect of the presentation of Fig. 8-4, since any difference between the
fronts in the two simulations is smaller than the coarse resolution of the figure.
An strengthening of the southwards branch of the EAC during the LGM was
also found by Hirst and Godfrey (1993). They ascribed the cause of the stronger
current to the near closure of the Indonesian through flow. The Indonesian
through flow is nearly closed in HadCM3 as well, but the stream function for the
lndonesian through flow actually indicates that there was a slight increase in the
through flow during the LGM. An increase in both the Indonesian through flow
and the southwards turning branch of the EAC is consistent with the closure of
the Baring Strait and with a possible increase in the subtropical gyre. The
strengthened flow through the Tasman Sea during the LGM can be an indicator
of a stronger westerly rvind during the LGM. Although such a statement is
difficult to support with the limited amount of data, it does rhyme with the
findings in section 7.2.6 where it was determined that the westerly winds were
slightly stronger in the zonal mean during the LGM.
- Vegetation and soil:
Although quite a lot is known about the vegetation in New Zealand during the
LGM, there is no database available which format would allow easy
implementation into the UM. For that reason the vegetation and soil
characteristics in New Zealand during the LGM were also set up under the "best
estimate" assumption. A new dataset that described New Zealand's vegetation
and soil characteristics during the LGM was created. Only a very few vegetation
and soil characteristics were included and these had to be compatible with the
UM codes and descriptions for those parameters. The database was created on
the same resolution as the US Navy 10" dataset in order to be consistent with the
creation of the new orography. Fig. 8-5 shows the RCM vegetation and soil for
New Zealand during the LGM. As mentioned in section 3.3.2, most of New
Zealand's vegetation during the LGM was grassland and shrubs. The criterion for
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Fig. 8-5. The vegetation and soil data used to create the vegetation and soil parameters for the
LGM simulation. The soil characteristics refer to colour, texture and drainage respectively.
the vegetation was that all vegetation above 800m was set to dwarf shrub (tundra
transition and high altitude wasteland), except for those grid points that were
covered in ice (glaciers). Although it is not clear whether the Volcanic Plateau
was covered in permanent ice, the grid point associated with Mt Ruapehu was set
to ice as well. The vegetation over the rest of the country was set to pasfure and
shrub, except for the area north of Auokland, where the vegetation was set to
€vergreen broadleaf woodland. Soils are characterized by three properties,
colour, texture and drainage. The east of New Zealand was given light colour,
coarse texture and free drainage, the Raukumara Peninsula a light colour,
intermediate texture and free drainage, and the rest of the country a medium
colour, coarse texfure and free drainage, except for those areas covered by
glaciers (including Mt Ruapehu) which were set to ice. These datasets were
created in consultation with J. Shulmeister. They are very simple, but are
reasonably consistent with the general findings of New Zealand's vegetation and
soil properties during the LGM.
- Snou,:
Tho extent and the height of the snow pack during the LGM are not known. The
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global simulation had initially a 50m high snow pack on top of the ice sheets
(Hewitt, 2000) and the simulation lasted long enough for the snow pack to
become an integral part of the hydrological cycle. Since this simulation is only
over a few years, it was not deemed appropriate to artificially add a thick snow
pack onto the regional domain, since the period might be too short for the snow
pack to establish equilibrium. Snow cover and soil moisture were not set in the
simulation. Snow cover at the end of the simulation is therefore solelv the result
of the physics and dynamics of the model.
- Chemistry:
Ozone values were interpolated from the GCM values, and the tropospheric
chemistry was set to similar levels as in the GCM. Aerosols were not included.
8.2. Results
The regional model ran nested within the GCM for 2l model years. Only the
last 16 years of the simulation have been used in the analysis of the RCM data,
Salinger and Mullan (1999) describe how New Zealand's climate has varied
between 1930- 1994. They found that regional temperature and precipitation in
New Zealand respond significantly to circulation changes in the southwest
Pacific. Since the climatic variations between the LGM and the pre-industrial
simulation are more dramatic, it is to be expected that the regional climates in
New Zealand will have different responses in temperature and precipitation. The
results of the simulation are presented as in chapter 6.
8.2.1. Temperature
Fig. 8-6 shows the mean annual surface temperature during the LGM. The
warmest areas are in the Far North, the Coromandel, and the east of the North
Island around the Hawke's Bay and Gisbome area. The large extended landmass
over the western continental shelf has a similar mean annual surface temperature
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as in most of the North lsland and
does not show much geographical
variation. In the North Island, only
the Volcanic Plateau and one grid
point associated with the Northem
Tararuas show the cooler mean
annual temperatures which are
associated with high orography.
The mean annual surface
temperature in the Southern Alps
stands out again, but it is much
lower than in the pre-industrial
simulation. Although the surface
temperature during the LGM was
lower, the large difference between
the LGM and pre-industrial surface temperature in the Southern Alps (compare
Fig, 8-6 with Fig. 6-6) are for a large part due to the differences in their modelled
heights of orography. The cool area of the Otago district and the warrner region
of Canterbury in the present day's climate are present during the LGM as well.
The large extended land mass in the south of the country has sirnilar mean annual
surface temperatures as the Otago and Southland region.
The main conclusion that can be drawn fiom the annual mean surface
temperatures during the LGM in New Zealand is that temperature regimes that
are present in today's climate are also present in the climate of the LCM. Table
8-l shows the average annual surface temperature for the six regions as well as
for New Zealand during the LGM. For comparisono the pre-industrial values of
Table 6-l are presented here again. What immediately stands out is the very large
amount of cooling in the West and South South Island (WSSD area. This large
cooling is mainly due to the inclusion of the glaciers in the LGM simulation.
Although in the present climate the West Coast and Southland vary coherently
and have therefore been grouped together in the same region (WSSI), this would
not necessarily have been the case during the LGM. Besides a different global
35S
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rE -I$404812
Fig. 8-6. The annual mean surface
temperature (in oC) during the LGM.
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Region LGM pre-industrial
8.74 ll l 1.48
East North Island (ENI) l0.l l ll 12.81
North South Island (NSI)
West and South South Island (WSSI)
East South Island (ESI)
6.87 ll 9.80
-t.t4 ll 6.3s
9.95
North North Island (NNI)
South-West North Island (SWNI)
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Table 8-1. The annual mean surface temperature for each region of Fig. 6-4 and for the
whole of New Zealand for the LGM and the pre-industrial simulation. The LGM values are
determined for exactly the same points as for the pre-industrial, that is. the extra land points
during the LCM are not included in the calculation.
climatology, the enhanced orography during the LGM could have turned the
southern Otago and Southland area into a region responding more like the East
Coast; a region "sheltered" by the mountains. When splitting up WSSI into a
"West Coast - Fiordland" and a "Southern Otago 
- 
Southland" region, the
amount of cooling over the former is in the order of 8oC 
- 
l0oC, where as in the
latter is in the order of 2C 
- 
4oC. Therefore, the very large amount of cooling in
WSSI takes place primarily in the mountains.
The amount of cooling in the North Island is between 2.7"C-3.0"C, and is
quite uniform. The North of the South Island experiences a similar amount of
cooling, but the East of the South [sland is colder by nearly 4"C. Several studies
have indicated that the SSTs were considerably lower southeast of New Zealand
during the LGM. These cold SSTs could have caused much cooler temperatures
in the east and southeast of New Zealand. However, the computed SSTs did not
reproduce this large cooling (for references and SSTs, see section 8.1, SST and
sea-ice\. Therefore, the strong cooling in the east of New Zealand in this
simulation has to have a different cause. It will be shown later that the reduced
westerly wind and an increase in southerlies in this region are contributing
factors to the larger amount of cooling in this region. The amount of cooling over
the whole of New Zealand of about 4.6oC sits exactly in the range of 4"C-5"C as
was suggested by several other studies (e.g. Markgraf et al., 1992: McGlone et
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al., 1993: Chinn, 1996). However, the average amount of cooling is more in the
order of 2.5"C-4'C when the very strong cooling over the Alps is not taken into
account. Such a relatively small reduction in the annual mean temperature would
still allow for forests to exist in most of New Zealand,, which disagrees with
geological proxy data that most of New Zealand vegetation during the LGM
were grasses (e.g. McGlone et al., 1993). Other factors limiting forest grorvth
should have taken place as well in order to account for this discrepancy. It will be
suggested later that the increase in seasonality and the increased incursions of
very cold polar air might have contributed to limiting forest growth, and that in
the annual mean, the amount of cooling might not have been as large as
determined by proxy data. That would imply that the simulated cooling of 2.5"C-
4"C could be a reasonable approximation.
Fig. 8-7 shows the difference in surface temperature between the LGM and
the pre-industrial simulation for each season. Only values over the land mass in
the pre-industrial simulation have been presented since the variations over sea
are primarily related to the differences in SSTs. The strongest cooling is over the
Southern Alps, where both the glacier coverage as well as the much higher
orography of the LGM results in much lower surface temperatures. The
difference in orography height between the LGM and the pre-industrial
simulation can be up to 1000m for some grid points. If the LGM lapse rate was
similar or steeper than today's lapse rate (e.g. 6u-8oC/km, see Fig. 7-9) then the
impact of the glaciers on the amount of cooling ranges fi'om 8"C to l0"C (It's
impact on the amount of cooling as the result of its direct contact with the
atmosphere can only be estimated).
There are two regions that need a more detailed analysis. Of note are the
differences in the seasonal surface temperatures in the Otago area. Otago can be
classified as having a climate similar to a continental climate, since it
experiences a strong seasonality, particularly in temperature. Some areas in
Otago are not much cooler during DJF, but experience much colder temperatures
during winter. This results in an increase in seasonality. This indicates a quite
severe climatic regime in Otago, which would have had a significant impact on
the existence of certain types of vegetation and the characteristics of soils.
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Fig. 8-7. The difference in surface t€mperature (oC) between the LGM and the pre-
industrial simulation for each season. Only ttre difference over the pre-industrial land mass
is presented.
The second area that warrants a closer look is the area north of Auckland.
Parts of this region show eonsistently a larger amount of c,ooling than most of the
rest of the North Island. Northland is the area that is most influenced by the
warm northerly winds. Although a reduction in northerlies could possibly explain
the slightly shonger cooling in this area, it can not explain the sharp change in
the amo,unt of cooling ovet Auckland. The most probable cause is the impact of
the different tlpe of vegetation over Northland on the surface temperature. The
modelled vegetation has a sharp ttansition from grass and pasture to forest north
of37oS (see Fig. 8-5).
40s
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Fig.8-8. The seasonal snow coverof the greater landmass of New Zealand during the
LGM. Snow cover is in loclO mm.
One of the main impacts of the cooler temperatures of the LGM was on the
occurrence of snow cover. Precipitation is discussed later in chapter 8.2.2, but
Fig. 8-8 shows clearly that snow cover during the LGM was fairly common for
most of the South Island during JJA. The snow cover is presented for the greater
landmass of New Zealand during the LGM. The data is presented as the logl0 of
the amount of snow in mm. The blue colours therefore indicate a snow cover of
less than I mm thick. Snow on the ground enhances the regional cooling, since it
increases the surface albedo.
The regionos mean seasonal surf'ace temperatures are given in Table 8-2. The
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Table 8-2. Mean seasonal surface temperatures (in 'C) for the LGM and pre-industrial
simulation by region.
cooling in the North Island is quite uniform, and the largest amount of cooling
takes place during autumn and winter. The seasonality in the amount of cooling
in NSI is very similar to that experienced in the North Island. The temperatures
are lower by 6.5"C-9.0oC in WSSI. The large amount of cooling in the annual
mean in ESI was for a large part due to the strong cooling during MAM and JJA.
The very uniform cooling over the regions with low orography, especially
over the North Island, gives further support to the suggestion that simple
interpolation of the CCM surface temperatures could give adequate values for
the surface temperatures of the regional domain. It seems that the impact of the
orography during the LGM on the general cooler surface temperatures is similar
to the impact of the pre-industrial orography on the pre-industrial temperatures.
This is further supported by the cross sections in Fig. 8-9.
The feature that stands out the most in Fig. 8-9 is that the LGM temperature
follows the pre-industrial temperature virtually exactly, albeit consistently cooler
when compared with comparable points, land versus. land and sea versus. sea.
This means that the regional variation during the LGM was not too different to
the regional variation in the pre-industrial simulation. As mentioned before, the
largest amount of cooling takes place over the Southern Alps and is clearly
related to the different modelled heights of the orography. Another aspect of the
elevated orography is that there is enhanced lee-side warming.
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h
North Island Mt Egmont - Ruapehu
Fig. 8-9. Temperature profiles of the cross sections of Fig. 6-8. X-axis: longitude, Y-axis: Ieft -
Temperature ("C), right 
- 
Height (m). Y-axis scale is different for each cross section. Legend:
r ,r-:, 
- 
NZ LGM orography, Brtrw'rr 
- 
NZ pre-industrial orography, Dark blue w'ith - NZ LGM
temperature, (')lir,e greerr rvith 
- 
NZ pre-industrial temperature.
In the previous section it was discussed that the Tasman Current was weaker
during the LGM, which resulted in colder SSTs east of the North Island (see Fig.
8-2). The cross section in Fig. 8-9 shows a larger reduction in surface
temperature out at sea, to the east of the country, in the northern transects than in
the southern transects. As mentioned earlier, geological proxy data indicate that
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Fig. 8-9. continuation.
there was very strong cooling to the southeast of New Zealand during the LGM,
with a possible increase in upwelling of cold water along the east coast of the
South Island. If such a scenario had taken place, it undoubtedly would have
affected the coastal temperatures in the southeast of the South Island.
The North Island transects show the new landmass in the east. These new
land points have higher temperatures than the western areas in these transects,
which indicates the lee-side warming that takes place in the east. The Volcanic
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Fiordland - Otago Plateau's surface temperatures
indicate that it was probably too
warrn for permanent glaciers to
be present on the Plateau,
although glaciations could have
occurred at smaller scales.
These profiles justifu the
decision not to include glaciers
on top of the Volcanic Plateau
in the set up of the LGM
simulationl.
All South Island transects
show that the mountain areas
are perrnanently below freezing
level, indicating the existence of
the glaciers. The large glaciers
did not sit only on top of the
Alps, but extended all the way
down to sea level on the west
coast, where they could still be
over a kilometre thick. This
effectively shifted the bulk of
the modelled orography
westward. The result is that the
maximum difference in surface
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Fig. 8-9, continuation.
tanperature between the two simulations is not over the highest peaks, but at the
points of largest difference in modelled orography. This is particularly the case
for the West Coast. The change in orography makes it therefore very difficult to
compare surface temperature, but also other variables, in this area.
' Although the rnodel does not support the possibility of permanent glaciers on the Volcanic Plateau, since the
real orography is substantially higher than the modelled orography, this statement does not exclude the
possibility that glaciers were indecd present on top of the Volcanic Plateau during the LCM.
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8.2.2. Precipitation
The average annual amount of precipitation in New Zealand during the LGM
is shown in Fig. 8-10. Unlike as in Fig. 6-10. the logl0 of the precipitation is
presented since no direct comparison needs to be made. The average annual
amount of precipitation for each region is given in Table 8-3. The precipitation
pattem during the LGM is sirnilar to the pattern of the pre-industrial. The highest
amount of rainfall is found in the west, along the Southem Alps. and the driest
areas are in the east. The Norlh Island has its highest amount of precipitation
over the Volcanic Plateau and has local maxirna corresporlding to the Tararuas,
Mt Egmont and the Ureweras. The amount of precipitation during the LGM is in
general less than during the pre-industrial. But there are some remarkable
regional variations. There seems to be a west'rvard shifi of the main precipitation
band along the West Coast, and precipitation in the east of the South Island
shows no reduction in precipitation. These patterns are investigated further.
,li.ti
:6CI .704 lEc 1 7 it\nl
25 77 ?.9 I' 3.I 1.3 i.7 -1.9 4.i
Fig.8-10. The average annual amount of precipitation (logl0(mm)) during the LGM in the
rer:ional nrodel.
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Region LGM
North North Island 1405.0
South-West North Island 1678.8
East North Island 1079.7
North South Island 2302.5
West and South South Island 3638.6
East South Island 866.4
New Zealand 2182.3
1201.5
2363.0
Table 8-3. The average annual amount of precipitation (in mm) foreach region of
Fig. 6-4 and for the whole of New Zealand.
Fig. 8- I I presents the precipitation differences for each season between the
LGM and the pre-industrial simulation (LGM-Pre-industrial). The amount of
precipitation in both simulations is presented in Table 8-4. Although the average
amount of precipitation over New Zealand is less during the LGM, there is a
striking pattern of an increase in precipitation to the west of Westland and
Fiordland. At the same time there is also a large reduction in precipitation over
the Southern Alps. The cause for these large changes is related to the modelled
orography of the LGM. As was clearly presented in the temperature cross
sections, the bulk of the modelled LGM orography in the South Island has shifted
westward (see Fig. 8-9). The resulting effect is that in the predominantly westerly
winds, the air mass has to ascend earlier, more to the west, and higher to cross
the divide than during the pre-industrial sirnulation Precipitation will therefore
occur more to the west as well. The resulting "rain shadow" also shifts westward
and covers those areas that receive the highest amount of precipitation during the
pre-industrial simulation. That explains the large negative difference between
both simulations over the Alps. Following the analysis on the West and South
South Island region done in section 8.2.1, the West Coast 
- 
Fiordland region
experiences a reduction in the annual precipitation of l50mm (but with a slight
increase during DJF), and the Southern Otago 
- 
Southland region experiences a
reduction of 300mm. The latter is a reduction of 30% on its pre-industrial total
(946mm). Together with the increase in seasonality in temperature, this region
would have experienced very harsh conditions during the LGM. A westward
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Fig. 8-l L The difference in average seasonal precipitation (in mm) between the LGM and pre-
industrial simulation for each season.
shift of the main precipitation band in the South lsland during the LGM confirms
geological evidence that expansion of the glaciers to the east of the main divide
was limited during the LGM. This topic is further discussed in a paper yet to be
completed.
The average annual precipitation during the LGM was reduced over New
Zealand except in the east of the South Island. The latter is in contrast with some
proxy data which indicate that Canterbury was also drier during the LGM (e.g.
Moar, 1980). Although as discussed in section 6.3.2, the model seems to
underestimate the precipitation in the east of New Zealand. The apparent lack of
a reduction in the precipitation in the east of the South Island does not therefore
automatically imply that there was not a real reduction in precipitation during the
LGM. Table 8-4 shows that there was virtually no change in the amount of
precipitation in the east of the North Island during JJA and SON. The Southern
Hemisphere mean zonal circulation in the pre-industrial simulation had its largest
180
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JJA II SON
1223.8
Table 8-4. Average seasonal precipitation (mm) for the LGM and pre-industrial simulation by
region.
biases during SON. It had a weaker SAO, which would have resulted in, among
other changes, enhanced precipitation (section 5.2.3). For a region not to show a
reduction in precipitation during SON is therefore quite indicative of
precipitation being not less than during the pre-industrial. Areas that experience a
similar amount of precipitation as in the pre-industrial during SON are not only
in the east, but also in the north of both islandsr.Precipitation increases in WSSI
during DJF.
In the analysis of the characteristics of the Tasman Sea during the LGM, it
was concluded that the Tasman Front had weakened, resulting in cooler SSTs
along the north and east of the North lsland. The large cooling out to the east of
New Zealand, particularly during JJA, explains the large local reduction in
precipitation. The colder waters north of the Chatham Rise during the LGM
would have inhibited convection.
Fig. 8-12 presents the precipitation profiles of the cross sections for both the
LGM and pre-industrial data. Of note is how the precipitation pattems of the
LGM follow the ones from the pre-industrial simulation very consistently in the
cross sections of the North lsland. Although the orography was slightly higher,
' The NNI region experiencq; cnhanced precipitation in its most northem region, which is the area that was
covered in tbrests. The question theretbre arises what the irnpact ofthe vegctation was on the occurrence of
precipitation. This has yet to be inv'estigated.
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Fig, 8-12. Frecipitation profiles of the cross sections in Fig. 6-8. X-axis: longinrde, Y-axis: left -
Precipiation (mm), right 
- 
Height (m). Both y-axis scales change for each crsss section Legend:
(irc5'- NZ LGM orography, Brown 
- 
NZ pre-industrial or.ography, Dark blue with - NZ LGM
precipitation, Olive green rvith o 
- 
NZ pre'industrial precipitation.
this did not chauge the modelled precipitation patt€rn- The only change occurs in
the rnagnitude of the precipitation. The steep increase in precipitation in the Far
North is associated wi,th the relatively large inorease in the orography at the
coastal point.
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Fig. 8- 12. continuation.
As mentioned earlier, the precipitation is generally reduced in the north of the
North lsland, and this shows up particularly in the areas of high orography, over
the Ureweras, Mt Egmont and the Volcanic Plateau. The frst grid point of the
North lsland cross section shows enhanced precipitation during the LGM. This is
most likely related to the steep increase in orography, where an atmospheric
parcel now has to rise from sea level to over 150m, instead of only to 30m. From
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Fig. 8-12. continuation,
the seasonal and regional analy-ris it was determined that the amount of
precipitation during SON was similar to the amount of preoipitation in the pre-
industrial simulation, The North Island cross section shows thatprecipitatisn had
increased in Northland dwing SON.
The much gentler rise of orography at the western end of the Mt Egmqt -
Ruapehu oross section did not cause theprecipitation to show a strarp peak at the
frrst land point, as it did for the North Island uoss seetion The precipitation
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pattern along the Mt Egmont - Ruapehu cross section follows the pre-industrial
pattern more than that it did in the North Island cross section. Even the seasonal
variation over the Volcanic Plateau is followed exactly. The largest amount of
precipitation falls to the west of the highest mountain during DJF, and falls on
top of the highest modelled mountain during JJA. It would seem that the origin
of the precipitation over the volcanic plateau would not have changed during the
LGM. There is enhanced drying in the east during MAM for both North Island
cross sections, but there is no significant change during the other seasons.
Similar as to the North lsland cross sections, the precipitation pattern along
the Buller - Kaikoura cross section is very similar to the pre-industrial pattern.
Only during JJA is there a notable reduction in precipitation. The cross section is
just north of the large increase in precipitation in the west that can be seen in Fig.
8-l r.
The precipitation profile along the Mt Cook - Banks Peninsula cross section
is most indicative of what was discussed before. The largest amount of
precipitation has shifted westward since the bulk of the modelled orography has
shifted westward. At the same time, precipitation is reduced in the Alpine areas.
The increase in precipitation along the narrow strip of the West Coast can be up
to 100%. The drier conditions in the east take place over a much larger area and
cover the whole mountain area. The reduction in precipitation is in the order of
20%-40%. There is no reduction in precipitation at the east coast. But there is an
increase in precipitation just inland ffom the coast, which appears the whole year
round. As mentioned in chapter 6, this area does not get its precipitation from the
west at present, but more from the south and northeast. An increase in
precipitation in this region is therefore a direct indication that the regional wind
regimes must have been changed as well.
Although there is also a westward shift of the bulk of the modelled orography
in the Fiordland - Otago cross section, there is no westward shift of the
precipitation pattern. Since this is the opposite of what can be seen in Fig. 8-l l,
this warrants a closer inspection. It just happens that the Fiordland - Otago cross
section splits the grid points that do indicate the westward shift of the
precipitation at 168oE,44"S. If the cross section was chosen one grid point either
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north or south, it would have covered those points. However. such a cross section
was not chosen, since any meridional shift in the location of the cross section
would cover a smaller range in orography and fewer extremes in data, and would
not have added any more information to this analysis. But to support the findings
of Fig. 8-ll a zonal cross section, Southern Fiordland- Southland (see Fig.
8-12), is added. This cross section shows clearlythe westward shift of the main
precipitation band. What is also apparent is that the westward shift is not only
restricted to the next grid point to the west, but that it extends well out to sea. In
contrast with the Mt Cook - Banks Peninsula cross section, both southern cross
sections indicate that the precipitation inland and to the east during the LGM was
nearly the same as during the pre-industrial. Only the Mt Aspiring region had
slightly reduced precipitation, primarily during JJA and SON.
8.2.3. Mean Sea Level Pressure & Winds
In the previous two sections it was determined that there were considerable
regional and seasonal variations in the differences between the pre-industrial and
LGM simulations. An obvious cause for these variations could be found in the
different wind regimes of the simulations. Fig. 8- 13 shows the annual mean sea
level pressure in the regional domain, When comparing Fig. 8-13 with Fig. 6-13
it is quite clear that the modelled LGM climate experienced a more dominant
south-westerly flow over New Zealand. This is further supported by the data in
Table 8-5. Except for the southwest of the North Island, and to a lesser degree for
the east of the North Island, the northerly component of the wind has been
reduced. Following the discussion in chapter 7, the reasons for this reduction
could be the occuffence of stronger and/or more southerlies, together with
weaker and/or less northerlies. The increase in the southerly component of the
mean annual meridional wind is completely in accordance with the suggestion
made in chapter 7. There it was suggested that the change in the winds in the
New Zealand region were influenced by the changes in the planetary waves and
the shong cooling over Australia. A colder Australia during the LGM would
increase the mean sea level pressure of the overlying air, shifting its strongest
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Fig. 8-13. Annual mean sea level pressure (hPa) during the LGM in the RCM.
surface rvinds polewards. This shift is opposite to the equatonvard shift in the
zonal mean (Fig. 7-19). A strong equatonvard shift of the zonal t.lorv dorvnwind
of Australia is required to even out the polervard shift of the rvesterly lvinds in
the Australian region. This results in a strengthening of the southerly flow over
New Zealand.
The stronger westerly flo'uv is also apparent in Table 8-5 which shows an
increase in the zonal wind in several regions. Horvever, there are two regions that
have a noticeable reduction in the mean zonal wind: WSSI and ESI. The
reduction in the zonal wind in WSSI takes place mainly inland. The winds in the
Southern Otago 
- 
Southland area the pre-industrial simulation were in the annual
mean nearly twice as strong as in the West Coast 
- 
Fiordland area. The former
region has a weakening of the zonal wind by about 7olo, where as the zonal wind
in tlre latter region is reduced by ?5%. The result is that the rnean annual zonal
wind in the Southem Otago 
- 
Southland area is only about 50% stronger than in
the West Coast 
- 
Fiordland area during the LGM. Since the cornbined regions of
WSSI and ESI cover a large part of New Zealand, the average zonal wind over
the whole country increases only slightly.
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LGM
u wind ll v wind
1.841 il 0.543
3.027 ll -0.657
1.918 0.074 t.7t3 -0.054
NZ t.923 -0.329 1.913
Table 8-5. The mean annual zonal (u) and meridional wind (v) in nrl's for each region.
For easy comparison. the pre-industrial values are presenled again. Westerly and
southerly winds are positive.
The seasonal analysis of the zonal and meridional winds over New Zealand,
presented in Table 8-6 and Table 8-7, show some more intriguing detail. The
westerly wind is weaker the whole year round in the regions WSSI and ESL IT
would therefore seem that the two main islands of New Zealand experienced
different changes in the zonal wind. Furthermore, there is also an enhanced
seasonality with the westerly winds being stronger the whole year round, except
during JJA, when each region experiences a weaker westerly wind. A reduction
in the strength of the westerly wind over New Zealand during JJA had already
shown up in the analysis of the GCM during the LGM (section 7.2.6, Fig. 7-19).
A weakening of the westerly wind during JJA is also a common tbature in the
pre-industrial simulation, and in the present day climate is related to blocking.
Trenberth and Mo (1985) linked the occurrence of blocking over the New
Zealand region during the winter strongly to the existence of a wave number 3
pattern. It was found in chapter 7 that the wave number 3 pattern during the
LGM was slightly enhanced, which would have therefore potentially increased
the occurrence of blocking during the LGM. The weaker westerly wind during
JJA over the whole of New Zealand is therefore an indication that the occurrence
of blocking might have been more common during the winter in the LGM.
The meridional wind analysis shows an increase of the southerly wind in NNI
except during JJA. SWNI and ENI have a stronger northerly wind component
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Table 8-6. The mean seasonal zonal wind (in m/s) tbr each region for the LGM and the pre-
industrial simulation.
Table 8-7. The mean seasonal meridional wind (in mrs) for each region fbr the LGM and the
pre-industrial simulation.
during the first part of the year, and a weaker northerly wind component during
the second half of the year. NSI has a weaker northerly wind component, except
during DJF, and the northerly winds are weaker the whole year round in WSSI
and ESI. Histogram analysis shows whether the change in the mean meridional
wind is due to a decrease/increase in the northerly/southerly winds or whether it
is due to a change in their strengths (Fig. 8- I a).
The change in the meridional wind over New Zealand is due to both a shift to
more southerlies as well as to stronger southerlies. The exception is JJA when
there is not a shift to more southerlies but only a shift to stronger southerlies.
This change in the meridional wind is similar to the change in the zonal mean
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Fig. 8- 14. The strength of the meridional wind (m/s) versus the number of grid points for the
New Zealand pre-industrial land mass. The pre-industrial and LGM distributions are paired
for each season to facilitate easy comparison. Northerlies are negative, southerlies are
positive.
(Fig.7-2q. There are also regional differences within New Zealand. The NNI
region, which already experienced a predominantly southerly wind, shows a shift
to stronger southerlies. The slight positive increase in the mean meridional wind
in SWNI and ENI during the first half of the year is due to a slight increase in the
number of grid points showing a mean northerly direction. These regions
experience a weakening of the northerlies during the second half of the year, but
in general do not show major shifts in the distribution of northerlies versus
southerlies at any time of the year. The strongest decrease/increase in the
strength of the northerly/southerly winds takes place over WSSI and ESI during
the transitional seasons of MAM and SON.
An analysis was done on the change in the meridional wind in the Southern
Hemisphere between 35'S-60'5 in section 7.2.7.11 was found that within this
zonal band there was a shift towards less northerlies/more southerlies. As
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Table 8-8. The number of grid points (in percentage of the total number of grid points) having
a meridional component that is pre-dominantly southerly for the GCM (35"S 
- 
60"5) and
RCM for the pre-industrial and LGM simulations.
indicated earlier, such a shift was probably prominent over the New Zealand
region. That means that percentage-wise there must have been be a larger shift
towards a stronger southerly flow over the New Zealand region than in the zonal
mean. Table 8-8 shows the number of grid points that have a meridional wind
component that is predominantly southerly for the GCM (35'S 
- 
60'5) and RCM
for the pre-industrial and LGM simulation. From this table it is clear that the
increase in the southerly component of the meridional wind in the RCM is larger
than in the zonal mean for the Southern Hemisphere, supporting the statement
made earlier.
Have the different wind patterns in the regions during the LGM atfected
temperature and precipitation in the regions? From Table 8-2 it was determined
that the largest cooling occurred over the South Island. The large amount of
cooling in WSSI was for a substantial part ascribed to the differences between
the modelled orography in the pre-industrial and LGM simulations, and the
inclusion of the glaciers in the LGM simulation. But the large amount of cooling
in ESI can not be explained in a similar way. The ESI region also went against
the trend of having reduced precipitation during the LGM. There was only a
reduction in precipitation during JJA, but virtually none during summer and
winter, and even an increase in precipitation during SON.
Correlation maps of temperature versus mean sea level pressure and
precipitation versus mean sea level pressure show quite different patterns for the
LGM parameters than for the pre-industrial parameters. The correlations are
understandably very low in the annual mean (+0.2), and not much can be
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concluded from this. but there are remarkable variations in the seasonal
correlation pattems.
8.2.3.1. Correlation MSlP-Temperature
In this section, the seasonal correlation maps of the regional mean seasonal
tonperatures against the mean sea level pressure at each grid point are presented.
The descriptions only deal with the general conelations patterns. Comments on
whether a particular wind direction has a stronger/weaker influence on
temperature in a particular region, does not imply that that particular wind
direction is the most important controlling factor on temperature. Comparisons
are primarily made with the equivalent correlation patterns of the pre-industrial
simulation (section 6.3.3. I ).
- DJF
(Fig. 8-15) Temperature is stronger positively correlated to MSLP during DJF
than in the pre-industrial simulation. The correlation maximum for each region
shifts more onto the country. This means that the location of highs and lows over
the country dominate the temperature response more strongly than during the
pre-industrial simulation. Clear skies will radiate out and receive relatively more
heat than during the pre-industrial. Renwick (1998) describes how the occulrence
of "blocking highs" during DJF increases in the South West Pacific during El
Niflo years. lt was established from the HadCM3 SST data that ENSO had a
significant presence during the LGM (chapter 7). Although New Zealand's
climate during the LGM was most likely affected by ENSO, no further
investigation was done on the extent of the effect of ENSO on the shift in the
correlation patternsl. The westerly winds have a stronger cooling effect over all
regions during the LGM, except for ENI where there is not much of a difference.
What stands out during DJF is the inverse correlation of temperature with the
' Since the SSTs in the tropical Pacific as reconstmcted by HadCM3 are open to discussion, changes in
correlation pattems can be due to incorrectly simulating the SSTs rather than that those changes represent a
fearure of the clirnate of the LGM.
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Fig. 8-16. Correlation map of the zonal wind
(at t000hPa) versus temperature for WSSI
during DJF. Westerly wind is positive.
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Fig. 8-15. Correlation maps of mean sea level pressure versus temperature for the six different
regions during DJF (RCM).
zonal wind over the Alps. Westerly winds give cooling to the whole country, but
result in a slight warming over the Alps (see Fig. 8- 16). A possible explanation is
that since the westerlies have lost their moisture tarther to the west (see Fig.
8-12), the dry winds warrn up the areas directly downstream of the glaciers. This
is in accord with the suggestion made earlier that the precipitation band in the
West Coast shifted westward
during the LGM.
It is not possible to separate any
possible impacts that a change in
the wind regimes might have had
on the temperature from the overall
cooling in each region. The
temperature in WSSI is dominated
by the cooling influence of the
glaciers and although the cooling in
ESI is slightly larger than in the
other regions (see Table 8-2), this
can not conclusivelv be ascribed to
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Fig. 8-17. Correlation maps of mean sea level pr€ssure versus temperahire for the six different
regions dwing MAI,I (RCM).
an increase in southerly winds. Other factors (e.g. enhanced outgoing longwave
radiation, decrease in westerly wind) will also have played their part.
- MAM
(Fig. 8-17) The correlation patterns for MAM stand out in that they are very
similar for each region. They all show the dominance of,the meridional wind on
the ternperature r€sporsen with
correlations up to 0.9. The
advection of warm/cold air has a
more prominent influence on the
temperature response of each
region than in the pre-industrial
simulation. The westerly wind has a
cooling effect on the far north and
souttr" and results in warming in
ENI (Fig. 8-18). The strengthened
west€r.ly flow over ENI would have
er,rhanced the fdhn effeet, thereby
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Fig. 8-18. Correlation amp of the zonal wind (at
l0 OhPa) versus Emperature for ENI durine
MAM. Westerly wind is positive.
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Fig. 8-19. Correlation maps of mean sea level pressure versus temperature for the six
different regions during JJA (RCM).
offsetting the general cooling in the region. ENI has the lowest amount of
cooling of all regions (Table 8-2).
With temperatures rather uniformly cooler over New Zealand (with the
exception of WSSI), the larger amount of cooling in ESI stands out. As
mentioned earlier, the southerly component of the wind in this region increases
strongly, particularly during the transitional seasons. The increase in the
southerlies will therefore have enhanced the amount of cooling in this region.
. JJA
(Fig. 8-19) The correlation patterns of JJA present stronger positive correlations
in the east and weaker negative correlations in the west compared to the
correlation patterns for the pre-industrial simulation (see Fig. 6-20). However,
the correlation patterns between temperature and the winds are very similar to the
equivalent correlation patterns for the pre-industrial simulation (not shown). The
meridional wind has the strongest influence, and then in particular the southerly
wind which can bring up very cold air from down south. It is in the finer details
of the westerly wind where the main differences are, and then in particular in the
south. The westerly wind increases its cooling effect slightly on the North Island
regions. There is a slight zonal change in the correlation pattern of the
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Fig. 8-20. Correlation maps of the zonal wind (at l000hPa) versus temperature fbr NSI for
the pre-industrial (left) and LGM simulation (right) during JJA. Westerly wind is positive.
temperature with the zonal wind in NSI. Although the pattern is the same as for
the pre-industrial, the strongest correlations have shifted to an easterly wind to
the east of the county (Fig. 8-20). The temperature in NSI is strongly correlated
to an easterly wind in the east. This is different than for the pre-industrial
simulation, where the correlation was negative (Fig. 8-20). The correlation
pattern in WSSI is complicated again but is similar to the pattern during DJF.
The westerly wind is negatively correlated to temperature in the west but causes
warming over the Alps.
Excluding WSSI from the analysis, the amount of cooling is again quite
uniform over the country, except again in ESI. The stronger cooling in this
region can this time not directly be linked to a larger increase in the southerly
winds, since most regions experience a similar increase in the southerly
component. However, ESI would have been more prone to the severity of the
cold blast coming from the south, and that could have enhanced its cooling. With
its average seasonal temperature below zero (Table 8-2), the region is covered by
snow (Fig. 8-8) which increases its surface albedo. Furthermore, with blocking
probably more prominent during the LGM, especially during JJA, the amount of
radiative cooling would have increased, which would have lead to further
cooling. The latter possibility is also supported by the fact that all regions show
weaker westerly winds during LGM (Table 8-6). And thirdly, the temperature in
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Fig. 8-21 . Correlation maps of the zonal wind (at l000hPa) versus temperature for ESI for
the pre-industrial (left) and LGM simulation (right) during JJA. Westerly wind is positive.
Otago in particular, and to a lesser extent the coastal areas, are affected by the
very cold katabatic winds coming of the mountains (Fig. 8-21).
-.so//
(Fig. 8-22) SON has always been the season that has stood out. The mean zonal
circulation had its largest anomalous pattern during this season in the pre-
industrial simulation. Comparisons between the LGM and the pre-industrial
simulation for this season have already shown up some different conclusions
than during other seasons (e.g. sections 7.2.6,7.2.7). The correlation maps are
dominated by positive correlations just as for the pre-industrial simulation, but
they are all slightly weaker. This mainly affects the meridional wind, which has
lower correlations with temperature, particularly for the northern regions. The
westerly wind still cools NNI, SWNI and NSI, but enhances its irnpact of
wanning in ENI and to a lesser extent in ESI. The correlation pattern of WSSI
shows the double pattern again of cooling to the west and warming over the Alps
under a westerly wind regime, although the correlation is now much weaker
(+0.3).
As mentioned under MAM, the largest difference in the amount of cooling
between ESI and the northern regions appears during the transitional seasons.
ESI experiences stronger cooling than the northem regions when it also has a
large increase in southerly winds (Table 8-7). It is therefore suggestive that the
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Fig. 8-22. Correlation maps of, mean sea level pressure versws temperature for the six different
regions dtring SON (RCM).
increase in the southerly wind cornponent had a measurable effect on the cooling
of the regional temperature in EStr. The question that needs to be answered then
is why NNI does not experience an increase in cooling even though it
experiances a similar increase in the southerly wind. There are three possible
explanations. It might be that, similar during JJA, th€ southerly winds in ESI are
coming ftom far more south and are much colder than the southerlies in NNI.
Secondly, thse is a strong reduction in the westerly wind in this region, reducing
the effeet of lee-side warming. And thirdln large pafis of NNI are covered in
forest. This kind of vegetation would be able to "regulate" its temperature more
than the open grasslands of the southn reducing the effect of the colder winds.
8.2.3.2. Correlation MSlP-Precipitation
In this sectionn the seasonal correlation maps of the regional mean seasonal
precipitation against the rnean sea level pressure at each grid point are presented.
No distinction has been made on whether a specific wind direction has become
more/less irnportant in general in the occurence of precipitation, or whether it is
the result of a change in other factors controlling precipitation. The statements
made here only refer to the dominant wind direction, not to the dominant
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Fig. 8-23. Correlation maps of mean sea level pressure versus precipitation for the six
different regions during DJF (RCM).
precipitation process. Comparisons are primarily made with the equivalent
correlation pattems of the pre-industrial simulation (section 6,3.3.2).
- DJF
(Fig. 8-23) All correlation maps for DJF are dominated by a large negative
correlation to the west of the country. This indicates that the relative importance
of the rneridional wind on precipitation is stronger for most regions during the
LGM than during the pre-industrial. There are a few changes in the correlation
patterns with the zonal wind.
During the pre-industrial, precipitation in NNI was weakly positively
correlated to an easterly wind, but during the LGM the positive conelation is
with a westerly wind. The mean seasonal precipitation in NNI during DJF was
less during the LGM (Table 8-4). The correlation maps show that the occuffence
of precipitation in NNI was strongly dependent on moisture coming from the
north (Fig. 8-2a). However an increase in southerlies over the region (Table 8-7)
implies that there were more zones of high/low pressure to the west/east of New
Zealand. Besides as the result of the cooler temperatures, the reduction in
precipitation in NNI during DJF could therefore also be related to a reduction in
the number of tropical lows coming south to New Zealand. SWNI has a stronger
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positive correlation of precipitation
with the westerly wind, and ENI
has a stronger correlation with an
easterly wind to the south of the
country. Since the latter region
experiences an increase in westerly
winds (Table 8-6), its dependence
on moisture coming from the north
increases. The reduction in easterly
winds is also partly responsible for
the overall reduction in
precipitation in this region (Table
8-4).
It is particularly the conelation with the zonal (westerly) rather than with the
meridional (northerly) wind component that increases for NSI. This region
experiences a strong increase in westerly rvind (Table 8-6), where as the increase
in its northerly component is only minor (Table 8-7). However, the overall result
was a reduction in precipitation here as well (Table 8-4). Both the two southern
regions have difficult pattems. Against the trend set by the northern regions,
WSSI and ESI both show an increase in precipitation (Table 8-4), a reduction in
the westerly wind (Table 8-6) and a reduction in the northerly wind (Table 8-7).
The correlation patterns for WSSI for the pre-industrial and LGM simulation are
very similar, and indicate therefore that changes in precipitation are not related to
changes in advection. The increase in precipitation is probably related to the
lowering of the condensation level as a result of the cold temperatures of the
glaciers and the steep increase in orography. Both effects result in an increase in
the geographical extent of the area which temperatures are below the
condensation/freezing level. This would allow a relatively larger amount of
moisture to precipitate. The effect of the increase in orography on precipitation
can also be seen in the correlation of precipitation with the westerly wind (Fig.
8-25). The westerly wind is negatively correlated with precipitation just offshore
of WSSI and positively correlated over the Alps. As the moisture-bearing
I
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Fig. 8-24. Correlation map of the meridional
wind (at l000hPa) versus precipitation for WSSI
during DJF. Northerly wind is negative.
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Fig. 8-25. Correlation maps of the zonal wind (at l000hPa) versus precipitation for WSSI for
the pre-industrial (left) and LGM simulation (right) during DJF. Westerly rvind is positive.
westerly wind approaches the land, it experiences a strong backflow when it tries
to cross the mountains. In the seasonal mean, this results in a weak easterly flow
(at l000hPa). The airmass needs a major uplift in order to cross the mountains"
and precipitation is strongly enhanced. This rvas clearly pictured in Fig. 8-ll
(DJF). There is also a weak negative correlation with precipitation over southern
Southland. This region is now rvell inland in the enlarged landmass of New
Zealand during the LGM and sits in the rain shadow of the high orography of
Fiordland.
Precipitation in ESI is very strongly correlated with a low in mean sea level
pressure just to the northwest of the North lsland. This implies that precipitation
in ESI is very strongly correlated to a northerly flow to the east of the North
lsland and a southerly florv to the south. With the strength of the westerly rvinds
in ESI being negatively conelated to the occunence of precipitation (Mullan et
al.,2001), the strong reduction in the westerly wind in this region would
therefore enhance the occurrence of precipitation as well. It would make it easier
for easterlies/southerlies to penetrate deeper inland. The increase in the number
of southerlies in ESI is therefore at least partly the cause of the apparent increase
in precipitation. As rnentioned earlier, it should be noted that the model seems to
underestimate the precipitation in the east in the first place (section 6.3.2). A
small increase in precipitation during the LGM does therefore not directly imply
that there was a real increase in precipitation in the east of the South Island. For
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Fig. 8-26. Correlation maps of mean sea level pressure versus precipitation for the six
diflerent regions during MAM (RCM).
each region, precipitation is strongly negatively correlated with temperature,
except for the mountain ranges in WSSL WaTm air can contain more moisture, so
ascent of a warm moist parcel will result in an increase in precipitation.
- MAM
(Fig. 8-26) Differences between the pre-industrial and LGM correlation patterns
for the North Island regions are relatively small. Precipitation in NNI has a
weaker correlation with a low to the northwest. The maximum negative
correlation in SWNI shifts slightly westward. The main implication of this shift
is that the positive correlation of precipitation with the westerly wind shifts
slightly southwards. Precipitation in ENI is weaker correlated to a minimum to
the northwest of the regional domain in its correlation pattern with the meridional
wind (Fig. 8-27\. This implies that ENI gets relatively less precipitation from
airmasses that originally came from the north and have curled onto the North
lsland, than that it did in the pre-industrial simulation. The latter pattern fits in
nicely with the fact that the region experiences an increase in westerly winds
(Table 8-6), thereby reducing the occurrence of moist easterly onshore flows. All
northem areas experience a reduction in precipitation during MAM, but the
reduction in ENI is larger (>25%) than for the other North Island regions (10%).
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Fig. 8-27. Correlation maps of the meridional wind (at l000Ma) versus precipitation for ENI
for the pre-industrial (left) and LGM sirnulation (right) during MAM. Nonherly wind is
negative.
Since the strengthened westerly wind also had an impact on the temperature
regime in ENI, it is fair to say that the westerly wind exerted its influence on the
climate of ENI during MAM. Since the model underestimates precipitation in
this region during MAM quite clearly (Fig.6-ll), such a strong simulated
reduction in precipitation would indicate that ENI rvas indeed quite drier during
MAM in the LGM.
The correlation pattem for NSI has changed the most. It shows that in the
zonal direction the region's precipitation is now correlated with a westerly wind,
rather than with an easterly wind as it was in the pre-industrial simulation (Fig.
8-28). Tltis is quite intriguing. In the pre-industrial simulation, NSI gets its
moisture both from tropical lows descending on New Zealand (hence the north-
easterly wind component) and from frontal depressions that are embedded in the
mean westerly circulation. The enhanced westerly flow during the LGM could
make it harder for tropical lows to descend on New Zealand and therefore
prevent moisture transport to the southem regions.
The increase and eastward shift of the maximum negative correlation for ESI
results in changes in the precipitation-wind direction correlation patterns. The
correlation with a westerly wind to the north and a southerly wind to the south of
New Zealand shifts southwards by about 5o, and the correlations with the
meridional winds become weaker. ESI experiences a strong increase in the
I 1;:i - \-
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Fig. 8-28. Correlation maps of the zonal wind (at l000hPa) versus precipitation for NSI
lor the pre-industrial (left) and LGM simulation (right) during MAM. Westerly wind is
positive.
southerly wind with virtually no change in precipitation. lt would seem that the
increase of incursions of southerly storms bringing precipitation in the region
offsets the general reduction in precipitation as the result of the colder
temperatures.
. JJA
(Fig. 8-29) The strong reduction of the westerly wind in NNI (see Table 8-6)
shifts the correlation pattern slightly eastward but otherwise does not change
much. Precipitation in this region is still highly correlated to north-easterly
winds. The reduction in precipitation, about 10o4, is similar to the reduction
during DJF and MAM (Table 8-4). No discernable influence of a different wind
regime can be detected in the precipitation pattern during JJA. The opposite is
true for SWNI. Precipitation in SWNI is correlated to northerlies to the northeast
of the country rather than to the northwest of the country (Fig. 8-30). At the same
time, the correlation pattern with westerly winds is much weaker, which could be
an indication of the effect of a weaker westerly wind during this period (Table
8-7). In general, precipitation in this region comes now more from a northerly
direction. The pattern for ENI is similar to the pre-industrial pattern, but the
maxima are stronger. This indicates the stronger correlation of precipitation in
this region to a north-easterly flow. This area stands out from all other areas
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Fig. 8-29. Correlation maps of mean sea level pressure versus precipitation for the six
different regions during JJA (RCM).
since it is the only region that experiences an increase in precipitation during JJA
(Table 8-4)'. Without any significant change in the correlation patterns,
precipitation seems to be enhanced under current climate wind regimes. In the
present day, JJA experiences an increase in the occurrence of blocking highs to
the east of New Zealand, and it has been indicated before that blocking was at
least an as common feature during the LGM as it is now. Blocking highs to the
east of New Zealand would induce weaker westerly winds over the country (a
common feature for all regions during JJA, see Table 8-6) and give enhanced
north-easterly flows onto ENI. The correlation pattern of ENI could therefore be
an indication of the occurrence of blocking highs in the New Zealand region
during JJA.
The different correlation pattern for NSI indicates that precipitation in this
area is during the LGM more corelated to an easterly wind, rather than to a
westerly wind (Fig. 8-31), but it is still strongly correlated to northerly winds.
Such a pattern is more similar to that for ENI, in that the occurrences of blocking
highs are influential on directing moisture to this area. Although the
configuration of the correlation pattern for WSSI does not change much, the
' This does not automatically rnean that there was a real increase in precipitation,
undcrestimatcs pre.cipitation in this region during JJA (Fig. 6- I I ).
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Fig. 8-31. Correlation maps of the zonal wind (at l000hPa) versus precipitation for NSI for
the pre-industrial (left) and LGM simulation (right) during JJA. Westerly wind is positive.
reduction in the correlation maxima makes precipitation in this region only
weakly correlated to a northerly wind to the northwest of the regional domain.
Northerly winds will cause dry conditions downwind of the mountains in
inland Otago and Southland. The correlation pattern for ESI does not change
dramatically although the correlation of precipitation with a northerly wind to the
east of the country decreases slightly and shifts slightly more to the north.
Precipitation in ESI is slightly reduced. But since the mean seasonal temperature
Fig.8-30. Correlation maps of the meridional wind (at l000hPa) versus precipitation fbr
SWNI fbr the pre-industrial (left) and LGM simulation (right) during JJA. Northerly wind
is negative.
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Fig. 8-32. Correlation maps of mean sea level pressure versus precipitation for the six different
regions during SON (RCM).
is below freezing in ESI (Table 8-2), this region, together with WSSI, would get
its precipitation mainly in the form of snow. Most of the South Island was
blanketed by snow during JJA (Fig. 8-8), which in turn increased the surface
albedo, causing further cooling.
- soN
(Fig. 8-32) The correlation patterns during SON are in general weaker than
during the pre-industrial (Fig. 6-36). Although the southerly wind in NNI
increases ten-fold during SON (Table 8-7), it is the westerly wind that is still
very strongly correlated to the occurrence of precipitation in this region. The
amount of precipitation hardly changed in NNI (Table 8-4). The increase in
general baroclinicity would have countered the reduction in precipitation as the
result of the cooler conditions. ln chapter 7 it was already indicated that
baroclinicity in the LGM during SON was enhanced compared to the pre-
industrial simulation.
Precipitation in SWNI is only weakly correlated to any wind direction. The
correlation pattern still indicates the influence of the moisture-bearing westerly
wind coming onto the country, and precipitation in SWNI correlates with a
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northerly wind in the east and a southerly wind to the west of the country. The
pattern for ENI does not change much, and precipitation is even more strongly
correlated to the easterly wind than in the pre-industrial simulation. This follows
from the fact that ENI is under the influence of very strong westerly winds
(Table 8-6). Such a regime usually brings dry conditions to this region. Although
the westerly wind dominates in this region, the amount of precipitation in ENI is
similar as during the pre-industrial (Table 8-4). This is due to the incursions of
southerly storms onto the whole south and east of the country. All southem
regions and ENI show a strong increase in the southerly wind component (Table
8-7). These regions would have experienced more extreme conditions during the
LGM than during the present day, with them often having been under the
influence of strong, warrn, dry westerly winds, alternated with stronger and
colder southerly winds. To explain the lack of proxy data indicating the existence
of forests in New Zealand during the LGM, it was assumed that a general cooling
of about 4.5'C-5"C was required. However, the harshness and the severity of the
climate, together with the enhanced seasonality, might very well have been the
limiting factor on forest growth, and not the absolute cooling. Such a scenario
would imply that the average cooling could have been less than the suggested
amount and be more in line with the cooling of 2.5"C-4"C found here (section
8.2. r ).
The correlation pattern for NSI is quite different again. Precipitation is
slightly stronger correlated to the westerly wind, but shows virtually no
correlation with the meridional wind. As mentioned before in the discussion of
ENI, this region also experienced only a minor reduction in precipitation, a
strong westerly wind and an increased southerly wind component. It would
therefore also have experienced an increase in its variability, both in temperature
as well as in precipitation. Precipitation in WSSI and ESI are strongly positively
correlated to westerly and easterly winds respectively. Similar as during MAM,
WSSI and ESI experience a very strong increase in the southerly winds. For
WSSI it is the westerly wind that goes south around the South Island and then
tums north that brings the moisture, mainly to Otago, and then in particular to its
coastal region. But with the westerly wind weaker in inland Otago, moist air can
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travel inland easier as well. The strong reduction in westerly wind in ESI
enhances the correlation of precipitation with a southerly wind.
8.3. Summary
The climate of New Zealand during the Last Glacial Maximum was
investigated using an RCM, which was embedded within a GCM. The setup for
the glacial conditions was similar as in the GCM and was discussed in chapter 7.
Some fields were remarkably different and were determined separately. Most
noticeable was the diflerent orography of New Zealand during the LGM. New
Zealand's modelled orography in the LGM simulation was higher than in the pre-
industrial simulation, partly as the result of the lower sea level but mainly as the
result of the extensive glaciers covering the land. New Zealand's modelled LGM
orography was higher by l km compared to the orography in the pre-industrial
simulation in some areas. As was determined in chapter 6, the modelled
orography plays a major part on the outcome of the climate simulation. lncorrect
representation of the orography could therefore give anomalous responses. Since
it is impossible to know what the orography exactly was during the LGM, it
should be kept in mind that the simulated climate might have been slightly
different with a different modelled orography. However, it is believed that if the
orography was modelled slightly different, along established thoughts about what
the LGM orography might have been. it would not have affected the general
results of this study. The orography modulates the regional responses, but a small
change in its modelled height does not reverse its effect. From chapter 6 it was
already determined that the RCM was not capable of reconstructing the exact
values for climatic parameters like temperature and precipitation, but that it does
a good job in reconstructing regional aspects and seasonal trends. These two
variables were examined again in the analysis of New Zealand's climate during
the LGM, together with the possible effects of the changes in wind regimes for
the six regions defined in chapter 6 on these variables.
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Cross sections of ternperature showed how the temperature followed the pre-
industrial values very well, albeit that they were consistently colder. Only where
there was a change in the orography did the trends in the cross sections differ.
There were much colder temperatures in the mountains during the LGM. This
was partly because of the inclusion of the glaciers, but also for a large part as the
result of the higher orography. The extended landmass to the east of the North
Island showed similar ternperatures during DJF and SON as the current east
coast. However, this area experienced much colder tanperatures than the current
coastal areas during MAM and SON.
From proxy data it was determined that the average annual temperature in
New Zealand during the LGM might have been lower by 4.5"C-5oC. The mean
annual cooling found here (4.6oC) sits exactly within this range, but this value
was controlled by the very strong cooling that took place over the Alps. It was
impossible to compare the LGM and pre-industrial temperatures in the Alps
against each other, because their equivalent grid points were at different heights.
Adjusting the average annual cooling for the large effect of the enhanced
orography of the Alps gave an estimated cooling of about 8"C-1OoC over WSSI
and a calculated cooling of 2.5oC-4"C for the rest of New Zealand. The strongest
seasonal cooling took place during MAM and JJA, followed by SON. Since it
was known that the modelled westerly wind was too strong, particularly during
SON, it was difficult to indicate whether the modelled amount of cooling was too
low or too high. But in general, the seasonal ternperature differences increased
during the LGM. Apart from WSSI, the largest cooling consistently took place in
ESI. ESI experienced a strong increase in the number of southerlies, particularly
during MAM and SON. Southerly winds were able to bring up much colder polar
air and moved right up the east coast. Of a lesser impact on the temperature was
the snow cover. The South Island experienced snow fall during the whole year,
although only during JJA was there a substantial snow pack on the ground. Snow
on the ground increased the albedo of the surface, reflecting incoming solar
radiation, and would have enhanced the amount of cooling of the land.
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Precipitation pattems were also heavily influenced by the increase in height
of the orography. The Southern Alps acted already as a barrier to the prevailing
westerly winds in the pre-industrial simulation, but that became even more the
case during the LGM. Although the colder atmosphere of the LGM was less
capable of containing moisture, there was an increase in precipitation just to the
west of the Alps, particularly during DJF. The westward shift of the precipitation
band along the West Coast of the South Island and Fiordland was the result of
the extension of the glaciers all the way out to the sea. The modelled orography
was not only higher than in the pre-industrial simulation, but its bulk had also
shifted westwards. The westerly wind, bringing moist air to the land, had to
ascend earliero more to the west. Convection, cloud formation and eventually
precipitation, would therefore have occurred more to the west as well. The effect
of the westward migration of the main precipitation band was a reduction in
precipitation over the Alps. Just as with the analysis of temperature, precipitation
patterns in WSSI were difficult to compare between the two simulations, since
most data was calculated at different grid point heights. Similar to the pre-
industrial simulation, the precipitation patterns followed the orography quite
well. Overall, the mean precipitation was reduced in New Zealand, varying
between lO%-20% less than in the pre-industrial simulation, except for some
notable exceptions. There was virtually no reduction in precipitation in ESI and
during DJF and SON there was even a slight increase in precipitation. This was
ascribed to a reduction of the strength in the westerly wind, and to the increase of
strong incursions of southerly winds. The latter could also have been influential
in keeping the precipitation levels virtually the same in NSI and ENI during
SON. However, there was a strong reduction in precipitation over and directly
east of the Alps, especially in inland Otago and Southland. It was noted however
that since the model underestimates precipitation in the east of the country, an
apparent increaseo or lack of reduction, in precipitation in the east, does not
automatically imply that precipitation in those regions was the same as during the
present day. It could therefore be possible that those regions experienced a
modest decrease in precipitation during the LGM.
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Similar as in the pre-industrial simulation, temperature and precipitation
followed the orography quite well. It could therefore be suggested that the
general trend in these variables could probably also have been obtained by
simply interpolating the orographically corrected GCM values. Howevero the
geological proxy data set does not show the same resolution in space and in time
as CLIDB. Any variation between the GCM interpolated values and the CLIDB
data could be an indication of a regional climate effect. Such a pattern would
never show up if downscaling was applied to the LGM simulation, since the error
in the geological data could be much larger than the error in the interpolated
value of the GCM. Hence this was a case for using a RCM. This becomes even
clearer when investigating the different regional wind regimes of the different
climates on the tonperature and precipitation patterns.
A change in the wind patterns played a role in the analysis of both
temperature and precipitation. From the analysis of the mean zonal circulation in
the Southern Hemisphere it was concluded that there was a change in the
modelled wind regimes during the LGM, with a stronger westerly wind and more
incursions of southerlies in the latitudes covering New Zealand. It was
determined that the New Zealand region experienced more and stronger
incursions of southerly winds than in the zonal mean. This followed from the fact
that there was an enhanced wave number 3 pattern in the mean zonal circulation
with a stronger northward flow to the east of Australia.
The reduction of northerlies, and therefore the increase in southerlies, in NNI
could be an indication of fewer tropical lows being able to descend down on New
Zealand. This would have reduced the advection of warm moist air to the region.
But the increase in the occurrence and strength of the southerly winds did not
happen all over New Zealand, nor did it happen during every season. Both SWNI
and ENI experienced an increase in northerlies during DJF and MAM. The
largest increase in southerlies happened in WSSI and ESI, particularly during
MAM and SON, and resulted in the largest cooling in New Zealand. As the result
of the increase in the geographical extent of the land with tunperatures below the
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condensation level, the lowering of the condensation level, and the massive
increase in the modelled orography, precipitation in WSSI only decreased by
about 5% during MAM and SON, and increased slightly during DJF (2%). T\e
larger reduction in precipitation during JJA (17%) is similar as in all other
regions. But since precipitation in ESI already depended strongly on a southerly
component in the wind direction in the pre-industrial simulation, the general
reduction in moisture available for precipitation during the LGM is countered in
ESI by the increase of incursions of southerly winds. The resulting effect was
that there was virtually no change in precipitation in ESI. The effect of the
increase in southerlies travelled up the country, and affected NSI and ENI during
JJA and SON as well.
Although in the mean zonal circulation the westerly wind increased slightly
in the midlatitudes, it showed a variable pattern over New Zealand. The westerly
wind increased substantially over the North Island and over NSI, especially
during DJF (increased by 20%-45%) and MAM (increased by 50%-400%tr;. the
increase in the strength of the westerly wind during SON in these areas was
relatively small (l%-8o/o\ when compared to the pre-industrial simulation. This
was more the result of comparing the wind with an anomalously strong westerly
wind in the pre-industrial simulation than that the westerly wind during SON was
relatively weak. The westerly wind was still the strongest during SON. The
stronger westerly wind could have acted as a barrier to tropical lows coming
down on New Zealand, enhancing the drier conditions in the northem regions.
Neverthelesso those northern regions still depended strongly on precipitation
coming from the north, which was indicated by the higher correlation (increase
of dependency) of precipitation with the meridional (northerly) wind during DJF
and MAM. The stronger westerly wind over ENI would have prevented
moisture-bearing easterlies to come ashore, thereby enhancing the dry conditions
I This is a comparison of regional averages. Grid points with an easterly wind (negative direction) would cancel
out the westerly wind (positive direction) of another grid point. During the LGM, more grid points showed a
predominant (and stronger) westerly flow, thereby strongly enhancing the differences in the zonal wind
direction between the two simulations. Hence the extreme value of 4007o.
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in the east. ENI showed a stronger correlation between precipitation and an
easterly flow than in the pre-industrial simulation. The stronger westerly winds
increased their cooling effect for NSI and the North Island regions during DJF,
and enhanced warming in ENI during MAM. The ternperature response during
DJF depended on the location of a high over the country more strongly than
during the pre-industrial. It was the advection of weather systems that affected
the temperature response during the other seasons. A stronger westerly wind
would support the geological evidence of enhanced upwelling in the east (e.g.
Nelson et al., 2000),
The two southern regions were remarkably different in that they experienced
a weaker westerly wind (up to 5Yo-25o/o weaker) the whole year round, although,
as with temperature and precipitation, it was difficult to analyse the data for
WSSI, since comparisons were made between points at different heights. The
weaker westerly wind affected both the precipitation and temperature
characteristics of the two regions. A weaker westerly wind on the lee-side of the
mountain range resulted in an increase in precipitation, since moist easterlies
were able to come onshore more easily. As the result of the westward shift of the
main precipitation band, the westerly was quite dry when it crossed the
mountains. The dry westerly wind in turn warmed up the Alps and Fiordland in
particular, although the correlation between westerly wind and temperafure was
only up to +0.3. The exception was during MAM, when the westerly wind did
not have a warming influence over the mountains. But this was still in sharp
contrast with the negative correlation (cooling) during the pre-industrial.
Therefore, besides that the precipitation band shifted westward during the LGM,
the area that was affected by a dry wium fohn wind moved westward as well.
This had consequences especially for northern Southland/Central Otago during
DJF where the cooling was reduced as a result of the weaker westerly wind. It is
therefore possible that these regions did not experience any cooling during the
LGM, and might even have experienced slightly wanner temperatures than
during the present day. ESI experienced the strongest westerly winds during the
transition seasons of MAM and SON, when these winds had a warming effect on
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the region. During sufilmer and winter, the westerly wind was weaker, allowing
easterlies to come ashore more easily, and thereby cooling ESL This is similar to
the pre-industrial simulation, except that the westerly winds had a warming effect
on ESI during JJA as well.
JJA was often left out in the previous discussion. This was because JJA
showed some different characteristics. All regions had a weaker westerly wind
during JJA. Blocking highs are a common feature during JJA in the present day.
It was already suggested in chapter 7 that the occurrence of blocking highs could
have increased over the New Zealand region, particularly during JJA, as the
result of the enhanced wave number 3 pattem of the mean zonal circulation. The
reduction in the strurgth of the westerly wind in all regions during JJA follows
therefore the suggestion of an increase in blocking during the LGM very well.
An increase in blocking during JJA would have enhanced the cooling as well,
particularly over the South Island, since clear skies would have enhanced the
amount of outgoing longwave radiation. At the same time, the enhanced
incoming radiation would have had less effect since most of the South Island was
covered in snow. There was virtually no change in the number of gridpoints
experiencing a mean southerly flow during JJA, but there was a shift to stronger
southerlies. Stronger southerlies would have been able to drag the very cold polar
air all the way into New Zealand. The southerly component increased for nearly
all regions, indicating that the cold blasts were moving all the way up the
country.
To what extent the stronger ENSO signal during the LGM had affected New
Zealand's climate has not been investigated. HadCM3 does not reconstruct the
variability in the tropical SSTs correctly and it is therefore difficult to link a
change in ENSO patterns to any climatic features of the LGM. The very short
period of only 16 years of analysis did show that there was not a dominant El
Nifro or La Nifra signal (chapter 7). lf El Niflo was dominant during the whole
period, than it can be expected that New Zealand had experienced a more
south(westerly) flow, explaining some of the increases in the southerlies
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described here. With the variability as the result of ENSO explaining a similar
amount of interannual variability during the LGM and during the pre-industrial,
it is therefore clear that the modelled changes in New Zealand's climate of the
LGM are primarily related to the glacial conditions and not to ENSO patterns.
New Zealand's climate during the LGM was undeniably harsh. The North
was cooler, drier and windier, and the South was cold and bleak. Such a climate
regime would have affected the existence of certain vegetation types. Geological
proxy data indicates a cooling of about 4.5'C-5'C. Together with a drier climate,
such a cold climate would severely limit the existence of forests. However, the
cooling found here was less. There should therefore be other factors limiting
vegetation growth. It is proposed here that it was the increase in the extremes of
the climate that limited the growth of certain vegetation t1pes. With precipitation
in the south similar to the present day, the existence of forests in the south could
be affected mainly by the colder temperatures and the strong incursions of bleak
southerly winds, where as the limitation to forest growth in the north could be
mainly related to the drier conditions and stronger westerly winds. It is not
known to the author whether it would be possible to find such a distinction in the
geological data.
The main anomaly befween this simulation and geological proxy data was in
the position of the ocean currents around New Zealand. Suggestions that the
Tasman Front had weakened and had shifted northwards were to a certain extent
simulated in the GCM, and therefore showed up in the SSTs in the RCM. But
there was no equatorward shift of the ACC into New Zealand's regional domain.
Such a strong northward shift of the ACC would have cooled particularly the
SSTs in the south and east of the South lsland (a cooling of 6oC-10"C was
determined by Barrows et al., 2000), and would have affected their local
climates.
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Summary and Conclusions
9.1. Summary
In order to improve our capability in making future climate predictions, it rs
necessary to understand climates from the past. Past climates can inform us about
the intricacies of global circulations and regional climate patterns under different
forcings. Climate modellers and geologists work together in their efforts in
reconstructing and understanding those climates. The latter finds a multitude in
proxy data, which helps draw a hypothesis about past circulations, where as the
former alters boundary conditions and model settings in order to simulate the
climate from the past. Combining both approaches, climate models should be
able to reproduce the climate features implied by the geological proxy data, and
geologists should be able to either find proof supporting, or contradicting, model
findings or indicate shortcomings in the model. The aim of this study was to
investigate the climate of New Zealand during the Last Glacial Maximum. The
approach to this was through climate modelling. The models used were versions
of the UKMO Unified Model. Output from a GCM detailed the general
circulation and ernphasis was placed on the circulation in the Southern
Hemisphere midlatitudes. Regional detail was obtained by embedding a RCM
within the GCM.
In order to be able to separate data representing ao'real" climate pattern from
the biases and errors in the model's output, it is imperative to investigate the
performance of the model first. For that reason, the GCM and RCM were first set
up under pre-industrial conditions and their output was sompared against present
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day climatologies; the NCEP 1971-2000 climatology and the NIWA CLIDB. It is
assumed that the climate of the pre-industrial era was not that much different
from today's climate, and that such a comparison is therefore valid. Simulating
the pre-industrial climate rather than the present day climate simplifies the model
considerably. Simulating the pre-industrial climate eliminates the need to include
the increasing concentrations of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere we
experience today. This means that the hopospheric chanistry can be kept
constant in the model. The particular versions of the UM used were the
HadAM3H and HadRM3H (NZ_4Okm) configurations. HadAM3H is a global
atmospheric model with a resolution twice that of the well-established and
documented model HadAM3 (e.g. Pope et al., 2000), with 192 points in
longitude, 145 points in latitude and 19 levels in the vertical. Initial conditions
and monthly updated SSTs and sea-ice fields were provided by its coupled GCM
version, HadCM3 (Gordon et al., 2000). NZ_4Okm is an RCM, which physics
are similar to that of HadAM3H with only a few changes in some
parameterization schemes. Its horizontal resolution of the New Zealand domain
was 0.36o, or about 40km, and there were 95 x 68 points. The initial and
boundary conditions were supplied by HadAM3H.
The biases in HadAM3H were similar to the ones in HadAM3. Relevant to
this study is that the surface westerly winds in midlatitudes were too strong, the
distribution of HadCM3's computed SSTs in the Pacific was not completely
correct, and there were cooler SSTs in the North Pacific and warmer SSTs in the
Southern Hemisphere higb latitudes. [t was found further that HadAM3H
overestimated the amplitude, and therefore the strength, of the planetary waves in
the Southern Hemisphere, which in tum affected meridional transport.
The climate of the LGM was reconstructed using Peltier's (1994) ice sheets
and computed SSTs and sea-ice fields from a HadCM3 LGM simulation (Hewitt,
2000). The latter was set up according to the glacial boundary conditions
specified by PMIP (World Climate Research Programme-lll, 2000), and the
SSTs were therefore more similar to the values as determined by PMIP than
those by CLIMAP (1976: l98l). COz levels were set to 2O0ppm and orbital
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parameters were based on the calculations of Berger (1978). Although emphasis
was placed on the general circulation in the Southern Hemisphere, some aspects
of the Northern Hemisphere circulation as well as some climatic patterns in the
tropical Pacific were discussed. The modelled mean global temperature during
the LGM was 3.8oC colder than in a pre-industrial simulation, but there were
considerable geographical and seasonal differences. In the annual mean the
cooling in the Northern Hemisphere was 5.2oC, where as for the Southern
Hemisphere the cooling was only 2.3'C. Precipitation was reduced everywhere
and during all seasons, except for the Southern Hemisphere during DJF and
SON. The latter was probably related to precipitation pattems in the ITCZ and
SPCZ, while precipitation was reduced everywhere south of about 45oS. The
largest reduction in precipitation took place over South East Asia, although one
has to keep in mind that there was a large reduction in sea surface in South East
Asia during the LGM.
9.2.
9.2.1.
Conclusions
Global climate during the LGM
Features of the Northern Hemisphere circulation during the LGM have been
investigated in several other studies, and have been used to compare this
simulation's output against (e.g. Manabe and Broccoli, 1985: Rind, 1987: Hall et
al., I996a; Dong and Valdes, 1998). [t was found that particularly the enlarged
continental ice sheets had a large impact on the general circulation in the
Northern Hemisphere. The meridional temperature gradient increased as a result
of the strong polar cooling. This caused a strengthening of the westerly winds.
The North Atlantic jetstream shifted northwards and increased slightly in
strength as a result of a warming in the North Atlantic (e.g. Hewitt, 2000: Hewitt
et al., 2001). The Pacific jetstream did not shift southwards as was indicated by
several other studies (e.g. Valdes and Hall, 1994: Kitoh et al., 2001) and
decreased in strength. The latter findings were therefore similar to Dong and
Valdes (1998) for their simulation with computed SSTs. In general, the strongest
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westerly winds were found along the boundaries of the continental ice sheets,
where the largest gradients in meridional temperature resided. This resulted in a
shift in the planetary waves from a dominant wave number 1 pattern towards a
wave number 2 pattern. This shift in turn affected the underlying regional
climates.
The increase in the meridional temperature gradient, as a rezult of the very
strong cooling at the poles, was slightly muted by a cooling in the tropics. The
climate of the tropics can drive some climate patterns in the midlatitudes through
teleconnections, and for that reason some attention was paid to what happened in
the tropical Pacific during the LGM. Computed SSTs were 2"C cooler in the
Western Pacific, and 4oC cooler in the Eastem Pacific. This amount of cooling
was slightly larger than found by CLIMAP. But these values were within the
range found by many other modelling studies and by those estimated from
several geological proxy data. It suggested also that there was in increase in the
east-west gradient, again opposite to CLIMAP's findings, but similar to some
other modelling studies (e.g. Weaver et al.o 1998: Liu et al., 2000: Andreasen et
al., 2001). The increase in the east-west gradient intensified the Hadley
circulation, and suggested that the climate of the LGM was more towards a La
Nifia-style climate. At the same time, there was strong interannual variation in
the Pacific's tropical SSTs in the Nifio 3-4 area. This is different than in the
present duy, since the maximum in interannual variability in the NCEP
climatology takes place in the Nifro l-2 region. The fact that the maximum in
interannual variability in the simulation was not in the Nifro l-2 area seemed to
be more an artefact of the model, since it also appeared in the Niflo 3-4 area in
the pre-industrial simulation. However, the increased interannual variability in
the tropical Pacific SSTs seemed to be a real feature of the LGM climate. It
indicates that there was a strong ENSO signal during the LGM, although its
characteristics might have been a bit different.
The changes in the mean zonal circulation in the Southern Hemisphere were
not as profound as in the Northern Hernisphere. This was mainly because the
Southem Hemisphere did not have large continental ice sheets to influence the
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general circulation. The computed sea-ice expanded equatorward up to
55oSi60"S. This was not as vast as suggested by CLIMAP which suggested that
the sea-ice expanded to 50"S. The expansion of the sea-ice clearly affected the
general circulation. It is therefore very important to get the expansion, and
therefore the dynamics, of the sea-ice correct when simulating the climate of the
LGM in the Southern Hemisphere.
The most indicative difference between the climate of the LGM and the
present day (pre-industrial) in the Southern Hemisphere was the difference in
their wind regimes. It was the change in the mean westerly circulation, and its
related change in other climate parameters, that characterized the different state
of the Southem Hemisphereos climate during the LGM. At the same time,
regional climates in the Southern Hemisphere were particularly affected by the
changes in the meridional winds. It was expected that the westerly winds were
stronger during the LGM as a result of the increase in the meridional tonperature
gradient, but this strengthening of the westerly wind did not happen throughout
the entire atmosphere. Compared to the pre-industrial simulation, the zonal mean
of the geopotential height showed a steeper dipping slope from Antarctica to the
Arctic than in the pre-industrial simulation. This indicated a force countering the
increase in the westerly wind in the Southem Hemisphere as a result of an
increase in the meridional temperature gradient. The subpolar trough shifted
slightly equatorward, following the expansion of the sea-ice, and therefore
shifted the strongest westerly winds equatorward as well, In the zonal mean, the
westerly wind decreased throughout the entire troposphere roughly between
45'5-65o5, with a slight, but consistent, increase at 35"S-45oS. The strengthening
and equatorward shift of the westerly wind is consistent with the findings of
CLIMAP. However, there were some intriguing regional variations. Consistent
with the findings of Wyrwoll et al. (2000) and Hope and Simmonds (2003), the
strongest westerly winds for the Australian region shifted poleward, particularly
during JJA. This was the result of an increase in mean sea level pressure over
Australia. This shift was opposite to the shift in the zonal mean. Other regions
required therefore a strong equatorward shift to counter the poleward shift of the
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westerly winds to the south of Australia. ln the zonal mean, the winds curved
northwards downstream of Australia, thereby increasing the southerly component
of the meridional flow over the New Zealand region.
The zonal mean meridional winds between 35os-60o5 undenvent a change in
both the distribution of northerlies versus southerlies, as well as in their
strengths. Although the mean meridional wind was always a northerly, there was
an increase in southerly winds during all seasons except during JJA. During the
winter months there was mainly a shift to stronger northerlies and southerlies.
The increase in southerly winds had a strong impact on the regional climate of
New Zealand.
Analysis of the 500hPa geopotential height showed that the planetary wave
structure had a slight enhancement of the wave number 3 pattem. A cautionary
note was placed on this finding, since it is known that the UM exaggerates the
wave number 3 circulation in the Southern Hemisphere, and the question can
therefore be raised whether the enhanced wave number 3 circulation was a real
feature of the circulation during the LGM or that it was an artefact of the model.
However, it was found that a slight enhancement of the wave number 3
circulation pattem was consistent with other climate patterns, and was therefore
seen as a true feature of the circulation during the LGM. The amplitude of this
pattern would have slightly increased during JJA as the result of the increase in
the strength of both the northerlies and southerlies. The planetary waves would
have shown a slightly more sinusoidal pattern during the other seasons as a result
of the change in the distribution of the northerlies and southerlies. Such a change
is completely in accordance with the fact that the zonal mean meridional heat
transport was reduced during the LGM since it results in a reduction of the heat
transporting poleward-tilting phase. Although the zonal mean meridional heat
transport was reduced in the Southern Hanisphere midlatitudes, there was a
small increase in the hansient eddy component. An increase in this term is
associated with an increase in cyclonic activity. However, the increase in
baroclinicity did not lead to an increase in precipitation since the colder climate
of the LGM had reduced moisture content and a larger static stability. A stronger
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wave number 3 circulation in the Southern Hernisphere may have played a
positive role in the occurrence of blocking in the Southern Hernisphere (e.g.
Trenberth and Mo, 1985). [t was suggested that blocking over New Zealand
could have been enhanced during the LGM, particularly during JJA.
The main modes of circulation variability on monthly and longer timescales
changed slightly during the LGM. All the changes in the circulation in the
Southern Hemisphere which were mentioned above (an equatorward shift of the
polar trough and the westerly winds, and an enhanced wave number 3 pattern in
the mean zonal circulation) are consistent with a weaker SAO (e.g. Meehl, l99l:
Chen and Yen, 1997: Burnett and McNicoll, 2000). The pattern of the SAO
remained the same however, with the peaks appearing during March and
October. EOF analysis showed that interannual variability was again dominated
by the HLM and ENSO. The HLM accounted for a slightly larger portion of the
variability during the LGM than during the pre-industrial (31.2% vs. 29.3%), and
showed a preference towards the positive phase. Since HadCM3 reconstructed
the variability in the tropical SSTs inadequately, the simulated ENSO signals
were not identical to the classical ENSO patterns. Howeveq variability that was
linked to Pacific SST pattems have been referred to as ENSO patterns throughout
this thesis. The EOFs associated with ENSO variability explain a similar amount
of the total variability as for the pre-industrial simulation (9.6% versus 9.7o/o and
8.6% versus 9.60/o), even though the ENSO signal was stronger in the tropics
during the LGM. The 2nd EOF showed a strong wavetrain pattern going from
East Australia all the way into the South Atlantic, very similar to the wavetrain
pattern found in the analysis of the NCEP data. Such a pattern enhances south-
westerly flows over the New Zealand region during El Nifro years. The 3'd EOF
showed a different pattern and was more similar to a wavetrain pattem too. It
also went roughly from East Australia to the South Atlantic, but was weaker and
was 90o out of phase with the wavetrain pattern associated with the 2nd EOF. This
pattern enhanced the occurrence of low-pressure zones moving right over New
Zealand during El Nifio years. Depending on the correctness of HadCM3's
tropical SSTs, it could be suggested that ENSO potentially would have had a
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stronger signal in New Zealand during the LGM than in the present day, since
the different influences of El Nifro and La Nifra on New Zealand's climate would
have been enhanced. The south-westerly flow associated with the 2nd EOF would
draw up much colder air than dwing the present day, where as the north-easterly
flow during La Nifra years would only have been slightly cooler than during the
present day. A similar comparison goes for the variability associated with the 3'd
EOF, when during El Nifio years there was an increase in cool westerlies, with
only a relatively small decrease in precipitation, where as during La Nifla years
there were more high-pressure zones covering New Zealand, leading to drier and
less cool conditions. Both pattems therefore lead to an enhancernent of the
different signatures of El Nifro and La Nifra in New Zealand.
9.2.2. New Zealznd's climate during the LGM
New Zealand's regional climate during the LGM was mainly described
through temperature, precipitation and wind patterns. When comparing the
modelled LGM climate with the pre-industrial simulation, it had to be kept in
mind that as the result of the enhanced orography during the LGM, data for the
two simulations was determined at different heights. Cross sections of
temperature and precipitation showed that these variables followed the orography
very consistently. The difference in orography could therefore not explain the
variations in the dif[erences in these climate parameters. The main conclusions
about New Zealand's climate during the LGM were:
- Temperature:
The modelled annual average cooling over New Zealand was 4.6oC, which sits in
well within the estimation of 4.5"C-5oC based on geological proxy data (e.g.
McGlone et al., 1993). However the amount of cooling in the simulation was
shongly influenced by the enonnous increase in the modelled orography of the
Southern Alps. The main mountain ranges in the South Island were much higher
during the LGM as the result of the inclusion of massive glaciers, which in the
West Coast and Fiordland extended all the way to the Tasman Sea. Omitting the
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effect of the different orography led to a cooling of 8oC-l0oC in WSSI and 2.5"C-
4oC for the rest of New Zealand. The cooling in the North Island was less (2.5"C-
3.3'C) than in the east of the South Island (3'C-5'C). The seasonal variations in
tonperature increased since the cooling was larger during the winter than during
the summer.
- Precipitation:
The precipitation was reduced almost everywhere, varying between 10%-20%
less than in the pre-industrial simulation. The exceptions were in the east of the
South Island the whole year round, in ENI during JJA and SON and in NNI
during SON, where there was no reduction in precipitation. Since the model
underestimates precipitation in the east, the apparent lack of a reduction in
precipitation in the eastern regions does therefore not automatically imply that
precipitation in the east was similar to the present day. The precipitation pattern
over the Alps had altered considerably as the result of the existence of the
massive glaciers. The precipitation band had shifted westward, thereby reducing
the amount of precipitation over the Alps and to the region immediately on the
lee-side of the mountain range, in particular inland Otago and Southland. These
areas experienced the largest reduction in precipitation.
- Ilinds:
Together with the changes in the winds in the general circulation of the Southern
Hernisphere, the change in the wind regimes in New Zealand during the LGM
were the most profound findings in this study. Cooler tonperatures and a
reduction in precipitation were expected, but the change in the winds and their
change in their correlation patterns with temperature and precipitation in New
Zealand were indicative of the different climate of the LGM in New Zealand.
There were also remarkable differences between the North Island and most of the
South Island. The westerly wind was considerably stronger over the North Island
and the north of the South Island, but was weaker over the rest of the South
Island. The exception was during JJA when the westerly wind was weaker
everywhere. This may have been associated with enhanced blocking during this
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season. The stronger westerly wind could have acted as a barrier to tropical lows
coming down towards New Zealand, thereby enhancing the drier conditions in
the northern regions. The stronger westerly wind would definitely have
prevented moist easterlies coming ashore in ENI, thereby enhancing the drier
conditions in the east. The stronger westerly winds had a strong cooling effect for
the North Island, particularly during the summer months.
The westerly winds were 5o/o-25% weaker over most of the South Island. The
weaker westerly wind in the east of the South Island allowed moist easterlies to
come ashore more easily. The resulting relative increase in precipitation in this
area countered the general reduction in precipitation as a result of the drier LGM
conditions in general. The westerly wind had a warming effect on the land during
MAM and SON, and had a cooling effect during the summer and winter. The
reduction in westerly wind in WSSI was more difficult to establish, since as the
result of the massive increase in the orography, there was often a net easterly
directly to the west of the glaciers. After having lost its moisture more to the
west, the westerly wind was dry over the Alps and had therefore a warming
effect on the land. It was possible that some areas in inland Otago and Southland
were not cooler during the summer months during the LGM as a result of this
ftihn wind.
The change in the meridional wind over New Zealand was felt strongly over
most of the South Island. The increase in southerlies had a strong cooling effect
on the South Island and would have contributed to the enhanced cooling that
took place there. The southerlies were able to drag much colder air than in the
present day from the polar region onto New Zealand. The shongest increase in
southerly winds took place during MAM and SON, which coincided with the
strongest cooling in the South. With precipitation in the east linked to a southerly
component in the wind, an increase in southerlies therefore also countered (at
least partially) the general reduction in precipitation. The opposite was hue for
the northern region, where a decrease in northerlies could be associated with a
decrease in the numbers of (tropical) lows coming down and therefore reducing
the advection of moist air to the region.
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Proxy data have indicated that New Zealand during the LGM was in general
colder by 4.5'C-5oC, drier and probably windier. Most of the results here agree to
a certain point with those findings. However, this study was able to give a more
detailed regional and seasonal description and those findings were re-examined.
The estimated cooling of 4.5"C-5"C was mainly based on proxy data indicating
the existence, or the lack of certain vegetation types, and to a lesser degree, to the
lowering of snowlines. The cooling of 2.5'C-4oC found in this study would
therefore seem to be too low to explain those findings. However, it was
suggested here that it was not the absolute cooling but the increase in extremes
that determined the existence of vegetation types in New Zealand. The LGM
climate in New Zealand was much harsher, with an increase in seasonality in
temperature and incursions of strong southerly, polar winds. Those conditions,
together with a reduction in precipitation, would have affected plant growth,
hence the vegetation changed to those plant types that could cope with the
harsher conditions. It was suggested that in some isolated and/or sheltered areas
forests could still have existed. If that were the case, it might very well be
possible that the South and North Island have had different limiting conditions
for those areas. The east of the South Island did not experience a real reduction in
precipitation, but had increased snowfall, and a weaker westerly wind. Wind and
precipitation would therefore probably not have been the limiting factor for
forests growth in the east of the South Island. The cold temperatures, and
particularly the ones associated with the polar blasts, would have been the main
limiting factor for forests to grow in the South Island. It can therefore be
suggested that those areas that were sheltered from direct exposure to the cold
southerlies might still have had conditions that suited forests. The opposite is true
for the North Island. The cooling was much more reduced, but there were drier
and windier conditions, especially in the east. For forests to be able to exist, they
should have been protected from the strongest wind, and should have been in
soils that retain their moisture well. Such a situation might have happened in
NNI, since proxy data indicates that the north of the North Island was still
covered in forests. Although the modelled westerly wind during the LGM in NNI
increased, it was not stronger than what the rest of the North Island experiences
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today. Nor was the reduction in precipitation in NNI such that it was drier than
conditions experianced in the east of the North Island during the present day.
Since these areas are covered by forest in the present day, it is therefore plausible
that forests were most likely common in NNI during the LGM. The suggestions
regarding the different limited factors for vegetation growth for both islands are
mere speculations, but it would be interesting to find out whether these can be
backed up by geological/biological evidence.
Although this study did not involve any ocean modelling, some of the ocean
data around New Zealand was analysed. The SSTs in the Tasman Sea were about
2oC-3oC cooler. [t was not possible to determine whether this amount of cooling
was solely the result of the general cooler conditions during the LGM, or whether
a change in the currents had affected the cooling as well. Geological proxy data
does suggest that the currents around New Zealand during the LGM might have
been different. Although the resolution of the coupled model was too low to
discern the small-scale currents around New Zealand, there were indications in
the SSTs and streamline patterns that the Tasman Front was slightly weaker
during the LGM. A reduction in the Tasman Current gave rise to colder SSTs to
the waters to the north and the east of the North Island. These findings are
consistent with geological proxy data (e.g. Barrows et al., 2000). However,
geological data also indicate that there were much lower SSTs to the southeast of
New Zealand, over the Campbell Plateau (e.g. Nelson et al., 2000: Carter et al.,
2002), which were possibly associated with a northward shift of the ACC. Such a
shift was not observed in this simulation however. The fact that the model did
not show an equatorward shift of the ACC does not mean that such a shift did not
happen at the LGM. It is known that the location of the ACC is not well
modelled in HadCM3 (Gordon et a1.,2000).
9.3. Discussion
At the start of this thesis it was mentioned that geologists and climate
modellsrs have come together in studying past climates. One can supply physical
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constraints on some climatic parameters, the other can develop possible scenarios
for climates of the past based on mathematical equations. When these separate
studies support each other findings, we feel that we have improved our
understanding on a particular aspect of our climate. But often it happens that the
studies contradict each other. Although this study investigated the LGM through
climate modelling, by no means is it implied that all the findings here are the
correct ones. Particularly where the climate simulation contradicts the proxy
record, modellers should question their model. For instance, adjusting
parameterizations might then lead to improvements in the simulation. On the
other hand, due to its spatial and ternporal limitation of information that can be
gained from geological proxy data, geologists should set out to obtain more and
better proxy data in order to improve the description of the climatic parameter.
In this study several simplifications were made and known errors were
acknowledged and were taken into account when drawing conclusions. The most
obvious anomalies were that the modelled westerly wind was too strong and the
amplitude of the wave number 3 pattern of the mean zonal circulation in the
Southern Hemisphere was too large. Although the atmosphere is a strong non-
linear system, it has been assumed that the different aspects of the climate during
the LGM found in this study were the result of running the model under the
general glacial conditions and not as the anomalous result of one or more of the
parameterizations, or in the settings of the model, to a set of different initial and
boundary conditions. Improvonents therefore could then be found in improving
the parameterizations or initial settings. The GCM configuration used in this
study, HadAM3H, was an improvement on HadAM3 particularly because it was
capable of simulating the climate in the Northem Hemisphere more realistically.
Since the model originates from the UK, it is understandable that in the update of
the model emphasis was placed on improving the simulation of the Northern
Hemisphere circulation. However, such a model does not have to result in a
better simulation of the climate of the Southern Hemisphere. To improve the
simulation of the climate in the Southern Honisphere, a model configuration
should be set up that in particular deals with the main features of the Southern
Hernisphere circulation. If such improvements were made, a better simulation of
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Southern Hemisphere climates during other times, such as the LGM, would be
likely too. ln this particular case, the configuration should improve the wave
number 3 pattern in the general circulation (together with its related exchanges in
the meridional direction), the strength of the westerly wind, the ocean currents in
general, but the position of the ACC in particular, and the extent of sea-ice. All
these changes should lead to improved reconstructions of regional models in the
Southern Hemisphere as well. For the New Zealand region during the LGM, it
can be very crucial to include a possible northward shift of the ACC, as indicated
by proxy data. Such a change in the position of the ACC will definitely affect the
temperatures of the coastal areas, and will probably affect also more inland
regions. Alternatively, this study of the climate of New Zealand during the LGM
could be done again by using SSTs computed from proxy data. Such a study
could then investigate the effect of much colder SSTs to the east and south of
New Zealand on the climate of New Zealand.
Undoubtedly, improvements in the regional climate model could be made
(e.g. resolution, representation of orography, and its effect on precipitation,
baroclinicity, lee wave effects, etc., vegetation and soil characteristics, etc.), but
it is felt that the greatest importance should be placed on getting the initial and
boundary conditions correctly. The largest anomalies were during SON and they
were related to the anomalous general circulation during that season.
Several simplifications were made in the GCM configuration. Due to the lack
of an LGM global vegetation database that can easily be implemented into the
UM, the vegetation during the LGM was prescribed very similar as for the pre-
industrial simulation. However, from geological proxy data we know that the
vegetation during the LGM was different. The question that can be raised is how
much the simulated climate of the LCM would have been different if the correct
vegetation and soils had been included. Or in other words, what is the sensitivity
of the model to the different kind of vegetation. The main impact of including the
correct vegetation in the simulation of the LGM would be the vegetation's effect
on the exchanges of gases (respiration) and the hydrological cycle. But since the
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former is kept constant in the simulation of the LGM, and the latter was weaker
during the LGM, it could be suggested that the impact would have been limited.
Aerosols in the atmosphere have a cooling effect on the mean global
temperature. Geological proxy data have indicated that the amount of aerosols in
the atmosphere during the LGM was much higher than during the presant day. A
drier, windier climate, and an increase in land area, all contributed to this
increase. Using an EBM, Harvey (1988) found that the effect of the increased
concentration of the aerosols on the climate of the LGM could be a cooling of
2oC-3"C. Although the UM includes a simple scheme to incorporate the effect of
aerosols on radiation (Cusack et al., 1998), it is not known what the distribution,
nature and radiative properties were of the aerosols during the LGM. For that
reason they were not included in this simulation.
The temperature response of the high latitudes in the Southern Honisphere
impacts on the SAO, the strength of the westerly wind and the position of the
polar trough. One of the main controls on the temperature of the Southern
Hanisphere's high latitudes is the extent of sea-ice. [t was found that the extent
of sea-ice was also linked to cyclonicity in the high latitudes (e.g. Cavalieri and
Parkinson, 1981: Simmonds and Wu, 1993). It is therefore crucial for the
simulation of a Southern Hemisphere climate to correctly incorporate the
seasonal distribution and extent of sea-ice. It can be expected that a fulI
dynamical sea-ice model could lead to an improved simulation of the climate of
the Southern Hemisphere.
It is felt that the greatest improvement in the regional climate model could be
made in the representation of the mountains. New Zealand's regional climates
have always been affected by the regional influences of the local orography,
especially in the south of the country. Including orography correctly is therefore
very important. However, with the climate recordings in the mountains taken at
different heights than the equivalent height of the gridpoints in the model, plus
the large, very localised (high resolution), effect of mountain slopes and valleys
on the local climate, it will always be impossible to directly compare modelled
and observed data. Generalisation (smoothing) and interpolation of data will
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always be necessary when one wants to model the climatic effects of steep
mountains like those in New Zealand. Parameterizations for cloud formation,
convection, precipitation and others probably would need to be specifically
determined for a land mass likeNew Zealand.
Although this study used only mean monthly and mean seasonal data as
output, more information could be obtained if daily minimum and maximum data
were available too. In this simulation, vegetation and soil properties were
simplified, and no drainage system was included. If these features had been
included in the simulation, they certainly would have affected the climatic daily
extremes. Since these were not included, analysis of daily extremes was less
relevant here, but should be important in accessing the internal variability of the
regional model.
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